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 Chapter 1. Introduction  

(i) It is extremely difficult to directly investigate the details surrounding the major systems 

and facilities for each unit at the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station (hereinafter 

referred to as the “Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS”). This is because radiation levels are still high in 

the reactor buildings (R/Bs) and their vicinities, with highly radioactive contaminated water also 

remaining inside the R/Bs. However, despite the fact that the major systems and facilities 

cannot be directly investigated, it is possible to make conjectures to some degree about the time 

in which the damage occurred, the extent of the damage, and other such conditions based on 

information like objective data at the time of the accident. Yet even if it were possible to visually 

and directly investigate the systems and facilities, it would still be impossible to directly 

ascertain from such investigation time of occurrence and causes of the damage; and so 

ultimately all that can be done is to make conjectures based on information like objective data 

from the time of the accident. 

Therefore, the Investigation Committee closely examined the plant related parameters at the 

time of the accident, alarm typer outputs, data from the Transient Analysis Recording System, 

recorder charts, written notes, and other objective data. In addition, it also conducted interviews 

with Tokyo Electric Power Company (hereinafter referred to as “TEPCO”), plant manufacturers, 

the Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization (hereinafter referred to as “JNES”), and other 

concerned parties. Through such activities it proceeded with its investigation to clarify to the 

extent possible the damage to the major systems and facilities, particularly for Units 1 to 3 

(ii) The major systems and facilities targeted by this investigation include the Reactor 

Pressure Vessel (hereinafter referred to as the “RPV”) and the Primary Containment Vessels 

(hereinafter referred to as the “PCV”), as well as cooling and water injection systems like the 

Isolation Condenser (IC) system, the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) system, and the 

High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system. 

It is believed that if these systems and facilities had suffered minor damage that would not 

have had an impact on their performance, clear indications would not have appeared in the plant 

related parameters, such as the reactor pressure and the reactor water level. Moreover, in many 

cases even those people who carried out the on-site field response would not be under the 
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impression that damage had occurred. Furthermore, so long as the damage did not exceed such 

levels it would not have even a minor impact in terms of the on-site field response towards a 

cold shutdown. Therefore, with respect to the damage to these systems and facilities, in the 

interest of ascertaining whether or not damage occurred that would have an impact on their 

functions the Investigation Committee worked to dynamically ascertain, to the extent possible, 

the occurrence, extent and time of such functional failures. 

There may be cases where minor damage such as fissures and cracks that would not degrade 

the functions of the major systems and facilities had occurred at a certain point, and afterwards 

such minor damage may have grown under the conditions such as high temperature and high 

pressure and accordingly resulted in such damage as to impact their functions. Therefore, it 

should be noted that for such cases the point in time at which damage occurred that would 

impact their functions is considered to be the time of occurrence of the damage, but that it is not 

meant to identify the time of occurrence of such minor damage. 

(iii) The following descriptions begin with discussions on the damage to each of the RPV, 

PCV, and cooling and water injection systems on a unit-by-unit basis, in order to clarify the 

verification process and results to the extent possible. Furthermore, for each of these systems 

and facilities the possibility and extent of functional failures are discussed, in chronological 

order from one point in time to another, while listing the facts that provide the grounds for 

damage assessment. Then each section summary describes overall discussions on the damage 

discussed in that section. 
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Chapter 2. Discussion on the Damage to the Major Systems and Facilities at Unit 1*1 

Section 1.Reactor Pressure Vessel ( RPV) 

 (1) The possibility that in the period after the earthquake until the tsunami arrival damage 

that would impair the containment function occurred to the RPV or penetration lines 

including instrument lines, their connections with the RPV, the flange gaskets of the main 

steam safety relief valves (hereinafter referred to as the “SRVs *2”), or other peripheral 

boundary parts of the RPV (hereinafter referred to as the “RPV or its Peripherals”) has 

been repudiated according to the following discussions. 

a. Reactor water level, reactor pressure, and RPV temperature  

(i) According to data from the Transient Analysis Recording System *3 for Unit 1, during the 

period starting from the earthquake and  ending before the arrival of the tsunami, the reactor 

water level for Unit 1 was measured by the wide range level indicators and the narrow range 

indicators. These indicators showed that the reactor water level was maintained despite changes 

caused by the void effect immediately after reactor scram and the operating conditions of the IC 

system *4. At the very least, no sharp drop in the reactor water level that hinted at major damage 

                                                                                                                                        
 *1 A concrete wall known as a “parapet” had been erected that surrounds the roof of the Unit 1 turbine building 

(hereinafter referred to as the “T/B”). The height of the parapet is approximately 880 mm over the highest point 
on the east side of the T/B, and approximately 550 mm over the highest point on its west side (the roof top of the 
T/B sloping down from the west toward the east) The parapet is connected to the top of the T/B by reinforcing 
steel.  

   It was identified that, after the earthquake and before the tsunami arrival, painted surface and part of concrete 
had fallen off at the parapet near the northeast corner of the top of of the Unit 1 T/B and also at a portion of the 
east side wall of the T/B. This damage is determined to have been caused by seismic force. The aforementioned 
damage extended not only to the parapet, but also to some parts of the T/B’s outer wall. However, as the T/B is 
seismic Class B (compared with the R/B, which is seismic Class S), given the scale of the earthquake, the extent 
of the damage to the T/B could not be said to be unexpected. Since the T/B retains its seismic capacity mainly 
through its columns, beams, seismic walls, and floors, and the T/B is not supported by the parapet, therefore the 
seismic capacity of the T/B will not be affected by the damage to the parapet. It is thought that the extent of 
damage was not so large as to affect the containment function of the T/B, since the damage was only fall-off of 
painted surface and part of concrete and did not lead to exposure of the inside of the building, with no damage 
identified at the outer walls of the other T/Bs.  

   Furthermore, visual inspections have not found similar damage to the Unit 1 R/B and the R/Bs and T/Bs of the 
other units.  

 *2 The SRVs discussed in this chapter include safety valves that only have a safety valve function to operate with 
spring pressure and dry-well (hereinafter referred to as “D/W”) discharge function.  

 *3 See Attachment II-1-1-1. 
 *4 Data related to the shutdown range water level indicator was also recorded the transient analysis recording 

system for Unit 1The shutdown range water level indicator is intended to be used during routine inspections under 
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that would render it impossible to maintain the reactor water level was observed.  

(ii) According to the recorder charts*5 and data from the Transient Analysis Recording 

System *6 for Unit 1, during the period starting from the earthquake and ending before the 

arrival of the tsunami, the reactor pressure at Unit 1 was maintained despite fluctuations in 

accordance with the operating status of the IC system. At the very least, there was no sharp drop 

in the pressure that hints at any damage leading to significant loss of RPV containment function, 

as shown by the rise in the pressure to about 7 Mpa gage due to the stoppage of the IC system. 

(iii) According to the recorder charts*7 for Unit 1, during the period starting from the 

earthquake and ending before the arrival of the tsunami, the vessel downcomer temperature*8, 

among other RPV temperatures, dropped down to around 180℃. The location of the 

temperature indicator showing 180℃is slightly above the buffer plate. Since this location is 

likely to be affected by the water returning from the IC system into the downcomer section, it is 

supposed that the water temperature was lowered by the relatively low-temperature return water 

from the IC system.  

                                                                                                                                        
the conditions in which the inside of the reactor is at atmospheric pressure without coolant circulation in the core. 
Since the shutdown range water level indicator is not intended to measure the reactor water level at pressure 
several dozen times the atmospheric pressure during operation or immediately after a scram, the values indicated 
by the shutdown range water level indicator are not worth relying on to see the reactor water level during 
operation or immediately after reactor scram.  

 *5 See Attachment II-1-1-2. 
 *6 See Attachment II-1-1-2. 
 *7 See Attachment II-1-1-3. 
 *8 Refers to the temperatures for Nos. 11 – 13 on the Unit 1 recorder charts (see Attachments II-1-1-3). However, 

when the reactor was started up after the routine inspection in 2001, the temperature element (TE-263-69G1) 
located at the segment 15 in the vessel downcomer, which was supposed to be reading out as No. 11, was giving 
incorrect readings. Because of this, TEPCO not only removed the cable for this temperature indicator from the 
recorder, but also connected this recorder via a cable with the temperature element (TE-263-69G2) located at the 
segment 130 in the vessel downcomer that was reading out as No. 12. Since then, the temperature element 
(TE-263-69G1) that was giving incorrect readings was left out of order without being replaced. This fact was 
written down on the records from the time of the routine inspection, but this fact was little shared. As a result, back 
on March 11, 2011 the values indicated as No. 11 on the recorder charts were not from the temperature element 
located at the segment 15 in the vessel downcomer, but rather the measurements from the segment 130 in the 
vessel downcomer, and thus are identical to the values indicated as No. 12.  

   When TEPCO checked whether or not the instruments recorded on the recorder charts for Units 1 – 3 had 
similar cable connections and found that Nos. 3 and 4 temperatures on the Unit 1 recorder charts (see Attachments 
II-1-1-3), that is to say, the two temperature elements (TE263-69C1 and TE263-69C3) measuring the Unit 1 
vessel below water level temperature for Unit 1, were connected, and thus were measured by the same detector. 
But it was confirmed that aside from these examples none of the others had similar cable connections. 
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Moreover, according to the recorder charts*9 and the Transient Analysis Recording System 

for Unit 1, all the temperature readings of the upper part of the control rod drive (CRD)*10 

housing suddenly shot up to around 160℃. Supposedly this is because, after reactor scram, cold 

water of about 50 – 60℃ retained in the upper part of the CRD housing mixed with the hot 

water inside the RPV, thereby raising the reactor water temperature around there. 

In addition, according to the recorder charts*11 for Unit 1, the vessel bottom temperature*12 

dropped down to about 140℃. It is supposed that the temperature drop was caused by the cold 

water stagnating on the RPV bottom after the stoppage of the reactor primary loop recirculation 

(PLR) pumps, as well as the influx of cold water from the CRD housing after reactor scram, 

thereby reducing the reactor water temperature around there.  

Also according to the recorder charts*13 for Unit 1, after the vessel bottom temperature*14 

had fallen down to around 140℃ after the earthquake, it started rising at around 15:20 on 

March 11, 2011 and reached around roughly 160℃. Thus, it is supposed that this change in the 

temperature attributed to the IC system’s operating conditions.  

In addition, the temperatures measured by a total of 20 temperature elements inside the RPV 

are indicated on the recorder charts for Unit 1 and show that there are no signs of damage to the 

RPV or its peripherals as well as sudden temperature swings due to a drop in the water level, or 

a core uncovering during the period after the earthquake until before the arrival of the tsunami.  

 

b. Drywell pressure and the drywell temperature  

(i) According to the recorder charts*15 for Unit 1, the pressure in the Unit 1 drywell 

(hereinafter referred to as the “D/W”) rose only by about 2 kPa during the period after the 

earthquake until before the arrival of the tsunami. As is described in (ii), it is considered that this 

temperature rise was caused by the increase in the PCV temperature from the moment the 

containment vessel cooling system (hereinafter referred to as the “HVH”) stopped functioning 
                                                                                                                                        
 *9 See Attachment II-1-1-3. 
 *10 Refers to the temperatures for Nos. 20 and 21 on the Unit 1 recorder charts (see Attachment II-1-1-3). 
 *11 Refers to the temperatures for Nos. 4 and 5 on the Unit 1 recorder charts (see Attachment II-1-1-4). 
 *12 Refers to the temperatures for Nos. 4 and 5 on the Unit 1 recorder charts (see Attachment II-1-1-4). 
 *13 See Attachment II-1-1-4. 
 *14 Refers to the temperatures for Nos. 4 and 5 on the Unit 1 recorder charts (see Attachment II-1-1-4). 
 *15 See Attachment II-1-1-5. 
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after the loss of offsite power. 

If steam had leaked from the pressure vessel, the main steam pipes, PLR pipes, or any other 

penetrating pipes, it is difficult to conceive that the rise in the pressure was kept so little like this 

value. 

(ii) According to the recorder charts*16 for Unit 1, during the period after the earthquake until 

before the arrival of the tsunami, the temperature inside the D/W was measured at a total of 15 

locations to monitor the temperatures around HVH inside the Unit 1 D/W. Affected by the 

structures and components inside the D/W, there were differences of about 30 – 40℃ 

depending on the location of temperature element. But even the largest observed temperature 

rise between the HVH supply and suction air temperature was only about 30 – 40℃ , and the 

other indicators show no sharp temperature rise. 

The rise between the HVH supply and suction air temperature is attributed to the following 

reasons: Since the HVH was operating before the earthquake, the temperature gage measured 

the temperature of the cold air near its supply air port giving indication reading of lower than 

20℃. However, after the HVH stopped functioning due to the earthquake, the cold air from the 

HVH inlet port mixed with the high-temperature ambient air surrounding the inlet port and 

caused the temperature to rise. This does not suggest that the reason for the HVH suction air 

temperature rise is attributed to steam leak from the RPV.  

(iii) The JNES released a report entitled “An Analysis of the Reactor Behavior during the 

Operation of the Emergency Isolation Condenser (IC) System at Unit 1 of the Fukushima 

Dai-Ichi Nuclear Power Station”*17 on December 9, 2011. According to this report, given a 

liquid leak from either Loop A or B of the recirculation line with a leakage area of 3 cm2 , it was 

impossible to maintain a reactor pressure of around 6.0 – 7.0 MPa gage, unless the start-up and 

stopping of the IC system had repeated itself more than three times in total (which is believed to 

be how it actually operated) since only the IC system (Train A) was started at about 15:17 on 

March 11. As for the reactor water level it continued to drop due to leakage and diverged further 

and further from the actual data. 

Moreover, if steam leak from the main steam line or the IC system pipes with a leakage area 
                                                                                                                                        
 *16 See Attachment II-1-1-6. 
 *17 Partially revised on March 27, 2012. 
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of 3 cm2 were assumed, the rise of reactor pressure was evidently smaller than the actual data 

due to the sharp drop in the reactor pressure. 

What is more, if a liquid leak from the IC system pipes with a leakage area of 3 cm2 is 

assumed, the drop in reactor pressure was obviously larger than the actual measurement data 

due to an increased steam condensation. 

Therefore, it is apparent that the actual measurement data cannot be reproduced for any leaks 

with a leakage area of 3 cm2. 

However, according to the aforementioned report by the JNES, if a liquid or steam leak from 

the recirculation line or the main steam line with a leakage area of 0.3 cm2 or less is assumed, 

there are little differences between the actual data and the analytical results regarding the reactor 

pressure and reactor water level. 

(iv) On the other hand, if a leak occurs from the RPV or its Peripherals into the PCV, it is 

supposed that this affects not only the reactor pressure and the reactor water level, but also the 

D/W pressure as well.  

To start with, the drywell pressure was analyzed in the report entitled “Behavior of the 

Containment Vessel Pressure and Temperature during a very small Leak of Coolant at Unit 1 of 

the Fukushima Dai-Ichi Nuclear Power Station”, which was reported on February 1, 2012 by 

the JNES t. According to the report, JNES analyzed D/W pressure by assuming leaks from the 

RPV into the PCV with leakage areas of either 0.3 cm2 or 0.1 cm2 by utilizing MELCOR code. 

The results from this analysis revealed that, if there had been a steam leak, the pressure would 

have increased by approximately either 9.7-fold or 4.2-fold, respectively, as opposed to the 

changes in the D/W pressure that were actually measured (see Chart 1). 
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図表1 漏えい面積0.3cm2、0.1cm2の格納容器圧力の変化（蒸気相漏えいの場合）
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独立行政法人原子力安全基盤機構「福島第一原子力発電所１号機冷却材微小漏えい時
の格納容器圧力・温度の挙動について」（東京電力株式会社福島第一原子力発電所事
故の技術的知見に関する意見聴取会第7回資料4）（平成24年2月1日）を基に作成
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Chart 1: Changes in PCV pressure with leak area of 0.3cm2 and 0.1cm2 (in case of vapor 
phase leak)

Created based on JNES’s “PCV pressure / temperature behavior with a small coolant leak at 
Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 1” (the 7th hearing session regarding technical findings for the 

TEPCO Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS accident, Material 4) (February 1, 2012)
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Moreover, according to the aforementioned report, in case of liquid phase leak, the D/W 

pressure analysis by MELCOR code, on the assumption that the leakage area from the RPV 

into the PCV was either 0.3 cm2 or 0.1 cm2 showed that the pressure increased by 

approximately 12-fold or approximately 5.3-fold, respectively, as opposed to the changes in the 

D/W pressure that was actually measured (see Chart 2). 
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図表2 漏えい面積0.3cm2、0.1cm2の格納容器圧力の変化（液相漏えいの場合）
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の格納容器圧力・温度の挙動について」（東京電力株式会社福島第一原子力発電所事
故の技術的知見に関する意見聴取会第7回資料4）（平成24年2月1日）を基に作成
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Chart 2: Changes in PCV pressure with leak area of 0.3cm2 and 0.1cm2 (in case of liquid 
phase leak)

Created based on JNES’s “PVC pressure / temperature behavior with a small coolant 
leak at Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 1” (the 7th hearing session regarding the technical 
findings for the TEPCO Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS accident, Material 4) (February 1, 
2012)
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In other words, provided that the leakage area from the RPV into the PCV had been either 0.3 

cm2 or 0.1 cm2, the leakage area was not enough to reproduce the D/W pressure that was 

actually measured.  
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What is more, according to the aforementioned report, JNES analyzed D/W pressure by 

assuming a leakage area*18 equivalent to a coolant leakage at the leakage rate of 0.23 m3/h, 

which is the upper limit of the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) “leakage rate from an 

unidentified location” stipulated in Section 31 of the Operational Safety Program for the 

Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station Facility (hereinafter referred to as the “Operational 

Safety Program”). The results of this analysis showed that in the case of a steam leak the D/W 

pressure increased approximately 3.6-fold, and that in the case of a liquid leak the D/W pressure 

increased approximately 1.9-fold, as opposed to the changes in the D/W pressure that were 

actually measured (see Chart 3). 

図表3 0.23m3/h相当の冷却材漏えいが生じた場合の格納容器圧力の変化
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故の技術的知見に関する意見聴取会第7回資料4）（平成24年2月1日）を基に作成
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In other words, in these cases the changes in the D/W pressure were larger than the 

actualvalues. Therefore, there is little possibility that a leakage equivalent to or greater than the 

leak rate of 0.23 m3/h, which is specified as the  LCO in the Operational Safety Program, 

occurred in the period after the earthquake and before the arrival of the tsunami.  

Also, according to the aforementioned report, in order to simulate the heat released from the 

RPV after the shutdown of the D/W cooler, JNES analyzed D/W pressure by assuming a heat 

source inside the D/W and assuming that the leakage area equivalent to the coolant leakage at 

leakage rate of 0.23 m3/h. The results of this analysis showed that in the case of a steam leak the 

D/W pressure increased approximately 3.6-fold, and that in the case of a liquid leak the D/W 
                                                                                                                                        
 *18 For a steam leak the leakage surface area is assumed to be 8 mm2, and for a liquid leak it is assumed to be 2 

mm2. 
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pressure increased an approximately 2.2-fold, as opposed to the changes in the D/W pressure 

that were actually measured (see Chart 4). 

図表4 ドライウェルクーラ停止を模擬した場合の格納容器圧力の変化
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Chart 4: Changes in PCV pressure when a drywell cooler shutdown is simulated
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In other words, in these cases the change in the D/W pressure were larger than the actual 

measured values. Therefore, there is little possibility that a leakage equivalent to or greater than 

a leakage rate of 0.23 m3/h, which is specified as the LCO in the Operational Safety Program, 

occurred in the period after the earthquake until the arrival of the tsunami.  

From the contents of the aforementioned reports and interviews with the people who 

performed the analyses, the Investigation Committee did not find out any particular issues that 

would call into question the credibility of these analysis results. 

The conclusions of these analyses can vary depending on input conditions such as the impact 

of heat conduction from the PCV to the open air and the leakage area from the PCV. There is 

little evidence suggesting that a significant leakage exceeding the acceptable leakage rate from 

the PCV occurred in the wake of the earthquake. Furthermore, the difference in the D/W 

pressure is too large between the actually measured values and the analysis results based on the 

assumption of a leakage area of 0.3 cm2 or 0.1 cm2 from the RPV into the PCV. That being the 

case, the possibility is low that a leakage occurred from the RPV into the PCV with a leakage 

area of larger than 0.1 cm2 or with a coolant leakage rate exceeding the 0.23 m3/h that is an 

operational limit by the Operational Safety Program. 

Consequently, this does not go so far as to deny the possibility that a leakage of the size 
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nearly equivalent to a “leakage rate from an unidentified location” specified in the Operational 

Safety Program occurred with the RPV or its Peripherals in the period after the earthquake until 

the arrival of the tsunami. But at the very least it is natural to assume that damage which would 

impair the containment function of the RPV had not occurred.  

 

c. Radiation levels 

(i) According to the recorder charts*19 for Unit 1, the containment atmosphere monitoring 

system for radiation at Unit 1 consistently showed values at the bottom limit over the period 

after the earthquake occurred until the recorder stopped due to the loss of power caused by the 

tsunami.  

Therefore, it is natural to consider the situation at this point of time is unlikely that rare gases 

or other nuclides were released from the damaged core and leaked into the PCV due to damage 

to the RPV or its Peripherals.  

(ii) According to the alarm typer outputs typer*20 for Unit 1, while the standby gas treatment 

system (SGTS) is believed to have started up at around 14:47 on March 11, 2011, the recorder 

charts*21 for Unit 1 showed no significant increases in the radiation levels on the stack radiation 

monitor.  

Therefore, it is natural to consider the situation at this point of time is unlikely that the 

radiation levels in the Unit 1 R/B showed an abnormal increase.  

(iii) According to the shift operator’s logbook and the records of a whiteboard*22 for Unit 1, 

an entry exists stating that an “MP-3 HiHi alarm actuated” at 15:29 on March 11, 2011, and 

then at 15:36 the same day an entry is listed to the effect that the alarm was “Cleared.” 

The radiation dose rates measured at the monitoring detectors in the monitoring posts are 

transmitted to an incoming recording device in the Units 1/2 Main Control Room through fiber 

optic circuits or metal circuits. These are then recorded on a recorder after going through an 

                                                                                                                                        
 *19 See Attachment II-1-1-7. 
 *20 See Attachment II-1-1-8. 
 *21 See Attachment II-1-1-8. 
 *22 It is possible to read the Unit 1 shift operator’s logbook at 

http://www.tepco.co.jp/nu/fukushima-np/index10-j.html on TEPCO’s homepage (hereinafter referred to as 
“TEPCO’s HP”). 
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incoming switching device, transferred over to a low range and a high range via a range marker 

circuit, and displayed on an indicator.  

This system is set up so that a HiHi alarm will be actuated in the event that the display needle 

on the indicator at a low dose monitoring post reaches 430 nGy/h, or in cases where a detector 

at a high dose monitoring post measures 1.2 × 105 nGy/h, and switched over from the low range 

to the high range. Judging by the above entries, it has been confirmed that the HiHi alarm was 

actuated at 15:29 because a low dose monitoring post indicator at monitoring post 3 gave a 

reading of 430 nGy/h or a detector at a high dose monitoring post measured 1.2 × 105 nGy/h. It 

is believed that at 15:36 this alarm was cleared.  

What is more, according to the shift operator’s logbook and the records of the whiteboard*23 

for Unit 1, an entry was written stating that “MP7 cannot be reset” around that time, though the 

exact time is unclear. With regard to “MP7,” namely monitoring post 7, this entry conceivably 

means, though the details are unclear, that although some sort of alarm was actuated here it 

could not be reset. 

At any rate, there is a possibility that the radiation levels rose at monitoring posts 3 and 7 at 

about this time. This matter is discussed.  

To start with, according to the recorder charts*24 found in the Units 1/2 Main Control Room 

from the time, the radiation dose rates at both monitoring posts 3 and 7 (low dose monitoring 

post) were holding steady at around 40 nGy/h in the period after the earthquake occurred but 

before the records stopped due to the loss of power from the arrival of the tsunami. There was 

absolutely no behavior observed in which this reached the 430 nGy/h needed to actuate the 

HiHi alarm.  

Moreover, the behavior of the radiation levels at monitoring posts 3 and 7 as recorded on the 

recorder charts shows no particularly significant increases in the radiation levels, being 

consistent with the behavior of the radiation levels at six other monitoring posts.  

If radioactive materials had originated and leaked out from the cores of Units 1 – 3, which 

had been operating before the earthquake occurred, were leaking out, then significant increases 

in the radiation levels should have been observed via their respective CAMS radiation monitors 
                                                                                                                                        
 *23 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *24 See Attachment II-1-1-9. 
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and stack radiation monitors. But according to the recorder charts*25 no such traces were 

observed. What is more, if radioactive materials had originated and leaked out from the fuels in 

the spent fuel pools on the fifth floors of the R/Bs for Units 1 – 6, then significant increases in 

the radiation levels should have been observed via their stack radiation monitors. But according 

to the recorder charts*26, no such traces were observed. Therefore, the behavior of the radiation 

levels at monitoring posts 3 and 7 as recorded on the recorder charts is consistent with the 

behavior of the radiation levels on the CAMS radiation monitors and the stack radiation 

monitors. 

Furthermore, as was described in a. and b. above, judging from the fluctuations in the reactor 

water level, reactor pressure, RPV temperature, D/W pressure, and D/W temperature it is hard 

to imagine that damage which would cause the pressure to leak out had occurred to the RPV or 

its Peripherals at Unit 1. The same holds true for Units 2 and 3, as will be described later on in 

Chapter III (1) a and Chapter IV (1) a. 

That being the case, this presents a question why the HiHi alarm was actuated ndicating an 

increase in the radiation level at monitoring post 3. 

To begin with, the HiHi alarm is actuated when the display needle on an indicator at a low 

dose monitoring post reaches 430 nGy/h. So by way of example, this means that a HiHi alarm 

would be actuated even if the indicator’s needle reached 430 nGy/h by swinging wildly from 

the values measured by the detector due to the effects of the seismic motion. Even if the 

indicator’s needle were to swing wildly in such a scenario, then that does not mean that the 

measurement results themselves from the monitoring post detector would change. For this 

reason, the measurement results from the monitoring post detectors are recorded on the records 

found on the recorder charts in the Main Control Room, rather than the figures pointed to by the 

indicator’s needle. That being the case, if for example 40 nGy/h were measured on the 

monitoring post detector then 40 nGy/h would be recorded on the recorder charts. But if at that 

moment the indicator was trying to point to 40 nGy/h but actually pointed to 430 nGy/h or 

higher because of seismic motion or the effects from something else, then there is the possibility 

that the HiHi alarm would go off. 
                                                                                                                                        
 *25 See Attachment II-1-1-9. 
 *26 See Attachment II-1-1-9. 
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On the other hand, the HiHi alarm will be also actuated in cases where a detector at a high 

dose monitoring post measures 1.2 × 105 nGy/h and is switched over from the low range to the 

high range. In other words, with the switchover from the low range to the high range there is a 

mechanism set up whereby a switchover circuit in the monitoring post will be connected and 

current will flow through it if a detector at a high dose monitoring post were to measure 1.2 × 

105 nGy/h. This would then allow current to flow through a range marker circuit in the Units 

1/2 Main Control Room, thereby actuating the HiHi alarm. That being the case, even if none of 

the detectors at any of the high dose monitoring posts measured 1.2 × 105 nGy/h, there is no 

denying the possibility that the switchover circuit could have been switched on and connected 

because of major vibration in the vicinity of monitoring post 3 due to seismic motion or the 

effects from something else, for example, thereby allowing current to flow through to the range 

marker circuit and actuating the HiHi alarm. 

Therefore, this should be considered in terms of its consistency with the behavior of the 

radiation levels at the other monitoring posts, the CAMS radiation monitors, and stack 

radiation monitors, as well as the fluctuations in the reactor water level, reactor pressure, RPV 

temperature, D/W pressure, and D/W temperature. It is natural to assume that the radiation 

level found at monitoring post 3 indicated the normal values of around 40 nGy/h that were 

recorded on the recorder charts. There is a strong possibility that the HiHi alarm at monitoring 

post 3 was a malfunction triggered by seismic motion or some other cause. 

At this moment, it is also difficult to specify what caused the alarm from monitoring post 7. 

Yet regardless, it is natural to consider that the behavior of the radiation level at monitoring 

post 7 indicated the normal values of around 40 nGy/h that were recorded on the recorder 

charts for similar reasons. 

(iv) From the above, at this point in time it is hard to conceive of having been a leak of 

radioactive materials from the Unit 1 RPV to the PCV, or from the PCV to within the R/B. It is 

not contradictory to believe that damage that would have impaired the containment function 

inherent to the RPV had not occurred.  

 

d. Start-up signals 
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There are a number of signals that should have been sent out for starting up ECCS in the 

period between the earthquake and the arrival of the tsunami, by the “reactor vessel low-low 

water level” or the “high drywell pressure”. These start-up signals include the LOCA*27 signal 

for HPCI start up, the LOCA signals for  D/G_1A start-up and D/G_1B start-up, and the 

LOCA signals for the core spray system Train A start up and Train B start up. But according to 

data from the transient analysis recording system*28 for Unit 1, it has been acknowledged that 

none of these LOCA signals were sent out. 

Whereas the detectors designed to issue these start-up LOCA signals are all shared, the 

signals for the reactor water level and the containment vessel pressure have four different 

detectors, from A to D, respectively. 

So when it comes to the reactor water level, if either of the A or B detectors and either of the 

C and D detectors detect the reactor low-low water level of -148 cm*29 respectively, then one of 

the start-up LOCA signals will be issued. With respect to the PCV pressure, if either of the A or 

B detectors and either of the C and D detectors detect the high D/W pressure of 13.7 kPa gage, 

respectively, then one of these start-up LOCA signals will be issued. 

In other words, unless both A and B reactor water level detectors or both C and D detectors 

fail in addition to the failure of both A and B containment vessel pressure detectors or both C 

and D detectors , the said start-up LOCA signals will be issued, at the moment reactor low-low 

water level or high D/W pressure is actually reached. 

Therefore, it is considered that it is very unlikely that each of these reactor water level 

detectors and containment vessel pressure detectors failed in the above-mentioned manner 

because of seismic motion in the wake of the earthquake before the arrival of the tsunami. 

This being the case, the logical conclusion is that the reason why none of the start-up LOCA 

signals were sent out is because either “reactor vessel low-low water level” or “high drywell 

pressure” signals indispensable for the start-up LOCA signals, were not issued. In other words, 

there was no sharp drop of the reactor water level or abnormal increase in the D/W pressure 

                                                                                                                                        
*27 Refers to a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) caused by the rupture of the reactor coolant pressure boundary 
pipes or the like. 

*28 See Attachment II-1-1-10. 
 *29 Equivalent to 1,947 mm above the TAF. 
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caused by LOCA. There is no evidence to deny this conclusion the contrary*30. 

Consequently, it is considered that no damage leading to a large volume of steam leak into 

the D/W was done to the pressure vessel or its Peripherals in the wake of the earthquake before 

the arrival of the tsunami.  

 

e. Changes in the main steam flow  

According to the data from the transient analysis recording system*31 for Unit 1, the main 

steam flow began to drop at around 14:47:31 on March 11, 2011, and reached 0 t/h at about 

14:47:43 the same day. As such, the cause for this is examined in the following paragraphs.  

To start with, according to the Unit 1 transient analysis recording system typer*32, the alarm 

signals for the “main steam line high flow” on Systems A and C were actuated at about 

14:47:50, while those for the “main steam line high flow” on Systems B and D were actuated at 

about 14:47:51, respectively. Before these alarm signals were actuated, no alarm signals 

indicative of a rupture of these lines had been issued. Since the drop in the main steam line flow 

started before these alarm signals, it is not thought that the alarm signals were issued by a 

rupture of the main steam line. Before the main steam flow began to fall, the signals for a 

“Reactor Scram” and “Earthquake Trip” were issued to start reactor scram by the insertion of 

the control rods. Judging from this fact, it is supposed that the drop in the main steam flow was 

caused by the drop in reactor power by the control rod insertion.  

In addition, a comparison was made between the main steam flow and the output of the 

average power range monitor (APRM), both of which were included in the data for the transient 

analysis recording system for Unit 1. APRM monitors the position of the control rods and 

represents the behavior of reactor power. The comparison revealed that the temporal 

relationship between the decrease of the APRM output and the decrease of the main steam flow 

was consistent, and that the manner in which those parameters declined was also consistent. 

Judging from this comparison, it is considered that for Unit 1 the main steam flow fell to 0 t/h as 

                                                                                                                                        
 *30 It is considered that power supply for the detectors, relay circuits, and logic circuits (all of which are 125V DC 

power sources), which are needed for issuing these start-up LOCA signals, were not lost.  
 *31 See Attachments II-1-1-11. 
 *32 See Attachments II-1-1-11. 
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a result of the decreasing output to zero during the process of reactor scram through the 

insertion of all of the control rods. 

According to the  alarm typer outputs for Unit 1, the “high main steam line flow volume” 

and “high main steam line leakage volume” alarm signals were issued, after the main steam 

flow had dropped. Judging from the time these signals were issued, it appears that this was 

caused by the loss of power supplied to the logic circuits for these signals as a result of the loss 

of offsite power.  

If steam had actually leaked from the main steam line, this leakage should have brought 

about some sort of changes in the main steam flow data recorded by the transient analysis 

recording system, despite the decreasing main steam flow due to decreasing reactor power. 

However, no such evidence was observed. Consequently, it is considered that these alarm 

signals are not indicative of what actually happened.  

 

(2) The possibility that the RPV or its Peripherals had been damaged to a degree large 

enough to cause a radioactive leakage beyond the limit of leak rate by 20:07 on March 11, 

2011 cannot be completely denied, and there is little possibility that RPV containment 

function was impaired by damage. 

a. Reactor pressure  

According to the plant parameters*33 for Unit 1, the reactor pressure read 6.900 MPa gage 

at around 20:07 on March 11, 2011*34. 

This value was a direct reading of the non-electrical instrument indicator installed on the 

instrument rack on the second floor of the Unit 1 R/B. This indicator is absolutely free from 

any mistaken measurement or erroneous indication due to failures of the electrical system. 

This type of indicator sometimes shows a reactor pressure that was lower than the actual one 

by around several dozen kPa gage due to a decrease in water level in the reference leg. 
                                                                                                                                        
 *33 The plant parameters for each unit are provided for public reading on TEPCO HP. The readings of the major 

instruments up until 18:00 on March 12, 2011 are shown in Attachments II-1-1-55.  
 *34 The Unit 1 reactor pressure at this time was read directly on the non-electrical instrument indicator installed on 

the instrument rack  is considered to have shown 6.9 MPa gage. On the other hand, that pressure was recorded in 
the plant-related parameters as 6.900 MPa gage, so the figure recorded in the plant-related parameters is used here 
Hereafter, the figures recorded in the plant-related parameters will be used in terms of the number of significant 
digits.  
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However, it is hard to suppose that the Unit 1 RPV was already in a low-pressure state or that 

the D/W was already in a high-temperature state, as of this point in time, so there is little 

possibility that large measurement errors were included in the measured value. Therefore, it is 

acknowledged that at this point in time the reactor pressure was the 6.900 MPa gage as 

indicated on the reactor pressure indicator, or exceeded this value by only about several dozen 

kPa gage.  

Yet the fact that a certain reactor pressure had been maintained does not necessarily mean 

that the pressure vessel was sound.  

However, given that this point is examined in connection with the on-site response that is 

discussed in b, there is no possibility that large-scale damage extensive enough to make it 

impossible for pressure to be retained had occurred in the Unit 1 RPV or its Peripherals by 

20:07 on March 11, 2011.  

 

b. On-site response  

(i) In the period from 18:30 until 20:00 on March 11, 2011, without wearing protective 

clothes, the Unit 1 shift team carried out its on-site response activities, which included the 

opening the discharge valve in the Unit 1 R/B in order to configure the water injection line. The 

shift team entered the underground torus room in the Unit 1 R/B in order to close the S/C spray 

valve installed therein. On this account, it is supposed that the radiation level inside the torus 

room had not risen to a level that would make it absolutely impossible for people to enter.  

In particular, the shell of the S/C in particular is made of steel that is approximately 15 mm 

thick*35 and is not surrounded by shield concrete like the D/W. As such, the torus room was 

likely to be directly affected by relatively highly permeable gamma rays, however, at this point 

in time people were still able to enter the torus room.  

Therefore, it is considered that at this point in time the plant conditions had not deteriorated to 

the extent that steam containing large quantities of radioactive materials leaked from the RPV 

into the S/C and filled the airspace of the S/C with radioactive materials.  

(ii) As for Unit 1, one of the means to release steam from the RPV into the PCV was the 
                                                                                                                                        
 *35 According to the establishment permit application forms, the materials correspond to ASTMA-201 Grade B 

or A-212 Grade B. 
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opening of SRVs following the rise in reactor pressure.  

Furthermore, in addition to the manual opening of the SRVs by shift operators, the SRVs 

could be automatically opened due to D/W discharge, safety valve, relief valve, or ADS 

functions*36  

Among these functions, it is hard to suppose that the relief valve function of the Unit 1 SRVs 

worked after the arrival of the tsunami. This is because, due to the loss of power supply after the 

arrival of tsunami, the signal required to excite the solenoid valve which supplies  nitrogen to 

open STVs was not sent out even if the reactor pressure reached the prescribed pressure.  

On the other hand, the ADS function of the Unit 1 SRVs is designed to be triggered by a 

“high drywell pressure (13.7 kPa gage)” and a “reactor vessel low-low water level (-148 cm 

(L-L))” combined. If the ADS function had been triggered, then the reactor pressure would have 

been depressurized to the pressure equivalent to that inside the S/C. But after the arrival of the 

tsunami, the 125V DC power distribution panel connected to the logic circuits for the ADS 

trigger signal was rendered inoperable, because the power distribution panel was submerged on 

the first basement floor of the control building (hereinafter referred to as the “C/B”). For this 

reason, it is presumed that the ADS function did not work.  

On the other hand, since the D/W discharge or safety valve functions is carried out by the 

force of spring built in the SRVs, there is a possibility that the SRVs opened given the reactor 

pressure reached predetermined levels of those functions. The D/W discharge function is carried 

out in cases where the reactor pressure is 8.51 – 8.62 MPa gage or higher, while the safety valve 

function is carried out in cases where the reactor pressure is 7.64 – 7.71 MPa gage or higher. If 

the SRVs had opened at the reactor pressure exceeding the above-mentioned pressure settings, 

the SRVs would have closed at the point in time where the reactor pressure dropped to the 

pressure between approximately 6.88 – 6.94 MPa gage*37 (this depends on the SRVs that had 

                                                                                                                                        
 *36 Unit 1 has four SRVs that function as relief valves, ADS valves, and safety valves, and three SRVs that have a 

D/W discharge function. With respect to the relieve valve function and ADS function, an solenoid valve for the 
line supplying the nitrogen gas that drives the valves is exited and nitrogen gas from the accumulator is supplied 
to open the SRVs. On the other hand, regarding safety valve and D/W discharge functions, the SRVs are opened 
solely by spring force. All of their functions aside from the D/W discharge function, steam is discharged from the 
PCV into the S/C side. 

 *37 According to the design specification, the safety valve function of the Unit 1 SRVs is activated at 7.64 – 7.71 
MPa gage, and is set to be reinstated once the reactor pressure drops by a maximum of 10%. For this reason, once 
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opened with the safety valve function). In addition, the reactor pressure would be maintained at 

about 6.88 MPa gage or higher (see Chart 5). 

機能 弁番号 駆動源 作動圧（MPa）又は作動条件 復帰値（MPa）

D/W吹き出し
203-4A～
203-4C

8.51～8.62
7.66以上～7.76以上

（※1）

安全弁 7.64～7.71
6.88以上～6.94以上

（※2）

逃し弁 7.27～7.41
6.97以上～7.11以上

（※3）
遠隔操作

ADS

 ・格納容器圧力（高）13.7kPa
 ・原子炉水位 低‐低 -148cm
           　 （狭帯域・広帯域)

　　120秒経過

　左記信号がクリアされ、リ
セットボタンが押されない限
り、全開を保持。

　東京電力「SRV配置及び設定値」等を基に作成

　※3：計器の仕様より算出したもので、あくまでも参考値である。　

図表5 SR弁（1号機）の作動圧、復帰値等

203-3A～
203-3D

バネ力

窒素圧

操作に従う

　※1、※2：弁の設計仕様より算出したもので、あくまでも参考値である。

Chart 5: SRV (Unit 1) Working pressure, returning pressure, etc.

(i), (ii): Calculated based on the valve design specifications, and for reference only.
(iii): Calculated based on the instrument specifications, and for reference only.

Created based on TEPCO’s “SRV Arrangement and Pressure Settings”

Function Valve Number Drive Source Working Pressure (MPa) or Initiating Conditions Returning Pressure (MPa)

D/W discharge

Safety Valve

Relief Valve

Remote Operation

ADS

203-4A –
203-4C

203-3A –
203-3D

Spring 
Force

Nitrogen 
Pressure

8.51 – 8.62

7.64 – 7.71

7.27 – 7.41

According to operator’s operation

over 7.66 – over 7.76
(i)

over 6.88 – over 6.94
(ii)

over 6.97 – over 7.11
(iii)

Valves remain fully open unless the 
signal in the left column is cleared and 

the reset button pressed

High PCV Pressure                               13.7kPa

Low-Low Reactor Water Level -148cm

To last for 120 seconds 

{Narrow Range, Wide Range}

 

Judging from the fact that at around 20:07 on March 11, 2011 the reactor pressure reading 

was 6.900 MPa gage, there is a possibility that the SRVs’ safety valve function was activated*38. 

(iii) As part of its efforts to configure an alternative water injection line from the D/DFP to 

Unit 1, in the period up to about 20:00 on March 11, 2011 the shift operators entered the torus 

room in the basement of the Unit 1 R/B for the purpose of closing the discharge valve needed to 

carry out S/C spraying. Judging from this fact, there is a strong possibility that plant conditions 

had not yet been aggravated to the extent that large quantities of radioactive materials were 

released into the S/C due to fuel damages inside the RPV.  

In any case, it is impossible to deny the possibility that fuels had been damaged to some 

degree at Unit 1 as of about 20:07 on March 11, 2011. But it is considered that fuel damage had 

not been so serious as to release large amount of radioactive materials. It is unlikely that damage 

had occurred to the RPV or its Peripherals that would significantly impair their containment 
                                                                                                                                        

the reactor pressure has been brought down to any pressure between roughly 6.88 – 6.94 MPa gage, the SRVs will 
close.  

 *38 Different from the safety valve function, the D/W discharge function is activated at 8.51 – 8.62 MPa gage. 
According to the design specifications, once the reactor pressure drops a maximum of 10%, the SRVs are set to be 
reinstated. For this reason, as soon as the reactor pressure has been brought down to any pressure between roughly 
7.66 – 7.76 MPa gage, the SRVs will close. Consequently, it is hard to suppose that the reactor pressure dropped 
down to around 6.900 MPa gage, as a result of the activation of the D/W discharge function.  
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function.  

 

c. Possibility that a small-scale rupture occurred  

It is possible to assume a very small-scale rupture in any of the pipes penetrating the RPV , 

leading to a leakage of radioactive materials from the ruptured area, without significant impact 

on the reactor pressure or the reactor water level and with.  

Even in such a scenario, it would be possible to suppose that this very small-scale rupture 

will have an impact on the D/W pressure and temperature. For this reason, through an 

examination of the behavior of the D/W pressure and temperature, it is possible to conduct a 

more detailed investigation into the possibility that such a very small-scale rupture occurred. 

However,  at Unit 1 the D/W pressure and D/W temperature were not measured from the 

period after the arrival of the tsunami until about 23:50 on March 11, 2011, and so the behavior 

of these parameters cannot be determined. Consequently, it is impossible to examine the 

possibility that a very small-scale rupture occurred in any of the pipes penetrating the RPV, by 

looking into the D/W pressure and temperature,  

However, it is impossible to deny the possibility that, given a radioactive material leakage 

into the PCV or the building from the opening of this very small-scale rupture, there was  

limited increase in the dose inside the building. In addition, at this point in time, the possibility 

that the RPV or its Peripherals were damaged to a degree large enough to cause a leak of 

radioactive materials beyond the acceptable leakage rate cannot be completely denied.  

The question of whether or not damage had occurred to extent degree large enough to cause a 

leak of radioactive materials beyond the acceptable leakage rate is a separate issue from the 

question of whether or not radioactive materials actually did leak from said ruptured areas*39. 

Only the possibility of physical damage is discussed here.  

 

(3) It is thought that core damage had progressed to a considerable degree by about 22:00 on 

March 11, 2011, and there is a possibility that the RPV or its Peripherals had suffered 

damage that would cause them to lose their containment function  
                                                                                                                                        
 *39 As an example, even if damage had been done to the PCV, radioactive materials would not actually leak out of 

the said damaged areas unless the PCV containment function had been impaired.  
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a. Water injection  

Unit 1 lost all AC power and DC power from between about 15:37 and 15:50 on March 11, 

2011. At around this time, the IC systems largely lost their cooling functions, and then time 

elapsed without carrying out any sort of water injection, due to which the reactor water level 

continued to drop. There is an undeniable possibility that as of around 22:00 on the same day, 

after more than six hours had elapsed, the core had already been uncovered and that core 

damage and melting had progressed to a considerable degree*40 while the RPV or its 

Peripherals had suffered damage to their containment function. 

 

b. Radiation levels  

(i) At around 21:51 on March 11, 2011 the radiation levels inside the Unit 1 R/B increased, 

and so measures were taken to prohibit entry into the building.  

(ii) At about 22:00 on March 11, 2011 approximately 0.8 mSv was measured over 10 

seconds in the vicinity outside the double doors of the Unit 1 R/B. As such, it is estimated that 

the dose rate within the R/B was about 300mSv/h when this is converted into an hourly basis.  

(iii) It is natural to consider that the cause of the increase in the radiation level around this 

point in time is due to the core damage which was progressing to a considerable degree, and so 

the radioactive materials that had leaked out of the RPV into the PCV had also leaked into the 

inside of the Unit 1 R/B.  

Regarding the cause of the increase in the radiation level around this time, another 

conceivable possibility is that the SRVs’ relief function was activated following the rise in 

reactor pressure, and thus discharged steam containing highly concentrated radioactive 

materials from the RPV into the S/C.  

But considering that the Unit 1 R/B is made from reinforced concrete, there was not just an 

increase in the radiation level in the torus room located in the basement of the Unit 1 R/B. 

Rather, radiation levels increased to the level where an entering was prohibited throughout the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *40 According to the Unit 1 Emergency Operating Procedures (Symptom Based), when the core is uncovered at 

approximately seven hours after reactor shutdown from rated power, the fuel cladding temperature will rise to 
1,200C within 10-some minutes and potentially leading to core damage. The time it takes from core uncovering 
until the cladding temperature reaches 1,200C is referred to as the maximum allowable core exposure time. 
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entire Unit 1 R/B. Judging from the high radiation level of approximately 0.8mSv over 10 

seconds was measured in the vicinity outside the double doors of the Unit 1 R/B, it is possible 

that this sort of increase in the radiation levels in Unit 1 was due to the core damage which was 

progressing to a considerable degree, and so the radioactive materials that had leaked out of the 

RPV into the PCV had also leaked into the inside of the Unit 1 R/B.  

(iv) Judging from the above, there is the possibility that by around 22:00 on March 11, 2011 

the RPV or its peripherals had suffered the damage that caused them to lose their containment 

function.  

 

c. Reactor water level  

(i) According to the plant parameters*41 for Unit 1, 

at about 21:30 on March 11, 2011, the reactor water 

level (fuel range for Train A) showed a reading of 450 

mm above the top of active fuel (hereinafter referred to 

as “TAF”), then reading 550 mm above the TAF at 

about 22:00 the same day. So it appeared as if a certain 

reactor water level had been maintained (see Chart 6).  

(ii) However, the reactor water level indicator uses a 

reference leg, and it is supposed that the said reference leg is filled with water and that a reactor 

water is maintained high enough to exceed the inlet to the reactor-side instrumentation piping 

located in the lower part of the RPV (hereinafter referred to as the “reactor-side piping”). The 

reactor water level is then measured by a pressure differential transmitter from the value 

obtained by subtracting the water pressure transmittedthrough said transmitter (hereinafter 

referred to as the “reactor-side piping pressure”) from the water pressure transmitted through the 

reactor-side piping (hereinafter referred to as the “reference leg-side piping pressure”). 

Ordinarily, the reactor-side piping pressure is smaller than the reference leg-side piping pressure, 

so the pressure difference measured by the pressure differential transmitter is a negative value. 

In other words, as the pressure difference between the reactor-side piping pressure and the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *41 See TEPCO’s HP. 

H 2 3 . 3 . 1 1
時  刻

原 子 炉 水 位
燃 料 域 (A)( m m )

2 1 : 3 0 4 5 0
2 2 : 0 0 5 5 0
2 2 : 1 0 5 5 0
2 2 : 2 0 5 9 0
2 2 : 3 5 5 9 0
2 2 : 4 7 5 9 0
2 3 : 0 5 5 9 0
2 3 : 2 4 5 9 0

 図 表 6  1号 機  原 子 炉 水 位
       (燃 料 域 ( A ) )

東 京 電 力 「 プ ラ ン ト 関 連 パ ラ メ ー
タ 」 （ 平 成 23年 5月 ） を 基 に 作 成

Time on March 11, 2011 Reactor Water Level
Fuel Range (A) (mm)

Chart 6: Unit 1 reactor water level (Fuel Range (A))

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” 
(May 2011)
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reference leg-side piping pressure grows smaller, the value obtained by subtracting the 

reference leg-side piping pressure from the reactor-side piping pressure measured by the 

pressure differential transmitter takes on a negative and small absolute value.  

First off, given core damage begins and steam leaks from the RPV into the PCV 

side*42—thereby creating low-pressure conditions in the RPV and high-temperature conditions 

in PCV—then there is a possibility that the water inside the reference leg evaporates and 

reduces the water levels in the reference leg and the reference leg-side piping. In such a scenario 

the reference leg-side piping pressure would get lower and the pressure difference between the 

reactor-side piping pressure and the reference leg-side piping pressure would narrow. Therefore, 

since the pressure differential transmitter measures the negative value obtained from subtracting 

the reference leg-side piping pressure from the reactor-side piping pressure as the pressure 

difference, the measured negative value will be smaller than the original value as expressed in 

absolute value. As such, the reactor water level indicator, on the condition that a certain level of 

reference leg-side piping pressure is maintained, shows the pressure difference measured by the 

pressure differential transmitter as the reactor water level. Because of this, it will give erroneous 

indications that are somewhat higher than the actual reactor water level*43. 

What is more, given that the reactor water level drops below the reactor-side piping inlet, 

which is situated somewhat lower than the bottom of active fuel (hereinafter referred to as 

“BAF”), the reactor-side piping will no longer retain adequate amount of water. In such a state, 

it will simply convert the head pressure difference between the water level in the reactor-side 

piping and the water level in the reference leg-side piping into the reactor water level and 

display this level. 

In addition, given that evaporation of the water in each piping dies down, the reactor water 

                                                                                                                                        
 *42 The possibility that the SRVs closed cannot be denied. 
 *43 For example, we make an assumption that the reference leg-side piping pressure, which was originally 90 kPa 

abs, were to drop to 80 kPa abs because of the drop of the water level inside the reference leg, and that the 
reactor-side piping pressure was 60 kPa abs. In this case the pressure differential obtained by subtracting the 
reference leg-side piping pressure from the reactor-side piping pressure would be -30 kPa if the water level had 
been maintained up to the base level. On the other hand, it would be -20 kPa given the water level inside the 
reference plane vessel had decreased. As a result, the reactor water level indicator converts this to a reactor water 
level based on a pressure differential of -30 kPa, if the water level had been maintained up to the base level. Yet it 
actually would convert this to a reactor water level based on a pressure differential that was smaller than this at -20 
kPa, thereby indicating a reactor water level somewhat higher. 
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level stop showing any changes on the face of it, regardless of whether or not water injection is 

carried out.  

Either way, the end result in these scenarios is that the reactor water level indicated would not 

be the actual one.  

(iii) The Unit 1 reactor water level indicator (wide range) read -90 cm at about 16:42 on 

March 11, 2011, but the reading dropped suddenly down to -150 cm at around 16:56 the same 

day. It was around this time that the Engineering Team in the Emergency Response Center at 

the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS (hereinafter referred to as the “NPS ERC”) estimated, from the 

above-mentioned behavior of the reactor water level, that TAF would be reached by around 

18:15 that day.  

Under such circumstances, more than six hours had passed since the arrival of the tsunami 

and, by about 22:00 on the same day, with the IC system largely inoperable and without any 

alternative water injection. From physical point of view, it is inconceivable that, as shown in the 

Unit 1 plant related parameters, the reactor water level would remain in the positive range 

above the TAF. Also, it is impossible that the reactor water level would rise between about 

21:30 and roughly 22:00 on that day. 

(iv) Consequently, with respect to the reactor water levels recorded in the plant parameters 

for Unit 1, these figures cannot be relied on as they are. When you factor in the fact that roughly 

six hours had elapsed during which they were unable to carry out alternative water injection 

until around 21:30 on March 11, 2011, it is not unnatural at all that, due to loss of containment 

function, the inside of the Unit 1 RPV was in a low-pressure state or that the D/W temperature 

was rising. In these conditions, the water level inside the reference leg fell, and the reading on 

the reactor water level indicator was somewhat higher than the actual reactor water level. 

Adding to that, it is also highly probable that the reactor water level had already fallen below the 

reactor-side piping inlet, and that the head pressure differentials between the water levels inside 

the reactor-side piping and the reference leg-side piping were mistakenly being indicated as the 

reactor water level.  

This estimation is consistent with the changes in the indicated values shown by the reactor 

water level indicator. In other words, according to the Unit 1 plant parameters, over a period 
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from about 22:20 until around 23:24 on the same day, the reading of the reactor water level 

indicator (fuel range for Train A) was confirmed a total of five times, but showed the same 

value of 590 mm above the TAF (see Chart 6 above). This seemingly indicates that there is a 

strong possibility that reactor had already fallen in a state in which the Unit 1 reactor water level 

had already dropped below the reactor-side piping inlet, which is situated somewhat below the 

BAF, so that the reactor-side piping no longer retained adequate amount of water.  

(v) This being the case, it is impossible to deny possibility that by around 22:00 on March 11, 

2011 the Unit 1 reactor water level had fallen below the BAF and a considerable degree of core 

damage had already taken place. There is also a possibility that by around this time the RPV or 

its Peripherals had suffered damage that would impair their containment function*44. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *44 This estimation would also allow us to explain the behavior of the reactor water level from afterwards as well.  
   That is to say, according to the Unit 1 plant-related parameters (Chart 7 below), the reactor water level 

indicators (fuel range for Train A) read 1,300 mm above the TAF at about half past midnight on March 12, 2011. 
This means that, after it read 590 mm above the TAF at about 23:24 on March 11, changes in its indicated values 
came to be observed. Even if the actual reactor water level had already fallen below the reactor-side piping inlet, 
by virtue of the fact that the water level inside the reference plane vessel-side piping had fallen afterwards, the 
actual figure of the pressure differential obtained from subtracting the reference leg-side piping pressure from the 
reactor-side piping pressure (negative value) would become smaller. So it is not be contradictory to think of this as 
indicating a change in which the reactor water level appeared to rise. Furthermore, by thinking in this was we can 
logically explain how the indicated values rose while absolutely no water was injected. On the contrary, it is 
difficult to explain this sort of rise in the reactor water level solely through the operating status of the IC system, 
irrespective of what the said operating status happened to be.  

   First off, this reactor water level indicator (LT-263-121A/B) read -78.53 kPa (3,000 mm below the TAF) – 
-1.06kPa (5,000 mm above the TAF). The difference in elevation between the reactor-side piping inlet and the 
area where the reactor-side piping penetrates the containment vessel is 3,332 mm, while the difference in 
elevation between the reference leg-side piping and the area where the reactor-side piping penetrates the PCV is 
6,900 mm. The environmental conditions around these components are not stable owing to the atmosphere inside 
the PCV and the water temperature in the various piping situated outside of the PCV. However, we assume that 
the water temperature in the piping situated outside the PCV is 27C (with a concentration of 997×10-6 kg/cm3), 
that the water temperature inside the piping situated inside the PCV is 50C (with a concentration of 988×10-6 

kg/cm3), and that the temperature of the saturation steam inside the PCV is 100C (0.59773×10-6 kg/cm3). Doing 
so will give us a pressure differential obtained by subtracting the reference plane vessel-side piping pressure from 
the reactor-side piping pressure at the pressure differential transmitter of approximately 35.16 kPa in cases where 
the water level is up to nearly the reactor-side piping inlet for the reactor-side piping, and where the water level is 
up to nearly the PCV penetration for the reference leg-side piping). When this values is converted to the reactor 
water level it gives us approximately 1,478 mm above the TAF. Furthermore, in the event that the water levels for 
the reactor-side piping and the reference leg-side piping are near to the PCV penetrations, the pressure differential 
obtained by subtracting the reference plane vessel-side piping pressure from the reactor-side piping pressure at the 
pressure differential transmitter will be approximately -67.42 kPa. When this value is converted into a reactor 
water level it gives us approximately -1,853 mm.  

   Next, according to the Unit 1 plant-related parameters (see Chart 7 below), this reactor water level indicator 
(fuel range for Train A) continued to show 1,300 mm above the TAF from around half past midnight until 6:30 on 
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(4) There is a strong possibility that the pressure vessel or its Peripherals had suffered 

damage that caused them to lose their containment function by about 23:50 on March 11, 

2011 .  

a. Water injection  

At Unit 1, all AC power and DC power were lost from between about 15:37 to 15:50 on 

March 11, 2011, and the IC system also lost its function around then. Afterwards, time elapsed 

while they were unable to inject water into the reactor. About eight hours had passed without 

water injection as of 23:50 that same day. This being the case, it is considered that the core at 

Unit 1 had already been uncovered by this time and that a considerable degree of core damage 

had occurred. As such, there is a distinct possibility that the RPV or its Peripherals had suffered 

damage that caused them to lose their containment function.  

 

b. D/W pressure  

At about 23:50 on March 11, 2011, the Unit 1 D/W pressure indicator showed 0.600 MPa 

abs.*45 The D/W pressure indicator is a device that measures the D/W atmospheric pressure, by 

converting into electricity the air pressure in the pressure transmitter, which is connected to the 

detection points inside the PCV via a direct instrument line. Compared to the instruments that 

use reference legs, such as the reactor water level indicator, it carries little possibility of 

providing mistaken measurements or erroneous indications.  

One of the possible causes that the D/W pressure was elevated to 0.600 MPa abs far beyond 

                                                                                                                                        
the same day without change. After this it showed a downward trend, and from about 12:35 onward on this same 
day it indicated that the reactor water level was at 1,700 mm below the TAF and stopped showing changes. 
Though there was some back and forth in time, going by the relative elevation between the aforementioned 
reactor water level indicator’s reactor-side piping and reference leg-side piping, let’s begin by assuming that at 
around half past midnight on this day the water level inside the reference leg-side piping dropped down to around 
the outside of the PCV and stopped showing changes. This situation continued for a little while, then later in the 
vicinity around the reactor-side piping inlet was placed in a high temperature environment, and from 6:30 of the 
same day onward the water level inside the reactor-side piping was dropping. Owing to this, the value of the 
pressure differential obtained by subtracting the reference plane vessel-side piping pressure from the reactor-side 
piping pressure continued to narrow. What is more, the water level inside the reference leg-side piping dropped 
down to around the outside of the PCV and stopped showing changes around 12:35 on this day. If this assumption 
is made, this can be explained the fluctuations of the indicated values on the said reactor water level indicator (fuel 
range for Train A) can be explained without any contradiction.  

 *45 This reading of D/W pressure was not recorded in the plant-related parameters for Unit 1. 
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the normal pressure about 0.1 MPa abs is the activation of the safety valve function of the SRVs 

due to the rise in reactor pressure. This would have caused the steam inside the RPV to leak into 

the S/C side, thereby resulting in a rise in S/C pressure. At the moment the S/C pressure 

exceeded the D/W pressure, vacuum breaker would be activated, thereby causing the D/W 

pressure to also rise.  

However, the majority of the steam that released from the RPV into the S/C is condensed in 

the S/C pool water in general. Moreover, the safety valve function of the Unit 1 SRVs was set to 

be deactivated when the reactor pressure fel below 6.88 MPa gage. So it is hard to suppose that 

the D/W pressure rose as high as 0.600 MPa abs, which far exceeded its designed pressure, 

solely due to the effects of the activation of the SRVs’ safety valve function.  

That being so, first of all there is a possibility that this abnormal rise in the D/W pressure was 

affected by the hydrogen (which is a non-condensable gas) and the rare gases that were 

generated over the course of the core damage up to that point. On the other hand, it is possible 

that an opening through which the pressure was relieved directly from the RPV into the D/W 

already existed. What is more, since these two possibilities do not conflict each other, but rather 

are mutually compatible, it is possible that this abnormal rise in the D/W pressure was caused 

by these possibilities combined. There is also a possibility that the RPV or its Peripherals had 

suffered damage that caused the loss of containment function before about 23:50 on March 11, 

2011.  

 

c. Radiation levels  

At around 23:00 on March 11, 2011 readings of 1.2mSv/h were seen in front of the double 

doors on the north side of the first floor of the Unit 1 turbine building (hereinafter referred to as 

the “T/B”), and of 0.5 mSv/h in front of the double doors on its south side, respectively. It is 

hard to imagine the cause of this dramatic increase in the radiation level near these locations 

from this time being anything other than the radioactive materials originating from the Unit 1 

core.  

Moreover, had the radioactive materials originating from the Unit 1 core been confined to 

within the RPV, then they would have been shielded by the RPV, the concrete shield body, the 
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PCV, the concrete structure on the outer edge of the PCV, and the R/B made of reinforced 

concrete. If that had been the case, it is hard to imagine that high radiation levels would have 

been measured in front of the double doors on the north and south sides of the first floor of the 

Unit 1 T/B. 

That being so, this dramatic increase in the radiation level in the vicinity of the Unit 1 T/B 

around this time was not caused by measuring the radiation emitting from radioactive materials 

confined within the RPV. It is believed that this was caused by radioactive materials originating 

from the Unit 1 core leaking from the RPV into the PCV, and from there into the R/B, before 

reaching the point of leaking out into the adjacent T/B or its vicinity. As such, a possibility has 

been duly recognized that the RPV or its peripherals had already been suffered damage that 

caused to lose their containment function.  

 

(5) It is natural to assume that by about 2:45 on March 12, 2011, damage was caused to the 

RPV or its Peripherals that significantly impaired their containment function. There is also 

a possibility that they also suffered damage that further significantly impaired their 

containment function later on  

a. Water injection conditions  

Unit 1 lost all AC power and DC power during the period from about 15:37 to 15:50 on 

March 11, 2011. It also largely lost IC system function around then, and afterwards 

approximately 11 hours elapsed until about 2:45 on March 12 during which IC systems were 

unable to perform any sort of water injection. It is considered that the core at Unit 1 had 

already been uncovered by this time and that a considerable degree of core damage had 

occurred. There is also a strong possibility that the RPV or its Peripherals had suffered damage 

that caused a significant loss of their containment function.  

What is more, alternative water injection into Unit 1 was carried out intermittently from 

about 04:00 onwards. But according to the plant related parameters*46 for Unit 1, the reactor 

pressure was not measured between roughly 4:00 and 20:08 that day. Yet in the period between 

about 6:00 and 13:58 that day the D/W pressure and S/C pressure were fluctuating at around 

                                                                                                                                        
 *46 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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0.750 MPa abs, so it is presumed that the reactor pressure was also either equal to or greater 

than this*47.The discharge pressure of the fire pumps used for the alternative water injection was 

0.85 MPa gage, and a further pressure loss was inevitable in the water injection line between the 

pump and the RPV. So judging from these and other factors*48 it is considered that an adequate 

amount of water injection volume was not maintained.  

 

b. Reactor pressure and the D/W pressure 

(i) According to the plant related parameters*49 for Unit 1, at about 20:07 on March 11 the 

reactor pressure was 6.900 MPa gage. Despite the fact that the reactor was not depressurized 

using the SRVs after this,*50 the reactor pressure indicator read 0.800 MPa gage at about 2:45 

on March 12.  

This reactor pressure indicator is installed on the instrument rack on the second floor of the 

Unit 1 R/B. It displays the reactor pressure by subtracting the head pressure difference (90 kPa), 

between the water level inside the reference leg and the pressure transmitter on the instrument 

rack, from the water pressure transmitted to the pressure transmitter from the reference  leg 

installed outside the pressure vessel (inside the containment vessel) via an instrument line. For 

this reason it is possible to read the reactor pressure directly at the instrument rack.  

Therefore, since the reactor pressure indicator does not rely on signals converted or amplified 

by the electrical resistance inside the pressure transmitter, it is hard to suppose anything other 

than the water level in the reference leg as being the potential cause of measurement errors. In 

                                                                                                                                        
 *47 Venting was carried out on the PCV in order to further reduce the reactor pressure, so it is thought that there 

was a need to reduce the D/W pressure and S/C pressure.  
 *48 In addition, the possibility that the fire protection system piping, which serves as the water injection line, and 

other equipment suffered damage is one that cannot be denied.  
 *49 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *50 By about 20:00 on March 11, 2011 the shift team had configured an alternative water injection line via the 

D/DFP for Unit 1. But in order to carry out this alternative water injection via the D/DFP, reactor needed to be 
depressurized by the SRVs, in order to conduct low-pressure water injection. Since at that time the power for 
opening the SRVs from the Units 1/2 Main Control Room had already been depleted, the power supply for the 
SRV operation had to be restored. However, there was no evidence that a request to restore the power to open the 
SRVs was made by the shift team to the NPS ERC. Therefore, the NPS ERC supposed that the IC system was 
functioning. For this reason the SRVs were not opened, to say nothing of the fact that work to restore power had 
not begun. When the reactor pressure was measured at around 2:45 on March 12, the pressure had already 
dropped down to 0.800 MPa gage.  
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addition ,although the readings could be lower than the actual reactor pressure in proportion to 

the head pressure differential between the original reference level and a decreased level 

resulting from the drop in the water level in the reference plane vessel. However, these 

measurement errors are at most around 90 kPa. Since the measurement error is estimated to be 

minuscule compared to the reactor water level, it is considered that indicated values are largely 

accurate.  

(ii) Next, we will consider the reasons why the Unit 1 reactor pressure showed a reading of 

0.800 MPa gage despite the fact that the reactor was not depressurized via the SRVs.  

To start with, since the SRVs’ D/W discharge function and safety valve function rely on 

spring force, the SRVs open/close without electric power when the reactor pressure reaches set 

pressures. Regarding D/W discharge function, the SRVs close when the reactor pressure falls to 

approximately 7.66 – 7.76 MPa gage, whereas regarding safety valve function the SRVs close 

when the reactor pressure falls to approximately 6.88 – 6.94 MPa gage. So the SRVs will not be 

kept opened until the reactor pressure falls down to 0.800 MPa gage. Therefore, the 

depressurization to 0.800 MPa gage cannot be attributed to the activation of the SRVs’ D/W 

discharge or safety functions (see Chart 5).  

What is more, as is described in (2) b (ii), the power needed to excite the solenoid valve 

sitting on the nitrogen supply line required to open the Unit 1 SRVs had been lost due to the 

tsunami. So it is hard to suppose that their relief valve and ADS functions ewre activated.  

For these reasons, there is a very high probability that a certain damage caused the pressure 

vessel and its Peripherals to significantly lose their containment function prior to around 2:45 on 

March 12, 2011.*51 It is also highly likely that the reactor was depressurized directly through 

these damaged areas into the PCV side, thereby reducing the reactor pressure to 0.800 MPa 

gage around that time.  

(iii) The reactor pressure indicator and D/W pressure indicator are considered to have smaller 
                                                                                                                                        
 *51 The possibility that after the SRVs’ D/W discharge and safety valve functions were activated and the valves 

was left opened due to a loss of elasticity of the springs used to open and close them, thereby rendering them 
incapable of closing the valves, must also be considered as a potential cause for the drop in the reactor pressure. 
But even assuming that this is true, it would mean that the valves which y should have been able to close were 
rendered incapable of functioning. Therefore, this does not differ in any way from a scenario in which damage 
occurs to the PCV and its Peripherals, such as the penetrating pipes and flange gaskets, thereby causing the PCV 
lose its containment function.  
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errors regarding measurements and readings compared to the reactor water level indicator due 

to their design features, against a hostile environment in which the pressure vessel is placed in a 

low-pressure state and the containment vessel is placed in a high-temperature state. As of 

around 2:45 on March 12, 2011 the Unit 1 reactor pressure was 0.800 MPa gage (= 

approximately 0.901 MPa abs) according to the reactor pressure indicator, whereas the D/W 

pressure indicator was showing the D/W pressure as being 0.840 MPa abs.  

That being the case, it is supposed that by around this time the Unit 1 reactor pressure had 

reached a pressure nearly equal to the D/W pressure without depressurization using the SRVs t. 

There is a very high probability that this was caused by damaged parts from which steam/gas 

was released from the RPV or its Peripherals directly into the PCV prior to around 2:45 on 

March 12, 2011. 

 

c. Connection with the reactor water level  

After the arrival of the tsunami, Unit 1 largely lost its IC system functions and, in addition, 

alternative water injection was not carried out at all until about 4:00 on March 12, 2011. From 

around this time, alternative water injection was only carried out intermittently or inadequately. 

But according to the plant related parameters*52 for Unit 1, the reactor water level indicator 

(fuel range for Train A) had been showing 1,300 mm above the TAF from around half past 

midnight until 6:30 on this same day without any change (see Chart 7). 

図表7 1号機原子炉水位の挙動（3/12 0:00～3/12 6:30）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 7: Unit 1 reactor water level behavior (00:00 – 06:30 March 12)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)
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There is a strong possibility that the actual reactor water level fell below the reactor-side 

                                                                                                                                        
 *52 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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piping inlet by about half past midnight at the latest on this day and further the water level 

inside the reference leg-side piping fell down to close to the outside of the PCV. As a result, it is 

supposed that the reactor water level indicator stopped showing changes. Although the fact that 

these readings by the reactor water level indicator were not showing absolutely any changes at 

all, even if the IC had been operating, it would be difficult to explain this constant water level 

solely by the operations of the IC systems. The behavior of the actual reactor water level’ 

becomes all the more difficult to explain in light of the circumstances in which absolutely no 

alternative water injection was carried out until about 4:00 that day, followed by inadequate 

water injection was thereafter. 

As such, there is a high probability that by around half past midnight on March 12 at the 

latest the reactor water level had fallen considerably below the BAF. Thus it would not be out of 

place to assume that by about 2:45 that day fuel melting had proceeded apace, that the fuel had 

fallen from the fuel support plate to the RPV bottom, and that it caused the failure of the RPV 

bottom.  

 

d. Radiation levels  

(a) An increase of the radiation level at dawn on March 12, 2011 

(i) At dawn on March 12, 2011 the NPS ERC was in a situation where the workers were 

forced to wear full-face masks and level C clothes whenever they went outside of the Seismic 

Isolation Building. This was done in response to the abnormal increases in the radiation levels, 

as well as to mitigate the risks of breathing in or being contaminated by the dispersed 

radioactive materials. This is considered to be due to radioactive materials, which had originated 

from the Unit 1 core, had leaked from the RPV or its peripherals to the PCV, and then from 

there to the R/B and then outside of this building. These radioactive materials floated in the 

atmosphere or attached to the area surrounding the Seismic Isolation Building.  

(ii) At around 03:45 on March 12, 2011 a white smoke rose up in the Unit 1 R/B, and the 

radiation safety staff was no longer able to enter the R/B. Later on, from about 4:00 onwards on 

the same day the radiation levels increased abnormally on the Unit 1 side in the Units 1/2 Main 

Control Room, so without remaining there the shift team evacuated over to the Unit 2 side in 
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the same room. Furthermore, as the radiation levels in the upper portion of the room were high, 

they had to sit down on the floor of the room in order to avoid radiation exposure.  

(iii) At around 04:50 on March 12, 2011, workers returning to the Seismic Isolation Building 

from the Unit 1 R/B were found to have been contaminated with radioactive materials.  

(iv) Judging from the situation above, there is a high possibility that fuel damage had 

progressed to a considerable extent in the RPV and vast quantities of radioactive materials were 

being emitted. It is also highly probable that radioactive materials leaked from the RPV or its 

peripherals into the PCV, and then either from the PCV or the PCV flanges, electrical wiring 

penetrations, an equipment hatch, airlocks for people, instrument lines, or other s peripherals 

(hereinafter referred to as the “PCV or its peripherals”) into the Unit 1 R/B, and then further 

being dispersed into and floating in the surrounding areas.  

 

(b) An increase of the radiation levels at around 08:01 on March 13, 2011 

(i) The measurement results of the radiation levels in the vicinity of monitoring post 4 

showed 34.9μSv/h at around 08:01 on March 13, 2011, and then it continued to increase 

rapidly: 135.5μSv/h at about 08:17, 698.2μSv/h at 08:21, 1,124.3μSv/h at 0 8:27, 1,204.2μSv/h 

at 8:33 . After this the radiation levels decreased, once to the level of 186.2μSv/h at around 

08:45, and then turned to increase once again (see Chart 8).  

図表8 モニタリングポスト4付近の放射線量の挙動（3/13 8:00～3/13 9:00）

東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 8: Dose rates behavior near the monitoring post 4 (08:00 – 09:00 March 13)

Dose rates near MP-4

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the Fukushima Dai-ichi 
NPS site” (May 2011)
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(ii) With regard to the increase in the radiation levels that took place starting from 08:01 on 
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March 13, 2011, at Unit 1, a considerable amount of time had elapsed since the radiation levels 

increased in the wake of the R/B explosion and the PCV venting. This is behavior the one after 

the elevated radiation levels which resulted from these incidents had already fallen. Therefore, it 

is hard to conceive of these incidents being the direct cause of the radiation increase.  

The Unit 2 PCV vent line was finally completed at around 11:00 on March 13, except for the 

rupture disc*53. Its PCV vent line had not yet been completed as of about 08:00 that day, and so 

the increase in the radiation levels starting at around 08:01 cannot be considered to have been 

due to the PCV venting at Unit 2.  

The Unit 3 PCV vent line was finally completed at around 08:41 on this same day, except for 

the rupture disc*54. According to the plant related parameters*55 for Unit 3, the D/W pressure 

started dropping from about 09:10 onwards on that day. So at the very least the increase in 

radiation levels that occurred earlier, from about 08:01, cannot be considered to have been due 

to the PCV venting at Unit 3.  

On this point, the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (hereinafter referred to as “NISA”) 

says in its March 2012 report entitled “Interim Summary of the Technical Knowledge 

Concerning the Accident at the Fukushima Dai-Ichi Nuclear Power Station of Tokyo Electric 

Power Co., Ltd.” that “venting operation (at Unit 3) began at around 08:00 on March 13, and 

the PCV pressure increased in line with the dose rate increase on the site.” It thereby points out 

the impact of the venting at Unit 3 in regard to the increase in the radiation levels starting from 

08:01 on March 13, 2011*56. 

Yet even if the necessary procedures for the PCV venting had been initiated, the PCV venting 

could not have served as the cause for this increase unless the PCV vent line configuration had 

been completed. Therefore, the aforementioned assertion by NISA is untenable unless it can be 

acknowledged that the vent line for the Unit 3 PCV had been completed at around 08:00 prior 

to the time at about 08:01 on March 13 when the radiation levels started to increase. However, 

                                                                                                                                        
 *53 See Interim Report Ⅳ-4-(6).  
 *54 See Interim Report Ⅳ-4-(6) 
 *55 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *56 See page 31 of the Interim Summary of the Technical Knowledge Concerning the Accident at the Fukushima 

Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station of Tokyo Electric Power Co., Ltd. released by NISA in March 2012 and 
Attachment ChartV-1-4. 
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there is absolutely no evidence supporting such an assertion. On the contrary, in the Unit 3 shift 

operator’s logbook there are entries stating: “08:35: PCV vent valve MO-271 manually opened 

15%” and “08:41: S/C vent line configuration completed, could not enter the torus room for 

AO-205 opening confirmation due to fears.” Not only that, but the content of television 

conferences, notes from the NPS ERC Intelligence Team and other concerned officials, and the 

testimony of shift team members is believed to contain content that is consistent with this 

deduction. That being the case, it must be said that the aforementioned assertion by NISA failed 

to give any consideration whatsoever to these relevant pieces of evidence and was based on 

incorrect factual findings that deviated from the actual course of events.  

Based upon such evidence, as the Investigation Committee has acknowledged there is no 

question about the fact that the PCV vent line for Unit 3 was finally completed at around 08:41 

on March 13, except for the rupture disc. So in raising the possibility that the cause of the 

increase in the radiation levels around this time was “due to venting,” NISA is laboring under a 

blatantly mistaken understanding.  

(iii) Next, the plant conditions of Units 1 – 3 are discussed. 

To begin with Unit 1, in the period after the tsunami struck up until around 04:00 on March 

12, 2011, Unit 1 largely lost its IC system functions, and an alternative water injection was not 

being carried out at all. As such, it is believed that core damage and melting had progressed and 

that vast quantities of radioactive materials had been emitted. Afterwards, the insufficient 

alternative water injection was carried out intermittently at Unit 1*57. But according to the plant 

related parameters*58 for Unit 1, one of the reactor water levels (fuel range for Train B) was 

reading 1,650 mm below the TAF around 13:48 this same day, and then this was showing 

almost no change at all. So it is not believed that the reactor water level exceeded the level of 

piping inlet on the reactor side. That being the case, there is believed to be a sufficient 

possibility that even after the alternative water injection was initiated the reactor water level at 

Unit 1 failed to go over the BAF. So it is highly likely that during this time the core damage and 

                                                                                                                                        
 *57 According to the results of a confirmation made by the TEPCO Head Office with the NPS ERC at around 

22:45 on March 14, 2011, it is apparent that alternative water injection was halted in the period between about 
21:45 and 23:50 on said day because the fire pumps had run out of fuel. 

 *58 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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melting were proceeding and vast quantities of radioactive materials were being emitted. By 

about 08:01 on March 13, 2011, the radioactive materials that had been emitted over the course 

of the Unit 1 core damage leaked outside of the R/B, and it has been acknowledged that there is 

a sufficient possibility that this contributed to the increase in the radiation levels that started at 

about 08:01.  

In contrast, at Unit 2 the RCIC systems were still operating at about 08:01 on March 13, 2011 

and the reactor water level had been secured, so it is not conceivable to have been in a state 

where the core damage was proceeding. Therefore it is hard to conceive of it as having 

contributed to the increase in radiation levels that started at around 08:01 of the same day.  

However, for Unit 3 the HPCI systems were stopped around 02:42 on March 13 and so no 

water injection was being carried out at all, meaning it is a possibility that the water level 

reached the TAF at around 03:51 that day. There is also an undeniable possibility that from this 

time on the reactor water level continued to drop and the core was exposed. This would have 

instigated the core damage and released vast quantities of radioactive materials, which would 

have then streamed from the RPV to the PCV. It is possible that they then leaked to the outside 

of the PCV on account of damaged sections appearing due to overheating, or some other cause, 

of the PCV or its peripherals, so they would have then leaked to the outside of the building.  

(iv) Consequently, it is conceivable that the increase in radiation levels near monitoring post 4 

that started around 08:01 on March 13, 2011 was caused by the radioactive materials that had 

been emitted over the course of the core damage to Unit 1 and/or Unit 3 leaking out from the 

RPVs and PCVs or their peripherals.  

With this being the case, it has been acknowledged that there is a sufficient possibility that as 

of around 08:01 on March 13, 2011, Unit 1 core damage and melting had progressed further, 

thereby emitting vast quantities of radioactive materials. These would have then leaked from the 

RPV to the PCV, and from there to the R/B, before being emitted into the atmosphere from the 

section of the fifth floor of the R/B that was damaged by the explosion. Moreover, based upon 

this premise it is entirely possible that damage could have occurred to the Unit 1 RPV or its 

peripherals that could have significantly impaired their containment function still further as of 

this point in time.  
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e. On-site response and reactor pressure  

According to the plant related parameters*59 for Unit 1, the reactor pressure indicators (Train 

A) read 0.423 MPa gage at around 17:00 on March 13, 2011. This reading dropped suddenly to 

0.370 MPa gage around 22:15, 0.030 MPa gage by around 22:30, and 0.028 MPa gage around 

22:45 before hitting 0.056 MPa gage around 23:30 of the same day (see Chart 9*60). 

図表9 1号機原子炉圧力の挙動（3/13 17:00～3/14 0:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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MPa gage 原子炉圧力（A）

3/13          3/13 3/13           3/13    3/14
17:00 19:00 21:00          23:00   0:00

Reactor pressure (Ch. A)

Chart 9: Unit 1 reactor pressure behavior (17:00 March 13 to 00:00 March 14)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

17:00 19:00 00:0021:00 23:00

 

From around 17:00 to 22:45 of the same day, alternative water injection was performed on 

Unit 1 by a fire pump using the water in the backwash valve pit in front of the Unit 3 T/B. It is 

difficult to determine whether water was actually injected into the RPV. However, even if water 

had been injected into the RPV more or less, the water would have turned into steam and the 

RPV would have been integral. So long as that had been the case the reactor pressure would 

have conceivably indicated an upward trend, but in actuality the readings of the reactor pressure 

indicator (Train A) showed a downward trend.  

What is more, the readings of the Unit 1 reactor pressure indicator (Train A) showed 0.370 

MPa gage at about 22:15 on the same day. Yet despite the fact that the SRVs had not been 

opened for Unit 1 as of then*61, at around 22:30 that day this plunged sharply to 0.030 MPa 

gage, largely equivalent to the atmospheric pressure.  
                                                                                                                                        
 *59 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *60 According to the plant parameters for Unit 1, the reactor pressure (Train B) read 0.368 MPa gage at 22:30 on 

March 13, 2011, showing readings that were higher than those for Train A. But this was actually on a downward 
trend, as it read 0.096 MPa gage by around 1:24 of the same day.  

 *61 According to the Measurement Control Work Log created by the Measurement Control Group in the 
Recovery Team at the NPS ERC, at Unit 1 batteries needed to open the SRVs were finally installed on March 21, 
2011. It also records that one SRV (Valve B) was opened on March 22. 
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When you look at the connection between the on-site response and the behavior of the 

reactor pressure like this, the natural assumption you come away with is that damage appeared 

around this time through which steam/gas was released from the RPV or its Peripherals into the 

PCV. It is possible that this damage aggravated further at about 22:30 on that day, when the 

reactor pressure dropped sharply.  

 

f. Discussions on the measurement results of the gamma-ray detectors from the containment 

atmosphere monitoring system’s (hereinafter referred to as “CAMS”) gamma-ray dose 

detector 

(i) According to the plant related parameters for Unit 1*62, the CAMS measurement results 

for the D/W (A) and S/C (A), respectively, were 164 Sv/h and 26.6 Sv/h at around 06:00, 162 

Sv/h and 26.6 Sv/h at around 06:30 that day, and 161 Sv/h and 26.5 Sv/h at around 07:00 on 

March 14, 2011. Later on, the figures showed that the gamma ray dose rate was on a downward 

trajectory on the D/W side and staying steady on the S/C side (see Chart 10). 

 

図表10 1号機CAMS D/W等の挙動（3/14 6:00～3/16 18:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 10: Behavior of Unit 1 CAMS D/W, etc. (06:00 March 14 to 18:00 March 16)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)
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(ii) First of all, the CAMS devices are installed at two locations on the D/W side and two 

locations on the S/C side.  

Both of the CAMS devices on the D/W side have been affixed to indentations on a metal 

cylinder that has been run through the PCV wall heading from the outside to the inside, from 

                                                                                                                                        
 *62 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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which they measure the gamma rays inside the containment atmosphere. In doing so the metal 

from the cylinder is highly permeable, and so it is believed that the gamma ray dose rate 

measured by the CAMS indicates figures that are largely equivalent to the gamma ray dose rate 

inside the PCV.  

On the other hand, the CAMS devices on the S/C side have been installed in two locations on 

the upper part of the S/C’s outer wall within the torus room. The S/C’s outer wall is made of 

steel that is approximately 15 mm thick*63, which is naturally highly permeable to gamma rays. 

As such, it is believed that the gamma ray dose rate measured by the CAMS indicates figures 

that are largely equivalent to the gamma ray dose rate for the gaseous sections within the S/C.  

By the way, the sensors of the CAMS employ a radiation detector known as an ionization 

chamber. This is comprised of a container filled with argon, nitrogen, and other inert gases and 

interposed between metallic plates that act as two electrodes. When radiation passes between 

these two electrodes it ionizes the gases to cations and anions, which in turn changes the 

electrical current flowing through an electrical circuit connected to the container. The device 

measures the gamma ray dose rate by reading these changes.  

(iii) According to the Accident Management Guidelines (hereinafter referred to as the 

“AMG”) for the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, the extent of the core damage rate is to be estimated 

based on the gamma ray dose rates measured by the CAMS. This simply sets the fraction of the 

core damage as the proportion of the gamma ray dose rate measured by the CAMS versus the 

aggregate amount of gamma rays of the noble gases contained within, and emitted from the fuel 

claddings and the fuel pellets.  

However, the core damage fraction, which is estimated on these CAMS measurement results, 

is used as the criteria for delimiting the applicable scope of the AMG. They were never intended 

to be used as a means of reading the state of the core, which by nature constantly changes with 

time. The reactor core status is affected by the amount of water injected, the amount of heat in 

the fuel, and a host of other conditions. On top of which, there is the chance that radioactive 

materials will be emitted as a result of PCV venting and leaks in the PCV. Because of this, there 

has been a practical recognition of the fact that this might potentially give rise to substantial 

                                                                                                                                        
 *63 The outer walls of the S/Cs at Units 2 and 3 are both approximately 17 mm thick. 
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calculation errors between the behavior of the gamma ray dose rate as measured by the CAMS 

and the actual core damage fraction rate*64 especially as time continues to elapse after it was 

scrammed. 

(iv) Firstly of all, no dramatic increase of gamma-ray dose rate was observed, since the 

CAMS began measuring the gamma-ray dose rate for Unit 1 around 06:00 on March 14, 2011. 

As of about 21:00 this same day the gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W side was 65.6 Sv/h, and 

estimating the core damage fraction based on this gives a fraction of around 10%. Furthermore, 

the gamma-ray dose rate on the S/C side was 25.7 Sv/h, and the core damage fraction based on 

this would give a fraction of only around 5%. A considerable amount of time had already 

passed since around predawn on March 12, 2011, when core damage is thought to have already 

been proceeding. Therefore, the natural assumption is that the gamma-ray dose rate measured 

by the CAMS around this time contained contribution not only noble gases, but also other 

nuclides as well.  

At Unit 1, alternative water injection had not been carried out at all and no opening operation 

of the SRVs had been conducted over a period of more than 12 hours that lasted from around 

15:37 on March 11 until about 04:00 on March 12. Yet even so, according to the plant related 

parameters for Unit 1*65 at around 02:45 that same day the reactor pressure dropped down to 

0.800 MPa gage, reaching a state of being nearly equal to the D/W pressure. That being the case, 

there shows a strong possibility that by about this time the melting of the fuel pellets was 

underway, which would have caused damage to the pressure vessel. Yet regardless, it would 

certainly have to be said that the gamma-ray dose rate as measured by the CAMS was low.  

Starting from about 14:00 on March 12 venting was performed on the Unit 1 S/C, and 

according to the plant related parameters for Unit 1*66 the D/W pressure was 0.755 MPa abs 

and the S/C pressure was 0.744 MPa abs at around 13:58 that day. Compared to this, at around 

15:12 that day the D/W pressure read 0.520 MPa abs and the S/C pressure read 0.515 MPa abs, 

                                                                                                                                        
 *64 If the core damage fraction as per the AMG were actually estimated based on the gamma-ray dose rate 

measured by the Unit 1 CAMS, the core damage fraction should become less as time elapses. Since it is difficult 
to conceive of a core that had been damaged at one point restoring itself, this is presumably due to the effect from 
radioactive materials leaking outfrom the PCV. 

 *65 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *66 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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meaning that the D/W pressure and S/C pressure had fallen by about the same amount. It can be 

believed that the majority of the radioactive materials in the S/C, was emitted into the 

atmosphere, as well as those of the radioactive materials in the D/W through the vent pipes.  

Next, the radiation levels in the  Unit 1 R/B and its surrounding vicinity rose abnormally 

starting at around 21:51 on March 11, with an extremely high probability that radioactive 

materials were leaking out of the PCV.  

If this was the case, then the gamma-ray dose rates measured by the CAMS from 06:00 on 

March 14 onwards would indicate the figures from after large amounts of radioactive materials 

had been emitted out of the PCV due to the leaks from the S/C venting and the PCV, at the very 

least. As such, it is hard to conceive of these as offering an accurate reflection of the core 

damage fraction for Unit 1. 

(v) As this indicates, even if the gamma-ray dose rates measured since 06:00 on March 14, 

2011 are not acknowledged to be an accurate reflection of the core damage fraction, then the 

following statements could be made from the fluctuations in them: 

Namely, to begin with the water injection into Unit 1 was interrupted over a period lasting 

from at least 01:10 on March 14, when they lost the capacity to draw water from the Unit 3 

backwash valve pit, until about 20:30 that same day. If for example it is assumed that Unit 1 had 

not yet reached the point of core damage and RPV damage as of around 06:00 that day, then the 

core would have been exposed and damage would have begun over this period given that water 

injection had not been carried out over a span of as long as 14 hours and 30 minutes thereafter. 

If that is so, certain phenomena would have been indicated in the CAMS figures measured 

intermittently over this period, such as enormous rises in the gamma ray dose rate from the 

radioactive materials contained in the steam gushing out to the S/C side. However, no such 

phenomena were ever observed.  

Therefore, judging from said fluctuations in the gamma ray dose rates, it would be natural to 

assume that core damage had already progressed to a considerable degree by around 06:00 that 

day, when the CAMS measurements began.  

(vi) What is more, the following points can be made with regard to the gamma-ray dose rates 

via the CAMS from the perspective of comparing the rates on the D/W side and on the S/C 
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side.  

First of all, when it comes to confirming whether core damage has occurred, the AMG states 

that it is possible to gain a rough understanding by using CAMS to measure the gamma-ray 

dose rate of the noble gases present inside the PCV that are emitted from the fuel.  

As a prerequisite for this, the AMG says, “From the start of core damage until the RPV is 

damaged, the FPs *67 emitted from the fuel will travel through the relief and safety valves to the 

WW*68 (excluding the LOCA). The noble gases will travel to the gaseous section of the W/W, 

but the majority of the other nuclides will collect in the RPV or within the S/P water.*69 

However, since damage to the RPV*70 will result over a long period of time, these will also 

start to travel over to the D/W side. So taking this point into consideration, seeing as how noble 

gases are emitted into both the D/W and the W/W, respectively, the relationship between the 

core damage fraction and the radiation levels inside the PCV are to be estimated with a focus on 

the noble gases.” In other words, regardless of the degree to which core damage has proceeded, 

noble gases will be largely absent from the D/W side until damage occurs to the RPV or its 

surrounding fittings. But at this stage the gamma-ray dose rates detected on the D/W side by the 

CAMS are not reflective of the core damage fraction.  

Here attention should be turned to the fact that, according to the plant related parameters for 

Unit 1, the gamma-ray dose rate measurement results from CAMS consistently show larger 

figures for the gamma-ray dose rates on the D/W side than the rates on the S/C side from when 

measurements began at around 06:00 on March 14, 2011 until about 15:30 on March 16.  

In terms of the reason why these gamma-ray dose rates were shown, first of all the possibility 

that the reactor pressure rose to around 8.51 – 8.62 MPa gage, thereby activating the SRVs’ 

D/W discharge function is a matter of concern. However, the SRVs’ safety valve function is 

arranged so that when the reactor pressure climbs to around 7.64 – 7.71 MPa gage, the said 

safety valve function is activated and steam is discharged into the S/C side before its D/W 

discharge function ever activates. So while its D/W discharge function is operating steam is 

                                                                                                                                        
 *67 This refers to fission products. 
 *68 This refers to the S/C.  
 *69 This refers to the water that accumulates in the S/C. It has the function of condensing the steam that flows into 

the S/C and controls the pressure. 
 *70 This refers to the Reactor Pressure Vessel.  
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similarly being discharged into the S/C side.*71 So as a result it would be natural for the 

gamma-ray dose rate to be larger on the S/C side rather than the D/W side, and would not 

account for why the D/W side was showing gamma-ray dose rates that were several times 

larger than those on the S/C side.  

Another potential cause, which is that this was caused by the S/C venting that was carried out 

from around 14:00 on March 12, can be also a matter of concern. However, at this point in time 

if the S/C pressure had been falling due to the venting of the S/C then the atmospheric pressure 

from the D/W side should have flowed through the vent pipes to the S/C side. Of course, this 

would not account for why the D/W side was showing gamma-ray dose rates that were several 

times that of those on the S/C side. More specifically, according to the plant related parameters 

for Unit 1, at around 13:58 on the same day the D/W pressure was 0.755 MPa abs and the S/C 

pressure was 0.744 MPa abs. At around 15:12 that same day the D/W pressure read 0.520 MPa 

abs and the S/C pressure read 0.515 MPa abs, with the D/W pressure and S/C pressure having 

fallen by about the same degree. Therefore, the natural assumption is that not only the 

radioactive materials found within the S/C, but also those within the D/W were being emitted 

into the atmosphere in largely the same manner.  

That being the case, the results of the measurements by the CAMS from around 06:00 on 

March 14 showed that the gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W side was 164 Sv/h and the rate on 

the S/C side was 26.6 Sv/h. The D/W side was showing a reading that was six times larger than 

that of the S/C side, and even after that the gamma-ray dose rates on the D/W side significantly 

surpassed those on the S/C side. So in this respect it is unreasonable to view this as being due to 

the venting of the S/C.  

According to the AMG, before the RPV becomes damaged the majority of the noble gases 

released due to core damage will accumulate in the RPV and on the S/C side. So even if the 

possibility that the S/C pressure exceeded the D/W pressure, thereby activating the vacuum 

breaker, or the fact that S/C venting was performed are taken into consideration, it still does not 

explain the out-of-the-ordinary, consistent gamma-ray dose rates on the D/W side that were on 

the order of several times larger than those on the S/C side, although a different interpretation 
                                                                                                                                        
 *71 What is more, when the D/W discharge function activates and the D/W pressure rises, steam is flows out from 

the D/W side to the S/C side through the vent pipes.  
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could be possible if the gamma-ray dose rates on the D/W side had been largely the same as 

those on the S/C side. That being so, the natural assumption for such a phenomenon is that the 

RPV or its surrounding fittings suffered damage that would impair their containment function 

by around 06:00 on March 14, and that noble gases and other nuclides*72 began leaking directly 

into the D/W side.  

Furthermore, as has already been mentioned, by about 06:00 that day core damage had 

progressed considerably, and the gamma-rays that had already been measured by CAMS were 

believed to contain more nuclides than noble gases. The same thing could be said about these 

other nuclides as could be said about the causes for why the gamma-ray dose rates on the D/W 

side far surpassed those on the S/C side. It is naturally assumed that the pressure vessel or its 

surrounding fittings suffered damage that impaired their containment function and that 

radioactive materials began leaking directly into the D/W side.  

(vii) Going by the aforementioned hypotheses, the most natural assumption is that by roughly 

02:45 on March 12, 2011 core damage was underway and the fuel pellets were melting, while 

the RPV was damaged and was leaking noble gases and other nuclides into the D/W side. Then 

when CAMS measurements began at around 06:00 on March 14, the nuclides found on the 

D/W and S/C sides had been emitted outside of the PCV in considerable quantities by virtue of 

the facts that the venting of the S/C had been performed and the PCV was leaking. Moreover, 

there is also the possibility that by around 06:00 that day the bottom part of the RPV had been 

damaged and the molten fuel had fallen to the plenum at the bottom of the PCV by around 6:00 

that day.  

 

g. Contaminated water  

(i) On March 26, 2011, TEPCO detected iodine (hereinafter referred to as “I”)-131 and 

cesium (hereinafter referred to as “Cs”)-134 and Cs-137 in stagnant water sampled at the 

basement of the Unit 1 T/B (see Chart 11). 

(ii) On November 25, 2011, TEPCO measured and detected Cs-134 and Cs-137 in stagnant 

water sampled at the basement of the Unit 1 R/B (see Chart 11).  

                                                                                                                                        
 *72 Examples that could be mentioned include cesium iodide (CsI), cesium hydroxide (CsOH), etc.  
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(iii) On June 22, 2011, 

TEPCO detected I-131, Cs-134, 

and Cs-137 when it performed a 

nuclide analysis for water in the 

skimmer surge tank in the Unit 1 

SFP (see Chart 11). Even the 

fuel with the shortest cooling 

time that was removed from the 

RPV and stored in the SFP is cooled for about one year by then, so it is hard to conceive of 

I-131, which is a nuclide with a short half-life of roughly eight days, coming from this 

storedfuel. As that is the case, it is highly likely that the nuclides originated from the Unit 1 core 

dissolved into the SFP water by adhering to the condensate in the steam, as well as the dust and 

rubble found within the Unit 1 R/B.  

(iv) From the above, it is conceivable that some or all of the nuclides that were detected in the 

stagnant water in the basement of the Unit 1 R/B, the stagnant water in the T/B, and the SFP 

water were originated from the Unit 1 core, judging from the locations where they were 

detected. It is to believe that the reactor coolant with dissolved I and Cs leaked into the building 

from the RPV or its peripherals via the PCV.  

 

h. Readings shown by the reactor water level indicators 

(i) There is a strong possibility that the Unit 1 RPV had already been damaged by about 

02:45 on March 12, 2011. Regardless of this possibility, according to the plant related 

parameters for Unit 1*73, the reactor water level indicator (fuel range A) showed readings of 

1,300 mm above the TAF while the other reactor water level indicator (fuel range B) showed 

500 mm above the TAF at around 03:05 that day. At a glance, it appears as if core uncovering 

had not yet occurred, so we will examine the said values shown by the reactor water level 

indicators.  

(ii) The reactor water level indicators measure the negative value obtained by subtracting the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *73 See TEPCO’s HP. 

採取日時 採取物 核種（半減期）
放射能濃度

（Bq/cm3）
I-131（約8日） 150,000
Cs-134（約2年） 120,000
Cs-137（約30年） 130,000
I-131（約8日） 68
Cs-134（約2年） 12,000
Cs-137（約30年） 14,000
Cs-134（約2年） 140,000
Cs-137（約30年） 190,000

1号機T/B地下階滞留水H23.3.26

　東京電力「原子炉建屋地下滞留水の放射能濃度
等の測定結果」（平成23年12月）等を基に作成

1号機R/B地下滞留水H23.11.25

1号機使用済燃料プール
（SFP）のスキマーサージ
タンク水

H23.6.22

図表11 1号機汚染水等測定結果

Sampling 
Date

Collected Sample Nuclides (half-life)
Radioactivity 
Concentration

Stagnant water, Unit 1 T/B,
basement floor

Skimmer Surge Tank water of 
Unit 1’s Spent Fuel Pool

Stagnant water, Unit 1 R/B
basement

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement results such as radioactivity 
concentration of the stagnant water on the R/B basement” (December 2011) 

(approx. 8 days)

(approx. 2 years)

(approx. 30 years)

(approx. 8 days)

(approx. 2 years)

(approx. 30 years)

(approx. 2 years)

(approx. 30 years)

March 26
2011

June 22
2011

Nov. 25
2011

Chart 11: Measurement results of contaminated water etc. in unit 1
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reference leg-side piping pressure from the reactor-side piping pressure via a pressure 

differential transmitter and converting this value to a reactor water level which it then displays 

the value. It is a precondition that a water level being filled up to the base level inside the 

reference leg, as well as the reactor water level being above the reactor-side piping inlet, which 

is somewhat below the BAF.  

That being the case, to start with if the water level in the reference leg were to drop or fall 

down into the reference leg-side piping, the reference leg-side piping pressure would get smaller. 

In consequence, the pressure difference between the reactor-side piping pressure and the 

reference leg-side piping pressure would also narrow. As such, the absolute value of the 

difference obtained by subtracting the reference plane vessel-side piping pressure from the 

reactor-side piping pressure through the measurements by the pressure differential transmitter 

would also shrink. So the reactor water level indicators convert and display the reactor water 

level from the measurement values of the pressure differential transmitter on the premise that a 

water level has been maintained up to the base level. Therefore, this would result in giving 

erroneous readings that were somewhat higher than the actual reactor water level.  

What is more, if the reactor water level were to fall below the reactor-side piping inlet, which 

is situated somewhat below the BAF, then even though this would produce changes in the 

reactor water level, no changes would appear in the reactor-side piping pressure measured by 

the pressure differential transmitter. The pressure differential transmitter measures the head 

pressure differential between the water levels in the reactor-side piping and in the reference 

leg-side piping. The reactor water level indicators convert this head pressure differential into the 

reactor water level and display this, and so the result of all this would create a significant 

deviation from the actual reactor water level.  

What is more, as the water levels in the reactor-side piping and the reference leg-side piping 

continue to fall, the water levels in those piping gradually stop being affected by the RPV 

atmosphere. In addition, the temperature around those piping in the PCV atmosphere also 

continues to drop. So evaporation dies out, and the water levels in those pipes show very little 

changes. Accordingly, there would be almost no changes in the pressure difference between the 

reactor-side piping pressure and the reference leg-side piping pressure as measured by the 
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pressure differential transmitter. As a result, reading of the reactor water level indicators would 

stop showing changes .  

(iii) According to the plant-related parameters for Unit 1*74, the reactor water levels (fuel 

range A) read 450 mm above the TAF at about 21:30 on March 11, 2011. After this, at about 

22:35 that same day it rose to 590 mm above the TAF, and by 23:24 it showed a similar value. 

What is more, at around half an hour past midnight on March 12 it climbed to 1,300 mm above 

the TAF and stayed there until around 6:30 that same day, after which it started to decline. What 

is more, the other reactor water level (fuel range B) read 530 mm above the TAF around 1:55 

that day and then 500 mm above the TAF at about 2:10 the same day. Afterwards it showed no 

changes until about 6:00 that day (see Chart 12). 

   

図表12 1号機原子炉水位の挙動（3/11 21:00～3/13 6:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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0
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11日 21:00 12日 3:00 12日 9:00 12日 15:00 12日 21:00 13日 3:00

mm 原子炉水位（燃料域）(A) 原子炉水位（燃料域）(B)

3/11     3/12      3/12 3/12      3/12      3/13   3/13
21:00     3:00      9:00       15:00     21:00     3:00 6:00

Chart 12: Unit 1 reactor water level behavior (21:00 March 11 to 06:00 March 13)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” 
(May 2011)

Reactor water level (Fuel 
Range) (Ch. A)

Reactor water level (Fuel 
Range) (Ch. B)

21:00 09:0003:00 21:00 03:00 06:0015:00

 

But during that period the Unit 1 IC system was barely functioning, and absolutely no 

alternative water injection was being carried out until at least around 4:00 that day. It is also 

clear that alternative water injection could only be carried out intermittently thereafter, and so in 

a physical sense it is hard to conceive of the reactor water level rising or remaining at the same 

level. 

Rather, it is highly likely that the reason why the Unit 1 reactor water level indicator was 

indicating 450 mm above the TAF at about 21:30 on March 11 and 590 mm above the TAF at 

roughly 22:35 that day is because the water level inside the reference leg had dropped, thereby 

reducing the reference leg-side piping pressure. As a result, the reactor water level indicator 

                                                                                                                                        
 *74 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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would have given erroneous readings that were somewhat higher than the reactor water level 

compared with the situation in which the water level had been maintained up to the base level.  

Later on, the reactor water level indicator (fuel range A) read 590 mm above the TAF at 

around 23:24 on March 11, and then it showed 1,300 mm above the TAF between the period of 

half an hour past midnight on March 12 until 6:30 later that day, indicating similar values all 

throughout this period. In addition, the other reactor water level indicator (fuel range B) showed 

readings of 530 mm above the TAF at about 1:55 that same day, then 500 mm above the TAF at 

2:10. After which it showed similar values until around 6:00, before showing a downward trend. 

It is considered that this series of readings is due to the fact that the actual reactor water level fell 

below the reactor-side piping inlet, which is located somewhat below the BAF, and as a result 

changes stopped appearing in the reactor-side piping pressure corresponding to the changes in 

the actual reactor water level. At the same time, it appears as if the reactor water level was 

climbing because of the decrease in the water level inside the reference leg-side piping. Then 

after this the evaporation in the reference leg-side piping died out, thus halting the fall in the 

water level as well, so the readings from the reactor water level indicators stopped changing.  

However, according to the plant-related parameters for Unit 1,*75 from roughly 6:30 on 

March 12 onwards changes appeared in the reactor water level. The reactor water level was 

decreasing for the fuel ranges for Systems A and B, and at around 12:35 on March 12 these had 

both plunged down to around 1,700 mm below the TAF.  

It is considered that this was caused by the fact that, as the molten fuel continued to drop to 

the bottom of the RPV, and then on to the lower part of the PCV pedestal, heat was transferred 

towards the lower sections inside the RPV and the PCV. This resulted in increased evaporation 

of the water within the reactor-side piping in the lower sections, and caused the water level to 

drop and reduced the reactor-side piping pressure. Since the pressure difference between this 

and the reference leg-side piping pressure would have started to get larger once again, the 

reactor water level indicators would convert this and display it as the reactor water level. As a 

result, the reading of the reactor water level indicator showed a downward trend once again*76. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *75 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *76 Alternative water injection started at Unit 1 from about 4:00 on March 12, 2011, but this was conducted 

intermittently at around 1 – 2 m3 at a time, and it has been acknowledged that there is a good possibility that not 
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The drop in the water level inside the reactor-side piping continued and the evaporation of the 

water in this piping had died down by around 12:35. So no further changes occurred in the 

pressure differences between the reactor-side piping pressure, which had already stopped 

indicating changes in the water level, and the reference leg-side piping pressure. As a result of 

this, there is a possibility that the values indicated by the reactor water level indicators had 

largely stopped showing changes at around 1,700 mm below the TAF*77,*78.  

(iv) Judging from the above, regarding Unit 1, it is considered that the values displayed by 

the reactor water level indicators as recorded in the plant-related parameters lack reliability.  

Rather, the fact that the reactor water level indicators showed values that were largely 

unchanged despite the fact that absolutely no water was injected over a certain time period is 

important in that it hints at the possibility that the reactor water level had fallen below the BAF. 

This way of thinking allows us to comprehend this in a manner that is consistent with a number 

of other facts. These include the fact that since around at least 22:20 on March 11, 2011 the 

reactor water level read 590 mm above the TAF without showing any changes for about an hour, 

but that later on at about half past midnight on March 12 it read 1,300 mm above the TAF, then 

did not show any changes for about six hours. It is also consistent with the abnormal rise in the 

                                                                                                                                        
all of the water was injected into the PCV. It is not conceivable that a reactor water level that exceeded the 
reactor-side piping inlet had been maintained at around 6:30 that day, when the reactor water level indicators 
started showing changes in their readings. This is supported by the fact that, if it were assumed that the actual 
reactor water level had exceeded the reactor-side piping inlet due to the alternative water injection, then the 
readings from the reactor water level indicators at that time should have been showing rapid changes. The actual 
reactor water level would have been rising, and so the readings would also conceivably have showed an upward 
trend. Yet the actual readings showed some change at around 6:30 that day, then were on a consistently downward 
trend thereafter.  

 *77 If it were assumed that the water level had been maintained at the base level in the reference leg and a reactor 
water level which exceeded the reactor-side piping inlet had also been maintained, then if the difference in 
pressure obtained by subtracting the reference plane vessel-side piping pressure from the reactor-side piping 
pressure was around 40 – 50 kPa, this would have given a reading of around 1,700 mm below the TAF. Judging 
from the connection between the locations at which the reactor-side piping and the reference plane vessel-side 
piping are installed, this difference in pressure is reproducible as the head pressure differential for both sets of 
piping if the water level within the reference plane vessel-side piping drops and the reactor water level falls below 
the reactor-side piping inlet and causes the water levels in this piping to also fall (Note 43). 

 *78 Actually, on May 11, 2012 the Unit 1 reactor water level indicator instrument line and reference leg were filled 
with water to confirm the gage readings. As a result, the gage that had read around 1,700 mm below the TAF up to 
that point down-scaled, whereas the pressure difference measured by a temporary installed differential pressure 
gage went over-scale, exceeding 100 kPA. When this pressure difference is converted to pressure head, the results 
come in under 5,000 mm below the TAF. Therefore, this proved that before they were filled with water, the 
reactor water level indicators indicated a water level that was much higher than the actual water level.  
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radiation levels in the Unit 1 R/B from around that time, the abnormal rise in D/W pressure at 

about 23:50 on March 11, and the fact that it is highly likely that the RPV was damaged by 

around 2:45 on March 12.  

 

(6) Comparison with the results of analyses performed by TEPCO and others 

a. MAAP analysis results released by TEPCO in May 2011 

(i) According to the MAAP analysis*79 released by TEPCO in May 2011, TEPCO performed 

an analysis on the assumption that the Unit 1 IC systems had lost their function after the arrival 

of the tsunami, and obtained the following results:  

Initial core uncovering: Approximately three hours after the earthquake occurred 

Initial core damage:  Approximately four hours after the earthquake occurred 

RPV failure:  Approximately 15 hours after the earthquake occurred 

(ii) The results of the investigation by the Investigation Committee are similar to the results 

of this MAAP analysis regarding initial core uncovering and initial core damage, but it would 

have to be said that the time of RPV failure is obviously too late in the MAAP analysis.  

Actually, as TEPCO has pointed out, the aforementioned analysis failed to reproduce the 

D/W pressure of 0.600 MPa abs at around 23:50 on March 11, 2011, as well as the reactor 

pressure of 0.800 MPa gage and the D/W pressure of 0.840 MPa abs at roughly 2:45 that day*80. 

These differences could be attributed to the simplified RPV damage models employed in the 

MAAP code. MAAP analysis is not capable of reproducing the actual course of the RPV 

failure. 

(iii) What is more, the RPV failure models included in this MAAP analysis assumes that the 

RPV bottom is damaged due to molten core. For example, MAAP analysis is not capable of 

reproducing a scenario in which RPV and its Peripherals are damaged at the junctures 

                                                                                                                                        
 *79 The MAAP analysis released by TEPCO in May 2011 (Analysis of the Operating Records and Accident 

Records and an Impact Assessment for the Fukushima Dai-Ichi Nuclear Power Station at the Time of the Great 
East Japan Earthquake) is provided for public reading at 
http://www.tepco.co.jp/cc/press/betu11_j/images/110524a.pdf. The MAAP analysis code used by TEPCO is 
Version 4.0.4, and it was developed by FAI (Fauske & Associates, LLC).  

 *80 These instruments measures pressure at different locations and in different ways, and provide indications for 
direct reading without the use of electricity. It is therefore hard to imagine that they would all simultaneously 
break down and give erroneous measurements.  
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connecting the SRV gaskets, the penetrating pipes and other peripherals of the RPV. In this 

sense, the MAAP analysis deals with scenarios far more restrictive than the failures referred to 

by the Investigation Committee as “damage to the pressure vessel or its Peripherals” .  

(iv) Consequently, within the MAAP analysis results provided by TEPCO, the result that 

RPV failure occurred approximately 15 hours after the earthquake largely deviates from the 

actual values. Unless the cause of this deviation is not explained, it MAAP results are not worth 

relying on. On top of this, is the MAAP analysis includes only restricted phenomena with 

respect to RPV failure. Therefore, TEPCO’s analysis results regarding RPV failure do not sway 

the committee’s investigation results concerning the possibility of RPV failure.  

 

b. MAAP analysis results released by TEPCO in March 2012 

(i) The MAAP analysis*81 released by TEPCO in March 2012 includes the new findings as 

analytical conditions and conducted an analysis by adapting the leaks from the RPV and PCV 

to the actual values. Based on this assumption, TEPCO obtained the following results: 

Initial core uncovering: Approximately three hours after the earthquake occurred 

Initial core damage:  Approximately four hours after the earthquake occurred 

RPV failure:  Approximately 11 hours after the earthquake occurred 

(ii) According to this MAAP analysis, TEPCO successfully reproduced the D/W pressure of 

0.600 MPa abs at around 23:50 on March 11, 2011, as well as the reactor pressure of 0.800 

MPa gage and the D/W pressure of 0.840 MPa abs at around 2:45 on March 12.  

However, as TEPCO pointed out that it was impossible to get the information on most of the 

plant parameters for Unit 1 regarding the course of the important events unfolding. The analysis 

included major uncertainties about the matters like the time that steam/gas started to leak from 

the RPV. Among the assumed analysis conditions, the time of RPV failure largely depends on 

these analysis conditions.  

What is more, the models employed in the MAAP analysis assume that the molten fuel is 

                                                                                                                                        
 *81 TEPCO released a MAAP analysis in March 2012 (Estimates of the Core and Containment Vessel Status via a 

MAAP Code) that was based on new findings since May 2011, and this analysis can be viewed at 
http://www.tepco.co.jp/nu/fukushima-np/images/handouts_120312_02-j.pdf. The MAAP analysis code used by 
TEPCO is Version 4.0.4, and it was developed by FAI (Fauske & Associates, LLC). 
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trapped in the core area until the fuel support plate suffers damage. This fuel support plate 

assumed to be damaged at the moment the melting temperature for stainless steel, which is a 

constituent material of the fuel support plate, of 1,700K (= approximately 1,426.85C) is 

reached. Once the fuel support plate temperature reaches this temperature, the molten fuel falls 

onto the lower plenum all at once, resulting in a rapid rise in reactor pressure. However, this sort 

of rapid phenomenon is the results of the simplified model, and as TEPCO itself pointed out, 

within this MAAP analysis, that there is a possibility that it does not reflect what actually 

happened.  

(iii) Moreover, in comparison with the MAAP analysis results released in May 2011, TEPCO 

explained the reason why the renewed analysis moved up the RPV failure for Unit 1 by about 

four hours, saying: “The time of RPV failure largely depends on conditions such as rapid rise in 

the reactor pressure, conditions of steam/ leak from the RPV and the analysis models related to 

the behavior of the molten fuel on the pressure vessel bottom. These uncertainties contribute a 

great deal to the uncertainties related to the evaluation results.” This comment itself is relevant, 

but it also means that the time of RPV failure could potentially be moved up further depending 

on analytical conditions and models on which the MAAP analysis is based. Ultimately, the 

analytical results will be governed by how to refine the RPV failure models and input 

conditions entered by those performing the analyses.  

(iv) What is more, the “RPV failure mode” included in this MAAP analysis is the damage to 

the RPV bottom caused by molten fuel. As such, the analysis deals with a scenario far more 

restrictive than the failure referred to by the Investigation Committee as “damage to the RPV or 

its peripherals” . 

(v) Judging from the above, the MAAP analysis results do not sway the committee’s 

investigation results concerning the possibility of damage to the RPV.  

 

c. MELCOR analysis released by JNES in September 2011 

(i) Next, the MELCOR analysis*82 released by JNES in September 2011 assumed that the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *82 The MELCOR analysis released by JNES in September 2011 (Evaluation concerning the Core Status for 

Units 1, 2, and 3 regarding the Accident at TEPCO Co., Ltd.’s Fukushima Dai-Ichi Nuclear Power Station) is 
provided for public view at http://www.jnes.go.jp/content/000119740.pdf. The MELCOR analysis code used by 
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Unit 1 IC systems were not operating after the arrival of the tsunami. From this analysis, JNES 

obtained the following results: 

Initial core uncovering: Approximately two hours after the earthquake occurred 

Initial core damage:  Approximately three hours after the earthquake occurred 

RPV failure:  Approximately five hours after the earthquake occurred 

(ii) The analysis gave the results that the above-mentioned timeline, comprising initial core 

uncovering, initial core damage and RPV failure, was moved up somewhat earlier than the 

committee’s investigating results. A JNES staff member concerned gave the following 

explanation: “We analyzed the most rapid RPV failure scenario without taking into account the 

cooling effects by the water remaining in the lower plenum of the RPV. In reality, there is a 

strong possibility that the RPV was damaged in the period between approximately five hours 

after the earthquake (at around 20:00 on March 11, 2011), based on the result of  JNES’s 

conservative analysis, and about 2:45 on March 12, which was the moment that the abnormal 

drop in the reactor pressure was observed.” This represents a striking example of how the 

analysis results are largely governed by the RPV failure model incorporated into the analysis 

code in advance.  

Accordingly, these analysis results do not deny the possibility that damage was caused to the 

RPV or its peripherals, leading to a loss of their containment function between 20:00 on March 

11 and 2:45 on March 12.  

(iii) What is more, the RPV failure included in this MELCOR analysis is limited to the failure 

to the RPV bottom due to molten core. Whereas the “damage to the RPV or its Peripherals” 

suggested by the Investigation Committee is not limited to the failure of the RPV itself, but is a 

concept focusing on the RPV’s containment function including damage that would causes leaks 

from the penetrating pipes, SRV flange gaskets, and other peripherals.  

(iv) Judging from the above, the MELCOR analysis results do not sway the committee’s 

investigation results concerning the possibility of damage to the RPV. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                        
JNES is Version 1.8.5, and it was developed by Sandia National Laboratories.  
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(7) Summary  

The possibility can be denied that damage occurred to the Unit 1 RPV or its Peripherals that 

would impair their containment function in the period after the earthquake until the arrival of 

the tsunami. Yet after the earthquake, cooling using the IC systems and alternative water 

injection could not be carried out, so the interior of the RPV was in a high-temperature and 

high-pressure state. So the natural assumption is that damage was caused to impair their 

containment function between 20:07 on March 11, 2011 and 2:45 on March 12. There is also 

the possibility that damage occurred to the RPV or its Peripherals that further significantly 

impaired their containment function thereafter.  

With respect to the areas where this damage was caused, it is considered that there is the 

possibility that molten fuel  fell onto the lower plenum due to damage to the RPV fuel support 

plate, which in turn damaged the RPV bottom. It is also possible that the effects of the high 

temperature and high pressure damaged the SRV flange gaskets, the instrument lines and other 

penetrating pipes or their junctures, and other peripheral parts. However, since an on-site 

investigation cannot be performed at this point in time, it is difficult to identify the damaged 

areas. Therefore, it is hoped the national government and the nuclear operator will identify the 

damaged areas and investigate what caused the damage and the time in which they were 

damaged in the future when it becomes possible to perform an on-site investigation.  

 

Section 2. Primary Containment Vessel (PCV) 

(1) It cannot be confirmed that damage was caused to the PCV or its Peripherals that would 

impaired their containment function in the period after the earthquake until the the arrival 

of the tsunami  

a. Radiation levels inside the building 

The Unit 1 alarm typer outputs typer*83, recorded the SGTS start up signal actuated at around 

14:47 on March 11, 2011, and it is acknowledged that the SGTS started up. However, according 

to the Unit 1 recorder charts*84 no significant increase in the radiation levels was observed on 

the stack radiation monitor, and no evidence can be found that there were any abnormal 
                                                                                                                                        
 *83 See Attachments II-1-1-8. 
 *84 See Attachments II-1-1-8. 
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increases in the radiation levels inside the Unit 1 R/B at around this time. These facts could 

potentially serve as an evidence for the PCV’s containment not to have been in a malfunction 

status.  

However, even if there had been damage to the PCV or its peripherals which alloes 

radioactive materials to leak out so long as the integrity of the RPV had been maintained, it is 

hard to conceive of radioactive materials actually leaking out through such damaged part into 

the R/B via the containment vessel.  

Therefore, judging from the fact that there is no evidence that the radiation levels inside the 

Unit 1 R/B increased abnormally, , it is not contradictory to believe that at least such the damage 

did not occur as would have significantly impaired its containment function, although we 

cannot deny a possibility of occurrence of aforementioned damage  

 

b. D/W pressure, D/W temperature, the S/C pressure and S/C water temperature  

According to the Unit 1 recorder charts*85, a look at the Unit 1 D/W pressure and temperature 

and the S/C temperature and water temperature in the period after the earthquake until the 

arrival of the tsunami showed that all of them were kept to a level that exceeded the ordinary 

temperatures and pressures only slightly. No sudden drops in their pressures or temperatures 

that would imply that the PCV had suffered damage that would significantly impair its 

containment function have been observed. 

 

(2) There is a possibility that the containment vessel or its Peripherals suffered damage that 

would impair their containment function after the tsunami arrived but before about 21:51 

on March 11, 2011 

a. On-site response  

In the period from about 18:30 on March 11, 2011 until about 20:00 the same day the shift 

operators carried out an on-site response activities including to open the discharge valves in 

order to configure the water injection line in the basement floor and first and second floors 

within the Unit 1 R/B. But there was no evidence such as steam leaks or abnormal rises in the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *85 See Attachments II-1-1-12. 
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radiation levels that would suggest that the PCV had been damaged. So it would be difficult to 

admit that the PCV had suffered serious damage that would significantly impair its containment 

function prior to that point in time.  

Yet at this point in time, even if miniscule ruptured or leaking areas had appeared in the PCV 

or its Peripherals then this would not have a significant impact on the D/W pressure or the S/C 

pressure. But on the other hand it is possible that radioactive materials could leak out from these 

damaged areas. So even if radioactive materials had leaked within the building from such small 

damage, then there is an undeniable possibility that the rise in the radiation dose within the 

building was still limited. As a result, at this point in time it is impossible to deny the possibility 

that damage had occurred to the PCV or Peripherals to a sufficient degree to allow radioactive 

materials to leak out in excess of the acceptable leakage rate.  

 

b. Radiation levels 

(i) Entry to the Unit 1 R/B was prohibited in the wake of the increase in the radiation levels 

inside this building at around 21:51 on March 11, 2011. It is possible that at this point in time 

radioactive materials had been leaking from the PCV or its peripherals into the Unit 1 R/B.  

(ii) At around 22:00 on March 11, 2011 a radiation level of approximately 0.8mSv over ten 

seconds was measured in the vicinity outside of the double doors of the Unit 1 R/B. As such, it 

is believed that the dose rate within the Unit 1 R/B was about 300mSv/h when it was converted 

into an hourly basis. So there is the possibility that as of around 21:51 on that same day 

radioactive materials had been leaking from the PCV or its peripherals into the Unit 1 R/B.  

 

c. D/W pressure  

It has been confirmed that the Unit 1 D/W pressure indicator read 0.600 MPa abs at around 

23:50 on March 11, 2011. What is more, according to the plant-related parameters for Unit 1*86 

the D/W pressure had risen further as of about 2:45 that day and read 0.840 MPa abs. After the 

pressure was fluctuating around the 0.7 MPa abs level (see Chart 13). 

                                                                                                                                        
 *86 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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図表13 1号機D/W圧力の挙動（3/11 23:00～3/12 12:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 13: Unit 1 D/W pressure behavior (23:00 March 11 to 12:00 March 12) 

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)
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If it were to be assumed that damage had occurred to the PCV or its Peripherals that would 

allow for steam/gas to leak out in large quantities by 21:51 on March 11, then it is hard to 

conceive of the D/W pressure rising abnormally after this and later fluctuating around the 0.7 

MPa abs level thereafter. Therefore, judging from such fluctuations in the D/W pressure, it is 

impossible to deny the the possibility that large-scale damage occurred to the PCV or its 

Peripherals by at least about 21:51 on the same day. However, if it had been of a degree that did 

not reach to such a magnitude then it is possible that damage occurred which impaired its 

containment function.  

 

(3) It is conceivable that damage had occurred to the PCV or its Peripherals that would 

impair the PCV’s containment function by pre-dawn on March 12, 2011. It is also possible 

that damage occurred that further significantly impaired its containment function later on 

a. D/W pressure  

According to the plant-related parameters for Unit 1, the D/W pressure was reading 0.600 

MPa abs at a point in time around 23:50 on March 11, 2011 and further increased to 0.840 MPa 

abs as of around 2:45 on March 12. Afterwards, despite the fact that the PCV venting had not 

been performed at Unit 1 it read 0.780 MPa abs at about 4:19 that day. Furthermore, it then 

showed values that had declined down to around 0.740 MPa abs around 6:00 that day (see 

Chart 13).  

From about 4:00 on March 12 onwards alternative water injection that was intermittent and 
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insufficient was carried out for Unit 1. Judging from this it is conceivable that: (i) The steam 

that was generated in the RPV was discharged outside of the PCV from the damaged areas in 

the RPV or its surrounding fittings, thus raising the D/W pressure, and (ii) The RPV base had 

already been damaged, and water from the damaged areas on the RPV flowed into the molten 

fuel that had dropped to the PCV pedestal, which in turn generated steam in the PCV that 

increased the D/W pressure.  

However, there is no truth to the fact that heat removal from the PCV was carried out via 

D/W spraying or S/C spraying for Unit 1 at around this time. What is more, since the PCV 

venting had not yet been carried out, it is hard to conceive of the cause for the drop in D/W 

pressure as being due to anything other than the leak from the PCV.  

Consequently, it is a strong possibility that starting around 2:45 that day damage occurred 

that would impair the PCV containment function, based upon which the D/W pressure showed 

a downward trajectory.  

 

b. Radiation levels  

(a) Radiation level increase at dawn on March 12, 2011  

(i) Before dawn on March 12, 2011 the NPS ERC was put in conditions where the workers 

were forced to wear full-face masks and level C clothes whenever they went outside of the 

Seismic Isolation Building. This was done in response to the abnormal increase in the radiation 

levels, as well as to mitigate the risks of breathing in or being contaminated by the dispersed 

radioactive materials.  

This is believed to be due to radioactive materials originating in the Unit 1 core which had 

leaked from the RPV or its peripherals to the PCV, and then from there to the R/B and then 

outside of this building. These then floated in the atmosphere to the area surrounding the 

Seismic Isolation Building, or then adhered to the structures in its vicinity. 

(ii) At around 3:45 on March 12, 2011 a white smoke rose up in the Unit 1 R/B, and the 

radiation safety staff were no longer able to enter inside the R/B. It is highly likely that around 

this time steam containing radioactive materials was leaking from the Unit 1 PCV or its 

peripherals into the R/B.  
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(iii) The radiation level measurement results from the vicinity of monitoring post near the 

main gate showed 0.069μSv/h at around 04:00 on March 12, 2011.  The results showed an 

upward trajectory to 0.525μSv/h at around 04:20 and to 0.866μSv/h at around 04:40 that day. It 

then further increased to 1.002μSv/h by around 04:50 that day, then to 1.307μSv/h by about 

05:00 and to 1.590μSv/h by around 05:10 that day (see Chart 14). 

図表14 正門付近の放射線量の挙動（3/12 4:00～3/12 6:00）

東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での
計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 14: Dose rates behavior near the main gate (04:00 – 06:00 March 12)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the Fukushima 
Dai-ichi NPS site” (May 2011)
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It is believed that the RCIC systems at Units 2 and 3 were operating and that their reactor 

water levels had been maintained around this time. So there is an extremely strong possibility 

that the rise in radiation levels near the main gate was due to radioactive materials originating 

in the Unit 1 core being discharged into the atmosphere.  

For Unit 1 the PCV venting had not yet been initiated around this time, so with that being 

the case it is believed that the radioactive materials originating from the Unit 1 core leaked 

out of the PCV or its peripherals.  

(iv) From about 04:00 onwards on March 12, 2011 the radiation level rose abnormally on the 

Unit 1 side of the Units 1/2 Main Control Room. Therefore, the shift team evacuated over to the 

Unit 2 side in the same room. Furthermore, the radiation level in the upper portion of the room 

was high, so they had to sit down on the floor of the room in order to avoid radiation exposure.  

(v) At around 4:50 on March 12, 2011 it was ascertained that workers returning to the 

Seismic Isolation Building from the Unit 1 R/B had been contaminated with radioactive 

materials. 

(vi) Judging from this situation, it is believed that at Unit 1 the radioactive materials that had 

already leaked from inside the RPV to the PCV could no longer be confined within the PCV, 
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and that the radioactive materials that had leaked out from the PCV or its peripherals had 

floated into the Unit 1 R/B or its surrounding areas. It is most likely that before dawn on March 

12, 2011 the PCV or its peripherals had suffered damage that impaired their containment 

function.  

 

(b) Radiation level increase from around 8:01 on March 13, 2011 

The measurement results of the radiation levels in the vicinity around monitoring post 4 were 

at 34.9μSv/h at around 08:01 on March 13, 2011, but after this they continued to shoot up 

rapidly. They were 135.5μSv/h at 08:17, 698.2μSv/h at 08:21, 1,124.3μSv/h at 08:27, and 

1,204.2μSv/h at 08:33. Then the radiation levels at this spot fell back down to 186.2μSv/h at 

around 08:45, before once again shifting to an upward trajectory (see Chart 15). 

図表15 モニタリングポスト4付近の放射線量の挙動（3/13 8:00～3/13 9:00）

東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 15: Dose rates near the monitoring post 4 (08:00 – 09:00 March 13)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the Fukushima Dai-ichi 
NPS site” (May 2011)
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The increase in the radiation levels is hard to conceive of having been due to the explosion at the 

Unit 1 R/B or the PCV venting at each of the units, as detailed in 1 (5) d. (b). It is thought to have 

been caused by the radioactive materials that were emitted over the course of the core damage for 

Unit 1 and/or Unit 3 and leaked out from the RPV and the PCV or their peripherals.  

With this being the case, it has been acknowledged that there is a sufficient possibility that as of 

around 8:01 on March 13, 2011, Unit 1 core damage and melting had further proceeded, thereby 

emitting vast quantities of radioactive materials. These would have then leaked from the RPV to 

the PCV, and from there to the R/B, before being emitted into the atmosphere from the section of 

the fifth floor of the R/B that was damaged by the explosion. Based upon this premise, it is entirely 
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possible that damage could have occurred to the Unit 1 RPV or its peripherals that could have 

significantly impaired their containment function still further as of this point in time.  

 

(c) Radiation level increase from around 21:25 on March 14, 2011 

(i) The results of the radiation level measurements near 

the main gate were 6.8μSv/h at around 21:25 on March 

14, 2011. However, by about 21:35 that same day these 

had increased abruptly to 760.0μSv/h and then onto 

3,130.0μSv/h at about 21:37 thereafter (see Chart 16).  

(ii) To begin with, this rise in the radiation level came a 

considerable amount of time after the rise in radiation 

levels due to the explosions at the Units 1 and 3 R/Bs and 

the PCV venting. Since this was behavior that came after the radiation levels had already 

decreased, it is natural to consider causes other than these incidents.  

(iii) At Unit 3, in the period between about 05:20 and 06:10 on March 14, 2011, an attempt 

was made to open the small S/C vent valve (AO valve), but since then none of the procedures 

required for PCV venting were carried out until about 21:25 that day.  

For Unit 3 it is believed that when the PCV venting was carried out at around 9:00 on March 

13 the rupture disc had already been operated. Therefore, if the small S/C vent valve (AO valve) 

had already been opened by about 6:10 on March 14 then the D/W pressure and S/C pressure 

should have indicated downward trajectories right away. Yet according to the plant-related 

parameters for Unit 3*87, from about 6:10 that day, when the PCV vent line is deemed to have 

been completed, until about 7:10 that day the D/W pressure and S/C pressure trended upwards. 

On top of this, a white smoke-like exhaust was confirmed to be coming from out of the Units 

3/4 stack at around this time by photographs from the Fukuichi Live Camera. Consequently, 

regardless of the opening operation of the small S/C vent valve (AO valve) up until around 6:10 

that day, there is a strong possibility that it could not be kept open.  

What is more, even if the small S/C vent valve (AO valve) had been opened to a certain 

                                                                                                                                        
 *87 See TEPCO’s HP. 

H23.3.14
時 刻
21:15 5.8
21:20 6.0
21:25 6.8
21:30 29.7
21:35 760.0
21:37 3,130.0

放射線量
（μSv/h)

図表16 正門付近の放射線量測定結果

　東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での
　計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成

Dose Rate

Chart 16: Dose rates measurement results near the main gate

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the Fukushima 
Dai-ichi NPS site” (May 2011)

Time on 
March 14, 2011
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extent, according to the plant-related parameters for Unit 3*88 from about 07:15 that day 

onwards the S/C pressure indicated a downward trajectory before turning around and heading 

upwards starting at around 8:45 that day. Thereafter it repeatedly fluctuated up and down, 

before once again showing an upward trajectory beginning around 20:00 that day. Judging from 

this it has been acknowledged that the small S/C vent valve (AO valve) could not have been 

kept open between at least about 08:45 that day and around 16:00 on March 15, when the 

opening operation was next conducted.  

Therefore, it is hard to conceive of the rise in the radiation levels near the main gate that 

started around 21:25 that day being due to PCV venting at Unit 3. 

(iv) What is more, at Unit 2 an attempt was made to open the large and small S/C vent valves 

(AO valves) with a view towards PCV venting, as well as to open the small D/W vent valve 

(AO valve), between about 16:30 on March 14, 2011 and 0:02 on March 15. However, the 

solenoid valves could not be sufficiently energized and an adequate air pressure could not be 

secured through the use of portable compressors, so the valves needed for PCV venting could 

not be kept open. This fact has been duly acknowledged from the behavior of the D/W pressure 

in the plant-related parameters for Unit 2, as well as the fact that no white smoke-like exhaust 

could be confirmed from the stacks for Units 1/2 around this time from photographs by the 

Fukuichi Live Camera. It has also been acknowledged from the details of television conferences, 

the testimony of officials from the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, as well as other related types of 

evidence.  

NISA released the aforementioned report entitled “Interim Summary of the Technical 

Knowledge of the Accident at Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station of Tokyo Electric 

Power Co., Ltd.” in March 2012. In this report it made assertions like “In actuality, it is possible 

that the venting succeeded” and “Venting that was not enough to lower the pressure” had 

potentially been carried out.*89 However, this is not consistent with the aforementioned relevant 

pieces of evidence, and the foundation for these assertions is weak.  

Judging from the above, it is hard to imagine the rise in the radiation levels near the main gate 

                                                                                                                                        
 *88 See TEPCO’s HP 
 *89 See Attachment Chart V-1-3 from the Interim Summary of the Technical Knowledge concerning the 

Accident at the Fukushima Dai-Ichi Nuclear Power Station of Tokyo Electric Power Co., Ltd.  
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from about 21:25 onwards on March 14 being due to PCV venting at Unit 2.  

(v) Next, the conditions at each unit at around 21:30 on March 14, 2011 are discussed.  

The thinking is that at Unit 1 core damage was already underway and that vast quantities of 

radioactive materials were already discharged into the atmosphere. But according to the CAMS 

measurement results for Unit 1*90 the readings for the D/W (A) side were 78.8 Sv/h and those 

for the S/C (A) side were 25.9 Sv/h at around 19:15 that day, and then around 21:00 that day 

they were showing readings of 65.6 Sv/h on the D/W (A) side and 25.7 Sv/h on the S/C (A) 

side. As these and other readings indicate, these were still showing high values (see Chart 17). 

It is believed that leaking sections had 

already appeared on the PCV or its 

peripherals at Unit 1 by around this time. 

Regardless, judging from the fact that a 

high gamma ray dose rate had been 

measured within the PCV, the 

possibility that core damage was still 

being underway and that radioactive materials were being discharged cannot be denied. 

Moreover, the gamma ray dose rate on the D/W side in Unit 1 was on a downward trajectory 

from about 16:00 to 22:00 that day, indicating that there is no discrepancy in thinking that 

leaking sections had appeared on somewhere of the D/W and that radioactive materials were 

leaking out of these sections.  

That being the case, there is the possibility that radioactive materials that originated in the 

Unit 1 core were leaking out of the PCV or its peripherals, and were then discharged into the 

atmosphere from the R/B that was damaged in the hydrogen gas explosion. This could have 

then contributed to the increase in the radiation levels near the front gates that started around 

21:25 that day.  

Next, at Unit 2 sufficient alternative water injection was not carried out until at least around 

21:20 that day, so there is a strong possibility that the reactor water level could not be 

maintained at and above the BAF. It has been acknowledged that there is a sufficient possibility 

                                                                                                                                        
 *90 See TEPCO’s HP. 

H23.3.14
時刻

CAMS D/W（A）
（Sv/h）

CAMS S/C（A）
（Sv/h）

16:00 89.7 26.2
19:15 78.8 25.9
21:00 65.6 25.7
22:00 61.0 25.6

図表17 1号機 CAMS測定結果

東京電力「プラント関連パラメー
タ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成

Chart 17: Unit 1 CAMS measurement result

Created based on “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

Time on 
March 14, 2011
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that core damage was underway by then and that the radioactive materials discharged over the 

course of this were emitted into the atmosphere. Actually, according to the CAMS measurement 

results for Unit 2,*91 the D/W (A) side reading was 0.00108 Sv/h and the S/C (A) side reading 

was 0.0103 Sv/h at about 15:15 that day. But in opposition to the reading at the D/W (A) side 

had climbed to 5.36 Sv/h while the S/C (A) side had gone up to 0.383 Sv/h at around 21:55 that 

day, when measurements were resumed after being briefly suspended, and it was on a roughly 

upward trajectory thereafter.  

In addition, according to the plant-related parameters for Unit 3*92 the reactor water level for 

Unit 3 was hardly showing any changes, and there is the possibility that the reactor water level 

could not be maintained at and above the BAF. In addition, from about 20:37 onwards priority 

was given to alternative water injection for Unit 2, and so more than an hour passed while the 

alternative water injection to Unit 3 was suspended. That being the case, it is an undeniable 

possibility that core damage was already underway at Unit 3 at this time and that radioactive 

materials were being emitted into the atmosphere.  

(vi) Judging from the above, there is the possibility that the increase in radiation levels near 

the main gate that started from about 21:25 on March 14, 2011 were due to the radioactive 

materials that had been emitted over the entire course of the core damage at some or all of Units 

1 to 3 being discharged into the atmosphere. But it cannot be specified whether these originated 

at which of Units 1 to 3.  

That being the case, it is not contradictory to think that up to about this point damage had 

occurred to the Unit 1 RPV or its peripherals that further significantly impaired their 

containment function, and that radioactive materials leaked out of the PCV. These could have 

then been discharged into the atmosphere from the R/B that was damaged due to the hydrogen 

gas explosion, causing the increase in radiation levels near the main gate from about 21:25 

onwards*93. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *91 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *92 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *93 The wind direction and wind speed in the area around the main gate at ground level around this time was 1.6 

m/s in a southeastern direction at 21:35 and 1.7 m/s in a southern direction at 21:37 on March 14, 2011. These are 
nothing more than measurements at the ground level, and are prone to the effects of the terrain and structures. In 
reality, the wind direction can change rapidly, as evidenced by the fact that it changed to blowing at 1.2 m/s in a 
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c. Contaminated water  

(i) On March 26, 2011, 

TEPCO detected I-131, 

Cs-134, and Cs-137 in the 

stagnated water sampled at 

the basement of the Unit 1 

T/B that it sampled (see Chart 

18). 

(ii) On November 25, 2011, 

TEPCO measured and 

detected Cs-134 and Cs-137 in stagnated water in the basement of the Unit 1 R/B (see Chart 

18).  

(iii) On June 22, 2011, TEPCO detected I-131, Cs-134, and Cs-137 in water samples of the 

skimmer surge tank in the Unit 1 SFP, as a result of performing a nuclide analysis (see Chart 18 

above). I-131 is a radionuclide with a short half-life of roughly eight days. But since even the 

fuel with the shortest cooling time, which was removed from the RPV and stored in the SFP, is 

cooled for about one year, it is hard to conceive of this nuclide coming from the SFP. Rather, it 

is highly likely that the radionuclides originated from the core dissolved into the SFP pool water 

by moving after adhering to the steam condensate, the dust and rubble within the building.  

(iv) Based on these observations, it is natural to consider that some or all of the radionuclides 

which were detected in the stagnated waters in the basement of the Unit 1 R/B and the T/B, and 

in the SFP water, originated in the core. It is believed that they leaked out from the RPV, the 

PCV, or their periphrals.  

 

(4) Summary  

Judging from the above, it cannot be acknowledged that the Unit 1 PCV or its Peripherals 

suffered damage that would severely impair their containment function in the period after the 

earthquake until the arrival of the tsunami. But there is a possibility that they suffered damage 

                                                                                                                                        
northern direction at 22:15 that day.  

採取日時 採取物 核種（半減期）
放射能濃度

（Bq/cm
3
）

I-131（約8日） 150,000
Cs-134（約2年） 120,000
Cs-137（約30年） 130,000
I-131（約8日） 68
Cs-134（約2年） 12,000
Cs-137（約30年） 14,000
Cs-134（約2年） 140,000
Cs-137（約30年） 190,000

1号機T/B地下階滞留水H23.3.26

　東京電力「原子炉建屋地下滞留水の放射能濃度
等の測定結果」（平成23年12月）等を基に作成

1号機R/B地下滞留水H23.11.25

1号機使用済燃料プール
（SFP）のスキマーサージ
タンク水

H23.6.22

図表18 1号機汚染水等測定結果

Sampling Date Collected Sample Nuclides (half-life)

Radioactivity 
Concentration

Stagnant water, Unit 1 T/B,
basement floor

Skimmer Surge Tank water of Unit Spent Fuel 
Pool (SFP)

Stagnant water, Unit 1 R/B
basement

(approx. 8 days)

(approx. 2 years)

(approx. 30 years)

(approx. 8 days)

(approx. 2 years)

(approx. 30 years)

(approx. 2 years)

(approx. 30 years)

Chart 18: Measurement results of contaminated water etc. in unit 1

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement results such as 
radioactivity concentration of the stagnant water on the R/B 

basement” (December 2011) 

March 26 
2011

June 22 
2011

Nov. 25 
2011
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which would impair their containment function by about 21:51 on March 11, 2011. What is 

more, since the inside of the PCV was placed under high-temperature and high-pressure 

conditions it is believed to have suffered said damage by around dawn on March 12, with the 

possibility that it suffered further major damage thereafter.  

When it comes to said areas that suffered damage, there are various possibilities that are 

conceivable. Such as the possibility that the flange gaskets, epoxy resins, and other seal 

materials used to ensure the air tightness of the PCV flanges, the electrical cable penetrations, 

airlocks for people, and equipment hatches deteriorated under the high temperatures, thus 

causing the damage. However, since an on-site investigation cannot be performed at this point 

in time, it is difficult to identify the damaged areas. Therefore, it is hoped that the national 

government and the nuclear operator will identify the damaged areas and investigate what 

caused the damage and the time in which they were damaged in the future when it becomes 

possible to perform an on-site investigation. 

 

Section 3. Isolation Condenser (IC)  

(1) A possibility that a pipe rupture that would cause the IC systems to lose functionality in 

the period after the earthquake struck but before 20:07 on March 11, 2011 has not been 

confirmed  

a. Introduction  

The fact that the possibility that a pipe rupture that would cause the IC systems to lose 

functionality immediately after the earthquake struck has not been confirmed has already been 

quoted in Chapter IV 1 (3) of the Interim Report, and that conclusion remains unchanged. 

Rather, based on the investigation results since then, the following facts is pointed out to serve 

as evidence that supplement the conclusion stated in the Interim Report.  

 

b. D/W pressure  

(i) According to the recorder charts for Unit 1*94, in the period after the earthquake occurred 

but before the tsunami arrived the D/W pressure only rose by around 2 kPa.  

                                                                                                                                        
 *94 See Attachments II-1-1-5. 
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The natural assumption is that this rise in the pressure was due to the cooling system in the 

PCV coming to a stop as a result of the loss of external power. But extreme surges in the D/W 

pressure that would suggest anything like a rupturing of IC pipes inside the PCV were not 

acknowledged.  

(ii) As was described in 1 (1) b (iii), according to the results of the JNES analysis the actual 

measured values for the D/W pressure cannot be consistently reproduced if the leakage surface 

area from the RPV into the PCV were assumed to have been 0.3 cm2 or 0.1 cm2. Furthermore, 

when a leakage surface area that would constitute a coolant leak equivalent to a leakage rate of 

0.23 m3/h is assumed then the change in the D/W pressure was larger than the actual measured 

values. In addition, in order to reproduce the heat transfer from the RPV caused by that the 

stoppage of the drywell cooler, with a heat source inside the D/W and assuming a leakage 

surface area that would constitute a coolant leak equivalent to a leakage rate of 0.23 m3/h then 

the change in the D/W pressure was larger than the actual measured values.  

That being the case, the possibility that a leak at about the level permitted of a “leakage rate 

from an unidentified location” as per the Safety Regulations occurred on the IC piping inside 

the PCV in the period after the earthquake occurred but before the tsunami arrived is one that 

cannot be denied. But at the very least, it is not considered that a pipe rupture occurred which 

could cause the IC systems to lose functionality.  

 

c. PLR pump inlet temperature  

(i) According to the recorder charts for Unit 1*95, immediately after the earthquake occurred 

the PLR pump (A) inlet temperature and the PLR pump (B) inlet temperature showed similar 

behavior, and from after about 15:00 on March 11, 2011 onwards they showed behavior that 

was symmetrical. At this time the PLR pump (B) inlet temperature showed a sharp, 

valley-shaped behavior, while that for the PLR pump (A) inlet lagged slightly behind time 

before changing to a moderate mountain-shaped behavior.  

(ii) To start with, the initially similar behavior is thought to be due to the fact that Systems A 

and B of the IC systems were both functioning and so there was a large volume of IC return 

                                                                                                                                        
 *95 See Attachments II-1-1-13. 
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water. As a result, there was a striking drop in the temperature near the PLR pump (B) inlet 

temperature detector into which the IC return water flows directly*96. What is more, the IC 

return water then immediately turns around and travels through the downcomer section to pass 

near the PLR pump (A) inlet temperature detector, which is located on the opposite side. So 

while it is not the same level as the PLR pump (B) inlet temperature, the temperature showed a 

similar downward trajectory.  

(iii) As opposed to this, since 15:03 that day, when it was deemed that only one IC system 

(Train A) was operating, the IC return water dropped down to about half the amount up to that 

point. Because of this, the temperature of the pump (B) inlet, into which the IC return water 

directly flows, immediately showed a sharp, valley-shaped readout in response to the behavior 

of the IC system. Whereas the comparatively high-temperature water within the downcomer 

section was pushed into the PLR Train A piping in a volume equivalent to the IC return water 

that flowed into the RPV downcomer section. As a result, it is considered that the pump (A) 

inlet temperature showed moderate changes with a slight time lag.  

(iv) This behavior is fully consistent with the fact that when the earthquake initially occurred, 

Systems A and B of the IC systems were being run, but that after they stopped running at 

around 15:03 that day until the tsunami struck only Train A of the IC systems had been run a 

total of three times. Assuming that the IC systems had not been operating normally due to a 

rupture in its piping or the like, then it would generally be hard to conceive of it showing this 

sort of behavior.  

Moreover, assuming that a rupture had occurred in the PLR piping that would have an impact 

on the functionality of the IC systems*97, then the PLR pump inlet temperature would 

conceivably show a drastic plunge, yet no such behavior was observed. Since this repeatedly 

                                                                                                                                        
 *96 During the basic design phase, the IC systems were designed so that the return pipes for Train A and Train B 

are each connected to the PLR Train A and Train B pipes, thereby condensing water in the IC tanks. However, this 
was changed during the detailed design phase, so instead it was designed so that the Train A and Train B return 
pipes converge together, after which they are connected to the PLR Train B pipes in order to condense water in the 
IC tanks. In the documents attached to the reactor establishment permit applications there was an oversight in 
making revisions to the aforementioned changed sections, and so these were listed as the pipe structure from the 
basic design phase. But as a result of confirming documents like the construction permits and photographs later on, 
it came to light that actually the design was one in which the IC Train A and Train B return pipes converged before 
connecting to the PLR Train B pipes to condense water in the IC tanks.  

 *97 If the PLR Train B piping had ruptured then Trains A and B of the IC systems would have lost functionality. 
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rose and fell in response to the operating status of the IC systems, the natural assumption is that 

the PLR piping sections did not suffer any damage that would have an impact on the 

functioning of the IC systems.  

(v) After the shift team stopped both Systems A and B of the IC systems at around 15:03 on 

March 11, 2011 only one of the IC systems (Train A) was run. Some are of the opinion that 

point to this as being extremely unnatural as an emergency response wherein cooling the reactor 

is a pressing matter.  

Yet decisions over whether a particular operation is unnatural or not must be judged based 

upon the objective circumstances at that point in time and the awareness of the members of the 

shift team, not by tracing back the resulting outcome. In other words, according to the data from 

the transient analysis recording system and other records from the time, as well as testimony 

from the NPS ERC and the shift team measurement and other evidence, in the period before the 

arrival of the tsunami no damage was confirmed that would have seriously affected with the 

RHR system or other important facilities and equipment geared towards performing a cold 

shutdown. The shift team did not recognize that such damage had occurred. Therefore, in the 

period prior to the arrival of the tsunami it is not unnatural that the members of the shift team 

were trying to gradually reduce the reactor pressure while complying with the operational limit 

of a rate of change in the reactor coolant temperature of less than 55C per hour as per Table 

37-1 of Section 37-1 in the Operational Safety Program, with a view towards ultimately 

performing a cold shutdown*98. 

In addition, the “Unit 1 Emergency Operating Procedures (Events-Based)” for the 

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS contains procedures stating that in cases where the MSIV cannot be 

opened the procedures and methods that shift operators are to follow when depressurizing 

reactor via the IC and other systems is to “Keep the rate of change of the reactor coolant 

temperature not above 55C per hour,” with this enclosed in a box. Furthermore, according to 

the same procedures, even when all AC power has been lost they must confirm that the rate of 

change in the reactor coolant temperature is not above 55C per hour when depressurizing the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *98 At the time, efforts were being made to comply with said operational limits in the Operational Safety Program 

for each of the units at the Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, so it cannot be acknowledged that the shift team in charge of 
the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS alone had reached an exceptional decision.  
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reactor via the IC systems. This is to be done by regulating the number of IC systems, adjusting 

the IC systems’ outlet openings, and intermittently operating these. Similarly, the Unit 1 

Emergency Operating Procedures (Symptoms-Based) for the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS states 

that, “A reactor cooling rate of 55C per hour is required in order to maintain the water volume, 

to avoid applying an excessive thermal load on the RPV, and to curb additional emissions of 

radioactivity due to sudden depressurization.” As such, it requires that the rate of change in the 

reactor coolant temperature be no higher than 55C per hour when reactor pressure is decreased 

through the IC or other systems. In exceptional cases where a contingency situation that 

necessitates that the pressure be rapidly reduced via the SRVs has been reached, then it states 

that, “It is not necessary to be beholden to a rate of change in the reactor temperature of 55C 

per hour.” As of around 15:03 that day it had not yet been acknowledged that a state had been 

reached that would necessitate that the pressure be rapidly reduced via the SRVs. But from then 

until the arrival of the tsunami the shift team only ran one of the IC systems (Train A) in order 

to curb the rapid drop in the reactor pressure in accordance with these procedures and methods. 

Judging from the descriptions in these procedures, these operator actions could in no way be 

described as being unnatural.  

(vi) Furthermore, according to the recorder charts*99 for Unit 1, from about 15:03 on March 

11, 2011 onwards the reactor pressure repeatedly rose and fell between 6 – 7 MPa gage a total 

of three times, after which the records end with it on an upward bent. Yet based on such reactor 

pressure behavior, some might doubt that this was due to the repeated manual openings and 

closures of the SRVs, rather than due to the operation of the IC system.  

But if it were supposed that the behavior of the reactor pressure was due to the opening and 

closure of SRVs, then it is difficult to logically explain why the PLR pump inlet (A) and (B) 

temperatures showed the behavior they did as described in (i) – (iii)*100. 

Furthermore, if the SRVs had been repeatedly opened then the reactor water level should 
                                                                                                                                        
 *99 See Attachments II-1-1-2. 
 *100 The SRVs at Units 2 and 3 had been repeatedly opened and closed in the period after the earthquake 

occurred but before the tsunami arrived. Yet the way their PLR pump inlet temperatures behaved was completely 
different from that of Unit 1, and it is clear that temperature rises and falls that responded to the opening and 
closing of the SRVs was not observed (see Attachments II-1-1-25 and 42 above). Given this, the asymmetrical 
behavior shown by the PLR pump inlet (A) and (B) temperatures cannot be explained solely by the opening and 
closing of the SRVs.  
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have shown an overall downward trend even as it repeatedly rose and fell. Yet according to the 

recorder charts*101 for Unit 1 the reactor water level did not exhibit any such tendencies, instead 

repeatedly rising and falling around 4,000 mm above the TAF. Based on this, it is hard to 

suppose that the SRVs had been repeatedly opened and closed. Instead, this sort of behavior in 

the reactor water level is more compatible with the IC systems being operated and the steam 

that was cooled and condensed into water in the IC tank then being returned to the reactor.  

Moreover, on the whiteboard in the Units 1/2 Main Control Room, there is entries from 

15:16 that day that says, “Controlling the 6.8MP Rx water level pressure via the IC systems,” 

yet conversely there are absolutely no entries regarding the opening or closing of the SRVs. 

These whiteboard entries mechanically wrote down information that was needed by the shift 

team for the on-site response at the time of the accident, and so they are highly reliable. Judging 

from these sorts of whiteboard entries, the fact that the reactor water level and reactor pressure 

for Unit 1 were being controlled through the IC systems has clearly been acknowledged. Yet on 

the contrary, no logical evidence stating that the SRVs had been repeatedly opened and closed 

of any sort has been observed.  

Therefore, the behavior of the reactor pressure from 15:03 that day onwards has been duly 

recognized as having come about through the operation of the IC systems, rather than being due 

to the repeated opening and closing of the SRVs. 

 

d. IC tank inlet pressures 

According to the data from the transient analysis recording system* 102  for Unit 1, 

immediately after the earthquake occurred the inlet pressure penetrating the IC tanks from the 

supply line isolation valves (MO-2A, 2B) showed fluctuations that were similar to that for the 

Unit 1 reactor pressure in both Systems A and B, though no rapid plunges were observed*103. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *101 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *102 See Attachments II-1-1-14. 
 *103 According to the transient analysis recording system data for Unit 1, the IC tank inlet pressure temporarily 

dropped down to approximately -2.5 MPa gage around 14:48 on March 11, 2011 for both Systems A and B. This 
value is one that comes in below a vacuum state, and is one that is unnatural in a structural sense. On top of which, 
immediately thereafter both Systems A and B were restored to approximately 6.8 MPa gage. Therefore, it is 
considered that the record of this temporary pressure drop was noise accompanying the loss of external power, 
and is not representative of what actually happened. 
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That being the case, at the very least it would be hard to acknowledge that major damage which 

would have emitted large quantities of steam into the supply line sections running between the 

RPV and the IC tank inlets had occurred immediately after the earthquake struck.  

 

e. Start-up signals 

There are a number of signals that should have been sent out in the period after the 

earthquake occurred but before the tsunami arrived on account of the PRV low-low water level 

and the high drywell pressure. These include the HPCI system start up LOCA signal, the 

emergency D/G start up LOCA_D/G_1A start-up signal and LOCA_D/G_1B start-up signal, 

and the core spray system start up Train A_LOCA signal and Train B_LOCA signal. But 

according to data from the transient analysis recording system*104 for Unit 1, it has been 

acknowledged that none of these signals were sent out.  

As was described in 1 (1) d, the natural assumption is that the reason why none of the start-up 

LOCA signals were sent out is because either PRV low-low water level or high drywell 

pressure alarm signals, which are a prerequisite condition for their start up, were not issued. In 

other words, there were no sudden plunges in the reactor water level or abnormal increases in 

the D/W pressure attributable to LOCA.  

That being the case, it is believed that no damage occurred that would cause large volumes of 

steam to leak from the IC system piping outside the PCV in the period after the earthquake 

occurred but before the tsunami arrived.  

 

f. Connection with the possibility of damage to the RPV or its peripherals 

As was described in 1 (1) and (2), the possibility that small-scale damage had occurred to the 

Unit 1 RPV or its Peripherals to a sufficient degree to cause a leak of radioactive materials over 

and above the acceptable leakage rate in the period after the earthquake struck but before 20:07 

on March 11, 2011 cannot be completely denied. However, there is a slight possibility that 

damage was caused which would severely impair its containment function. Even if we were to 

assume that small-scale damage of this sort had occurred to the IC system piping, it would still 

                                                                                                                                        
 *104 See Attachments II-1-1-10. 
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be hard to conceive of the IC systems losing functionality solely through that. Therefore, it is 

believed that the possibility of a piping rupture that would cause the IC systems to lose 

functionality occurring before 20:07 that day cannot be acknowledged.  

 

(2) A possibility of damage to the IC tanks from immediately after the earthquake  to the 

present has been denied 

a. IC tank water levels 

(i) According to data from the transient analysis recording system*105 for Unit 1, immediately 

after the earthquake occurred the IC tanks for both Systems A and B showed water levels that 

were around 79.8%. Just viewing the water level indicators revealed that their water levels had 

been maintained, on top of which damaged areas that would hint at external damage were not 

observed*106. 

(ii) When TEPCO conducted an on-site investigation inside the Unit 1 R/B on October 18, 

2011, the results revealed that the water level indicators for the IC tanks showed approximately 

65% for Train A and approximately 85% for Train B. 

The Unit 1 IC tanks had not been replenished with water after the earthquake occurred, and 

going solely by the values indicated by their water level indicators it can be inferred that a 

certain volume of water had been maintained within the IC tanks for both Systems A and B. 

Based on this, a falling off of the thermal insulation that is thought to be attributable to the 

explosion at the Unit 1 R/B has been acknowledged, yet no damaged areas that could be 

                                                                                                                                        
 *105 See Attachments II-1-1-15.  
 *106 According to data from the transient analysis recording system for Unit 1, at around 14:48 on March 11, 

2011 the IC tanks for both Systems A and B saw rapid drops in their water levels, after which these immediately 
rose, thereby restoring the water levels. The notion that the water levels would restore themselves despite the fact 
that the cooling water had not been replenished and the damaged areas had not been repaired is hard to suppose. 
The bottom of the water levels during this sharp drop registered as being -25% for both Trains A and B, though 
this figure is hard to imagine in a logical sense. At around this time offsite power was lost, and so AC power was 
switched over to the emergency D/Gs, with the natural assumption being that this was responsible. The wiggling 
wave-like motion that occurred in tandem with said rapid rise and fall in the water levels is thought to have been 
caused by sloshing e water levels from the seismic motion, during which time the water levels did not show a 
downward trend on the whole. Judging from all of this, it is hard to suppose that the IC tanks suffered damage 
around this point. Rather, the aforementioned rapid up and down motion in the IC tank water levels recorded in 
the data is believed to have been due to noise that occurred when external power was lost.  
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confirmed visually have been observed on the IC tanks themselves*107. 

 

b. Water volume in the IC tanks 

According to the recorder charts*108 for Unit 1, the temperatures of the IC tanks from 

immediately after the earthquake showed an upward trend that is believed to have been due to 

the exchange of heat with the steam that was flowing within the IC system piping. These did 

not indicate any rapid changes that would have been the result of damage.  

 

(3) The IC systems largely lost their cooling function immediately after the tsunami arrived 

a. Loss of power 

It is estimated that at the moment of the arrival of the tsunami a return line isolation valve 

(3B) for one of the IC systems (Train B) was fully closed, as was one other such valve (3A) for 

the other IC system (Train A). But for the other isolation valves that were completely open at 

this point in time, their fail-safe function would have activated as a result of the total loss of AC 

and DC power from the tsunami, thereby shutting them to a fully closed position or close 

thereto. Afterwards, those isolation valves on the inside of the PCV are believed to have been 

inoperable while stuck in a nearly-fully closed position. As such, it has been confirmed that the 

IC system largely lost its cooling function immediately after the tsunami arrived.  

One member of the Operation Team at the NPS ERC testified to the effect that he confirmed 

that steam was coming out of the IC systems’ vent pipe, which is installed on the surface of the 

west side wall of the Unit 1 R/B, at around 16:44 on March 11, 2011. However, even this 

member did not confirm that steam was coming out of the IC systems’ vent pipe discharge 

outlet in horizontal direction. According to the Unit 1 recorder charts*109 the temperature for 

one IC tank (Train A) was noted as having already reached 100C by the time the tsunami 

arrival because this IC system (Train A) was operating. That being the case, even if it were true 
                                                                                                                                        
 *107 The IC tank water level for one of the IC systems (Train B) was indicated as being approximately 85% by 

the water level indicator. But ordinarily the IC tank’s water level is maintained at around 80%, and in data from 
the transient analysis recording system for Unit 1 the IC tank water level for Train B was recorded as being 79.8%. 
Judging from this, the indicated value of approximately 85% shown by the water level indicator at this time is 
believed to have been a measurement error that arose for some reason or other. 

 * 108 See Attachment II-1-1-16. 
 * 109 See Attachment II-1-1-16. 
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that steam was coming out of the IC systems’ vent pipe of the Unit 1 R/B, this is not 

contradictory with the fact that the IC systems were not operating after the tsunami arrived due 

to the state of steam venting. Therefore, judging from the open/close position of the various 

isolation valves for Systems A and B of the IC systems after the tsunami arrived, it is hard to 

suppose that the IC systems were operating.  

 

b. Reactor water level  

(i) According to the wide range water level indicator, which temporarily became measurable, 

the reactor water level (wide range) read -90 cm at around 16:42 on March 11, 2011, which was 

finally down-scaled to the reading of -150 cm at around 16:56 that same day. It is not at all 

contradictory to consider that this drop in the reactor water level attributed to the IC systems 

largely losing their cooling function after the tsunami arrived.  

(ii) According to the plant-related parameters*110 for Unit 1, the reactor water level indicator 

(fuel range for Train A) showed that this was 450 mm above the TAF at around 21:30 on March 

11, 2011, and then 550 mm above the TAF at about 22:00 that day. It then read 590 mm above 

the TAF at around 23:24 and then 1,300 mm above the TAF at half past midnight on March 12. 

As these and other readings indicate, a certain reactor water level appears to have been 

maintained (see Charts 6 and 7).  

But starting with the function of the IC systems, these are designed to cool and condense the 

steam from inside the RPV in the IC tanks, and then return this condensed water into the RPV 

once again. It is different from the water injection from a separate water source into the RPV. 

Therefore, if the IC systems had been operating it is hard to conceive of the reactor water level 

showing an upward trend, such as the rise in the reactor water level of more than 800 mm that 

occurred from 23:24 on March 11 until around 0:30 on March 12, in particular. 

Moreover, as was described in 1 (3) c, at around 21:51 on March 11 entries into the Unit 1 

R/B were banned due to the rising dose rate there. In addition, the reactor water level indicator 

(fuel range for Train A) was measured a total of five times between roughly 22:20 and 23:24 

that same day, but it continued to show the same value of 590 mm above the TAF. Judging from 

                                                                                                                                        
 * 110 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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such factors, it is natural to assume that at around 21:30 on March 11 the inside of the Unit 1 

RPV was already in a state of low pressure due to a loss of the RPV containment function, or 

that the D/W temperature was rising. Therefore, there is a strong possibility that the water level 

inside the reference plane vessel had fallen, and so the values indicated by the reactor water 

level indicator showed readings somewhat higher than the actual reactor water level. In addition 

to that, there is also a strong possibility that the reactor water level had fallen below the 

reactor-side piping inlet, and that the head pressure differential between the water levels inside 

the reactor-side piping and inside the reference leg-side piping were being erroneously indicated 

as the reactor water level.  

That being the case, the values indicated by the reactor water level indicators (fuel range for 

Train A) from 21:30 on March 11, 2011 onwards exceeded the TAF, but the cooling function of 

the IC systems has not been confirmed as having been maintained. Furthermore, judging from 

the mechanism of the reactor water level indicator, there is a strong possibility that the reactor 

water level had fallen below the reactor-side piping inlet, which is located somewhat below the 

BAF. So it is not contradictory in any way to think that the IC systems’ cooling function was 

largely lost after the tsunami arrived.  

 

c. IC systems operating status 

(i) When the IC systems were operated after around 14:52 on March 11, 2011, the shift 

operators staying inside the Units 1/2 Main Control Room heard a noise, which was supposed 

to be generated by the operation of the IC system, . However, the shift operators in the Units 1/2 

Main Control Room have stated that they did hear a similar sound from operating the IC 

systems , over the period from around 18:18, when the IC systems are thought to have been 

operated, until 18:25 that day. So the natural assumption is that, even though the operable 

isolation valves  at around 18:18 that day, the IC systems were not functioning normally.  

(ii) If the IC systems had been operating normally then the steam generated as a result of the 

heat exchange within the IC tanks should have been coming out of the IC system vent pipe 

installed on the west side wall of the Unit 1 R/B through the exhaust pipe. But in the short time 

period from 18:18 on March 11, 2011 onwards the shift team could only confirm a small 
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amount of steam in the vicinity of this exhaust port.  

 

d. IC tank water levels 

Even as of October 18, 2011, more than seven months after the earthquake, the water level 

indicators on the IC tanks showed 65% for Train A and 85% for Train B. Despite the fact that 

water had not been replenished in either Train A or Train B the water volumes in the IC tanks 

had been maintained. So the natural assumption is that the function of the IC systems had 

largely not been carried out after the arrival of the tsunami.  

 

(4) Summary 

It was not confirmed that the IC systems suffered damage to their piping or IC tanks that 

would cause them to lose their cooling function in the period after the earthquake and before the 

tsunami arrival. However, it is estimated that when the tsunami arrived a return line isolation 

valve (3B) for one of the IC systems (Train B) was fully closed, as was one other such valve 

(3A) for the other IC system (Train A). But for the other isolation valves that were completely 

open at this point in time, their fail-safe function would have activated as a result of the total 

loss of AC and DC power from the tsunami, thereby shutting them to a fully closed position or 

close to full close position. Thereafter the IC systems were acknowledged to have largely lost 

their cooling function.  

 

Section 4. High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) 

(1) The possibility is low that the HPCI system suffered damage that would cause it to lose 

functionality in the period after the earthquake and before the tsunami arrival  

a. Reactor water level and reactor pressure 

According to data from the transient analysis recording system*111 and the recorder charts*112 

for Unit 1, the reactor water level and reactor pressure for Unit 1 repeatedly rose and fell as a 

result of the IC systems being operated in the period after the earthquake until before the 

tsunami arrival. There were no o rapid drops in the reactor water level or reactor pressure that 
                                                                                                                                        
 *111 See Attachment II-1-1-1. 
 *112 See Attachment II-1-1-2. 
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would suggest that the HPCI pipes that were not isolated from the RPV ruptured. There were no 

rapid increases in the D/W pressure and D/W temperature that would have been attributable to 

the rupture of the HPCI pipes.  

 

b. D/W pressure and D/W temperature  

According to the recorder charts*113 for Unit 1, in the period after the earthquake and before 

the tsunami arrival, the D/W pressure only showed a rise of around 2 kPa, on top of which the 

rise in the D/W temperature was also limited to around 5 – 20C. For this, a rise in the 

temperature within the PCV was noted following the PCV cooling equipment being stopped 

due to the loss of offsite power, but no sharp temperature increases attributable to the causes like 

pipe rupture were observed inside the PCV. 

 

c. Start-up signals 

There are a number of signals that should have been sent out in the period after the 

earthquake and before the tsunami arrival on account of the PRV low-low water level and the 

high drywell pressure. These include the HPCI system start up LOCA signal, the emergency 

D/G start up LOCA_D/G_1A start-up signal and LOCA_D/G_1B start-up signal, and the core 

spray system start up Train A_LOCA signal and the Train B_LOCA signal. But according to 

data from the transient analysis recording system*114 for Unit 1, it has been acknowledged that 

none of these signals were sent out.  

As was described in 1 (1) d, the natural assumption is that the reason why none of the start-up 

LOCA signals were sent out is because either PRV low-low water level or high drywell 

pressure alarm signals, which are required conditions for their start-up, were not issued. In other 

words, there were no sudden plunges in the reactor water level or abnormal increases in the 

D/W pressure attributable to LOCA.  

That being the case, it is believed that no damage that would cause large volumes of steam to 

leak from the HPCI pipes to outside the PCV was caused in the period after the earthquake 

occurred but before the tsunami arrived.  
                                                                                                                                        
 *113 See Attachments II-1-1-5 and 6. 
 *114 See Attachment II-1-1-10. 
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d. HPCI turbine inlet pressure  

According to data from the transient analysis recording system*115 for Unit 1, immediately 

after the earthquake occurred the behavior of the HPCI turbine inlet pressure showed 

fluctuations that were largely similar to the behavior of the Unit 1 reactor pressure.  

If there had been a rupture in the steam pipeline that would supply steam from the RPV to the 

HPCI turbine, then steam should have leaked out of the ruptured area thereby reducing the 

HPCI turbine inlet pressure to lower than the reactor pressure. Yet in actuality the HPCI turbine 

inlet pressure and the reactor pressure showed fluctuations that were largely identical. Therefore 

it is considered that there was no rupture along the steam pipeline that would have rendered the 

pipeline incapable of retaining pressure.  

 

e. On-site response  

(i) Immediately after the earthquake the shift team confirmed the alarms and status indicator 

lamp for the emergency core cooling system (ECCS), including the HPCI system, in the Units 

1/2 Main Control Room. At this time the shift team confirmed that there were no abnormal 

indications, and that the HPCI system was operable.  

(ii) Immediately after the earthquake the shift team carried out the required post-scram 

checks after the tremors from the main earthquake shock had subsided, and began checking on 

factors like the reactor pressure and the reactor water level. In the middle of post-scram checks 

the IC systems automatically started up at around 14:52 on March 11, 2011.  

Afterwards, the shift team temporarily stopped both Systems A and B of the IC systems at 

around 15:03 that day in accordance with the Operational Safety Program because of a rapid 

fall in the reactor pressure. Before long, however, they learned about that water injection was 

being carried out from the RCIC system at Unit 2. Since the HPCI system was the only high 

pressure water injection system at Unit 1, they started up the HPCI system via test lines, 

preparing for carrying out water injection into the reactor from the HPCI system if it became 

necessary to do so.  

So at about 15:08 that day the shift team, following operational procedures, reduced the flow 

                                                                                                                                        
 *115 See Attachment II-1-1-17. 
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controller (FIC) output from 100% down to around 40%, and then opened the test line valve. 

On the other hand, the shift team thought that given the “low reactor water level (L-2)” was 

actuated then the HPCI system would automatically start up, and therefore before long the 

reactor pressure and reactor water level would be maintained through the IC systems’ cooling 

function. At around 15:10 that day the HPCI system test line and FIC were returned to their 

original conditions, because  the shift team thought that the reactor water level and the reactor 

pressure could be maintained by the IC systems. From then, priority was given to the cooling 

via the IC systems. Over the course of the preparation for the HPCI operation in this manner the 

shift team did not observe that there were any particular abnormalities with the HPCI system 

equipment.  

These facts are verified by data from the transient analysis recording system for Unit 1, the 

shift operator’s logbook, and the testimony of the shift team.  

(iii) At 18:30 on March 11, 2011 the shift team entered the basement, first, and second floors 

of the Unit 1 R/B and worked on configuring the water injection line. No one testified that the 

inside of the Unit 1 R/B was filled up with white smoke at this time.  

That being the case, it is natural to assume that there was no abnormal rise in radiation levels 

inside the Unit 1 R/B in the period of between the  earthquake and the arrival of the tsunami to 

prevent people from entering the building and that the inside of the Unit 1 R/B was not in such a 

state as to be filled with white smoke. 

 

f. Actual start-up of the HPCI system 

Since the HPCI system did not start up in the period immediately after the earthquake until 

before the arrival of the tsunami, it cannot be said for certain that the oil pump and turbine 

required operate the HPCI system, as well as related pipes and other equipment did not lose 

functionality after the earthquake. Therefore, while it is impossible to deny the possibility that 

this equipment suffered damage that would cause it to lose functionality , taken into 

consideration the facts described in a – e , it is considered that the possibility of this happening 

is little.  
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(2) After the arrival of the tsunami, Unit 1 lost all DC power, rendering the HPCI system 

inoperable 

a. Loss of power 

(i) There are a number of valves related to required to start-up and control the HPCI system, 

including the isolation valve located outside of the PCV, steam inlet valve, pump suction valve, 

pump discharge valve, minimum flow bypass valve, discharge valve, and the test bypass valve. 

The power for operating these valves was supplied from a 125V DC charger panel (1B) located 

in the first basement floor of the Unit 1 C/B via a 125V DC main bus (1B) and a 125V DC 

valve power distribution panel (1B) installed at the same location*116. 

The power needed to drive and control the isolation valve inside the PCV was supplied from 

the 480V DC R/B MCC (1F) located on the first floor of the Unit 1 R/B*117. 

The power  for the instrument and logic circuits for the Unit 1 HPCI system was supplied 

from two 125V DC charger panels (1A and 1B) located in the first basement floor of the Unit 1 

C/B. DC power passes through two 125V DC main buses (1A and 1B) located at the same 

location, a 125V DC C/B power distribution panel on the first floor of the Unit 1 C/B, two 

125V DC C/B power distribution panels (A and B) on the first floor of the Unit 1 C/B, and a 

125V DC R/B power distribution panel on the first floor of the Unit 1 R/B*118.  

The power needed to operate and control the Unit 1 HPCI  auxiliary oil pump was supplied 

from a 125V DC charger panel (1B) located on the first basement floor of the Unit 1 C/B via a 

125V DC main bus (1B) located at the same location*119. 

Among these power facilities, there is a possibility that the 125V DC C/B power distribution 

panel, which was located on the first floor of the Unit 1 C/B, and the 125V DC R/B power 

distribution panel, which was located on the first floor of the Unit 1 R/B, were not submerged. 

However, on the first basement floor of the Unit 1 C/B, two 125V DC charger panels (1A and 

1B), two 125V DC storage batteries (1A and 1B), two 125V DC main buses (1A and 1B), and 

two 125V DC C/B power distribution panels (A and B) were submerged due to the tsunami.  

                                                                                                                                        
 *116 See Attachment II-1-1-18. 
 *117 See Attachment II-1-1-18. 
 *118 See Attachment II-1-1-18. Some of the instrument circuits for the HPCI system are supplied with power via 

static uninterruptible power supply equipment and a vital AC power distribution panel.  
 *119 See Attachment II-1-1-18. 
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Anyway, DC power required to operate the auxiliary oil pump was lost, making it impossible 

to open the turbine stop valve and steam regulation valve. As a result, it is considered that the 

HPCI system was rendered inoperable.  

(ii) At around this time the status indicator lamps related to the HPCI pump, isolation valve, 

and other HPCI system equipment went out on the control panels, and it is supposed that they 

lost the capacity to operate these remotely and manually.  

 

b. Actual start-up of the HPCI system 

In actuality, the HPCI system was never actually started up during the response to the 

accident at Unit 1, including those after the arrival of the tsunami.  

 

(3) Summary 

The probability is low that the Unit 1 HPCI system suffered damage that would cause it to 

lose functionality in the period after the earthquake until before the arrival of the tsunami. But it 

has been acknowledged that HPCI system was rendered inoperable as a result of the total loss 

of power after the arrival of the tsunami at the latest.  
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Chapter 3. Discussion on the Damage to the Major Systems and Facilities at Unit 2  

Section 1. RPV 

(1) The possibility is denied that such damage occurred to the RPV or its Peripherals as to 

degrade the containment function in the period immediately after the earthquake until the 

tsunami arrival, based on the following discussions.  

a. Reactor water level, reactor pressure, and RPV temperature  

(i) According to the data from the Transient Analysis Recording System*120 and recorder 

charts*121 for Unit 2, the reactor water level repeatedly rose and fell in response primarily to the 

impact from the void effect immediately after the reactor scram, the opening of the SRVs as a 

result of the rise in reactor pressure, and the operating conditions of the RCIC system, yet a 

certain reactor water level was maintained throughout. This occurred in the period after the 

earthquake until the tsunami arrival at a little after 15:30 on March 11, 2011. Thus, the reactor 

water level indications showed no rapid drop that would suggest that the RPV or its Peripherals 

had suffered large-scale damage.  

(ii) According to the data from the Transient Analysis Recording System*122 and recorder 

charts*123 for Unit 2, in the period up until the tsunami arrival at a little after 15:30 on March 11, 

2011 the reactor pressure rose and fell repeatedly in response primarily to the automatic scram, 

the main steam isolation valve (“MSIV”) closure, the operation of the RCIC system, and the 

opening and closing of the SRVs. However, it is clear that a certain pressure was maintained, as 

evidenced by the fact that the reactor pressure rose to around 7 MPa gage when the SRVs 

closed. As such, the reactor pressure indications showed no rapid drop that would suggest that 

the RPV or its Peripherals had suffered large-scale damage.  

(iii) According to the recorder charts*124 for Unit 2, among the temperatures inside the RPV, 

the temperature on the upper part of the CRD housing*125 climbed to around 170C after the 

earthquake occurred. This is thought to be because after the reactor scram the flow of cold water 

                                                                                                                                        
 *120 See Attachment II-1-1-19. 
 *121 See Attachment II-1-1-19. 
 *122 See Attachment II-1-1-19. 
 *123 See Attachment II-1-1-19. 
 *124 See Attachment II-1-1-20. 
 *125 Refers to the temperature for No. 5 on the Unit 2 recorder charts (see Attachment II-1-1-20).  
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to the upper part of the CRD from the CRD side stopped, so the water inside the upper part of 

the CRD housing mixed together with the high-temperature water on the RPV side, thereby 

raising the water temperature.  

Moreover, the expectation was that the RPV bottom temperature*126 and bottom drain 

temperature*127 would both fall due to the effects from the PLR pump stopping and the cold 

water flow from the CRD housing side when the reactor scrammed. Yet according to the 

recorder charts for Unit 2, no significant temperature drops were observed in the RPV bottom 

and bottom drain temperatures, in contrast with those at Unit 1. The Unit 2 temperature detector 

is located approximately 3 m above the RPV base, whereas at Unit 1 the temperature detector is 

located almost at the RPV base and impacted by IC operating conditions. So it is not 

contradictory to view this as being a discrepancy between the temperature behaviors of Unit 1 

and Unit 2.  

 

b. D/W pressure and D/W temperature  

(i) According to the recorder charts*128 for Unit 2, the PCV nitrogen pressure, which 

normally shows values that are nearly equivalent to those of the D/W pressure, rose by a little 

less than 6 kPa in the period after the earthquake until the tsunami arrival.  

This slight rise in the pressure is believed to have come about because of the temperature rise 

caused by a functional failure of the D/W HVH due to the loss of external power (see (ii) 

below). If in fact steam had been leaking out from the RPV or its Peripherals then the D/W 

pressure should have rapidly risen, and it is hard to imagine that it would have been confined to 

such a slight rise in pressure.  

(ii) According to the recorder charts*129 for Unit 2, in the period after the earthquake occurred 

but before the tsunami arrived at a little after 15:30 on March 11, 2011 moderate increases in the 

temperature were observed at various points within the PCV. But these are thought to have been 

caused by a functional failure of the D/W HVH following the loss of external power. Of these 

                                                                                                                                        
 *126 Refers to the temperature for No. 7 on the Unit 2 recorder charts (see Attachment II-1-1-20).  
 *127 Refers to the temperature for No. 9 on the Unit 2 recorder charts (see Attachment II-1-1-20).  
 *128 See Attachment II-1-1-21. 
 *129 See Attachment II-1-1-22.  
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temperatures from various points within the D/W, the upward trend of the supply air D/W 

cooler HVH temperature*130 was particularly notable.  

Unit 2 has a total of five HVHs, of which there are four that ordinarily provide a cooling 

effect via the cooling water circulated by the Reactor building Closed Cooling Water (RCW) 

system. The other one provides a cooling effect via the cooling water circulated by the D/W 

dehumidification cooler.  

Since the HVHs had been running before the earthquake occurred, the temperature of the 

supply air D/W cooler HVH, which is measured at the inlet where the cold air from the HVH is 

discharged, had been maintained at around 20C. But as a result of the loss of external power, 

the RCW pump, D/W dehumidification cooler, and HVH fans stopped. However, since the 

emergency diesel generators (“EDG”) started up thereafter, the RCW pump restarted and the 

HVH fans also began to turn, though the RCW seawater pump had been halted causing the 

secondary cooling system to be not functioning. Therefore, since only high-temperature water 

was circulating within the RCW system, no cooling effects were expected from the four HVHs 

that use the cooling water circulated by the RCW system. So even though the HVHs were 

running, all of the supply air D/W cooler temperatures were on an upward trend. Furthermore, 

the other HVH provides a cooling effect via the cooling water circulated by the D/W 

dehumidification cooler. Even though the EDGs started up, the D/W dehumidification cooler 

did not restart. The high-temperature atmospheric air within the D/W flowed into the HVH inlet 

and became intermixed with the cold air in the HVH inlet area. Because of this, the 

temperatures of the supply air D/W cooler, which is measured at the inlet where the cold air 

from the HVH is discharged, showed a rising trend until it reached the same temperature as the 

atmospheric air inside the D/W.  

Ultimately, so long as the D/W temperature recorded on the recorder charts*131 for Unit 2 are 

concerned, then the temperature increase can be explained logically. Other than that, no 

behavior has been found that would raise suspicions over a rapid temperature rise caused by 

damage to the RPV or its Peripherals. 

(iii) What is more, based upon a request by the Investigation Committee, the JNES 
                                                                                                                                        
 *130 Refers to the temperatures for Nos. 6 – 10 on the Unit 2 recorder charts (see Attachment II-1-1-22).  
 *131 See Attachment II-1-1-22. 
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performed an evaluation via a MELCOR analysis in a manner similar to that for Unit 1*132 

regarding the possibility that a small leak occurred from the Unit 2 RPV into the PCV after the 

earthquake struck. Based on this, they performed an analysis on the D/W pressure by assuming 

leak areas of 0.3 cm2 or 0.1 cm2 from the RPV into the PCV. The results indicated that in the 

case of a vapor phase leak the rises in pressure would have been approximately 6.1-times and 

approximately 2.8-times those of the change in D/W pressure that was actually measured, 

respectively. Yet compared to these, the analytical figures of the D/W pressure when no leak 

from the RPVRPV to the PCV was assumed relatively well approximated the change in the 

actually measured D/W pressure (see Chart 19). 
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図表19 漏えい面積0.3cm2、0.1cm2の格納容器圧力の変化(蒸気相漏えいの場合)

独立行政法人原子力安全基盤機構作成資料を基に作成
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Chart 19: Changes in PCV pressure with leak area of 0.3cm2 and 
0.1cm2 (in case of vapor phase leak)

Created based on materials by the Japan Nuclear Energy 
Safety Organization
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Moreover, during this evaluation, they also performed an analysis on the D/W pressure by 

assuming leak areas of 0.3 cm2 or 0.1 cm2 from the RPV into the PCV in the case of a liquid 

phase leak. The results indicated that the rises in pressure would have been approximately 

6.3-times and approximately 3.9-times those of the change in D/W pressure that was actually 

measured, respectively. Yet compared to these, the analytical figures of the D/W pressure when 

no leak from the RPV to the PCV was assumed relatively well approximated the change in the 

actually measured D/W pressure (see Chart 20). 

                                                                                                                                        
 *132 Chapter 2, Section 1. (1) b. (iii) above. 
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図表20 漏えい面積0.3cm2、0.1cm2の格納容器圧力の変化（液相漏えいの場合）

独立行政法人原子力安全基盤機構作成資料を基に作成

Chart 20: Changes in PCV pressure with leak area of 0.3cm2 and 0.1cm2

(in case of liquid phase leak)

Created based on materials by the Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization
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In other words, when leak areas of 0.3 cm2 or 0.1 cm2 from the RPV into the PCV were 

assumed, the analysis results were not able to logically reproduce the actually measured D/W 

pressures. Whereas when no leak was assumed, this approximated relatively well the actually 

measured D/W pressures . 

What is more, in this evaluation, an analysis was performed on the D/W pressure that 

assumed a leak area*133 leading to a coolant leak equivalent to a 0.23 m3/h leakage rate, which 

is the upper limit of the “leakage rate for unidentified leakage” in the limiting conditions for 

operation as stipulated in Section 31 of the Operational Safety Programs. As a result, as opposed 

to the changes in the D/W pressure that were actually measured, this indicated pressure 

increases of approximately 2.5-times in the case of a vapor phase leak and approximately 

1.5–times in the case of a liquid phase leak. Yet compared to these, the analytical figures of the 

D/W pressure when no leak from the RPV to the PCV is assumed relatively well approximated 

the change in the actually measured D/W pressure (see Chart 21). 

                                                                                                                                        
 *133 For a vapor phase leak the leak area was set at 8 mm2 and for a liquid phase leak this was set at 2 mm2.  
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図表21 0.23m3/h相当の冷却材漏えいが生じた場合の格納容器圧力の変化

独立行政法人原子力安全基盤機構作成資料を基に作成

Chart 21: Changes in PCV pressure when a coolant leak equivalent 
to 0.23m3/h occurs

Created based on materials by the Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization
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To put that another way, even when a leak area leading to a coolant leak equivalent to the 

0.23 m3/h leakage rate is assumed, the analysis results were not able to logically reproduce the 

actually measured D/W pressures. Whereas in case no leak is assumed, this approximated 

relatively well the change in the actually measured D/W pressure . Therefore, it is believed that 

the possibility is low for a leak exceeding the leakage rate of 0.23 m3/h as in the limiting 

conditions for operation in the Operational Safety Programs in the period after the earthquake 

until the tsunami arrival.  

Also, in this evaluation, in order to reproduce heat dissipation from the RPV caused by the 

fact that the D/W cooler had stopped, an analysis was performed on D/W pressure by setting a 

heat source within the D/W and assuming that the leak area leading to a coolant leak equivalent 

to the leakage rate of 0.23 m3/h. The results of this showed that in the case of a vapor phase leak 

an approximately 2.6-fold pressure increase would have been seen, and that in the case of a 

liquid phase leak an approximately 1.5-fold pressure increase would have been seen, as 

opposed to the changes in the actually measured D/W pressure. Yet compared to these, the 

analytical figures of the D/W pressure when no leak from the RPV to the PCV is assumed 

relatively well approximated the change in the actually measured D/W pressure (see Chart 22). 
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図表22 ドライウェルクーラ停止を模擬した場合の格納容器圧力の変化

独立行政法人原子力安全基盤機構作成資料を基に作成
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Chart 22: Changes in PCV pressure when a drywell cooler shutdown is 
simulated

Created based on materials by the Japan Nuclear Energy 
Safety Organization
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In other words, when the heat source is set within the D/W and it is assumed that the leak 

area leading to a coolant leak equivalent to the leakage rate of 0.23 m3/h, the analytical figures 

were not able to logically reproduce the figure that was actually measured with the D/W 

pressure. Whereas in case no leak is assumed, this relatively well approximated the change in 

the actually measured D/W pressure. Therefore, it is believed that the possibility was low for a 

leak exceeding the leakage rate of 0.23 m3/h as in the limiting conditions for operation in the 

Operational Safety Programs in the period after the earthquake until the tsunami arrival. 

The conclusions of these analyses can vary depending on what is assumed as conditions such 

as the impact by heat conduction to the outside of the PCV or the leak area from the PCV. But 

there is hardly any evidence to suggest that a significant leak exceeding the acceptable leakage 

rate from the PCV may have occurred when the earthquake struck. Furthermore, there is 

extremely large disparity between the D/W pressure analysis results with an assumed leakage 

surface area of 0.3 cm2 or 0.1 cm2 from the RPV into the PCV and the changes in the D/W 

pressure that were actually measured. That being the case, it is believed that the possibility is 

low for a coolant leak from the RPV into the PCV with a leakage surface area of larger than 0.1 

cm2, or for a coolant leak exceeding the leakage rate of 0.23 m3/h as in the limiting conditions 

for operation in the Operational Safety Programs.  

Consequently, this does not negate the possibility that a leak of about the size permitted for a 

“leakage rate for unidentified leakage” as stipulated in the Operational Safety Programs 
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occurred with the RPV or its Peripherals in the period immediately after the earthquake until the 

tsunami arrival. But at the very least it would be natural to assume that such damage as would 

impair the containment function required of the RPV had not occurred.  

 

c. Radiation levels 

According to the recorder charts*134 for Unit 2, the containment atmospheric monitoring 

system (CAMS) consistently displayed radiation levels at the bottom limit from the period after 

the earthquake occurred until the recorder stopped due to a loss of power caused by the tsunami, 

except for faint signals that were shown as a result of noise believed to have been due to the loss 

of external power.  

Therefore, judging from a fact that a sufficient reactor water level had been maintained for 

Unit 2, at this point in time the situation was not one in which rare gases or other radionuclides 

were emitted from core damage. Moreover, it is hard to imagine that the nitrogen isotopes that 

are found inside the RPV when it is operating normally had leaked from the RPV to the PCV, 

and from there into the R/B. In conclusion, it is not inconsistent to believe that the integrity of 

the RPV was maintained.  

 

d. SRV opening and closing operation 

According to the historical data in the Process Computer System*135 and the alarm typer 

outputs*136 for Unit 2, in the period after the earthquake until the tsunami arrival, the reactor 

pressure repeatedly rose and fell around 7.2 MPa gage, and one of the SRVs (Valve F) 

repeatedly opened and closed. This is believed to be because the relief valve function of the 

SRV (Valve F) repeatedly activated normally in response to the rise in the reactor pressure. It is 

hard to conceive of the RPV having been damaged during this time as a result of the rise in 

reactor pressure.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                        
 *134 See Attachment II-1-1-23. 
 *135 See Attachment II-1-1-24. 
 *136 See Attachment II-1-1-24. 
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e. PLR pump inlet temperature  

According to the historical data in the Process Computer System*137 and the recorder 

charts*138 for Unit 2, the PLR pump inlet showed a slight temperature decrease immediately 

after the Unit 2 scram, but then afterwards this showed a moderate rising trend in the 

temperature. It is believed that this initial drop in the temperature was due to the reactor pressure 

fall, and that the subsequent rise in the temperature was because all of the MSIVs were fully 

closed.  

Afterwards, in the period leading up to the arrival of tsunami, the PLR pump inlet 

temperature fluctuated around roughly 270C, and so no rapid fall in the temperature that would 

have resulted from a PLR pipe rupture was observed*139. 

 

f. Changes in the main steam flow 

According to data from the Transient Analysis Recording System*140 for Unit 2, the main 

steam flow began to drop at around 14:47:35 on March 11, 2011, before reaching a main steam 

flow of 0 t/h at about 14:47:50 the same day.  

As opposed to this, according to the alarm typer outputs*141 for Unit 2, after the earthquake 

occurred automatic reactor scram signals channel B and channel A were initiated at 14:47:33 

and 14:47:34 respectively that day. After which no alarm signals that would suggest a pipe 

rupture were sent out until the “High main steam line flow rate” and “Low main steam line 

pressure” signals on Systems A and C at 14:48:23 that day, and then the “High main steam line 

flow rate” and “Low main steam line pressure” signals on Systems B and D were sent out at 

14:48:28 that day. What is more, the MSIV closure signal was initiated at around 14:48:24 and 

14:48:29 that day, and in the period lasting from roughly 14:48:29 until 14:48:32 that day all of 

                                                                                                                                        
 *137 See Attachment II-1-1-25. 
 *138 See Attachment II-1-1-25. 
 *139 According to the historical data in the Process Computer System for Unit 2, when it comes to the PLR pump 

inlet temperature, all of the four temperature measurements momentarily displayed a massive temperature rise 
and fall at around 15:37 March 11, 2011. This is thought to be noise brought about by the massive change in the 
voltage and electric current that resulted from one of the M/Cs (System C) losing its function at around this time. 
It is also believed that later on the PLR pump inlet temperature measurements could no longer be made by the 
recorder charts on account of the fact that another M/C (System D) lost its function at around 15:41 that same day.  

 *140 See Attachment II-1-1-26. 
 *141 See Attachment II-1-1-26. 
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the MSIVs fully closed.  

As this indicates, the drop in the main steam flow is identified to be a phenomenon that 

occurred after automatic reactor scram signals channel B and channel A each initiated, but 

preceded the “High main steam line flow rate” and “Low main steam line pressure” alarm 

signals or the MSIVs starting to close. That being the case, the thinking is that the control rods 

were inserted with the reactor scram due to the seismic force, thus causing the reactor output to 

fall, as a result of which the main steam flow fell. This is also supported by the fact that the 

downward trend of the APRM readings recorded in the Transient Analysis Recording System 

for Unit 2 is consistent with the downward trend in the main steam flow*142. 

Furthermore, after the main steam flow reached 0 t/h, the “High main steam line flow rate” 

and “Low main steam line pressure” alarm signals were sent out and the MSIVs closed fully. 

This is believed to have been because of the loss of power for the main steam line rupture 

detection circuit due to the loss of external power, resulting in the same behavior as if a rupture 

had been detected. So this is believed not to indicate an actual development.  

 

g. D/W floor drain water level  

(i) According to the alarm typer outputs for 

Unit 2, the D/W floor drain water level was 

shown to be -0.65625 cm at around 14:48:27 on 

March 11, 2011, yet a mere 49 or so minutes 

later at around 15:37:39 it was showing a 

reading that had climbed 50 cm to 49.59375 cm 

(see Chart 23). Therefore, discussions follow 

concerning the possibility that the rapid rise in the D/W floor drain water level may have been 

caused by a leak of reactor coolant due to a pipe rupture or the like.  

(ii) To begin with, the “Normal” or “Faulty” display is discussed, which appears in the 

right-hand column of the alarm typer outputs for the D/W floor drain water level in Chart 23. 

The output range for the D/W floor drain water level is between a lower limit of 0 cm and an 

                                                                                                                                        
 *142 See Attachment II-1-1-26. 

H23.3.11
時　刻

アラームタイパの記載

14:48:12 35.84375cm　不良
14:48:27 -0.65625cm　正常
15:37:39 49.59375cm　不良
15:37:45 2.03125cm　正常
15:40:37 49.65625cm　不良

　　　　　　　　東京電力「アラームタイパ」
　　　　　　　　（平成23年5月）を基に作成

図表23 2号機 D/W床ドレン水位

Alarm Typer Outputs

Chart 23: Unit 2 D/W floor drain water level

Created based on TEPCO’s “Alarm Typer Outputs” (May 2011)
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upper limit of 100 cm. In cases where input readings exceed these upper or lower limits by 

more than 1% – which is to say, if the reading of D/W floor drain water level falls below -1 cm 

or rises above 101 cm – then it is deemed to be “Faulty.” However, the computer algorithm is 

set up so that if the water level is recognized to be “Faulty” then the last normal figure is 

recorded, while if it is recognized to be “Normal” then the figure at the time of such recognition 

is recorded. In other words, where it says “35.84375 cm Faulty” at around 14:48:12 that day 

this means that the D/W floor drain water level record for that time exceeded either the upper or 

lower limits of the output range, and that the last normal reading was 35.84375 cm. Similarly, at 

around 15:37:39 that day “49.59375 cm Faultyl” was recorded, and at about 15:40:37 the 

records say “49.65625 cm Faultyl.” This is because at these two times the D/W floor drain 

water level records exceeded either the upper or lower limits of the output range, and that the 

last normal readings were 49.59375 cm and 49.65625 cm, respectively. 

That being the case, the records from the Unit 2 alarm typer show that the D/W floor drain 

water level was 35.84375 cm immediately before about 14:48:12 that day, but that at about 

14:48:12 it deviated from either the upper or lower limits. At around 14:48:27 it was -0.65625 

cm, and then immediately prior to about 15:37:39 it was 49.59375 cm, before once again 

deviating from either the upper or lower limits at around 15:37:39. Immediately prior to about 

15:40:37 it was 49.65625 cm, before once again deviating from either the upper or lower limits 

at around 15:40:37. As such, it showed repeated intense upwards and downwards motions that 

it is hard to conceive as being the actual movements of the D/W floor drain water level.  

(iii) According to the recorder charts and data from the Transient Analysis Recording 

System*143 for Unit 2, though the Unit 2 reactor water level and reactor pressure repeatedly rose 

and fell in response to the operation of the RCIC system and the SRVs, they both maintained 

certain values. No rapid drops were recorded with the water level or pressure, nor were any 

rapid rises in the D/W pressure and D/W temperature.  

(iv) Moreover, attention being focused on those times that were recorded with “Faulty” in the 

Unit 2 alarm typer outputs, it is found that 14:48:12 that day is a time period that was concurrent 

with the loss of external power. The times at around 15:37:39 and 15:40:37 that day came 

                                                                                                                                        
 *143 See Attachment II-1-1-19. 
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around the same time that the EDGs stopped due to the tsunami causing power supply to be 

interrupted from the 6.9 kV buses 2C and 2D. Therefore, it is believed that the readings at these 

times were judged to be “Faulty” because they deviated from the lower limit due to the loss of 

power (signal loss). When considered realistically, it is hard to imagine that these repeated rises 

and falls across a breadth of several dozen centimeters is representative of how the D/W floor 

drain water level actually behaved, so the natural assumption is that this was affected by the 

signal loss from the loss of power.  

What is more, according to the Unit 2 D/W inner floor drain sump liquid level chart*144 from 

that time that was supplied by TEPCO, at around 14:48 that day the D/W floor drain water level, 

which until then had fluctuated at about 50 cm, fell instantaneously but recovered soon to 

around 50 cm. Even though there were slight fluctuations, it largely stayed within the vicinity of 

50 cm until the records stop at about 15:37 that day. So even when looking at these fluctuations, 

the natural assumption is that the Unit 2 alarm typer records were affected by the signal loss 

resulting from the loss of power.  

 

(2) It is believed that the RPV or its Peripherals had suffered damage that would impair the 

containment function by about 21:18 on March 14, 2011, and there is a strong possibility 

that it suffered damage that further significantly impaired the containment function 

thereafter 

a. Water injection  

(i) According to the plant related parameters*145 for Unit 2, the reactor water level was on a 

downward trend and the reactor pressure had shifted to an upward trend, starting from around 

09:00 on March 14, 2011. Then this reactor water level took a noteworthy drop at about 12:30 

that day.  

That being the case, it is believed that from about 09:00 that day onward the RCIC system 

continued gradually losing its cooling and water injection function, until said function was 

largely lost by about 12:30 that day.  

                                                                                                                                        
 *144 See Attachment II-1-1-27. 
 *145 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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What is more, according to the plant related parameters*146 for Unit 2, despite the fact that 

absolutely no water injection was being carried out the water level was reading 3,700 mm 

below the TAF between about 18:22 and 18:47 that day, after which it became out of scale.  

As such, it is not contradictory to think that the Unit 2 reactor water level had reached the 

BAF by about 18:22 that day, shortly after which it fell below the inlet of the water level 

instrument reactor-side piping (“reactor vessel line”).  

(ii) Despite the fact that the PCV vent line had yet to be configured prior to about 16:30 on 

March 14, 2011, the decision was made to depressurize the reactor by opening the SRV. With a 

view towards this, starting from around 16:34 that day batteries were connected in series and an 

attempt was made to open the SRV. Yet the SRV would not open right away, and so they 

changed which valve was to be opened. So they checked on the cable connections and 

reconfigured the circuits and so forth before opening the fifth SRV at around 18:00. From that 

point onward the reactor pressure finally began to decrease, and was depressurized until the 

reactor pressure indicator was showing 0.630 MPa gage at roughly 19:03 that day.  

However, at around 19:20 that day it came to light that the pumps from two of the fire trucks 

used for the alternative water injection had stopped working. Since it took time to get them 

refueled, in the end it was about 19:57 that day before alternative water injection was finally 

initiated.  

(iii) Although alternative water injection was being carried out at Unit 2 from about 19:57 on 

March 14, 2011 onward, the seawater that was being sucked up by the fire trucks from the north 

shallow draft quay was also simultaneously being injected into Unit 3 from one other fire truck 

that was linked up together with these. There are numerous bifurcations in the fire protection 

system piping that was used for the water injection line inside the building. So when this loss of 

pressure is also taken into consideration, the thinking is that they were unable to maintain the 

discharge pressure that was needed by and sufficient for the alternative water injection into Unit 

2, and that likewise the SRV could not be adequately kept open.  

As a result, according to the plant related parameters*147 for Unit 2, the reactor pressure was 

once again over 0.8 MPa gage and was showing an upward trend at about 20:37 that day. Plus it 
                                                                                                                                        
 *146 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *147 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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is considered that the ability to inject water was lost for at least approximately 43 minutes up 

until around 21:20 that day*148, and so all that had been done was nothing more than repeated 

depressurization through the SRVs and intermittent water injection.  

That being the case, absolutely no water injection was carried out at all over the roughly 

seven hours from around 13:00 to 19:57 that day at the latest. Afterwards only intermittent and 

insufficient water injection could be carried out at the very least, and hence there is a strong 

possibility that from that evening onwards a reactor water level that exceeded the BAF could 

not be maintained. 

In reality, according to the plant related parameters*149 for Unit 2 the reactor water level 

became immeasurable between 18:50 and 21:18 that day. This can be thought of as being 

because the value obtained by subtracting the reference leg line pressure from the reactor vessel 

line pressure at the differential pressure transmitter was out of the measurable range. It is 

believed that this was potentially caused by the reactor water level falling below the BAF and 

the water head difference between the water levels inside the reactor vessel line and the 

reference leg line falling below the measurable range and being out of scale.  

(iv) Therefore, for Unit 2 it is not at all unnatural to assume that between about 18:22 and 

21:18 on March 14, 2011 at the latest there is the possibility that the fuel had been completely 

uncovered and a considerable amount of damage was underway*150. It is also assumed that the 

RPV or its Peripherals had suffered damage that would impair the containment function. 

 

b. Behavior of the reactor pressure and the D/W pressure 

                                                                                                                                        
 *148 The fire pump discharge pressure is 0.85 MPa gage. But when the loss of pressure in the pipes leading to the 

water injection into the reactor is taken into consideration, in actuality there is the possibility that water injection 
into the reactor was not being carried out at all from around the point in time where the reactor pressure was 
reading 0.608 MPa gage at about 20:28 on March 14, 2011. In reality, at the time the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS 
carried out reactor depressurization under the recognition that it would be impossible to inject water into the 
reactor unless the reactor pressure fell below 0.6 MPa gage.  

 *149 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *150 According to the Unit 1 Emergency Operating Procedures (Symptom-Based), in the event that the core is 

uncovered approximately 85 hours after Unit 2 shutdown from its rated power output, the temperature of the 
cladding would rise to 1,200C within 30-some minutes following core uncovery then this could potentially lead 
to core damage.  
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(i) According to the plant related parameters for Unit 2*151, the D/W pressure was reading 

0.395 MPa abs at around 19:55 on March 14, 2011, whereas by about 19:59 that same day it 

was showing a rising value of 0.455 MPa abs. But by about 20:03 that day it fell rapidly to 

0.410 MPa abs, after which it hovered in the range of 0.41 – 0.42 MPa abs before showing 

0.418 MPa abs at around 21:18 that day (see Chart 24). 
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At the time, the Containment Cooling System for Unit 2 was never actually run because of 

the radiation of heat from the D/W, nor is there any evidence that PCV venting had been carried 

out. Judging from this, the drop in the D/W pressure at around 20:03 that day was possibly due 

to a leak from the D/W. But if damage had already occurred that would cause pressure to escape 

to the D/W side, then it is believed that there is the possibility that steam and non-condensable 

gases would leak out to the D/W side and temporarily raise the D/W pressure. After this the 

steam and gases would have escaped from the D/W side to the S/C side through the vent lines, 

thereby decreasing the D/W pressure, after which the D/W pressure would have risen slightly, at 

which point it would have stabilized. Therefore, there is the possibility that no new damage 

occurred to the RPV or its Peripherals at around 19:59, but that in the period prior to that it had 

already suffered damage that would cause pressure to escape.  

                                                                                                                                        
 *151 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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(ii) What is more, according to the plant related parameters*152 for Unit 2, the reactor 

pressure was reading 1.463 MPa gage at around 21:18 on March 14, 2011, after which it shifted 

towards a downward trend, reading 0.405 MPa gage at around 22:30. As opposed to this, the 

D/W pressure read 0.418 MPa abs at about 21:18 that day, after which it shifted to an upward 

trend, climbing up to 0.740 MPa abs at around 23:35. After that, it hovered around the 0.7 MPa 

abs range until about 07:20 on March 15 (see Charts 24 and 25). 

図表25 2号機原子炉圧力の挙動（3/14 19:30～3/15 7:30）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 25: Unit 2 reactor pressure behavior (19:30 March 14 to 07:30 March 15)
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As described later in (3) b (iv), at Unit 2 the D/W pressure was on a downward trend in the 

period between around 13:24 and 19:54 on March 14 (see Chart 38). Then, as described in (i) 

above, the D/W pressure fell rapidly at about 20:03 that day. In the event that a leak had 

occurred to the extent enough to reproduce these trends in the D/W pressure, then it would be 

hard to explain how the D/W pressure climbed up to 0.740 MPa abs and hovered around this 

level, as found in the actually measured values, without assuming that the RPV or its 

Peripherals had suffered major damage. Damage to the RPV or its Peripherals would also 

include damage to the RPV which would cause melting fuel to drop onto the PCV lower 

pedestal, for example.  

In addition, there is the possibility that the SRVs were opened at around 21:18 that day, but 

ultimately there is no other way to confirm whether or not the SRVs were actually opened other 

than to see if the reactor pressure fell at that time. So, it is practically not possible to determine 

whether this fall in the reactor pressure was caused by either the opening of the SRVs or by 

                                                                                                                                        
 *152 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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damage to the RPV or its Peripherals that would impair the containment function.  

What is more, as mentioned in paragraph c.to follow, the opening of the SRVs alone does not 

account for why the gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W side was more than ten times that on the 

S/C side at around 21:55 that day.  

In addition, if it was believed that major damage had occurred to the RPV or its Peripherals, 

then the subsequent rise in reactor pressure can be explained without contradiction. In other 

words, first of all according to the plant related parameters*153 for Unit 2, these showed that the 

reactor pressure was 0.405 MPa gage at around 22:30. From there, it showed an upward trend 

in rising to 0.428 MPa gage at about 22:40, then 1.823 MPa gage at about 22:50, then 2.655 

MPa gage at around 23:10, and then 3.150 MPa gage at about 23:20 (see Chart 25). Even if 

damage had occurred to the RPV or its Peripherals then if, for example, melting fuel was falling 

on the RPV lower plenum and coming into contact with the remaining coolant in the RPV 

bottom, it would have generated a huge amount of steam, which it is believed would cause a 

sudden, temporary rise in the reactor pressure. That being the case, judging from the 

circumstances in which the reactor pressure suddenly rose thereafter it is not in any way 

contradictory to assume that damage could have occurred to the RPV or its Peripherals prior to 

about 21:18 that day.  

When it comes to the behavior of the D/W pressure around this time, what caused the rise in 

the D/W pressure was that melting fuel fell to the PCV lower pedestal, where the fuel that had 

fallen to the bottom of the PCV came into contact with coolant that had passed through the 

damaged RPV to generate a huge amount of steam, which then leaked into the D/W side. On 

the other hand, it is also conceivable that starting from 23:35 that day the leaking sections from 

the D/W had expanded, and therefore from about that point onward the causes of the D/W 

pressure increases and decreases were largely maintained in equilibrium, so that from then on 

the pressure hovered around the 0.7 MPa abs level. Actually, such behavior can also be seen 

with Unit 1. In other words, there is a strong possibility that in the period between about 04:19 

on March 12 and 14:20 on the same day the Unit 1 RPV and PCV had already been partially 

damaged. Yet despite this it is apparent from the plant related parameters for Unit 1 that the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *153 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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D/W pressure hovered around the 0.7 MPa abs level.  

Consequently, it is possible that at Unit 2 the RPV or its Peripherals had suffered damage 

starting at about 21:18 on March 14, and so the reactor pressure shifted to a downward 

inclination while the D/W pressure rose, and that from about 23:25 that day onward the D/W 

pressure hovered around the 0.7 MPa abs level. The possibility that the opening of the SRVs at 

this time had an impact on decreasing the reactor pressure and increasing the D/W pressure is 

one that cannot be denied. But at the very least, the CAMS measurement results from 21:55 that 

day onward make it clear that it is hard to imagine that such behavior by the reactor pressure 

and D/W pressure was due solely to the opening of the SRVs.  

(iii) Unit 2 is set up so that its ADS function activates when all of the following three 

requirements are met: a “high PCV pressure (13.7 kPa gage),” a “low reactor water level 

(-3,720 mm (L-1)),” and the low pressure systems (Core Spray (CS) and Residual Heat 

Removal (RHR) systems) can be operated. Even if the SRVs had not been opened but the ADS 

function had activated, then this would potentially have an effect on the behavior of the reactor 

pressure and the D/W pressure. Therefore, it is discussed below whether or not there is the 

possibility that the ADS function activated in the afternoon of March 14, 2011. 

If it were assumed that the ADS function of the SRVs had activated but their safety valve 

function had not activated, then the pressure within the RPV would have escaped to the S/C 

side. But the thinking is that the ADS function of the SRVs did not activate during this accident. 

To put that another way, as the recorder charts for Unit 2 revealed, in the period after the 

earthquake until the tsunami arrival the D/W pressure and reactor water level were not enough 

to reach a “high PCV pressure (13.7 kPa gage)” and a “low reactor water level (-3,720 mm 

(L-1),” so it is not believed that the conditions had been met for the ADS function to activate. 

What is more, after the tsunami arrived the CS and RHR systems were rendered incapable of 

starting up due to the loss of AC power or the fact that their pumps were expose to water, and 

thus were certainly not under the conditions for the ADS function to activate.  

Therefore, in either case the conditions for the ADS function to activate were not met at Unit 

2, and so the belief is that this function did not activate.  
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c. Measurement results of the CAMS 

(i) According to the plant-related parameters*154 for Unit 2, the CAMS measurement results 

showed readings of 0.00108 Sv/h on the D/W (A) side and 0.0103 Sv/h on the S/C (A) side at 

about 15:15 on March 14, 2011. After these measurements were suspended, and when they 

resumed again at 21:55 that day the D/W (A) side read 5.36 Sv/h while the S/C (A) side read 

0.383 Sv/h. These then showed a rapid upward trajectory, with the D/W (A) side reading 15.0 

Sv/h and the S/C (A) side reading 7.40 Sv/h at about 23:30, and then 24.5 Sv/h and 9.10 Sv/h, 

respectively, at about 23:54 that day. Before the measurements were suspended, the gamma-ray 

dose rate on the D/W (A) side read only approximately 1/9.5 that of the S/C (A) side. However, 

when these measurements resumed 6 hours and 40 minutes later, the gamma-ray dose rate on 

the D/W (A) side had risen roughly 4,963-times over what it had been before the measurements 

were suspended, while the gamma-ray dose rate on the S/C (A) side was showing readings that 

were approximately 37.2-times over what they had been before the measurements were 

suspended. Since the gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W (A) side had risen so extremely rapidly, 

it had come to show a dose rate that was approximately 14.0 times higher than the one on the 

S/C (A) side. Thereafter the gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W side vastly exceeded that on the 

S/C (A) side (see Chart 26). 
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 *154 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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(ii) However, according to the CAMS measurement results*155 for Unit 2, the gamma-ray 

dose rate on the D/W side was showing 5.36 Sv/h at around 21:55 on March 14, 2011, then 15.0 

Sv/h at about 23:30 and 24.5 Sv/h at about 23:54. If these gamma-ray dose rates were converted 

into a core damage fraction as per the AMG, then this would be no more than below 5% for the 

data from both the D/W and S/C sides. This raises doubts that the values are indeed quite small 

with respect to the notion that the RPV was damaged by molten fuel pellets.  

However, as time continues to elapse after the reactor has been scrammed the core conditions 

are impacted by the amount of water injected, the amount of heat in the fuel, and a host of other 

conditions. A chance also exists that radioactive materials will be emitted out of the PCV due to 

the venting of and leaks in the PCV. As a result, this might potentially give rise to substantial 

calculation errors between the behavior of the gamma-ray dose rate as measured by the CAMS 

and the actual core damage rate. 

Starting from about 09:00 on March 14, 2011, the water injection function of the RCIC 

gradually diminished along with the rise in reactor pressure at Unit 2, and it is believed that 

water injection was disabled by about 12:30 that day at the latest. Afterwards, roughly seven 

and a half hours passed until about 19:57 that day without water injection into the reactor being 

performed, during which it is believed that core exposure and damage were underway.  

What is more, from about 19:57 the same day alternative water injection through the use of 

fire engines was initiated. However, water injection into Unit 3 was simultaneously being 

carried out by using the same water sources and fire engines. In addition, the fire protection 

system piping that was used for the water injection into the reactor had been rigged up all 

throughout the inside of the building. As such, it is not believed that an adequate water injection 

flow could be maintained if the loss of pressure is also taken into consideration. Moreover, the 

SRVs could not be adequately kept open. According to the plant-related parameters*156 for Unit 

2, since the reactor pressure was going up between at least about 20:37 and 21:20 that day, the 

situation is believed to have been one in which water injection was either not carried out at all or 

was largely not carried out, which led to repeated rapid depressurizations via the SRVs. That 

being the case, the situation at Unit 2 was not acknowledged to be one in which an adequate 
                                                                                                                                        
 *155 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *156 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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reactor water level could be maintained even after the alternative water injection had been 

initiated.  

As described in (3) b. (iv) below, at Unit 2 the D/W pressure was on a downward trajectory 

between about 13:24 and 19:54 that day (see Chart 38), in addition to which, as was described 

in (i) above the D/W pressure plunged rapidly at about 20:03 on March 14. So it can be 

believed that a leak had appeared in the PCV or its peripherals in the period prior to about 21:55, 

when measurements via CAMS were resumed. 

Going based on the above, in the period prior to around 21:55 that day when measurements 

via CAMS were resumed, noble gases and other nuclides were already being discharged in vast 

quantities on account of core damage. In addition to this, the RPV had been damaged due to the 

molten fuel pellets, and so noble gases and other nuclides were leaking into the D/W side. What 

is more, the noble gases and other nuclides that had flowed over to the D/W side were leaking 

out of the PCV on account of damage to the PCV or its peripherals. For that reason, there is the 

possibility that the core damage fraction was showing less than 5% solely on the AMG as of 

about 23:30 that day and was not giving an accurate representation of the core’s condition. 

(iii) Furthermore, the CAMS measurement results for Unit 2 can be used more than simply 

estimating the core damage fraction from the gamma-ray dose rate. They can also be beneficial 

in verifying the integrity of the RPV by comparing the gamma-ray dose rates detected on the 

D/W side and the S/C side, by focusing on the CAMS measurement methods and prerequisite 

conditions. 

Specifically, the CAMS for Unit 2 showed, at around 15:15 on March 14, 2011,  readings of 

0.00108 Sv/h and 0.0103 Sv/h on the D/W side and the S/C side, respectively, with a 

gamma-ray dose rate of roughly 9.5-times that of the D/W side having been measured on the 

S/C side. Whereas at about 21:55, when measurements were resumed after approximately six 

hours and 40 minutes had passed, the magnitudes of the gamma-ray dose rates measured on the 

D/W side and the S/C side had reversed themselves. The D/W side was now showing 5.36 Sv/h 

to the S/C side’s 0.383 Sv/h, with a gamma-ray dose rate of approximately 14.0 times that of the 

S/C side having been measured on the D/W side. Thereafter, the D/W and S/C sides were each 

reading 15.0 Sv/h and 7.40 Sv/h at around 23:30 and then 24.5 Sv/h and 9.10 Sv/h at about 
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23:54 that day, with the D/W side showing a gamma-ray dose rate that was larger than that on 

the S/C side (see Chart 26). 

According to the AMG, in the run-up to the damage to the RPV, the majority of the noble 

gases that were generated from the core damage stayed within the RPV and on the S/C side. So 

if the RPV had been integral then it would be rather difficult to conceive of the values for the 

gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W side exceeding those on the S/C side by ten times*157. In other 

words, if the SRVs had been opened for rapid depressurization at Unit 2, then radioactive 

materials would have flowed from the RPV to the S/C side, and a vacuum breaker would have 

activated following the rise in S/C pressure that would have allowed some of the radioactive 

material to move over to the D/W side. But it is still hard to imagine that the gamma-ray dose 

rate on the D/W side would have come to exceed that on the S/C side by more than ten times 

through this alone. 

(iv) On this point, a possibility can be thought that the cause for the larger gamma-ray dose 

rate on the D/W side than the S/C side was because the D/W discharge function of the SRVs*158 

was activated once the reactor pressure rose to around 8.55 MPa gage. 

However, in such a scenario the Unit 2 SRVs are structured so that their safety valve 

function*159 activates once the reactor pressure first climbs to up around 7.64 – 7.78 MPa gage, 

thereby venting steam from the RPV to the S/C side. Yet even in the event that the reactor 

pressure does not fall but instead climbs up to about 8.55 MPa gage, then their D/W discharge 

function will activate. In other words, before the D/W discharge runs, the safety relief function 

of the SRV would first activate and discharge steam into the S/C side. So while D/W discharge 

                                                                                                                                        
 *157 If a considerable amount of time had elapsed after the initiation of core damage and the majority of the 

nuclides constituting the noble gases had reached their half-lives, then the gamma-ray dose rates measured by 
CAMS would conceivably have been mainly due to Cs and I rather than originating with the noble gases. Even in 
such a scenario this would have been confined to within the RPV so long as said vessel remained integral. Even if 
this had flowed to the PCV side, then first of all it would be normal for it to flow to the S/C side through the SRVs. 
Naturally, if the RPV had been integral, then it is hard to imagine that the values for the gamma-ray dose rate on 
the D/W side would have come to exceed those on the S/C side by more than ten times. 

 *158 The Unit 2 SRVs’ D/W discharge function activates at 8.55 MPa gage, and the SRVs close at a stage where 
the pressure falls down to approximately 7.70 MPa gage, which corresponds to 90% of the values set for their 
activation (see Chart 69). 

 *159 The Unit 2 SRVs’ safety valve function activates at 7.64 – 7.78 MPa gage, and the SRVs close at a stage 
where the pressure falls down to approximately 7.11 – 7.24 MPa gage, which corresponds to 93% of the values 
set for their activation (see Chart 69 below). 
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is running the safety valve function would be active and would similarly be discharging steam 

into the S/C side. At any rate, it would be natural for the gamma-ray dose rate to be higher on 

the S/C side than on the D/W side, so at the very least this scenario does not account for why 

the D/W side was showing a gamma-ray dose rate that was more than ten times that on the S/C 

side. 

What is more, according to the plant-related parameters*160 for Unit 2, the reactor pressure 

was reading 7.880 MPa gage at around 17:33 on March 14, 2011. This and other indicators hint 

at reactor pressure behavior that would suggest the possibility that the SRVs’ safety relief 

function had activated and allowed steam to flow into the S/C side. However, no evidence was 

seen indicating that the Unit 2 D/W pressure had shot up suddenly around this time, and so no 

reactor pressure or D/W pressure behavior was observed that would suggest that the D/W 

discharge function had activated. 

Consequently, the claim could be made that there is an extremely strong possibility that the 

SRVs’ D/W discharge function did not activate at Unit 2. Even if it were assumed that said 

function had activated, that fact could not possibly serve as the main cause for why the 

gamma-ray dose rate had grown so much higher on the D/W side over the S/C side. 

(v) What is more, it is believed that the valves used for S/C venting at Unit 2 could not be 

kept open, and so in the end S/C venting was not carried out. If in fact it had been carried out, 

then it is believed that not only the radioactive materials found inside the S/C but also most of 

those inside the D/W would have flowed through the vent pipes into the S/C side, and would 

similarly have been discharged into the atmosphere. Therefore, at the very least the gamma-ray 

dose rate on the D/W side would have shown values that exceeded those on the S/C side by 

more than ten times, and after that the gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W side would have 

significantly surpassed those on the S/C side. As such, it is hard to conceive of the S/C venting 

being a main cause. 

(vi) Moreover, the possibility is examined below that the radiation levels inside the D/W rose 

under a scenario in which reactor coolant was lost and radioactive materials were emitted, but 

wherein said radioactive materials were contained within the RPV because said vessel had 

                                                                                                                                        
 *160 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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maintained its integrity. 

In this case, it cannot be asserted that the gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W side would not 

rise at all, but a concrete structure set up in the area surrounding the RPV to serve as a shield 

would shield most of the gamma-rays of the radioactive materials still remaining within the 

RPV. Therefore, it cannot be accounted for not only that the gamma-ray dose rate was measured 

to be in excess of the additional emissions with both the D/W and S/C sides, but that the 

gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W side showed more than ten times that on the S/C side. 

(vii) Next, the possibility is examined below that, if the damage to the RPV base occurred 

after the depressurization via the SRVs, it had already allowed noble gases and other nuclides to 

flow to the S/C side, and thus these did not flow into the D/W side.  

First of all, if depressurization had been carried out by the SRVs before the RPV base was 

damaged, then it could be said to be possible that the reactor water level had fallen and the core 

had been exposed, which was sustaining the damage to the core. But it cannot be said so far as 

that the noble gases and other nuclides found in the cladding and fuel pellets had entirely been 

discharged into the S/C side. 

Rather, it is fully conceivable that: while steam was being generated within the RPV the fuel 

would be cooled to a certain extent through steam cooling, which would mitigate the 

progression of fuel damage and melting; Afterwards, the reactor water level would have 

plunged rapidly due to the opening of the SRVs, and it would no longer be possible to carry out 

steam cooling; and so it is possible that from that point on core damage would further progress 

and radioactive materials were being emitted in vast quantities. 

That being the case, it is also fully conceivable that even if the noble gases and other nuclides 

in the RPV flowed into the S/C side due to the activation of the SRVs, not necessarily all of 

them flowed to the S/C side, and then the emitted noble gases and other nuclides due to 

continuing core damage after the depressurization via the SRVs would have flown directly into 

the D/W side on account of the damage to the RPV or its Peripherals*161. 

(viii) Therefore, according to the CAMS measurement results for Unit 2, at around 15:15 on 

                                                                                                                                        
 *161 As opposed to this, if fuel damage and melting had been underway and the RPV or its Peripherals had been 

damaged prior to the depressurization via the SRVs, then it would naturally be possible that the noble gases and 
other nuclides inside the RPV would have flown directly into the D/W side in vast quantities. 
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March 14, 2011, the gamma-ray dose rate measured on the S/C side was approximately ten 

times that of the D/W side. Whereas at about 21:55, when measurements were resumed after 

approximately six hours and 40 minutes, the D/W side was now showing 5.36 Sv/h to 0.383 

Sv/h on the S/C side, with a gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W side of approximately 14.0 times 

that of the S/C side. After that the D/W side continued to show a higher gamma-ray dose rate 

than the S/C side. It is hard to conceive of this as being due to anything other than the direct 

leakage of radioactive materials into the D/W side from damage that occurred to the RPV or its 

Peripherals at any point in time between about 15:15 and 21:55 that same day*162. 

What is more, going based on these same CAMS measurement results, it is hard to imagine 

that the opening of the SRVs alone caused the drop in reactor pressure and rise in D/W pressure 

from about 21:18 that day onward. Rather, the natural assumption is that this was due to 

damage that occurred to the RPV or its Peripherals. 

 

d. Radiation levels 

(i) The results of the radiation 

measurements near the main gate 

showed 6.8μSv/h at around 21:25 

on March 14, 2011. However, by 

about 21:35 that same day the 

radiation dose rates sharply 

increased to 760.0μSv/h and then 

to 3,130.0μSv/h at about 21:37 

(see Chart 27). 

(ii) As was described in II. 2. (3) b. (c), this increase of the radiation levels is hard to conceive 

of as being due to the explosion of the Unit 1 and Unit 3 R/Bs or the effects from the PCV 

                                                                                                                                        
 *162 According to the AMG, noble gases with a short half-life include krypton (Kr)-83m (1.83 hours), Kr-85m 

(4.48 hours), Kr-87 (76.3 minutes), Kr-88 (2.80 hours), xenon (Xe)-135m (15.65 minutes), and Xe-138 (14.17 
minutes). Kr-88 and Xe-138 have large gamma-ray energy and in-reactor inventory. If these nuclides had passed 
their half-lives and the noble gases initially emitted were discharged out of the PCV through the venting or 
leakage, then it is possible that other Cs and I accounted for the majority of the gamma-rays detected by CAMS 
thereafter, rather than noble gases. However, this fact does not influence the conclusion mentioned above.  

図表27 正門付近の放射線量の挙動（3/14 20:00～3/15 0:00）
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東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での
計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS 

site” (May 2011)

Chart 27: Dose rates behavior near the main gate (20:00 March 14 to 00:00 
March 15)

Dose rates near the 
main gate
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venting of each unit. It is thought that this was due to the radioactive materials that were emitted 

into the atmosphere through the course of core damage at some or all of Units 1 to 3. 

It is impossible to identify which of the Units 1 to 3 the radioactive materials, that were 

detected at this point in time, had originated from. However, it is not inconsistent to think that 

the increase in the radiation levels near the main gate from 21:25 that day onwards was caused 

by damage occurring to the Unit 2 RPV or its peripherals that would significantly impair their 

containment function, thus allowing noble gases and other radioactive materials to leak out of 

the RPV before roughly 21:18 on March 14, 2011. In addition, these radioactive materials 

would have leaked out of the PCV or its peripherals and continued to disperse out of the Unit 2 

R/B through the openings in the blow-out panel that is thought to have been opened due to the 

impact from the explosion at the Unit 1 R/B.  

 

e. Reactor water level indications 

(i) According to the plant related parameters*163 for Unit 2, the reactor water level was 

immeasurable in the period between about 18:50 and 21:18 on March 14, 2011. But when this 

became measurable again from about 21:20 that day onwards this read 3,400 mm below the 

TAF, and was reading 700 mm below the TAF at about 22:40 that day (see Chart 28). 

図表28 2号機原子炉水位の挙動（3/14 16:00～3/15 0:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 28: Unit 2 reactor water level behavior (16:00 March 14 to 00:00 
March 15)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)
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That being the case, the fact that the values shown by the reactor water level indicators were 

rising like this poses a problem with respect to the possibility of damage to the RPV or its 

                                                                                                                                        
 *163 See the TEPCOHP above. 
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Peripherals.  

(ii) First of all, as has been mentioned, that the reactor water level indicators could display 

apparent readings that are higher than the actual readings as a fall of the water level inside the 

reference leg progresses.  

One cause for such a fall of the water level inside the reference leg could be that the water in 

the reference leg and the reference leg line was undergoing evaporation due to low-pressure 

conditions inside the RPV or high-temperature ambient conditions around the reference leg line. 

As such, if it were the case that the reactor water level was falling and a considerable amount of 

core damage was underway, or if it were the case that rapid depressurization were being carried 

out with the SRVs, then the reactor pressure would fall and the D/W temperature would rise. So 

there is a strong possibility that the water level inside the reference leg fell because of this.  

(iii) It is believed that the Unit 2 reactor water level fell below the BAF by around 18:22 on 

March 14, 2011, and so core damage was making considerable progress. Moreover, between at 

least about 18:00 and 19:03 that day and between about 21:00 and 21:30 that day, rapid 

depressurization was tried repeatedly with the SRVs. Moreover, a comparison of the 

gamma-ray dose rate at 15:15 that day, which was immediately prior to when measurement of 

gamma-ray dose rates by the CAMS was suspended, and the dose rate at about 21:55 when 

measurement resumed reveals that the rate at about 21:55 was rising rapidly on both the D/W 

and S/C sides. The D/W side in particular showed a significant upward trend, with the 

gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W side showing values that were approximately 14.0 times 

higher than those on the S/C side. As such, it is believed that at any point in time between about 

15:15 and 21:55 that day there may have been a steam leak due to damage to the RPV or its 

Peripherals that would allow pressure to escape directly into the D/W side, thus placing the 

RPV under lower pressure conditions and the D/W under higher temperature. Judging from the 

above, it is believed that the conditions had been set in place for the water level inside the 

reference leg line to fall.  

Moreover, from the time the earthquake struck until around this point no water was supplied 

to the reference leg at Unit 2 even a single time. So there is the possibility that when the reactor 

water level indicators became measurable at around 21:20 that day they bore no connection to 
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the actual reactor water level. Rather, there is a good possibility that by this point in time the 

water levels inside the reference leg and reference leg line for the reactor water level indicator 

had fallen, so the readings from the reactor water level indicators were showing values that 

were higher than the actual reactor water level.  

(iv) Next, according to the plant related parameters*164 for Unit 2, the readings from when 

the reactor water level indicators became measurable at about 21:20 on March 14, 2011 showed 

that this was 3,000 mm below the TAF at about 21:32, for example. Yet by about 21:33 this had 

risen by 1,000 mm over a mere minute to 2,000 mm below the TAF. Thereafter it was measured 

a total of five times up until about 21:42 that day, but it kept showing readings of 2,000 mm 

below the TAF without changing (see Chart 28). It is hard to imagine that this is representative 

of how the reactor water level actually behaved, given the circumstances in which water 

injection was being continuously carried out via fire trucks. What is more, after the final 

measurement of 2,000 mm below the TAF at about 23:11 that day it once again fell into a state 

of affairs where it was immeasurable between about 23:20 on March 14 and 06:10 on March 

15.  

Judging from the fluctuations in these reactor water level indicator readings, from about 

21:20 on March 14 onward the drop in the water levels inside the reference leg and reference 

leg line continued falling. So the water level displayed by the reactor water level indicators was 

reading somewhat higher than the actual reactor water level. Not only that, but since the actual 

reactor water level had fallen below the inlet of the reactor vessel line, it is possible that the 

reactor water level indicators were converting the water head difference between the water 

levels inside the reactor vessel line and the reference leg line into reactor water level for display. 

Based on this, since this water head difference represented a differential pressure that was out of 

the measurable range of the differential pressure transmitter, it potentially became 

immeasurable at about 23:20.  

In actuality, it is believed that the reactor pressure was rising and so the SRVs opened for at 

least 50 minutes or so until about 21:30 that day, when the reactor pressure dropped, and for 

about 30 minutes prior to when this became immeasurable at 23:20 that day. The thinking is 

                                                                                                                                        
 *164 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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that not only was there a simple drop in the reactor water level, but that the inside of the RPV 

was placed under low-pressure conditions and the inside of the PCV was placed under 

high-temperature conditions, thus setting in place the conditions for the water levels inside the 

reactor vessel line and the reference leg line to fall.  

With that being the case, in any event there is a good possibility that the reactor water level 

indicators were displaying readings that were higher than the actual reactor water level, or that 

they were not displaying the changes in the reactor water level, between about 21:20 and 23:11 

that day. The reactor water level readings shown in the plant related parameters from around 

that time cannot be relied upon as is.  

(v) Consequently, the readings for the reactor water level found in the plant related 

parameters for Unit 2 show values that were over and above the BAF for a certain period. But 

that does not mean that the possibility of damage to the RPV or its Peripherals can be 

repudiated*165. 

 

f. Behavior of the reactor pressure and D/W pressure from around five minutes after 

midnight on March 15, 2011 

(i) According to the plant related parameters*166 for Unit 2, one of the reactor pressure 

indicators (Channel A) was reading 0.653 MPa gage at about five minutes after midnight on 

March 15, 2011, after which it was on an upward trend. It then read 2.520 MPa gage at about 

01:02 that day before finally shifting to a downward trend. By about 01:20 that day it was 

showing 0.653 MPa gage, before largely approaching the 0.730 MPa abs shown by the D/W 

pressure indicator. Afterwards, the reactor pressure and D/W pressure approximated one another 

in terms of both their values and trends (see Chart 29). 

                                                                                                                                        
 *165 What is more, it is also conceivable that a state of affairs arose in which steam and radioactive materials may 

have been leaking not from the RPV bottom, but from damage to the SRVs’ flange gaskets, penetrating pipes, and 
their connections, by way of example. Such a scenario does not imply that it would instantly become impossible 
to maintain the reactor water level on account of the damage, so it would not be contradictory at all if the reactor 
water level had been maintained to a certain degree.  

 *166 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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図表29 2号機原子炉圧力等の挙動（3/15 0:00～3/15 16:00）

※原子炉圧力は、D/W・S/C各圧力と比較しやすくするためゲージ圧では
なく、絶対圧で表示した。

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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*For easier comparison with D/W and S/C pressures, the reactor pressure is 
shown in absolute pressure instead of gage pressure

Chart 29: Behavior of Unit 2 reactor pressure, etc. (00:00 – 16:00 March 15)
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From about five minutes after midnight on March 15 onwards the reactor pressure shifted to 

an upward trend, and judging from this there is a good possibility that the SRV that had been 

opened up to that point could not be kept fully open. Based on this, the NPS ERC tried to open 

a new SRV but was unable to do so, and so it is believed that they continued trying such 

opening operation of the SRV at about 01:02 that day*167. The operation for doing this consisted 

of connecting several batteries together with cables, and then connecting these batteries up with 

the terminal for energizing the solenoid valve needed in order to open the SRV together via a 

cable. This was not such a radical departure from the previous situation where SRVs were 

opened but sufficient depressurization could not be maintained. Yet regardless, according to the 

plant related parameters*168 for Unit 2, one of the reactor pressure indicators (Channel A) was 

reading 0.653 MPa gage at about 01:20 that day, after which it was hovering around above the 

0.6 MPa gage level until about 06:25. No evidence that the reactor pressure repeatedly rose and 

fell during that period has been recorded. Ultimately, at the time there was no other way to 

                                                                                                                                        
 *167 Around that time, as to opening operation using relief valve accumulators at Unit 2, the NPS ERC Recovery 

Team tried such opening operation for all of the SRVs for which opening operation had not been conducted up to 
that point. However, since no drop in the reactor pressure was acknowledged, they switched over the opening 
operation to that using ADS accumulators and opened one of the SRVs. In response to this operation, it was noted 
that the reactor pressure fell, based on which it was determined that this SRV had been kept open. However, since 
the reactor pressure did not fall below 0.6 MPa gage, the Recovery Team thought that the reactor pressure had not 
fallen enough to allow them to carry out water injection into the reactor. So after this they tried to open other SRVs 
using ADS accumulators, none of which was successful.  

 *168 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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determine whether or not the SRV had been opened other than to judge by whether or not the 

reactor pressure indicator readings had fallen. As things stood, the reactor pressure which had 

been on an upward trend fell suddenly, after which it showed largely stable readings with hardly 

any rise or fall. So going by this it would not be natural to assume that this had been caused by 

the SRV having been kept open.  

That being the case, this does not negate the possibility that depressurization of the reactor 

pressure had been achieved by opening the SRVs from about 01:02 that same day onwards. But 

neither can the possibility be ruled out that a new damaged section appeared on the RPV or its 

Peripherals from which pressure was escaping, thereby making it impossible to maintain 

pressure in the RPV. Furthermore, these possibilities are not an either/or proposition, so it is also 

conceivable that the SRV had been kept open, but that at the same time because of leakage from 

the RPV or its Peripherals the reactor pressure hovered around above the 0.6 MPa gage level, 

which was largely equivalent to the D/W pressure.  

(ii) What is more, according to the plant related parameters*169 for Unit 2, one of the reactor 

pressure indicators (Channel A) was reading 0.614 MPa gage at about 06:00 on March 15, 2011, 

and then 0.612 MPa gage at around 07:20 that day. But by about 11:25 that day it had fallen 

down to 0.270 MPa gage (see Chart 29). 

For Unit 2 the reactor pressure did not fall below 0.6 MPa gage between 22:50 on March 14, 

when it was reading 1.823 MPa gage, until nearly 06:00 on March 15. Therefore, the NPS ERC 

Recovery Team thought that just keeping open the SRV that had been opened in that interval 

would not depressurize the RPV enough so that water injection into the reactor could be 

performed*170. Accordingly they tried to open a new SRV, but were not successful in doing so. 

As it approached 06:00 that day the workers who had been engaged in opening the SRV were 

replaced. But immediately thereafter a strange noise could be heard and other abnormalities 

appeared, and ultimately they had to evacuate the Units 1 & 2 Main Control Room with the 

opening of the new SRV left undone. Afterwards, they in fact did not open a new SRV by 

                                                                                                                                        
 *169 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *170 The workers who worked to open the SRV did so by taking into consideration the loss of pressure from the 

water injection line even given the discharge pressure from the fire pumps of 0.85 MPa gage, and under the 
recognition that unless the reactor pressure fell below 0.6 MPa gage then it would not be possible for them to 
inject water into the reactor.  
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means of replacing the batteries or connecting them to a different SRV terminal prior to about 

11:25 that day*171. Yet despite this, one of the reactor pressure indicators (Channel A) dropped 

significantly below 0.612 MPa gage at about 07:20 that day, and was reading 0.270 MPa gage 

at about 11:25 that day.  

With respect to this, according to the plant related parameters*172 for Unit 2, at about 07:20 

that day the D/W pressure was reading 0.730 MPa abs. Yet at around 11:25 it had fallen down 

to 0.155 MPa abs*173, owing to which this is thought to have been due to pressure leaking from 

the RPV to the D/W side. Furthermore, there is the possibility that the SRV had been kept open 

around this time. Yet conversely it is also possible that damage had occurred to the RPV or its 

Peripherals that would further significantly impair the containment function between about 

07:20 and 11:25 that day*174. 

(iii) Moreover, according to the plant related parameters*175 for Unit 2, the reactor pressure 

that had been 0.428 MPa gage around 11:58 on March 15, 2011 had climbed to 0.608 MPa 

gage by around 13:00 that day. But by about 15:25 that day this had fallen down to 0.119 MPa 

gage (see Chart 29). 

To begin with, between about 11:58 and 13:00 that day the Unit 2 reactor pressure was on an 

obvious upward trend. Based upon this the natural assumption is that the SRV that had been 

                                                                                                                                        
 *171 That the SRV was not in fact opened in the period between about 07:20 and 11:25 on March 15, 2011 was 

duly acknowledged from the testimony of the NPS ERC Recovery Team from back then, as well as from the 
objective monitoring results of the instrumentation systems. In other words, absolutely no data related to the 
reactor pressure, D/W pressure, or S/C pressure from around this time was recorded in the plant related 
parameters for Unit 2 or the notes of the Operation Team based thereon, and during this period the plant seemed to 
be not monitored. However, the NPS ERC was in a situation wherein S/C damage was suspected, given the 
strange noises that could be heard near the Unit 2 S/C around that time. Under such conditions, it would be 
absolutely inconceivable that the plant had not been under any monitoring whatsoever despite the fact that an SRV 
was being opened to allow steam to escape from the RPV into the S/C. So it can be presumed that the SRV 
opening operation was not performed around this time.  

 *172 See TEPCO’s HP.  
 *173 The natural assumption is that this large drop in the D/W pressure was caused by areas from which 

significant leakage occurred appearing on the PCV or its Peripherals given that PCV venting at Unit 2 was not 
carried out around that time (see Section 2 (3) b (d) in the main text).  

 *174 According to the notes from the Intelligence Team at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa NPS, a note saying “Unit 2, 
one SRV open” was recorded at 06:48 on March 15, 2011. But this was a judgment reached solely based on the 
behavior of the reactor pressure. Even if the SRV had been closed, if equivalent damaged sections had appeared 
on the RPV or its Peripherals then reactor pressure would have shown similar behavior as a case in which the 
SRV had been open. Therefore, it cannot be determined that the SRV had been open.  

 *175 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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opened until about 06:00 that day could not be kept open*176. 

Moreover, even if damaged sections had appeared in the RPV or its Peripherals, if there had 

been some factor causing the pressure to increase to surpass the drop caused by the 

aforementioned damage, then it would not be unnatural at all for the reactor pressure to increase. 

So for example, it is conceivable that the reactor pressure may have risen because of melting 

fuel falling to the RPV lower plenum and coming into contact with the water remaining in the 

RPV bottom, thereby generating vast quantities of steam.  

The problem with this is that despite the reading of the reactor pressure indicator (Channel A) 

had shown such an upward trend, it dropped significantly later on between about 13:00 and 

15:25 that same day.  

To begin with, according to the testimony of members of the NPS ERC Recovery Team who 

were engaged in the on-site field response, no new SRVs were opened, at least not over the 

course of that day, and they claimed to have been concerned over the Unit 2 reactor conditions 

that evening. For this reason, it is determined that the drop in the reactor pressure between about 

13:00 and 15:25 that day was not caused by the opening of a new SRV.  

What is more, at that time the NPS ERC was concerned that the Unit 2 S/C had suffered 

damage. So assuming that a new SRV had been opened by means of replacing the batteries and 

connecting them to a different SRV terminal, then it would be unnatural that the plant had not 

been monitored at all during this period in the Units 1 & 2 Main Control Room. According to 

the plant related parameters*177 for Unit 2 and the notes of the Operation Team based thereon, 

parameters like the reactor pressure and D/W pressure were measured at around 13:00 that day, 

after which the next time they were measured was at around 15:25 that day. It is apparent that 

the plant was not monitored during this period. As such, this is consistent with the testimony of 

the NPS ERC Recovery Team members to the effect that a new SRV had not been opened.  

That being the case, between about 13:00 and 15:25 that day the SRV that had already been 

opened could not be kept open, and a new SRV could not be opened*178. Yet despite this the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *176 According to the notes from the Intelligence Team at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Station, a note saying 

“Unit 2 reactor pressure has risen. It is thought that the SRV has closed” was recorded at 12:23 on March 15, 2011. 
It is acknowledged that the NPS ERC also thought that the SRV had closed owing to the rise in reactor pressure. 

 *177 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *178 According to the notes from the Intelligence Team at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Station, a note saying 
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reading of the reactor pressure indicator (Channel A) fell significantly from 0.608 MPa gage at 

around 13:00 to 0.119 MPa gage at about 15:25 that day. Therefore, there is the possibility that 

the reactor pressure fell because the RPV or its Peripherals had suffered damage that would 

further significantly impair the containment function over this period.  

 

g. Contaminated water  

(i) On March 27, 2011, 

TEPCO detected high 

concentrations of I-131, Cs-131, 

Cs-134, and Cs-137 in stagnated 

water sampled in the first 

basement floor of the Unit 2 T/B 

(see Chart 30). 

(ii) According to the results of 

an analysis on the skimmer 

surge tank water at Unit 2 done 

by TEPCO on April 16, 2011, I-131, Cs-134, and Cs-137 were detected (see Chart 30). Since 

the fuels with the shortest cooling time that were removed from the RPV and stored in the SFP 

are cooled for about seven months, it is hard to conceive of I-131, which is a nuclide with a 

short half-life, originating in the SFP. So it is highly likely that the nuclides leaked from the 

RPV dissolved into the SFP water through the steam condensate, the dust and so forth within 

the building. Especially since there was no damage to the Unit 2 R/B structure by an explosion, 

                                                                                                                                        
“Temporary compressors to be placed in order to open an SRV (also considering injection through a different 
line)” was recorded as an urgent matter for Unit 2 at 14:50 on March 15, 2011. In addition to this there is another 
entry that says “Plan to supply air to the five ADS accumulators for the SRVs. Instrumentation and reactor 
members already heading to the field. Lineup will be completed within an hour. This will be followed by work at 
the MCR, so it is still not decided when the implementation will take place” at 15:37 that day. It is identified that 
having been unsuccessful at opening the SRV, the NPS ERC thought that the SRV could not be kept open because 
of insufficient nitrogen pressure to drive it, and was about to secure this. But ultimately they were unable to open 
the isolation valve in the nitrogen pressure supply line because it required local operation in the R/B where 
radiation dose rates were high. Because of this, thereafter the nitrogen pressure for driving the SRV could not be 
supplied to it.  

   At any rate, it is apparent that between about 13:00 and 15:25 that day, the SRV that had already been opened 
could not be kept open and no new SRVs could be opened.  

採取日時 採取物 核種（半減期）
放射能濃度

（Bq/cm
3
）

I-131（約8日） 13,000,000
Cs-134（約2年） 3,100,000
Cs-137（約30年） 3,000,000
I-131（約8日） 4,100
Cs-134（約2年） 160,000
Cs-137（約30年） 150,000
I-131（約8日）
Cs-134（約2年）
Cs-136（約13日）
Cs-137（約30年）
La-140（約2日）
Pr-144（約17分）
Cs-134（約2年） 210,000
Cs-137（約30年） 250,000

2号機T/B地下1階滞留水H23.3.27

　東京電力「原子炉建屋地下滞留水の放射能濃度
等の測定結果」（平成23年12月）等を基に作成

H23.11.25 2号機R/B地下滞留水

H23.4.16
2号機スキマーサージ
タンク水

H23.4.19
H23.5.21
H23.6.10
H23.6.20

2号機T/B1階のダスト 不明

図表30 2号機汚染水等測定結果

Sampling Date Collected Sample Nuclides (half-life)
Radioactivity 
Concentration

Unknown

Stagnant water, Unit 2 T/B,
first basement floor

Unit 2 Skimmer Surge Tank water

Dust on Unit 2 T/B, first floor

Stagnant water, Unit 2 R/B
basement

Chart 30: Measurement results of contaminated water etc. in unit 2

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement results such as radioactivity 
concentration of the stagnant water on the R/B basement” (December 2011) 
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(approx. 13 days)

(approx. 30 years)
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(approx. 2 years)
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March 27 
2011
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June 10
June 20

2011

Nov. 25 2011
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it is highly likely that these nuclides were originated in the Unit 2 core, rather than being 

dispersed from the Unit 1 and Unit 3 reactors.  

(iii) According to the results of dust analyses performed by TEPCO on the first floor of the 

Unit 2 T/B on April 19, May 21, and June 10, 2011, I-131, Cs-134, Cs-136, Cs-137, La-140, 

and Pr-144 nuclides were detected (see Chart 30). 

(iv) According to the results of the radioactivity concentration measurements on November 

25, 2011, TEPCO detected Cs-134 and Cs-137 in stagnated water in the basement of the Unit 2 

R/B (see Chart 30). It is natural to consider that the origin of this high concentration 

contaminated water was the radioactive material containing coolant that was stagnated in the 

RPV and the PCV.  

(v) From the above, it is natural to consider that some or all of the nuclides detected in the 

stagnated waters in the basement of the Unit 2 R/B and in the basement of T/B, and the SFP 

water originated from the Unit 2 core. These nuclides are considered to have leaked from the 

Unit 2 RPV, PCV, or their peripherals until March 27, 2011, when nuclides that are believed to 

have originated from the core were detected in the stagnated water in the basement of the Unit 2 

T/B. 

 

 

h. Behavior of the reactor pressure and D/W pressure after 09:55 on March 13, 2011 

(i) According to the plant related parameters*179 for Unit 2, the reactor pressure was reading 

6.080 MPa gage and the D/W pressure was 

reading 0.365 MPa abs at around 09:25 on 

March 13, 2011. Yet at about 09:55 that same 

day both of these readings had dropped 

rapidly, with the reactor pressure showing 

1.283 MPa gage and the D/W pressure 

showing 0.160 MPa abs (see Chart 31).  

Thus, there is the possibility that at around this time at Unit 2 core melting was underway and 

                                                                                                                                        
 *179 See TEPCO’s HP. 

H23.3.13
時刻

原子炉圧力（A）
（MPa gage）

D/W圧力
（MPa abs）

 9:25 6.080 0.365
 9:55 1.283 0.160
10:30 記録なし 0.100
10:35 記録なし 0.010

図表31 2号機 原子炉圧力等

　　　　　　　　東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」
　　　　　　　　（平成23年5月）を基に作成

Reactor Pressure (Ch. A) D/W Pressure

No Records

No Records

Chart 31: Unit 2 reactor pressure, etc.

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters”  (May 2011)

Time on 
March 13, 2011
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the RPV bottom had suffered large-scale damage, number top of which it is possible that 

damage had occurred to the PCV that would significantly impair its containment function. As 

such, this possibility is discussed below.  

(ii) To start with, the RCIC cooling and water injection function around that time is discussed.  

The operating conditions of the RCIC system could not be determined on the night of March 

11, 2011. But according to the notes recorded by the NPS ERC Intelligence Team, the following 

entries have been observed: “Unit 2 RCIC, confirmed to be operating; discharge pressure 6.0 

MPa; reactor pressure 5.6 MPa” at 02:55 on March 12, “Unit 2, TAF+3,650; D/W pressure 150 

kPa(G); RCIC operating” at 18:30 on March 12, “Unit 2, RCIC, 5.3 MPa” at 21:30 on March 

12, and “Unit 2, RCIC appears to be running” at 14:25 on March 13. Therefore, it is determined 

that, from around 02:55 on March 12 onwards the shift team entered the Unit 2 R/B, albeit 

intermittently, checked the RCIC pump discharge pressure and reactor pressure, and confirmed 

that the RCIC system was operating.  

Furthermore, according to the notes mentioned above an entry stating “Unit 2 CST tank 

levels dropping, switching over to S/C” was recorded at 03:55 on March 12. It is apparent that 

at around this time the shift team switched over from the “CST tank,” or in other words the 

Condensate Storage Tank (hereinafter referred to as the “CST”), to the S/C as the source of 

water to the RCIC system and continued its operation. Therefore, the thinking is that because 

the Unit 2 RHR system was experiencing a functional failure after the tsunami arrival, if they 

continued to operate the RCIC system by using the S/C as the water source, then the S/C 

pressure and water temperature would rise.  

According to the plant related parameters*180 for 

Unit 2 and notes by the NPS ERC Operation Team, the 

Unit 2 S/C water temperature was 146C at around 

07:00 on March 14 and 149.3C at about 12:30 on 

March 12. Whereas the Unit 2 S/C pressure was 0.467 

MPa abs at about 04:30, 0.473 MPa abs at about 07:00, 

                                                                                                                                        
 *180 See TEPCO’s HP. 

 

H23.3.14
時 刻
 7:00 146 0.473
 7:30 146 0.473
 8:00 146.5 0.474
 9:00 146.5 0.478
 9:35 146.6 0.476
 9:45 146.6 記録なし
10:00 146.6 0.480
10:30 146.9 0.481
12:00 147 0.485
12:30 149.3 0.486

S/C水温
（℃）

S/C圧力
（MPa abs）

図表32 2号機 S/C水温・S/C圧力

　　 　東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」
　　 　（平成23年5月）等を基に作成

Time

S/C Water Temperature S/C Pressure

No Records

Chart 32: Unit 2 S/C water temperature and S/C pressure

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

Time on 
March 14, 2011

07:00
07:30
08:00
09:00
09:35
09:45
10:00
10:30
12:00
12:30
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and 0.486 MPa abs that day, with both of these showing an upward trend (see Chart 32)*181.  

Moreover, according to the plant related parameters*182 for Unit 2, the reactor pressure 

showed 7.000 MPa gage at about 20:07 on March 11, and from then until about 12:00 on 

March 12 it roughly fluctuated between 5.300 – 6.300 MPa gage. As such, there is a strong 

possibility that conditions would not be met to activate the safety valve function of the SRV. 

Moreover, with respect to the relief valve function of the SRV, as power for the signal circuits 

had been lost due to the tsunami, and the solenoid valve that had to be kept open in order to 

supply the SRVs with the nitrogen pressure that drives them could not be energized. 

Accordingly, it is hard to imagine this function having activated following the arrival of the 

tsunami.  

Therefore, the cause for said rises in the S/C pressure and S/C temperature is not thought to 

have been the effect of the open SRVs. It is believed that this could only be due to the RCIC 

operation using the S/C pool water as the water source while the RHR system had been unable 

                                                                                                                                        
 *181 The Unit 2 S/C water temperature indicator that was restored was TRS-16-720A, which has a measurement 

range of 0 – 150C. This S/C water temperature indicator was measuring 149.3C at about 12:30 on March 14, 
2011, after which it showed a downward trend. By around 13:45 it had fallen to 145C, then down to 134C by 
about 14:10 and 130C by about 15:00 before showing 131.7C around 15:30 that day. After this it became 
immeasurable from about 15:40 that day onwards.  

   To begin with, no attempts to operate the Containment Cooling System including S/C cooling, or to vent the 
PCV were identified at Unit 2 around this time. Throughout this, it was noted that operations to open and close the 
SRVs were carried out repeatedly, and so as long as the integrity of the PCV was maintained, the S/C water 
temperature would have risen, but it is hard to imagine it falling.  

   What is more, though the S/C pressure could not be measured at around 15:00 on that day, the D/W pressure 
was reading 0.440 MPa abs. The saturated steam temperature calculated from this was approximately 147.1C. So 
given this as well, it would have to be said that the reading of 130C shown by the S/C water temperature 
indicator is indeed quite low.  

   Furthermore, in the period after S/C water temperature measurements were taken at around 15:30 that day until 
March 26, no measurements of the S/C water temperature were taken. On this point, we have not received a clear 
answer on the reasons for this from TEPCO because those in charge have no recollection of this. However, for its 
part the NPS ERC was concerned that if it had carried out depressurization through the SRVs and water injection 
before PCV venting for Unit 2 at this point then it would no longer be able to ensure the integrity of the S/C. But 
ultimately it decided to give priority to carrying out depressurization through the SRVs and water injection. So it is 
hard to imagine the NPS ERC, which had such concerns in mind, being in a position where it was able to make 
observations via the S/C water temperature indicator yet somehow presuming to not do so when performing the 
depressurization via the SRVs. So there is the possibility that observations could not be performed via the S/C 
water temperature indicator at this point in time.  

   Judging from the above, there is the possibility that the loss of instrumentation power or defect with electrical 
systems may have caused the S/C water temperature indicator to show a downward trend from around 12:30 that 
day onwards before becoming immeasurable.  

 *182 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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to perform the secondary cooling function. So it is thought that for this reason the RCIC system 

was operating even as the cooling function was degrading. With that being the case, it is hard to 

imagine the reactor water level falling rapidly at about this point in time, and it is highly likely 

that the core had not yet been uncovered or damaged at this stage.  

In reality, according to the plant related parameters*183 for Unit 2, in the period between 

about 18:30 on March 12 and 12:00 on March 13 the reactor water level showed behavior in 

which it fluctuated between TAF+3,500 mm and TAF+3,800 mm (see Chart 33). 

図表33 2号機原子炉水位の挙動（3/12 18:30～3/13 12:30）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成

3400

3500

3600

3700

3800

3900

12日 18:3012日 21:3013日 0:30 13日 3:30 13日 6:30 13日 9:3013日 12:30

mm 原子炉水位（燃料域）（A） 原子炉水位（燃料域）（B）

3/12 3/12     3/13      3/13 3/13      3/13     3/13             
18:30 21:30 0:30      3:30      6:30      9:30     12:30

Reactor water level
(Fuel Range) (Ch. A)

Reactor water level 
(Fuel Range) (Ch. B)

Chart 33: Unit 2 reactor water level behavior (18:30 March 12 to 12:30 March 
13)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

18:30 21:30 00:30 03:30 06:30 09:30 12:30

 

(iii) Next, the fluctuations in the reactor pressure recorded in the plant related parameters for 

Unit 2 will be considered. 

According to the plant related parameters*184 for Unit 2, the reactor pressure (Channel A) 

dropped rapidly down to 1.283 MPa gage at around 09:55 on March 13, 2011, after which it 

became out of scale and completely immeasurable until it resumed showing 5.850 MPa gage at 

about 15:30 that day. What is more, according to these same plant related parameters the reactor 

pressure was on a gradual upward trend thereafter, staying above 7 MPa gage from about 13:00 

on March 14 onward. For example, at around 17:14 that day it showed 7.403 MPa gage, after 

which it read 6.975 MPa gage at about 17:16 and 7.358 MPa gage at 17:28 that day. After this it 

showed 6.970 MPa gage at about 17:30 and then 7.880 MPa gage around 17:33, before then 

showing 6.975 MPa gage at about 17:35 that day (see Chart 34). 

                                                                                                                                        
 *183 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *184 See TEPCO’s HP.  
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MPa gage 原子炉圧力（A）

図表34 2号機原子炉圧力の挙動（3/13 8:00～3/14 18:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成

3/13
8:00

3/13
16:00

3/14
8:00

3/14
16:00

3/14
0:00

3/14
18:00

Created on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

Chart 34: Unit 2 reactor pressure behavior (08:00 March 13 to 18:00 March 14)

Reactor Pressure (Ch. A)

08:00 16:00 00:00 08:00 16:00 18:00

 

Judging from this sort of behavior by the reactor pressure, there is a strong possibility that the 

safety valve function*185 of the SRV had been activated. 

Moreover, the fact that the SRVs were repeatedly opened and closed is thought to have been 

precisely because the safety valve function activated in order to prevent damage to the RPV. 

Therefore, at the very least it can naturally be assumed that the pressure within the RPV had still 

been maintained. 

From 09:55 on March 13 onward one of the reactor pressure indicators (Channel A) became 

out of scale, and by around 15:30 when power was restored and measurements became possible 

again it was reading 5.850 MPa gage. Therefore, the 1.283 MPa gage reading shown by the 

reactor pressure (Channel A) at 09:55 that day was most likely an abnormal value that was 

measured as a result of electrical failures including power loss and a faulty connection. 

(iv) Next, the fluctuations in the D/W pressure from the plant related parameters for Unit 2 

will be considered. 

According to the plant related parameters*186 for Unit 2, the D/W pressure fell rapidly down 

to 0.160 MPa abs at around 09:55 on March 13, 2011, after which it dropped down to 0.100 

MPa abs around 10:30 that day to become largely equal in pressure to the atmospheric pressure. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *185 The safety valve function of the Unit 2 SRV activates at 7.64 – 7.78 MPa gage, and the SRV returns to the 

closed position at some stage where the pressure falls down toward approximately 7.11 – 7.24 MPa gage, which 
corresponds to 93% of the working pressure (see Chart 69).  

 *186 See TEPCO’s HP.  
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Furthermore, at about 10:35 that day it was showing 0.010 MPa abs, which was significantly 

below the atmospheric pressure, and from there it became out of scale thereafter (see Chart 35). 

      

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

13日 9:00 13日 11:00 13日 13:00 13日 15:00 13日 17:00

MPa abs D/W圧力

図表35 2号機D/W圧力の挙動（3/13 9:00～3/13 18:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 35: Unit 2 D/W pressure behavior (09:00 – 18:00 March 13)

D/W Pressure

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)
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This reading of 0.010 MPa abs at around 10:35 is far below the atmospheric pressure, which 

would mean that it had become almost a vacuum. Yet it is hard to conceive that this would fall 

far below the atmospheric pressure due to a PCV failure. 

What is more, according to the plant related parameters*187 for Unit 2, while the D/W 

pressure remained out of scale after this, it showed 0.380 MPa abs at about 11:35 that day when 

measurements became possible again due to the restoration of power. It then showed values of 

around 0.4 MPa abs, which are several times higher than the atmospheric pressure, starting 

from 13:45 when it was next measured (see Chart 35). These values would imply that the 

pressure within the PCV had been maintained.  

That being the case, there is a strong possibility that these abnormally low readings shown by 

the D/W pressure indicator between about 09:55 and 10:35 that day were also abnormal values 

that were measured as a result of electrical failures including power loss and a faulty 

connection. 

(v) Therefore, according to the plant related parameters for Unit 2, at around 09:55 on March 

13, 2011 the reactor pressure was reading 1.283 MPa gage and the D/W pressure was reading 

0.160 MPa abs, with these readings dropping rapidly. However, there is a strong possibility that 

both of these abnormal values were measured because the pressures from the instrument lines 

could not be accurately converted into electrical resistance and amplified because of the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *187 See TEPCO’s HP.  
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unstable power supply to the pressure transmitter as a result of the loss of power. So it is 

believed that these were not caused by an RPV or PCV failure due to core melting. 

 

 (3) Connection with Results of Analysis Performed by TEPCO and another Organization 

a. The MAAP Analysis published by TEPCO in May 2011 

(i) According to the MAAP analysis published by TEPCO in May 2011, in order to 

reproduce the actually measured values of reactor water levels, the Analysis Case (Part 1) 

assumed that the flow volume of injected water was somewhat lower than the flow volume of 

flow from the discharge side of the fire pump. The following results were drawn: 

- Initial core uncovering:    About 75 hours after the earthquake, 

- Initial core damage:       About 77 hours after the earthquake 

- RPV failure:             RPV not failed 

Moreover, the Analysis Case (Part 2) assumed that the reactor water level was not maintained 

within the fuel range and adapted the flow volume of injected water so that the reactor water 

level could be maintained at a level just below the fuel range, instead of using the flow volume 

from fire pump discharge side. The following results were obtained: 

- Initial core uncovering:     About 75 hours after the earthquake 

- Initial core damage:        About 77 hours after the earthquake 

- RPV failure:              About 109 hours after the earthquake 

(ii) Firstly, in the Analysis Case (Part 1), the reactor water level was artificially adapted to the 

measured values on the reactor water level indicator. 

According to plant related parameters at Unit 2*188, however, the reactor water level stayed at 

3,700mm below TAF without showing any sign of change, despite the fact that no water was 

injected between approximately 18:22 and 18:47 on March 14 of 2011. Moreover, the reactor 

water level was at 3,000mm below TAF at approximately 21:32 on the same day, and later shot 

up to 2,000 below TAF at approximately 21:33, giving a rise of as much as 1,000mm merely 

within a minute. After that, the reactor water level was measured five times in total prior to 

21:42 on the same day, still the reactor water level indicator continued to show 2,000mm below 

                                                                                                                                        
 *188 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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TAF. As such, these instances suggest that the reactor water level indicator did not show the 

actual reactor water level (see Chart 28). 

At the Unit 2 RPV, the operation to open the SRVs was carried out around this time, and 

supposedly the opening of the SRVs placed RPV and the PCV in low pressure state and in high 

temperature state, respectively.. Probably, under these conditions, water inside the reference leg 

evaporated, causing the water level inside the reference leg to drop to the bottom of the 

reference leg and further into the reference leg side piping. As a result, this caused the 

differential pressure in absolute values to narrow between the reactor side piping pressure and 

the reference leg side piping pressure. Therefore, it is probable that, in terms of the values 

measured on the differential pressure transmitter, the value obtained by subtracting the reference 

leg side piping pressure from the reactor piping side pressure was relatively large compared to 

the value with water being filled up to the reference level, ending up displaying a reactor water 

level higher than the actual value on the reactor water level indicator  .In such a situation, 

unless water is refilled in the reference leg, the false indication of the reactor water level will 

continue showing a level higher than the actual level, unless corrected. In fact, when water in 

the reference leg at Unit 2 was refilled in June 2011, it was confirmed that the water level inside 

the reference leg had already dropped. 

Furthermore, the reactor water level was measured at the short intervals of a few minutes 

between 18:22 and 18:47 on March 14, 2011, during which the reactor was being depressurized 

using SRVs.. In this time period, the reactor pressure had not dropped to a level low enough to 

enable water injection, and thereby water was not injected at all. Although the reactor was still 

in the depressurization stage, there was no change in the water level reading. Therefore, there is 

a possibility that the reactor water level had already dropped below the reactor side piping 

entrance located below the BAF, and that the water level indicator displayed the water level 

converted from the hydraulic head pressure differences between each of the respective water 

levels which had dropped to the level of the inside of the reactor side piping and reference leg 

side piping, and not the actual water level. In addition, there is also a possibility that the water 

levels inside both the reactor and reference leg side piping decreased due to water evaporation 

and that the hydraulic head pressure difference between them stayed almost the same due to the 
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dying-out evaporation. It explains why there were no changes in the readings of the reactor 

water level indicator.  

In any case, the actual reactor water level differed greatly from the reading of the reactor 

water level indicator. The latter constituted the basic assumption for the Analysis Case (Part 1), 

and it is highly probable that it was a misplaced assumption. For this reason, it is impossible to 

conclude that there was no RPV failure on the grounds that a certain water level of water was 

maintained in the reactor. 

Additionally, although the results of CAMS measurement at Unit 2 at approximately 21:55 

on the same day showed gamma-ray dose rates about 14 times higher on the D/W side than on 

the S/C side, with 5.36Sv/h on the D/W side and 0.383Sv/h on the S/C side, the results of this 

MAAP analysis showed that the radioactive materials released from the reactor at this time 

accounted for around 30 to 40 percent on the S/C side and almost zero on the D/W side. The 

analysis results are not consistent with the CAMS measurement results. Regarding this point, 

TEPCO states that the released amount of radioactive materials should be used only for 

reference because this amount is affected by uncertainties of the analysis conditions and 

differences of the analysis model. This comment by TEPCO is not wrong, however, the 

significant difference between the analysis results and the CAMS measurements results 

concerning the distribution of radioactive materials suggest that there is a huge gap between the 

actual conditions and the analysis results concerning the condition of the core, which formed the 

basis for the analysis results. Given the CAMS measurement results, the only logical 

explanation for this would be that a direct leak of radioactive material into the D/W from the 

RPV or its peripherals had already begun by 21:55 on that day. 

Moreover, the RPV failure model included in the MAAP analysis allows only for a failure in 

the RPV bottom due to core meltdown. For example, failures of the peripheral parts of the RPV, 

such as the SRV flange gasket or joint parts of the penetration piping, cannot be simulated, and 

in this respect, it can be said that MAAP analysis handles very limited RPV failure modes in 

comparison with what the Investigation Committee refers to as the failure of the RPV or its 

peripherals. 

Accordingly, these MAAP analysis results are not of a kind to influence the validation results 
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of the Investigation Committee concerning the possibility of the RPV failure. 

(iii) Secondly, the assumption of the Analysis Case (Part 2), that the reactor water level was 

below BAF during the alternative water injection by fire engine, is considered to be closer to the 

actual situation than that of the Analysis Case (Part 1). 

For example, as indicated by the Investigation Committee in the Interim Report*189   and 

the TEPCO report submitted to NISA on December 22, 2011, the reactor pressure started to 

climb at around 09:00 on March 14, 2011, and this increase attributed to a drop in the amount of 

water injected from the RCIC due to a decline in the RCIC system function. According to the 

aforementioned report by TEPCO, the actual reactor pressure generally matches the analysis 

results obtained by assuming that the RCIC flow volume was 30m³/hr, about 1/3 of the rated 

flow volume of 95m³/hr. 

Additionally, as pointed out in the aforementioned TEPCO report of December 22, 2011, if 

the reactor water level exceeds the reference leg water level, the value that the differential 

pressure transmitter measures  by subtracting the reference leg side piping pressure from the 

reactor side piping pressure does not change due to the structural constraints of the reactor water 

level indicator. Therefore, even if the reactor water level exceeds the reference leg water level, 

the reactor water level indicator shows the water level equivalent to the reference level water 

level. It should be kept in mind that the actual reactor water level might be higher than the 

reading of the reactor water level indicator in this kind of reactor conditions. Regarding Unit 2, 

the RCIC system continued to operate without any control over the flow rate, and the RCIC 

system shutdown interlock signal to be generated on reaching “high reactor water level” was 

not transmitted because of the loss of power. As a result, there is a possibility that,  despite 

having reached the reactor water level L-8, the reactor water level rose steadily and created the 

situation mentioned above because the RCIC system did not shutdown*190 . 

In actuality, according to the plant parameters of Unit 2 *191, the reactor water level of each of 

the fuel range Channels A and B stayed, almost without change, at around 3,800 mm to 3,900 

                                                                                                                                        
 *189 See Interim Report IV-5-(1). 

*190 Ordinarily, the system was such that if the reactor water level reached L-8 (TAF +5,653mm), the ‘high 
reactor water level’ signal would be transmitted, and the RCIC would shut down 

 *191 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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mm above the TAF from around 18:20 of March 13, 2011, suggesting that the reactor water 

level may possibly have exceeded the entrance of the piping connecting the RPV and the 

reference leg*192 (see Chart 36). 

図表36 2号機原子炉水位の挙動（3/13 18:00～3/14 13:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 36: Unit 2 water level behavior (18:00 March 13 to 13:00 March 14)
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Created based on “TEPCO Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)
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However, even taking this point into consideration, there are points to be noted in the MAAP 

analysis where there is a gap between the assumptions and the actual conditions. Because of this 

gap, although the analysis results about the initial core uncovering and core damage do not 

differ greatly from the verification results by the Investigation Committee, the RPV bottom 

failure occurred obviously much later than the result verified by the Investigation Committee. 

Firstly, according to the plant-related parameters of Unit 2*193, the fuel range A and fuel range 

B reactor water level indicators  showed: approximately 3,900 mm and 3,950 mm above TAF 

at 9:00 on March 14 respectively; and approximately 3,800 mm and 3,850 mm above TAF at 

10:30 on the same day respectively; 3,400 mm above TAF for both A and B at approximately 

                                                                                                                                        
 *192 At Unit 2, the RPV side entrance to the piping connecting the RPV and the reference leg was located at 5,936 

mm above the TAF and it is thought that if the reactor water level exceeded this value, the reactor water level 
indicator would convert and display, as the reactor water level, the difference in the hydraulic head pressure 
between that same piping entrance and the reactor side piping entrance, and that this reading would no longer 
show a change. 

   Next, an error occurs in the reactor water level indicator due to the reactor pressure and the D/W internal 
temperature. This error differs according to whether the water level indicator measures wide range, narrow range 
or the fuel range. According to the plant related parameters, the reactor pressure at this time hovered around 5MPa 
gage, and although they struggled to gain an accurate understanding because the D/W internal temperature had 
not been measured, if density corrections are performed on the readings of between 3,800 and 3,900 above the 
TAF on each of the reactor water level indicator for the fuel range A and B systems, there is a possibility that the 
reactor water level exceeded the entrance on the RPV side of the piping connecting the RPV and the reference leg. 

 *193 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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11:30 on the same day: 2, 950 mm and 3,000 mm above TAF respectively at approximately 

12:30 on the same day; 2,500 mm above TAF for both A and B at approximately 13:00 on the 

same day, a steady decline for both A and B from 9:00 that day (See Chart 36). 

This kind of change in the reactor water level, occurring from 9:00 on the same day, was 

caused by an increase in the differential pressure between the reactor side piping pressure and 

the reference leg side piping pressure. It can be considered that the actual reactor water level 

was below the entrance to the piping that connects the RPV and reference leg, and continued to 

decrease further. In other words, the RCIC system water injection function was declining little 

by little, and by 12:30 on that day, this function was almost completely lost. It is supposed that 

the actual water level had dropped to between 4,000 and 5,000 above TAF, even taking density 

corrections into account. 

However, according to the MAAP analysis published by TEPCO in May 2011, the reactor 

water level was analyzed based on the assumption that the RCIC had shut down at 13:25 on 

March 14, 2011 and that the reactor water level (downcomer water level) of approximately 6m 

above TAF was maintained at that time. Because of this assumption, there was a delay of a few 

hours in the time at which the reactor water level started dropping when compared with the 

actual situation. In addition, the water level was several meters higher than the actual water 

level at 13:25 on the same day, which is the moment the RCIC system was believed to have 

shut down. It is therefore highly probable that the initial core uncovering and core damage 

predicted by the MAAP analysis are a few hours later than the actual time. 

Moreover, in actuality, it was not until at approximately 19:57 on March 14 that the 

alternative water injection following the RCIC shutdown was carried out. According to the 

plant parameters of Unit 2*194, the reactor pressure reading at 20:37 on the same day was 

0.810MPa gage and was inclined to rise after that (see Chart 37). 

                                                                                                                                        
 *194 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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図表37 2号機原子炉圧力の挙動（3/14 19:30～3/14 21:30）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 37: Unit 2 reactor pressure behavior (19:30 –21:30 March 14)

Reactor Pressure (Ch. A)

 

Although it is likely that a drop in the water level in the reference leg caused an error in the 

reactor pressure reading, the reading indicates a lower value than the actual reactor pressure. 

Therefore, from at least approximately 20:37 to 21:18 on the same day, during which the reactor 

pressure reading rose from 0.810MPa gage to 1,463MPa gage, it seems plausible that the water 

injection by the alternative means was almost nothing*195.  

Accordingly, speaking of the period between 19:57 and 21:18 on March 14, during which the 

alternative water injection using the fire engine pump is said to have been carried out at Unit 2, , 

water injection lasted only for 40 minutes at the longest*196. Moreover, during this time period 

the reactor pressure did not drop below 0.540MPa gage, and therefore it is probably impossible 

to maintain a reactor water level above that of the BAF over this time period. Until 

approximately 15:15 on the same day, the gamma-ray dose rates measured by CAMS were 

greater on the S/C side, compared with those in the D/W side. However, according to CAMS 

measurement resumed at approximately 21:55 on the same day, the gamma-ray dose rates on 

the S/C and D/W sides had reversed in magnitude to the extent that the reading on the D/W side 

                                                                                                                                        
 *195 The fire engine pump discharge pressure was at 0.85MPa gage, but it is also necessary to take into account 

the pressure loss prior to the injection of water into the reactor via the fire protection system piping. Particularly 
with the fire extinction system piping, because the piping runs through the interior of the building, it can be 
thought that pressure loss occurred in significant levels prior to the injection of water into the reactor. The 
operators with the job of opening the SRV opened the SRV, aware that injection of water into the reactor was not 
possible as long as the reactor pressure did not drop below 0.6MPa gage. With this as a presupposition, it is 
possible that from this time injection of water into the reactor was not being undertaken, as according to the plant 
related parameters of Unit 2, the reactor pressure reading was 0.608 at approximately 20:28 on March 14, 2011. 

 *196 Indicates the time span between approximately 19:57 and 20:37 on March 14, 2011. 
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was around 14.0 times that of the S/C side. For these reasons, it is not illogical to assume that 

there had been damage to the RPV or its peripherals by around 21:18 that day. 

TEPCO itself suggested that the amount of the radioactive materials released from the reactor 

in MAAP analysis should be used only as reference because it includes uncertainties of the 

analytical conditions and differences in the analysis models. However, the failure to simulate 

the CAMS measurement results by the analysis suggests a possibility the analysis results are a 

far cry from the actual situation. Therefore the reliability of the analysis results regarding the 

state of the core should be reexamined. 

Moreover, RPV failure models included in the MAAP analysis, deals with a failure in the 

RPV bottom due to core meltdown and is considerably more limited than the failure mode that 

the Investigation Committee refers to as ‘a failure in the RPV or its Peripherals .’ 

Accordingly, these MAAP analysis results are not of a kind to influence the verification 

results of the Investigation Committee concerning the possibility of RPV failure. 

 

b. The MAAP analysis published by TEPCO on March 2012 

(i) According to the MAAP analysis published by TEPCO in March 2012, an analysis was 

conducted based on new findings as analysis conditions, making assumptions concerning 

unclear facts including the RCIC system operating conditions, as well as the D/W pressure, 

water injection volume and gas phase leakage from the RPV between around 00:00 on March 

12, 2011 and around 12:00 on March 14. The following conclusions were drawn.  

Initial core uncovering:  About 74 hours after the earthquake 

Initial core damage:         About 77 hours after the earthquake 

RPV failure:   RPV not failed 

(ii) Firstly, in order to simulate the density-corrected reactor water level based on the actual 

reading, the MAAP analysis of March 2012 assumes that the amount of water injected from the 

RCIC system is 30m³/hr, 1/3 of the rated amount of 95m³/hr, and that RCIC system function 

started to decline at 09:00 on March 14 of 2011. To this extent at least, this analysis can be said 

to be closer to the actual situation than the MAAP analysis published in May 2011. 

Regarding the water level during RCIC system operation, this MAAP analysis made density 
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corrections due to the fact that the fuel range water level indicator was exposed to high reactor 

pressure and high D/W temperature. However, part of the actual reactor pressure readings and 

all of the actual D/W temperature readings necessary for making density corrections did not 

exist, and so these missing data were supplemented with conjectured values. For this reason, 

errors originated from the conjectured reactor pressure and D/W temperature are also included 

in the reactor water levels used as actual measured values in this MAAP analysis. If these errors 

matters, they will sway the time of initial core uncovering and initial core damage after the 

RCIC shutdown. 

Moreover, this MAAP analysis assumed that water injection inside the RPV was undertaken 

until the reactor pressure reached 1MPa gage, in addition to the use of the amount of water 

injected by fire engine pump despite of a large degree of uncertainties. These assumptions are 

extremely doubtful when compared with the actual progression of events. It should be pointed 

out that discharge pressure specification of the fire engine pump used as a means of alternative 

water injection is 0.85MPa gage, and that pressure loss is large. Because the fire extinction 

system line used as an injection line has many branches and extensively runs through inside of 

the building*197, it should be said that there is a high possibility that water injection would not 

have been possible if the reactor pressure exceeded 0.8MPa gage at the very least *198. 

Given that the time of RPV failure was greatly swayed by the RPV failure model embodied 

in the analysis code, and that this time is significantly affected by the amount of water and the 

start time of water injection in the wake of core damage, in itself greatly uncertain, the analysis 

result that “RPV not failed” may yet vary greatly depending on what analytical conditions are 

assumed.  

Regarding the conflicts between the results of this MAAP analysis  and the actual 

measurement data, TEPCO mentions: “Regarding RPV failure, the assumption of the amount 

of water injected into the reactor by the fire engine pump contributes greatly, and the 

uncertainties included in the analysis conditions has a large impact on the results”; “Thanks to 

the water filling operation for the fuel range water level indicator at Unit 2, it was confirmed 

                                                                                                                                        
 *197 Additionally, the possibility that there was damage to the fire extinction system piping cannot be denied. 
 *198 In fact, the operators tasked with the job of opening the SRV, were opening the SRV on the understanding 

that the water could not be inserted into the reactor unless the reactor pressure dropped below 0.6MPa gage. 
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that water injection from the core spray system cooled uncovered fuels remaining in the reactor 

core . It is estimated that the reactor water level was at a very low level, and that it is highly 

probable that the RPV is damaged.” Based on the fact that this differs from the analysis 

conditions, TEPCO pointed out the possibility that the actual RPV bottom failure probability 

differs from that of the analysis results. Moreover, TEPCO mentions that “the cause of this kind 

of discrepancy with the observed facts lies in the uncertainties of the MAAP analysis, and we 

believe that it will be necessary to continue to  and make efforts to advance the analysis 

technology and improve accuracy of analysis, including improvements in the MAAP code.” 

These statements themselves come to the point, and the Investigation Committee hopes that 

the Government, nuclear operators and academic societies will tackle an improvement of 

analysis technology without delay. Apart from this, the Investigation Committee considers that 

it is necessary to examine whether the analysis conditions were actually pertinent to the actual 

situation, or whether part of analysis was a far cry from the actual situation. Without resolving 

these questions, an accurate analysis cannot be claimed or expected. 

(iii) According to the CAMS measurement results for Unit 2*199 at 21:55 on March 14, 2011, 

the gamma-ray dose rate readings were 5.36 Sv/h and 0.383 Sv/h on the D/W side and S/C side 

respectively, meaning  that the D/W side was around 14 times that of the S/C side.  

Despite that, according to this MAAP analysis, the fraction of radioactive materials released 

from the reactor was close to zero, and 10 to 20 percent of released radioactive materials existed 

on the S/C side and almost non-existent on the D/W side. These are clearly inconsistent with the 

objective results of CAMS measurement*200.  

In any case, TEPCO suggests that the amount of the radioactive materials released from the 

reactor should be used only as reference, because there are uncertainties of the analysis 

conditions and differences in the analysis models. Concerning the radioactive material 

distribution, however, it is necessary to remember the fact that the analysis results contradict the 

objective results of CAMS measurement. It should be taken into consideration that there was a 

                                                                                                                                        
 *199 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *200 While the plant manufacturers and TEPCO who were in charge of the analysis admit the credibility of the 

CAMS measurement results, when determining the assumed conditions for the analysis, they do not take these 
measurement results into account. 
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wide gap between the actual situation and the analysis results concerning the core conditions 

important for analyzing the amount of radioactive materials released, and the assumptions used 

for analyzing the core state. 

(iv) Regarding the changes in D/W pressure at Unit 2, this MAAP analysis does not assume a 

leakage from the D/W air space until 07:20 on March 15, because such an assumption was an 

obstacle to simulate the rise in D/W pressure from 0.482MPa abs at 22:40 on March 14, 2011 to 

0.740MPa abs by 23:35 on the same day. As a result, despite the fact that according to the actual 

measurement data the D/W pressure at Unit 2 dropped from 0.465MPa abs at approximately 

13:24 on March 14 to 0.395MPa abs at approximately 18:09 on the same day, the MAAP 

analysis failed to reproduce the D/W pressure behavior*201. Even at the hearing of those in 

charge of the analysis at TEPCO and the plant vendors, a logical explanation for the cause of 

this was not given (See Chart 38). 

    

図表38 2号機D/W圧力の挙動（3/14 13:00～3/15 8:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 38: Unit 2 D/W pressure behavior (13:00 March 14 to 08:00 March 15)
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As mentioned above, it is not possible to reproduce the sharp rise in D/W pressure between 

approximately 22:40 and 23:35 on March 14 (see Chart 38) in this MAAP analysis given a leak 

from the D/W air space.  This is nothing but the logical results of the idea that RPV integrity 

was maintained. As pointed out by the Investigation Committee, it must be possible to 

reproduce such sharp rise in D/W pressure even if a leakage from the D/W air space had begun 

prior to this as a result of the damage to the RPV or its Peripheral. It can be said that there is 

absolutely no need to advance that kind of assumption. 
                                                                                                                                        
 *201 In the MAAP analysis published by TEPCO in March 2012, the D/W pressure showed a conspicuous 

upward trend, clearly contradicting the actual measurement data. 
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Moreover, although the D/W pressure stayed at around 0.7MPa abs between 23:35 on March 

14 and 7:20 on March 15 (see Chart 38), it is not necessarily illogical to think that this level-off 

is resulting from an equilibrium state between the following two factors: a rise in D/W pressure 

brought about by in the failure of the RPV, and a drop in D/W pressure occasioned by a leak out 

of the D/W air space. 

In this MAAP analysis, regarding the behavior at Unit 1 where the actual measurement data 

for D/W pressure stayed at around 0.7MPa abs between 4:19 and 14:20 of March 12*202, this 

behavior was reproduced on the assumption that the RPV failure or PCV leak occurred earlier.  

Accordingly, it is possible to suppose that at 13:24 on March 14, the D/W of Unit 2 sprang a 

leak, and the D/W pressure dropped. Subsequently, for instance, due to a failure in the bottom of 

the RPV, fuel debris dropped onto the pedestal in the lower part of the PCV, causing a sharp 

increase in the D/W pressure from approximately 22:40 with a reading of 0.740MPa abs at 

approximately 23:35. Moreover, at around the same time the D/W pressure leveled off due to 

further leaks appearing in the D/W, and equilibrium was maintained between two factors: a rise 

in D/W pressure brought about by RPV failure; and a drop in D/W pressure caused by a leak in 

the D/W air space. Supposedly, the D/W pressure stayed at around 0.7MPa abs and from 

approximately 07:20 on March 15, due to even larger leaks in the D/W, and dropped after that. 

(v) Additionally, the RPV model included in the MAAP analysis, allows only for a failure in 

the bottom of the RPV due to core meltdown, and is considerably more limited compared with 

the RPV failure, which the Investigation Committee refers to as ‘a failure in the RPV or its 

Peripherals.’ 

(vi) Accordingly, these MAAP analysis results are not of a kind to influence the verification 

results of the Investigation Committee concerning the possibility of RPV failure. 

In the “Fukushima Nuclear Accidents Investigation Report” published by TEPCO in June 

2012, the progression of events is evaluated based on this MAAP analysis, and the 

above-mentioned suggestions apply to this report. 

 

c. The MELCOR analysis published by JNES in September 2011 

                                                                                                                                        
 *202 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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(i) According to the MELCOR analysis published by JNES in September 2011, the analysis 

was carried out as Nuclear Operator Analysis 1 to evaluate the MAAP Analysis Case (Part 1) 

published by TEPCO in May 2011. The following results were obtained: 

Initial core uncovering: About 75 hours after the earthquake 

Initial core damage:        About 77 hours after the earthquake 

RPV failure:  RPV not failed. 

Moreover, the following analysis was carried out as Nuclear Operator Analysis 2to evaluate 

the MAAP Analysis Case (Part 2) which was published by TEPCO in May 2011. The following 

results were obtained: 

Initial core uncovering: About 75 hours after the earthquake 

Initial core damage:        About 77 hours after the earthquake 

RPV failure:  About 80 hours after the earthquake 

The difference between Nuclear Operator Analysis 1 and 2 is that the latter assumes that the 

RPV failure occurred in the early stages, and that low pressure water injection using fire engine 

pump was not capable of injecting water into the reactor, during the reactor pressure exceeded 

0.6MPa gage. 

(ii) Firstly, the time of initial core uncovering and initial core damage is greatly influenced by 

fuel decay heat as well as the reactor water level at the time of the interruption of water injection. 

RPV failure is largely dependent on the amount of water injected and the time taken to resume 

water injection after the core damage started. 

Since the MELCOR analysis is based on the time line used by TEPCO, the time of loss of 

RCIC function, 13:25 on March 14, 2011, is at least a few hours later than the actual time. At 

this point, the RCIC system had already lost its function and it is clear from the Unit 2 plant 

related parameters*203 that the reactor water level was in the midst of a steady decline. Even if 

density corrections are made on the reactor water level indicator reading of 2,400 mm above 

TAF around that time, the reading would be around 4,000 above TAF. Taking this into account, 

the actual reactor water level at 13:25 on March 14 would be around 2 meters below the reactor 

water level assumed in the MELCOR analysis, and the actual time of initial core uncovering of 

                                                                                                                                        
 *203 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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the core and the actual time of initial core damage were probably a few hours earlier than those 

times given in the MELCOR analysis. 

Moreover, in Nuclear Operator Analysis 1 of the MELCOR analysis, it was assumed that 

reactor depressurization was started using the SRV at 16:34 on March 14, and that subsequently 

water injection was carried out by fire engine pump. However, water injection did not actually 

begin until 19:57 on March 14. In other words, the Nuclear Operator Analysis 1 is based on the 

assumption that the core uncovering and core damage started 1 hour or more behind and that 

the water injection started three hours and 23 minutes earlier than actual time line. As a result, 

even if the analysis reached the conclusion that the RPV did not fail, such a conclusion cannot 

be approved due to the erroneous assumptions. 

(iii) Moreover, in Nuclear Operator Analysis 2 of the MELCOR analysis, reactor 

depressurization started using the SRV from 16:34 on the same day followed by water injection 

via fire engine.  It is assumed that water will not be injected if the reactor pressure exceeds 

0.6Mpa 

If such assumptions are compared with the actual conditions of water injection, even though 

water was not actually injected between approximately 18:40 and 18:50 on March 14, and 

19:45 and 19:57 on the same day, in the analysis, water injection is assumed to have occurred. 

Additionally, the Investigation Committee is extremely doubtful as to whether water injection 

was carried out as assumed in the analysis during other periods of time too. 

In this way then, it seems plausible that the analysis results regarding the RPV failure time at 

Unit 2 are considerably behind the actual times, and here again, such a conclusion cannot be 

accepted due to erroneous assumptions. 

(4) Moreover, similar to the TEPCO MAAP analysis, the RPV failure modes included in the 

MELCOR analysis only takes into account failures in the RPV bottom due to molten core, 

considering only a much more limited range of failure modes than what is referred to by the 

Investigation Committee as 'damages to the RPV or peripherals '. According to this MELCOR 

analysis, in the case of damage to the SRV flange gaskets or the joints of the penetration piping 

or other parts in the peripherals of the RPV, these are not to be simulated as part of the analysis 

results. 
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(5) Accordingly, these MELCOR analysis results are not of a kind to influence the validation 

results of the Investigation Committee with regard to the possibility of RPV failure. 

 

(4) Summary 

The possibility is denied that, in the period immediately after the earthquake until the tsunami 

arrival, such damage occurred to the RPV or its Peripherals of Unit 2 that would impair the 

containment function. 

After that period at Unit 2, because the RCIC system was performing water injection, the 

reactor water level was maintained at a relatively high level. However, from around 09:00 on 

March 14, 2011, the RCIC water injection function gradually degraded, and failed completely 

by around 12:30 on the same day. Moreover, alternative water injection was not carried out 

subsequently, and by around 18:22 on the same day the reactor water level dropped below BAF. 

From about 19:57 on the same day, it was only possible to achieve interrupted and insufficient 

alternative water injection, and due to this, it was not possible to maintain reactor water level 

above BAF. Accordingly it is thought that by around 21:18 of the same day, such damage may 

have occurred that would impair the containment function of the RPV or its Peripherals *204. It 

is probable that reactor water level could not be sufficiently maintained afterward, and core 

damage or melting may have developed, leading to such damage to the RPV or its Peripherals 

that would further impair the containment function. 

In terms of damage locations; it is thought possible that in addition to the possibly damaged 

orificed fuel support in the RPV resulting in the melted fuel falling to the lower plenum, 

consequently causing damage to the RPV bottom; the high temperature and high pressure 

conditions may have led to damage to places such as the flange gaskets of the SRVs, the 

penetration lines including the instrument lines or the associated connection parts. However, as 

actual spot investigations are not practical at the current point in time, it is difficult to identify 

damage locations. Accordingly, it is recommended that the Government and the nuclear 

operator locate the damage and accordingly investigate the cause and time of that damage, as 

                                                                                                                                        
 *204 In the case of Unit 2, the RCIC continued running with incomplete control function, and subsequently lost its 

function. As long as no opening operation was done with the valves such as the steam stop valve, it is possible that 
the containment function may have been degraded due to damage to the RCIC steam piping and turbine system.  
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soon as on-the-spot investigations become possible in the future. 

 

Section 2. PCV 

(1) It is not determined that such damage occurred to the PCV or its Peripherals as to heavily 

degrade the containment function in the period immediately after the earthquake until the 

tsunami arrival. 

a. Radiation dose rates within the building 

According to the alarm typer outputs*205 and the historical data in the Process Computer 

System *206 for Unit 2, it is identified that the SGTS (System A) stopped soon after being 

activated at 14:47 on March 11, 2011, due to the loss of external power, then the SGTS (System 

A) was reactivated after the EDG started up. 

According to the recorder charts *207 for Unit 2, the SGTS exhaust gas radiation monitor did 

not indicate a rise in the time prior to the tsunami arrival, and therefore at least it is hard to 

believe that there was a condition for a large amount of radioactive materials to leak from the 

PCV into the building. 

However, in case the reactor water level was maintained with no release of radioactive 

materials within the RPV, there is no reason to suspect a leak of radioactive materials even if 

damage had occurred. While the SGTS is operational, it would not present an inconsistency if 

the SGTS exhaust gas radiation monitor did not admit a significant rise in radiation dose rates. 

 

b. D/W pressure and temperature 

According to the recorder charts *208 for Unit 2, in the period immediately after the 

earthquake until the loss of power effected by the tsunami, D/W pressure and temperature did 

not show a rapid fall that would give reason to suspect a PCV failure. 

 

c. S/C water level 

                                                                                                                                        
 *205 See Attachment II-1-1-28 
 *206 See Attachment II-1-1-28 
 *207 See Attachment II-1-1-28 
 *208 See Attachments II-1-1-21 and 22 
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According to the historic data of the Unit 2 recorder charts*209 and the historical data in the 

Process Computer System*210 for Unit 2, the S/C water level made a series of sharp rises and 

falls initially during the earthquake and went on to show a gradual increase. This was due to 

initial vertical shaking of the S/C pool water level due to the earthquake, followed by operation 

of the RCIC system with the CST as water source, the carrying out of S/C spray. Additionally 

through operation of the SRV relief valve function, steam flowed into the S/C side from the 

RPV and it is thought that the rise in the S/C pool water level can be attributed to this being 

condensed; put another way, it is not determined that there was a rapid fall in pool water level 

that would suggest S/C damage.  

 

(2) The possibility cannot be denied that by approximately 12:30 on March 14, 2011  

damage occurred to the PCV or its Peripherals which would degrade the containment 

function, while the possibility is low for damage so as to heavily degrade the containment 

function. 

a. Field responses 

At approximately 08:10 on March 13, 2011, the shift team donned self-contained air 

breathing sets and other necessary protective gears, and entered the R/B of Unit 2, manually 

opening the PCV vent valve (motor-operated valve) by 25%. 

This leads one to believe that while radiation dose rates in the R/B of Unit 2 had climbed 

higher than normal levels, at this point it was not accepted that the radiation dose rate had not 

climbed so high as to make it impossible for people to enter. 

 

b. RCIC operating conditions 

As far as can be ascertained from the plant related parameters*211 for Unit 2, up until 09:00 

on March 14, 2011, the reactor water level showed readings of 3,900 mm above TAF for fuel 

range Channel A and 3,950 mm above TAF for fuel range Channel B. Given that the S/C was 

the source for the RCIC, the only means of water injection at that time, it is believed that the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *209 See Attachment II-1-1-29 
 *210 See Attachment II-1-1-29 
 *211 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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reactor water level was maintained because the water source was secured. 

Accordingly, after the occurrence of the earthquake and at least until approximately 09:00 of 

the same day, it seems unlikely that the Unit 2 S/C had suffered damage that would make it 

impossible to maintain its water level.  

 

c. D/W pressure and S/C pressure and temperature  

(i) As far as can be ascertained from the plant related parameters*212 for Unit 2, while the 

D/W pressure was on an upward trend after the earthquake until around 12:30 on March 14, 

2011, the reading was 0.465MPa abs at approximately 12:30, and there seems to be no 

particular reason to think that a level of damage had occurred that would prevent maintenance 

of D/W pressure.  

Even though the D/W pressure reading was 0.465MPa abs, this does not mean that the 

overall D/W temperature was uniform. To illustrate, the D/W is flask-shaped, and its upper 

space is narrow. There is no concrete shield structure in the perimeter of the RPV in that same 

space, and the thermal conductivity is poor. For this reason, the possibility cannot be denied that 

the temperature in the upper portion of the D/W would have risen locally causing deterioration 

to the sealant of the PCV flange part, then leading to a failure, leak or damage; and that such 

damage may have occurred to the PCV or its Peripherals as would degrade the containment 

function.  

(ii) According to the plant related parameters*213 for Unit 2 and memos of the NPS ERC 

Operation Team, the Unit 2 S/C water 

temperature and pressure both showed a rising 

trend, with SC water temperature readings of 

146oC and 149.3oC at around 07:00 and 12:30 

respectively on March 14, 2011; and S/C 

pressure readings of 0.467MPa abs, 0.473MPa 

abs and 0.486MPa abs at around 04:30, 07:00, 

                                                                                                                                        
 *212 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *213 See TEPCO’s HP. 

H23.3.14
時  刻
 7:00 146 0.473
 7:30 146 0.473
 8:00 146.5 0.474
 9:00 146.5 0.478
 9:35 146.6 0.476
 9:45 146.6 記録なし
10:00 146.6 0.480
10:30 146.9 0.481
12:00 147 0.485
12:30 149.3 0.486

S/C水温
（℃）

S/C圧力
（MPa abs）

図 表 39 2号 機  S/C水 温 ・ S/C圧 力

　　　　　東京電力「プラント関連パラメー
　　　　　タ」（平成23年 5月）等を基に作成

Time on 
March 14, 2011

S/C Water Temperature S/C Pressure

No Records

Chart 39: Unit 2 S/C water temperature and S/C pressure

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

07:00
07:30
08:00
09:00
09:35
09:45
10:00
10:30
12:00
12:30
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and 12:30, respectively on the same day (see Chart 39). These rises in S/C pressure and 

temperature are thought to have resulted from the continued operation of the RCIC system, 

which used the S/C as its water source, without being cooled by the RHR. However, the 

probability seems low that the S/C would rupture under this level of pressure or temperature*214. 

 

(3) While it is considered possible that damage which would degrade the containment 

function of the PCV or its Peripherals may have occurred between approximately 13:45 

and 18:10 of March 14, 2011, it is highly likely that after that period such damage may 

have developed as to further heavily degrade the containment function. 

a. Field responses 

Concerning Unit 2, it is thought that the RCIC cooling and water injection function gradually 

degraded from around 09:00 on March 14, 2011 and by approximately 12:30 of the same day 

this function was almost completely lost. There is a high possibility that water injection 

remained unimplemented subsequently and by 18:22 the fuel was completely uncovered. While 

water injection finally became possible at approximately 19:57 of the same day, following this 

the reactor pressure rose again and continuous sufficient water injection could not be 

implemented. 

Accordingly, from 09:00 on the same day the D/W temperature increased*215; and there is an 

undeniable possibility that, between 13:45 and 18:10 on March 14, 2011, under high 

temperature conditions, sealant may have deteriorated at the PCV flanges, the electrical 

penetrations, service entrance hatches, and airlock doors, leading to points of damage through 

which radioactive material would leak. Additionally there is a possibility that damage may have 

further developed later on. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *214 The measurement range of the S/C water temperature indicator for Unit 2 is 0oC to 150oC and after 

displaying a reading of 130oC at 15:00 on March 14, 2011, from approximately 15:40 on the same day, it became 
immeasurable, noted as “under inspection.” 

 *215 According to the plant related parameters for Unit 2, the D/W pressure reading at 12:30 on March 14, 2011, 
was 0.465MPa abs, and that the saturated steam temperature did not exceed approximately 149.1oC. The PCV is 
in a flask shape and so the thermal convection is not very good in the upper part, with the complicated interior 
structure due to various installations, meaning that the internal temperature of the PCV is not uniform. 
Accordingly, there is possibility that a high temperature local area may lead to deterioration and damage to the 
sealant of parts such as the PCV flanges, which then causing a leak. 
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Moreover, it is possible that from 18:22 on the same day, core melting proceeded, and the 

melted fuel fell onto the orificed fuel support, this fuel support plate also broke and the melted 

fuel fell down onto the RPV lower plenum, causing damage to the RPV bottom, and reached 

the PCV lower pedestal. 

 

b. D/W pressure and S/C pressure 

(a) D/W pressure between around 13:45 and 18:10 on March 14, 2011  

(i) The Unit 2 pressure indicator used for measuring Unit 2 D/W pressure measures the PCV 

ambient pressure directly sent form the detection point inside the PCV to the pressure 

transmitter via the instrument line. The pressure transmitter converts this into electrical 

resistance and amplifies it, converting it into minimum 4mA, maximum 20mA direct current as 

output. From the pressure transmitter this is processed for signal conversion in the signal 

converter at the back of the main control room control panel and displayed on the display 

devices. 

The D/W pressure indicator utilized for measurement at this time differed from the reactor 

water level indicator in that the measurement method did not use a reference leg and therefore 

precluded the possibility of errors ascribable to this. In the instance of short term false 

measurements and/or erroneous indications with the D/W pressure indicator or S/C pressure 

indicator, it is hard to imagine a cause other than electrical failures *216. 

(ii) Firstly, the RCIC cooling and water injection function was almost completely lost by 

approximately 12:30 on March 14, 2011 at the latest. Subsequently, according to the plant 

related parameters*217 for Unit 2, reactor pressure climbed to 7.470MPa gage by approximately 

13:24 on the same day and then moved up and down repeatedly in a rough range of 7.0 MPa 

gage and 7.5MPa gage until around 18:00 that same day (see Chart 40).  

                                                                                                                                        
 *216 It is conceivable that, for example, the pressure measured at the isolation diaphragm might not be correctly 

converted during voltage conversion due to defects such as poor contacts. 
 *217 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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図表40 2号機原子炉圧力の挙動（3/14 13:00～3/14 18:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 40: Unit 2 reactor pressure behavior (13:00 – 18:00 March 14)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

 

Judging from this kind of reactor behavior, it is possible that the SRV relief valve 

function*218or safety valve function *219 actuated to repeatedly open and close the SRV with 

steam from the RPV flowing into the S/C side and leading to a drop in reactor pressure, this 

then rising again after the SRV closed, and this process being repeated. Accordingly, as long as 

no alternative method of water injection was used, the reactor water level would have fallen into 

steady declines because the water in the RPV was lost into steam. 

(iii) On the other hand, as long as the PCV integrity is maintained, if steam flows into the S/C 

side from the RPV, the S/C pressure will rise and once this exceeds the D/W pressure, it is 

considered normal for the vacuum breaker to operate, the S/C pressure to drop and the D/W 

pressure to rise. 

According to the plant related parameters*220 for Unit 2, however, the D/W pressure*221, 

                                                                                                                                        
 *218 At around this time, since the power had been recovered, the SRV relief function was operable provided that 

there was residual pressure in the accumulator. While the working pressure of the relief valve function for each of 
the eight SRVs of Unit 2 differed according to the valve, they were set to open at between 7.44 to 7.58MPa gage, 
and close at between 7.15 to 7.28MPa gage (see Chart 69). 

 *219 While the working pressure of the safety valve function for each of the eight SRVs of Unit 2 differed 
according to the valve, they were set to open through spring pressure at around 7.64 to 7.78MPa gage, and close at 
pressures exceeding around 7.11 to 7.24MPa gage (see Chart 69). According to the Unit 2 plant related parameters, 
the reactor pressure reading was 7.880MPa gage at approximately 17:33 on March 14, 2011, exceeding the SRV 
safety valve function working pressure. In addition, some other readings between approximately 13:24 and 18:00 
on the same day were found to be consistent with those to be indicated in the process of depressurization with the 
safety valve function actuated . In other words, it is identified that there were several points showing readings 
exceeding approximately 7.11 to 7.24MPa gage. 

 *220 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *221 It is hard to imagine a possible reason for false measurements and/or erroneous indications with D/W 

pressure indicators other than a rupture in the instrument line or electrical failures. Moreover, as far as can be 
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measured continuously, was clearly on a downward trend with readings on March 14, 2011 of 

0.465MPa abs, 0.460MPa abs, 0.400MPa abs and 0.395MPa abs, at the approximate times of 

12:30, 13:45, 17:55 and 18:10, respectively (see Chart 41). 

図表41 2号機D/W圧力の挙動（3/14 13:00～3/14 18:30）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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3/14
18:30

D/W Pressure

Chart 41: Unit 2 D/W pressure behavior (13:00 – 18:30 March 14)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

 

Considering that the Unit 2 Containment Cooling System was not in fact activated from 

around 13:45 on that same day, nor was PCV venting implemented, the only conceivable reason 

for the D/W pressure showing a downward trend*222 in this way would be a leak from the PCV 

or its Peripherals *223. 

(4) For this reason, it seems sufficiently plausible that such damage occurred to the PCV or 

its Peripherals as would degrade the containment function after approximately 13:45 on March 

14, 2011 when the D/W pressure first began to show a downward trend until around 18:10 on 

that same day. 

                                                                                                                                        
ascertained from the D/W pressure behavior displayed subsequently in the Unit 2 plant related parameters, the 
behavior was logically explicable: prior to approximately 07:20 on March 15, 2011, at least, the D/W pressure 
actually rose hovering at around above 0.7MPa abs, without showing repeated steep rises and falls or fluctuation. 
Thus, there was no evidence that would suggest D/W pressure instrument line rupture or electrical failures. 
Therefore it would seem that the measurements with the D/W pressure indicator reflected actual D/W pressure 
more or less accurately. 

 *222 Moreover, according to the Unit 2 plant related parameters, after an S/C pressure reading of approximately 
0.486MPa abs at 12:30 on March 14, 2011, the measurement function was interrupted and when it resumed at 
22:10 on the same day it showed a downward trend with a reading of 0.400MPa abs. It must, however be added, 
that the S/C pressure indicator used up until 12:30 was the one used under normal conditions for computer records, 
that pressure transmitter being PT-16-111; the S/C pressure indicator used at 22:10 on the same day was the one 
for accident management, and that pressure transmitter was PT-16-175. 

 *223 Because the TEPCO MAAP analysis did not assume a leak from the PCV, and it was difficult to conceive of 
another reason for a drop in D/W pressure, the transition of D/W pressure ultimately could not be reproduced at 
all for the period between approximately 13:45 and18:10 on March 14, 2011. See Section 1 (3) b (iv) for details. 
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(b) D/W pressure from around 18:10 on March 14, 2011 

(i) According to the plant related parameters*224 for Unit 2, the reactor pressure dropped 

sharply from 7.133MPa gage at approximately 18:00 on March 14, 2011, to 0.563MPa gage at 

approximately 19:54 on the same day. The D/W pressure readings, conversely, transited up to 

0.395 to 0.400MP abs, displaying almost a fixed reading without any notable rise (see Chart 

42). 

図表42 2号機原子炉圧力等の挙動（3/14 18:00～3/14 20:00）

※原子炉圧力は、D/W圧力と比較しやすくするためゲージ圧ではなく、
絶対圧で表示した。

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 42: Unit 2 reactor pressure behavior, etc. (18:00 – 20:00 March 14)

*For easier comparison, the reactor pressure is shown in absolute pressure instead of gage 
pressure

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

 

(ii) However, at Unit 2, the Containment Cooling System had not been operated by around 

this time, and as long as PCV venting had not been implemented, the S/C pressure should have 

risen if the cause of the sharp decline in reactor pressure was depressurization using the SRV. In 

addition, in such a case, the vacuum breaker should then have operated and the D/W pressure 

should also have risen via the vent line. If the cause of this was damage to the RPV or its 

Peripherals, steam would have flowed directly in to the D/W and the D/W pressure should have 

risen. 

Based on that the S/C water temperature was already 149.3oC at approximately 12:30 on 

March 14, 2011 (see Chart 39), there is a high probability that the S/C water temperature would 

have risen further between around 18:00 and around 19:54 on the same day as long as no heat 

removal was carried out with the S/C *225. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *224 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *225 The S/C water temperature indicator at Unit 2 began to show a downward trend after a reading of 149.3oC at 

approximately 12:30 on March 14, 2011, with readings of 145oC, 134oC, 130oC, 131.7oC on the same day at 
approximately 13:45, 14:10, 15:00, and 15:30, respectively. Subsequently, after approximately 15:40 the it 
became immeasurable. Concerning this, and the possibility that there was some kind of defects with the electrical 
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It is thought that there had been a large decline in the condensing function of the S/C pool, 

and that as long as the integrity of the PCV or its Peripherals was maintained, the D/W and S/C 

pressures should have risen due to the non-condensed steam. However the pressure did not 

display such behavior. 

(iii) Consequently, regardless of the cause of the sharp decline in reactor pressure, it is 

difficult to believe that the D/W pressure reading would barely change as long as the integrity of 

the PCV or its Peripherals was maintained. From around 18:10 on March 14, 2011 also, there is 

sufficient reason to believe the possibility that such damage may have occurred to the PCV or 

its Peripherals as to degrade the containment function. 

 

(c) D/W pressure from around 19:59 on March 14, 2011 

(i) According to the plant related parameters*226 for Unit 2 the D/W pressure dropped to 

0.410MPa abs at approximately 20:03 after a reading of 0.455MPa abs at around 19:59 on 

March 14, 2011 (see Chart 43). 
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図表43 2号機D/W圧力等の挙動（3/14 19:50～3/15 0:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

Chart 43: Behavior of Unit 2 D/W pressure, etc. (19:50 March 14 to 00:00 March 15)

19:50 20:50 21:50 22:50 23:50 00:00

 

Moreover, according to the Unit 2 plant related parameters*227, following the period between 

around 21:18 and around 21:34 on March 14 when the reactor pressure was showing a 

downward trend compared with the D/W pressure showing an upward one, the reactor pressure 

and D/W pressure were displaying almost the same pressure at 0.405MPa gage and 0.480MPa 

                                                                                                                                        
systems or depletion of power for the instrumentation systems, see Footnote 181. 

 *226 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *227 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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abs, respectively. Subsequently, at approximately 22:50 on the same day, the reactor pressure 

showed a dramatic upward trend as compared with D/W pressure. After displaying 3,150MPa 

gage between around 23:20 and around 23:25 on the same day, the pressure dropped 

dramatically, and at around 23:54 the reading was 0.653MPa gage (See Charts 43 and 44). 

図表44 2号機原子炉圧力の挙動（3/14 19:50～3/15 0:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 44: Unit 2 reactor pressure behavior (19:50 March 14 to 00:00 March 15)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)
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(ii) Firstly, at approximately 19:59 on March 14, at Unit 2, the Containment Cooling System 

was not activated, nor PCV venting was performed. So, it is difficult to believe that the D/W 

pressure would have dropped suddenly unless there was leakage from the PCV or its 

Peripherals. 

(iii) Secondly, after around 23:25 on March 14, 2011, if the cause of the sharp decline in 

reactor pressure was depressurization using the SRV, the S/C pressure should have risen. In 

addition, in such a case, the vacuum breaker should then have operated and the D/W pressure 

should also have risen via the vent line. If the cause of this was damage to the RPV or its 

Peripherals*228, steam would have flowed directly into the D/W, and in this case also the D/W 

pressure should have risen. This seems particularly likely given that a rise in S/C water 

temperature had apparently caused a decline in the S/C pressure control function and kept steam 

from condensing easily in the pool water. 

In which case, regardless of which of the causes of the sharp decline in reactor pressure is 

                                                                                                                                        
 *228 While the possibility that this may have resulted from SRV opening operations cannot be denied, it could not 

explain the CAMS measurement results of around 21:55 on March 14, 2011, without inconsistencies (see Section 
1 (2) c). 
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applied, it is hard to believe that the D/W pressure reading would remain more or less 

unchanging as long as the integrity of the PCV or its Peripherals was maintained*229. 

(iv) Therefore it seems sufficiently plausible that such damage as to degrade the containment 

function may have occurred to the PCV or its Peripherals at Unit 2, at approximately 19:59 on 

March 14, 2011 and after around 23:25 on the same day. 

 

(d) D/W pressure from around 7:20 on March 15, 2011 

(i) According to the Unit 2 plant related parameters*230, the D/W pressure dropped rapidly to 

as low as 0.155MPa abs by approximately 11:25 compared with a reading of 0.730MPa abs at 

around 07:20 on March 15, 2011 (see Chart 45). 

図表45 2号機D/W圧力の挙動（3/15 6:00～3/16 7:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 45: Unit 2 D/W pressure behavior (06:00 March 15 to 07:00 March 16)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)
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(ii) Between around 07:20 on March 15, 2011 and around 11:25 on the same day, the 

Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station personnel, with the exception of those required for 

operation and control, evacuated to the Fukushima Dai-ni Nuclear Power Station. Concerning 

Unit 2, because no additional operations required for venting were carried out, it is hard to 

conceive that the depressurization was affected by PCV venting, nor, was the Containment 

Cooling System activated. 

Given that this is the case, it is highly probable that the PCV or its Peripherals suffered 

damage which allowed even larger point for pressure to escape and therefore that the D/W 

                                                                                                                                        
 *229 Regarding Unit 2, the possibility that the rise in D/W pressure was controlled by PCV venting must be 

denied, as PCV venting was not implemented properly. 
 *230 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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pressure dropped greatly. 

  

(e) D/W pressure from approximately 13:00 on March 15, 2011 

(i) According to the Unit 2 plant related parameters*231, the D/W pressure had risen to 

0.415MPa abs by approximately 13:00 on March 15, 2011 (see Chart 45). It is possible that 

pressure may have escaped to the D/W from points of damage to the RPV or its Peripherals as a 

result of a rise in reactor pressure caused by steam generated by the alternative means of water 

injection.  

(ii) Moreover, according to the Unit 2 plant related parameters*232 the D/W pressure showed 

a downward trend with 0.275MPa abs at approximately 15:25 on March 15 and 0.250MPa abs 

at approximately 18:43. Subsequently it was not measured for as long as over six and half hours, 

and when measurement resumed at approximately 01:24 on March 16 the reading was 

0.120MPa abs, hovering from then onwards at around 0.1MPa abs, almost the same as the 

atmospheric pressure (see Chart 45). 

(iii) In this way then, at Unit 2, the D/W pressure showed a conspicuous downward trend, 

becoming almost the same as the atmospheric pressure, in spite of the insufficient PCV vent 

line. Based on this, it is highly probable that such damage may have occurred to the PCV or its 

Peripherals as to degrade the containment function, even after approximately 13:00 on March 

15, 2011. 

 

(f) S/C pressure from around 22:10 on March 14, 2011 

(i) According to the Unit 2 plant related parameters*233, at approximately 22:10 on March 14, 

after a reading of 0.480MPa abs the D/W pressure showed an upward trend; conversely, the S/C 

pressure began to show a downward trend following a 0.400MPa abs reading. As a result, at 

around 23:35 on the same day the D/W pressure indicated 0.740MPa abs, and the S/C pressure 

displayed 0.300MPa abs, and subsequently by around 05:45 on March 15, the indications of the 

D/W and S/C pressures transitioned at around 0.740MPa abs and around above 0.3MPa abs, 

                                                                                                                                        
 *231 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *232 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *233 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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respectively. Furthermore, according to the Unit 2 plant related parameters*234, the S/C pressure 

was recorded as 0.270MPa abs at around 06:00 on the same day. At approximately 06:02 it read 

0.000MPa abs, and afterwards until approximately 07:20 the 0.000MPa abs reading was 

recorded four times  (see Chart 46).  

図表46 2号機D/W圧力等の挙動（3/14 22:00～3/15 7:30）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

Chart 46: Behavior of Unit 2 D/W pressure, etc. (22:00 March 14 to 07:30 March 15)
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(ii) Firstly, if the D/W pressure rises, normally the pressure should escape through the vent 

line into the S/C side to equalize the pressure. Therefore it is hard to believe that such large 

difference between the D/W and S/C pressures continuing over so many hours would have been 

an accurate representation of actual behavior. For this reason there is a high possibility that such 

gap between the D/W and S/C pressures and the unusual S/C readings could be caused by false 

measurements /erroneous indications with the pressure indicators. 

Furthermore, according to the field responses from around 22:10 on March 14 onward, at 

Unit 2 then, SRV opening operation was repeatedly conducted in order to implement alternative 

water injection, and decrease in the reactor pressure, be it from the opening of the SRV or a 

failure in the RPV or its Peripherals, should lead to a rise in D/W and S/C pressure, since the 

pressure within the RPV should be released into the D/W or S/C. Even so, while a decline in the 

S/C pressure is not inconceivable in cases where a large leak point was generated in the D/W or 

S/C, it is also unlikely that the D/W pressure would rise greatly over the same period. Rather, 

according to the plant related parameters of Unit 2, the reactor and D/W pressures had virtually 

                                                                                                                                        
 *234 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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equalized and whether the cause be the SRV being kept open, a leak from the RPV or its 

Peripherals, or both of the above, the D/W pressure behavior could be considered logical. In this 

case, there is a high probability of erroneous indications with the S/C pressure indicator. 

The measurement location, pressure transmitter, electrical system, and measurement method 

for the D/W and S/C pressure indicators differ. For example, if a defect with the electrical 

system of the S/C pressure indicator is causing its erroneous indications, this does not mean that 

the D/W pressure indicator will be affected directly. 

(iii) According to the Unit 2 plant related parameters, the S/C pressure, after displaying a 

reading of approximately 0.486MPa abs at around 12:30 on March 14, 2011, became 

immeasurable, and then a reading of 0.400MPa abs was displayed at approximately 22:10 on 

the same day, with measurements continuing from then until around 07:20 on March 15. 

Firstly, the S/C pressure indicator *235 utilized between approximately 04:30 on March 14 

and around 12:30 on the same day was ordinarily used for computer recording (hereinafter 

“Ordinary S/C pressure indicator”). The pressure transmitter measures the S/C gas phase area 

pressure, converts it into electrical resistance via the semiconductor pressure sensor, and 

amplifies it. This is then sent to the Main Control Room as electric current to be read as S/C 

pressure, but it is not displayed on an indicating device. For this reason, the shift team checked 

the voltage change in the Main Control Room via a tester, and converted the voltage into S/C 

pressure. 

In contrast to this, the S/C pressure indicator *236utilized from approximately 22:10 was for 

use with accident management (hereinafter “AM S/C pressure indicator”) and measures the 

pressure in the instrument line using a reference leg at the pressure transmitter. This is then 

converted into electrical resistance via the semiconductor pressure sensor and amplified, then 

sent to the Main Control Room as electric current to be read as S/C pressure. This AM S/C 

                                                                                                                                        
 *235 The instrument number for the pressure transmitter installed in the R/B of Unit 2 is PT-16-111 and the 

measurement range is 0 to 700kPa abs. The pressure measured by this pressure transmitter is then converted into 
electrical resistance, amplified and then sent to the signal converter and recorded on the recorder for the S/C 
pressure indicator (PR-16-103) installed at the 9-25 panel in the Units 1 & 2 Main Control Room.  

 *236 The instrument number for the pressure transmitter installed in the R/B of Unit 2 is PT-16-175 and the 
measurement range is 0 to 1MPa abs. The pressure measured by this pressure transmitter is then converted into 
electrical resistance, amplified, and then sent to the signal converter and displayed on the indicating device for the 
S/C pressure indicator (PI-16-176) installed in the 9-99 panels of the Units 1 & 2 Main Control Room. 
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pressure indicator provides displays on an indicating device installed on the AM control panel 

in the Units 1 & 2 Main Control Room. It is installed next to the D/W pressure indicator for the 

same AM use and the same power supply is shared. Therefore, by around 03:00 on March 13 

when power for the AM-use D/W pressure indicator was restored, it should have also become 

possible to read the AM S/C pressure indicator, but the reading fell below 0MPa abs, showing 

as outside the measurement range. For this reason, the team concluded that measurement could 

not be conducted with the AM S/C pressure indicator, and subsequently, at approximately 04:30 

on March 14, they began to use the restored Ordinary S/C pressure indicator, monitoring the 

S/C pressure by checking the voltage change via a tester. However, at approximately 12:30 on 

the same day, it was no longer possible to measure using the Ordinary S/C pressure 

indicator*237.  

While the Ordinary S/C pressure indicator was not subsequently restored, at approximately 

22:10 the AM S/C pressure indicator began to display a reading within the measurement range, 

whether accurate or not, and from this time onwards the shift team therefore decided to monitor 

S/C pressure using this AM S/C pressure indicator*238. 

(iv) According to the Unit 2 plant related parameters *239, the reading displayed on the AM 

S/C pressure indicator from 22:10 on March 14, 2011, displayed what can only be considered 

unnatural behavior, showing a downward trend as compared with the upward trend of the AM 

-use D/W pressure indicator. Between approximately 23:25 on the same day and around 06:00 

on the next day the S/C pressure as measured by the AM S/C pressure indicator hovered at 

around 0.3 to 0.4MPa abs, displaying a value that was around 0.4MPa abs lower than that of 

D/W pressure for as long as a period of over 6 hours (see Chart 46). At approximately 03:00 on 

March 13, when the AM instrumentation power supply was restored, this AM S/C pressure 

indicator differed from other instruments in that it showed up as being outside the measurement 

range and remained out of scale, failing to display a correct reading. Despite the fact that its 

                                                                                                                                        
 *237 While the cause of the Ordinary S/C pressure indicator being immeasurable has not yet been specified, it is 

thought to be depletion of battery power. 
 *238 Both the timing at which the AM S/C pressure indicator began to display a reading within the measurement 

range, and the cause of the out-of-scale reading are unknown; however, it was not restored by the NPS ERC 
Recovery Team 

 *239 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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restoration was not subsequently carried out by the Recovery Team, at some point prior to 

around 22:10 on March 14, it began to display a reading within the measurement range. In this 

instance, the issue in question is the cause of this AM S/C pressure indicator displaying such an 

unnatural reading. 

The pressure measurement isolation diaphragm utilized in the pressure transmitter, is made of 

stainless steel, and it is difficult to believe that it would break simply because the pressure rose 

to around 1MPa abs or it was exposed to water. 

Concerning the reason for the display of the S/C pressure around 0.4MPa abs lower than 

actual S/C pressure, from the perspective of the elimination method, while the pressure 

transmitter, converts the measured water pressure from the reference leg into electrical 

resistance and amplifies it, examples of possibilities considered include that such an unnatural 

display may have been caused by electrical defects such as poor connections resulting in the 

electrical circuit not being able to send sufficient electric current to the signal converter on the 

Main Control Room control panel, or the possibility that leaks may have developed in the 

instrument line connecting the S/C to the pressure transmitter side. A wide range of 

investigations have been performed, but the details remain unclear. 

(v) According to the Unit 2 plant related parameters, around between 06:02 on March 15, 

2011 and 07:20 on the same day, the AM S/C pressure indicator displayed 0.000MPa abs a total 

of five times. This reading of 0.000MPa abs means that it has reached vacuum; however, it is 

difficult to believe that this kind of phenomenon was physically possible.  

According to the statements by the shift team who took measurements at the Units 1 & 2 

Main Control Room at that time, it is highly probable that the AM S/C pressure indicator was 

not displaying a reading of 0.000MPa abs; rather the indicator needle was pointing to a position 

below the lower limit of the measurable range. The shift supervisor in the Units 1 & 2 Main 

Control Room received a report from the shift team who had taken the measurement and made 

telephone contact with the NPS ERC Operation Team. In this process, however, the out-of-scale 

of the AM S/C pressure indicator was mistakenly conveyed as a 0.000MPa abs reading, and the 

NPS ERC Recovery Team shared the information that the reading of the Unit 2 S/C pressure to 

be 0.000MPa abs, recording this reading. In other words, based on the Unit 2 plant related 
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parameters, the 0.000MPa abs measurement recorded a total of five times between 06:02 on 

March 15, 2011 and 07:20 on the same day was not the actual measurement, rather it is thought 

that measurement became impossible or out of scale.  

That being the case, according to the Unit 2 plant related parameters and statements of the 

shift team then, the AM S/C pressure, dropped off the scale at approximately 06:02 on the same 

day after displaying 0.320MPa abs at approximately 05:45 on the same day and 0.270MPa abs 

at approximately 06:00 on the same day. In contrast, it is recognized that the AM-use D/W 

pressure indicator, which utilized the same power source, after displaying 0.740MPa abs and 

0.730MPa abs at approximately 05:45 and 06:00 on the same day respectively, remained at 

0.730MPa abs between approximately 6:02 and 7:20 on the same day. 

Given that the AM D/W pressure indicator measurement function was still operational and 

shares a power source with the AM S/C pressure indicator, it is hard to conceive that the reason 

for the out-of-scale of the AM S/C pressure indicator might have been a depletion in power 

supply. Among other options, for example, electrical defects such as poor connections with one 

of the electrical circuits in the S/C pressure indicator are considered as possibilities. The 

Investigation Committee has conducted a wide range of investigations but the details remain 

unclear. 

(vi) In any case, with regards to the Unit 2 AM S/C pressure indicator, it was not only 

measurements being out of scale at the time of recovery, but also the numerical value of the AM 

S/C pressure indicator did not show an upward trend at all contrasting with the D/W pressure 

being on an upward trend from around 22:10 on March 14, 2011. Therefore it is thought that 

false measurements and/or erroneous indications had been brought about by some kind of 

malfunction in the instrument line, pressure transmitter, or electrical system. 

Instrumentation systems are indispensable for the operation and control of the plant, and 

verifying the cause of this kind of issue is of the greatest significance, be it solely for the 

improvement of performance. The Investigation Committee expects that nuclear operators, the 

Government and relevant organizations make detailed verifications of the causes of such 

failures with the instrumentation systems.  
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c. RCIC piping which penetrates the PCV 

After the tsunami arrival, all of the AC and DC power were lost at Unit 2, and accordingly 

the RCIC isolation valve remained open, unable to be closed. The RCIC isolation valve had 

been configured*240 so as to keep the conditions at loss of power. Because of this, it is 

considered that the isolation valve remained open, after around 12:30 on March 14, 2011, 

regardless of the Unit 2 plant conditions, even after the RCIC cooling and water injection 

function was lost, and hence the RCIC piping, turbine and other facilities became exposed to 

the atmosphere in the RPV or S/C.  

 

d. Radiation dose rates 

(a) Radiation dose rates from around 21:25 on March 14, 2011 

According to the radiation dose rate measurement 

results in the vicinity of the main gate, there was an 

abrupt increase  in the radiation dose rates from 

6.8μSv/h at approximately 21:25 on March 14, 2011, to 

760.0μSv/h at 21:35 and 3,130.0μSv/h at 21:37 on the 

same day (see Chart 47).  

As mentioned in 1. (2) d., this phenomenon can be 

considered due to the radioactive materials released 

into the atmosphere which originated from the core of one or all of Units 1 to 3. However, it is 

hard to attribute above the phenomenon to an R/B explosion at Units 1 or 3 or implementation 

of PCV venting at any of these units. 

While it is difficult to specify which of Units 1 to 3 are attributable, a possibility that 

radioactive materials originated from the core of Unit 2, leaked from the PCV or its peripherals 

and was finally released into the atmosphere seems sufficiently conceivable. It is therefore 

possible that damage which impaired the containment function to a large degree, had occurred 

to the Unit 2 PCV or its peripherals prior to approximately 21:35 when the radiation dose rates 

increased sharply.  

                                                                                                                                        
 *240 It is so-called “fail-as-is” setting. 

H 2 3 . 3 . 1 4
時  刻
2 1 : 1 5 5 . 8
2 1 : 2 0 6 . 0
2 1 : 2 5 6 . 8
2 1 : 3 0 2 9 . 7
2 1 : 3 5 7 6 0 . 0
2 1 : 3 7 3 , 1 3 0 . 0

放 射 線 量
（ μ S v / h )

図 表 4 7  正 門 付 近 の 放 射
       線 量 測 定 結 果

東 京 電 力 「 福 島 第 一 原 子 力 発
電 所 構 内 で の 計 測 デ ー タ 」
（ 平 成 2 3年 5月 ） を 基 に 作 成

Chart 47: Dose rates measurement results near the main gate

Time on 
March 14, 2011

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the Fukushima Dai-ichi 
NPS site” (May 2011)

Dose Rates
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(b) Radiation dose rates from around 07:30 on March 15, 2011 

(i) The results of radiation dose rate measurement in the vicinity of the main entrance showed 

250.8μSv/h at approximately 07:30 on March 15, 2011 and 1,390.0μSv/h at approximately 

07:38 before decreasing to several hundred μSv/h and then increasing to 1,413.0μSv/h at 

around 08:25, 8,217.0μSv/h at around 08:31 and 11,930.0μSv/h at around 09:00. Until around 

10:25 on the same day, the radiation dose rates near the main gate showed as high as several 

thousand μSv/h (see Chart 48).  

図表48 正門付近の放射線量の挙動（3/15 7:00～3/15 11:00）

東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 48: Dose rates behavior near the main gate (07:00–11:00 March 15)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the  Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS site” 
(May 2011)
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(ii) It is most conceivable that the R/B explosion at Unit 4 caused a release into the 

atmosphere of the radioactive gas that existed inside the R/B at Unit 4. 

However, Unit 4 was in the midst of periodic inspection and because all of the fuel had been 

removed to the SFP and there was no evidence of damage to any of the fuels inside the SFP, it is 

probable that the R/B radiation dose rates were not very high, when compared with those of 

Units 1 to 3. This is confirmed by TEPCO’s later survey that the radiations levels inside the 

Unit 4 R/B were much lower compared with that inside the R/Bs of other Units. 

Given that, it makes sense to consider that the Unit 4 R/B explosion did not much effect on 

the sharp increase in radiation dose rates in the vicinity of the main gate. 

(iii) Given that much time had passed *241 since the increase in radiation dose rates happened 

                                                                                                                                        
 *241 Regarding Unit 3, attempts were made to open the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) from between 05:20 

and 06:10 on March 14, 2011. After that until 16:00 on March 15, no additional operations needed for PCV 
venting was carried out. Despite the fact that PCV venting had already been implemented at Unit 3 and it was 
thought that rupture disk had operated, the D/W and S/C pressure continued on a rising trend until approximately 
07:10 on the same day even after completion of the opening operation of the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) at 
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by the R/B explosions at Units 1 and 3 or the implementation of PCV venting, and the radiation 

dose rates had already dropped, it would seem that the cause of the increase in radiation at 

approximately 07:38 on March 15, 2011 is other than the effects of these incidents. 

At Unit 2 also attempts were made to open the large and small S/C vent valves (air-operated), 

and the small D/W vent valve (air-operated) between approximately 16:30 on March 14 and 

00:02 on March 15 in preparation for PCV venting. However, these attempts failed to secure the 

solenoid valve being energized or sufficient air pressure of the portable compressor. This can be 

easily verified by the evidence of, in addition to the D/W pressure behavior records of the Unit 

2 plant related parameters, the content of the television conferences, the testimony of  relevant 

individuals at the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS and a fact that the exhaust of white smoke from the 

Units 1/2 stack could not be confirmed by images from the Fukuichi Live Camera as well as 

other related proof. 

Regarding this point, in its aforementioned 'Interim Summary of the Technical Knowledge 

Concerning the Accident at the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station of Tokyo Electric 

Power Co., Ltd. released in March 2012, NISA points out a possibility that the radiation dose 

increased at Unit 2 around this time due to the operation of the rupture disk and successful 

implementation of D/W venting*242. 

However, according to the Unit 2 plant parameters *243 the D/W pressure reached 0.700MPa 

abs at approximately 23:30 on March 14, 2011 and between this time and 07:20 on March 15, 

for the long time of approximately 7 hours and 50 minutes, the pressure changed between 0.700 

to 0.750MPa abs. Furthermore, no significant increase was noted in the radiation dose rates 

after around 00:02 on the same day,  when the D/W venting is said to have been implemented. 

Moreover, despite the fact that the Unit 2 D/W pressure dropped dramatically to showing 

                                                                                                                                        
06:10 on March 14. It is probable that the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) could not be maintained in an open 
position to begin with. Moreover, the S/C pressure after showing a downward trend from approximately 07:15 on 
the same day, switched to showing an increase from approximately 08:45. Subsequently, the pressure continued to 
fluctuate and it showed a further tendency to increase from approximately 20:00 on the same day. Therefore, it is 
accepted at least that from approximately 08:45 to 16:00 on the same day the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) 
could not be maintained in an open position. 

 *242 See Page 32 of the aforementioned 'Interim Summary of Technical Knowledge Concerning the Accident at 
the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station of Tokyo Electric Power Co., Ltd.' or its reference materials Chart 
V-1-3. 

 *243 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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0.155MPa abs at approximately 11:25 on March 15, after having shown 0.730MPa abs at 07:20 

on the same day (see Chart 29), the exhaust of white smoke from the Units 1/2 stack due to 

venting could not be confirmed around this time. 

After all, the D/W pressure at Unit 2 did not show a downward trend until approximately 

07:20 of the same day. Additionally, both a significant increase in radiation dose rates and the 

exhaust of gases from the Units 1/2 stack are rejected. It is difficult to imagine reasons for this 

other than that despite opening operation of the small D/W vent valve (air-operated), the open 

position could not be maintained, and the rupture disk failed to operate even though the 

operating pressure had been exceeded. 

It is impossible to imagine a sudden completion of the D/W vent line despite the fact that no 

opening operation of small D/W vent valves (air-operated) was performed at the Fukushima 

Dai-ichi NPS between around 07:20 on March 15 and 11:25 on the same day.  There is no 

logical explanation for the decline in D/W pressure between approximately 07:20 and 11:25 on 

the same day, other than the notion of a leak in the PCV or its peripherals. 

Accordingly, the point made about the possibility of 'operation of the rupture disk leading to 

success with D/W venting’ is at odds with the objective evidence, and it must be said that the 

content itself is illogical, and utterly inadmissible. 

Therefore, it is difficult to believe that the sharp increase in the radiation dose rates in the 

vicinity of the main gate around this time was a result of R/B explosions in Units 1 and 3 or the 

PCV venting at each unit. 

(iv) Speculations concerning the plant condition at Unit 1 

The core damage had already progressed at Unit 1, and it is thought that a large amount of 

radioactive materials had been released into the atmosphere. 

The Unit 1 CAMS measurement results*244 showed an upward trend with the D/W(A) side 

at 77.4Sv/h and the S/C (A) side at 24.7Sv/h at approximately 05:00 on March 15, 2011, and 

the D/W (A) and S/C (A) sides at 87.0Sv/h and 24.2Sv/h, respectively, at approximately 11:25 

on the same day. Despite the leak is considered to have already occurred in the PCV or its 

Peripherals by this time, the gamma-ray dose rate inside the PCV remained as high as before 

                                                                                                                                        
 *244 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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(see Chart 49). 

図表49 1号機CAMSの挙動（3/15 3:00～3/16 3:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 49: Unit 1 CAMS behavior (03:00 March 15 to 03:00 March 16)
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Accordingly, the possibility that core damage had been still progressing at Unit 1 during the 

morning and radioactive materials had been newly released cannot be denied, and it is also 

possible that this contributed to the increase in the radiation dose rates which began from 

approximately 07:30 on the same day. 

(v) Now, plant conditions at Unit 2 are reviewed as follows. 

At Unit 2, the RCIC lost its function at approximately 12:30 on March 14, 2011, and no 

alternative water injection was carried out until 19:57 on the same day. Subsequently 

interruptions to alternative water injection were repeated subject to an increase in the reactor 

pressure, and it is probable that a reactor water level sufficient to exceed BAF could not be 

secured after all. The core damage then progressed at Unit 2, too, and it is possible that the 

radioactive materials released in this process were emitted into the atmosphere. 

According to the CAMS measurement results for Unit 2*245 the D/W(A) side reading was 

28.8Sv/h, and the S/C(A) side was 8.08Sv/h at approximately 01:18 on March 15. Subsequently, 

the D/W(A) side showed almost a steady increasing trend with readings at 06:20 on the same 

day showing 62.7Sv/h and 4.80Sv/h at the D/W and S/C (A) sides, respectively. At 

approximately 06:25 on the same day there was a large decline with readings of 43.0Sv/h on the 

D/W(A) side and 4.70Sv/h on the S/C(A) side; however, subsequent to this the readings began 

to show a increasing trend again (see Chart 50). 

                                                                                                                                        
 *245 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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図表50 2号機CAMSの挙動（3/15 1:00～3/15 13:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 50: Unit 2 CAMS behavior (01:00 –13:00 March 15)
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It is possible that this large drop in the D/W gamma-ray dose rates, occurring at 

approximately 06:25 on the same day, resulted from radioactive material originating in the Unit 

2 core being released in large amounts from the inside to the outside of the D/W. Subsequently 

the core damage progressed, and it is thought that the gamma-ray dose rates on the D/W(A) 

side began to increase again because the amount of radioactive materials released in that 

process exceeded the amount of leaking outside of the D/W.  

Moreover, accordin to the Unit 2 plant related parameters*246, the D/W pressure dropped 

sharply to 0.155MPa abs at approximately 11:25 despite a reading of 0.730MPa abs at 07:20 on 

the same day. PCV venting was not implemented at Unit 2 during this time. Based on such 

D/W pressure behavior, there is a possibility that large leaks occurred in the PCV or its 

peripherals, starting around 07:20 on the same day. 

In fact, according to the “Specific Event Report Form (second and subsequent reports )” 

reported by the Fukushima Dai-ichi Site Superintendent to the government and other authorities, 

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS staff confirmed the presence of white smoke rising from a wall near 

the fifth floor of the Unit 2 R/B at approximately 08:25 on the same day. By around 09:40 on 

the same day, it was apparent that it had been confirmed that the amount of white smoke at the 

R/B of Unit 2 was increasing, and it is probable that the steam leaking from the PCV or its 

eripherals had been released into the atmosphere through the opening of the blow-out panel on 

the east side of the fifth floor of the Unit 2 R/B. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *246 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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Accordingly, it is probable that core damage progressed at Unit 2 until approximately 07:30 

on the same day and radioactive materials were released in large amounts. It is also probable 

that these leaks to the outside of the PCV contributing to the increase in the radiation dose rates 

which occurred subsequent to that time. 

(vi) Now, plant conditions at Unit 3 are reviewed as follows. 

According to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*247 from around this time, the Unit 3 reactor 

water levels showed almost no change, and it was possible that they had failed to secure the 

reactor water level exceeding BAF. In addition, water injection for Unit 3 was interrupted 

between approximately 20:37 on the same day and 02:30 on March 15 in order to prioritize 

alternative water injection for Unit 2. Consequently, there remains the possibility that the core 

damage at Unit 3 progressed still further around this time, and radioactive materials were 

released into the atmosphere. 

(vii) Based on these reviews, it is believed that the increase in radiation dose rates in the 

vicinity of the main gate which occurred from around 07:30 on March 15, 2011 was due to the 

release into atmosphere of radioactive materials released from the core damage process at one 

or all of Units 1, 2 or 3. To what extent Units 1 to 3 contributed to the increase in radiation dose 

rates at this point is unclear; however, based on the change in the gamma-ray dose rates within 

the D/W and the declining behavior in D/W pressure at Unit 2, it would seem probable that the 

radioactive materials released in the progression of core damage at Unit 2 contributed greatly. 

If this is the case, there is no contradiction in assuming that even before 07:30 on March 15, 

2011, since the damage to the Unit 2 PCV or its peripherals would have further impaired 

containment function, radioactive materials leaked to the outside of the RPV, and then leaked 

from the PCV or its peripherals to the outside of the Unit 2 R/B through the blow-out panel 

opening etc., and caused an increase in radiation dose rates in the vicinity of the main gate from 

approximately 07:38 on the same day. 

 

(c) Radiation dose rates from 23:00 on March 15, 2011 

(i) According to the radiation dose rate measurement results in the vicinity of the main gate, 

                                                                                                                                        
 *247 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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the radiation dose rates dropped from a reading exceeding 1,000μSv/h to around 500μSv/h 

between 13:00 and 15:25 on March 15, 2011. Subsequently, it fluctuated around several 

hundred μSv/h and then increased sharply to approximately 4,548.0μSv/h, 6,960.0μSv/h, and 

8,080μSv/h, at approximately 23:00, 23:10, and 23:30, respectively, showing high levels of 

radiation exceeding 1,000μSv/h until approximately 04:00 on March 16 (see Chart 51).  

図表51 正門付近の放射線量の挙動（3/15 12:00～3/16 5:00）

東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 51: Dose rates behavior near the main gate (12:00 March 15 to 05:00 March 16)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS site” 
(May 2011)
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(ii) First, the radiation dose rates in the vicinity of the main gate increased following the R/B 

explosion at Unit 4. However, the radiation dose rates dropped to below 500μSv/h by 16:30 on 

March 15, 2011. In addition, Unit 4 was in the midst of periodic inspection and because all of 

the fuels had been removed to the SFP and there is no evidence of damage to any of the fuels 

inside the SFP, and it is thought that the R/B radiation dose rates were not very high, when 

compared with those of Units 1 to 3. 

Given this, it is hard to believe that the Unit 4 R/B explosion contributed to the abnormal 

increase in radiation dose rates in the vicinity of the main gate from 23:00 on March 15. It is 

also difficult to assume that a large amount of radioactive materials were released from the Unit 

4 R/B after the explosion. 

(iii) With regard to Unit 1, the radiation dose rates within the power station compound 

increased following the R/B explosion at 15:36 on March 12, 2011, but it is thought that this 

effect was reduced with the passing of time. 

By around March 15, the Unit 1 core damage had progressed to a significant level, and while 

it was thought that a large amount of radioactive material had already been released into the 
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atmosphere, the CAMS measurement results*248of the Unit 1 plant related parameters show the 

remarkable increase in gamma-ray dose rates particularly on the D/W side, with a reading of 

81.9Sv/h on the D/W(A) side and 24.1Sv/h on the S/C(A) side at approximately 13:00, and 

104Sv/h on the D/W(A) side and 23.7Sv/h on the S/C(A) side at approximately 15:25 on the 

same day. Subsequently, the D/W side also began to show a downward trend, with readings of 

68.9Sv/h on the D/W(A) side and 23.3Sv/h on the S/C(A) side at approximately 18:43 on 

March 15, and 38.4Sv/h on the D/W(A) side and 23.1Sv/h on the S/C(A) side at approximately 

01:24 on March 16 (see Chart 52). 

図表52 1号機CAMSの挙動（3/15 3:00～3/16 3:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

Chart 52: Unit 1 CAMS behavior (03:00 March 15 to 03:00 March 16)

03:00 09:00 15:00 21:00 03:00

 

Concerning Unit 1, although a leak from the PCV or its peripherals might be considered, it is 

hard to believe in the notion of a dramatic increase of the amount of radioactive materials 

released from the Unit 1 core at approximately 23:00 on March 15. 

The total D/W and S/C gamma-ray dose rates at Unit 1, however, were on the increased trend 

until around 15:25 on that day, and subsequently remained at a high value, though trending 

downwards, until 01:24 on March 16.  

Given this, there is a possibility that from around 15:25 on March 15 there was an 

enlargement of the PCV leak points and further leakage of radioactive materials from the core 

of Unit 1 into the PCV, contributing to an increase in the radiation dose rates in the vicinity of 

the main gate from approximately 23:00 on the same day.  

(iv) Regarding Unit 2, in view of the water injection situation following the reactor scram, it 

                                                                                                                                        
 *248 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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is thought that comparing with Units 1 and 3 the core damage commencement timing of Unit 2 

was the latest, and therefore it is natural to think that core damage was still proceeding 

overnight on the night of March 15, 2011, and that large amounts of radioactive materials were 

being released into the atmosphere. 

In fact, according to the CAMS measurement results*249of the Unit 2 plant related parameters, 

the gamma-ray dose rates at approximately 13:00 on March 15 were 47.7Sv/h at the D/W(A) 

and 4.62Sv/h at the S/C(A), however, at approximately 15:25 on the same day there was a sharp 

increase to 135Sv/h at the D/W(A) and 6.92Sv/h at the S/C(A). Subsequently also the 

gamma-ray dose rates showed increasing values with 138Sv/h at the D/W(A) and 6.49Sv/h at 

the S/C(A) at approximately 16:10 on the same day. Additionally, no measurements were taken 

for a period of 6 and 1/2 hours following readings of 122Sv/h at D/W(A) and 4.40Sv/h at 

S/C(A) at approximately 18:43, but when measurement resumed on March 16 the 

measurements showed a leveling off: 103Sv/h at the D/W(A) and 3.68Sv/h at the S/C(A) at 

approximately 01:24; 102Sv/h at the D/W(A) and 3.66Sv/h at the S/C(A) at approximately 

01:44; and, 102Sv/h at the D/W(A) and 3.65Sv/h at the S/C(A) at approximately 01:54. If the 

D/W and S/C sides are totaled, the gamma-ray dose rates are still high when compared with 

those of Unit 1 (see Chart 53). 

図表53 2号機CAMSの挙動（3/15 13:00～3/16 2:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 53: Unit 2 CAMS behavior (13:00 March 15 to 02:00 March 16)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters”
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Judging from these shifts of gamma-ray dose rates on the D/W side, it is probable that even 

as at approximately 13:00 on March 15 core damage had been progressing significantly and 

                                                                                                                                        
 *249 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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large amounts of radioactive materials had been released from Unit 2.  

Moreover, the reason for the display of a downward trend in gamma-ray dose rates on the 

D/W side from 18:43 on the same day is thought to be due to the fact that, while radioactive 

materials originating from the Unit 2 core were released and flowed into the PCV, an amount of 

radioactive material exceeding this leaked out from the PCV. 

Additionally, evidence of PCV venting at Unit 2 cannot be found, and therefore the reduction 

in gamma-ray dose rates on the D/W side cannot be put down to the effects of the 

implementation of PCV venting. 

Therefore, there is a high possibility that the leakage from the PCV of radioactive materials 

originating from the core of Unit 2 contributed to an increase in the radiation dose rates in the 

vicinity of the main gate from approximately 23:00 on the same day. 

(v) Regarding Unit 3, it is thought that from approximately 20:36 on March 14, 2011 

afterward, the reactor water level sufficient for exceeding BAF had not been secured. Over the 

nearly six hours to follow in which no water injection was carried out, and therefore there is a 

possibility that core damage further progressed and radioactive materials were released. From 

13:00 on March 15, it is possible that radioactive materials were still being released in the 

process of core damage progress*250. 

It is accepted that the small generator for the solenoid valve excitation was replaced and the 

opening of the large S/C vent valve (air-operated) was attempted at approximately 16:05 on that 

same day because it was discovered that the large and small S/C vent valves (air-operated) on 

the Unit 3 S/C vent line had been found at approximately 16:00 to be closed. 

However, a memo by the operation team, in which the plant related parameters and other 

information were noted down, has an entry in the field for 16:00 on the same day saying that 

“(new) Generator to the S/B entrance, large S/P vent 205 open, but possibly no IA”, and given 

that the presence of white smoke exhaust from the Units 3 & 4 stack could not be confirmed by 

the Fukuichi Live Camera at the time, it is possible that the small generator provided for 

solenoid valve excitation, lacked operating air pressure and experienced difficulty maintaining 

the large S/C vent valve (air-operated) in an open position. In actuality, it was difficult to 

                                                                                                                                        
 *250 At around this time, CAMS measurement of gamma-ray dose rates at Unit 3 was not being performed. 
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maintain the vent valves in the open position, and subsequently the opening operations of the 

valve were attempted repeatedly *251, noticing that the small generator was not operating. 

In the case of the S/C vent, the amount of the radioactive materials released into the 

atmosphere would be limited as compared with a direct leak from the D/W side, because the 

radioactive cesium iodide (CsI) is water soluble and it can be assumed that a large portion 

would dissolve in the pool water within the S/C. 

If the radiation dose rate measurement results in the vicinity of the main gate between 

approximately 16:00 and 21:30 on March 15 shows that over a period beginning just before and 

concluding just after the opening operation of the large S/C vent valve (air-operated) at Unit 3, 

the measurement dropped from around 500μSv/h to around 200μSv/h, and therefore an increase 

in radiation dose rates as an effect of implementation of PCV venting over this time is rejected 

(see Chart 54). 

図表54 正門付近の放射線量の挙動（3/15 16:00～3/15 21:30）
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Chart 54: Dose rates behavior near the main gate (16:00 – 21:30 March 15)

Dose rates near 
the main gate

 

If this is the case, even considering the opening of the large S/C vent valve (air-operated) at 

Unit 3 at 16:05 on the same day, the fact that radiation dose rates in the vicinity of the main gate 

did not increase over a period of five hours, naturally leads one to believe that the impact of this 

opening of the large S/C vent valve (air-operated) had only a limited effect on the levels of 

                                                                                                                                        
 *251 When the NPS ERC recovery team measured the air pressure of this portable compressor in April 2011, they 

confirmed that there was not sufficient air pressure to open the large S/C vent valve (air-operated). Given this, 
even if the small generator had been activated to excite the solenoid valve or the portable compressor had been 
activated on March 15, 2011, the possibility cannot be denied that the large S/C vent valve (air-operated) would 
not have opened due to insufficient air pressure. 
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radiation in the vicinity of the main gate from 23:00 onwards on that day. 

 

(vi) Based on these observations, the reason for the abnormal increase in the vicinity of the 

main gate, at approximately 23:00 on March 15, 2011, is thought to be the leak of radioactive 

materials originating from the core of one or all of Units 1 to 3 to the outside of the building. It 

is difficult to pinpoint the cause but, based on the transition of the gamma-ray dose rates at the 

Unit 2 D/W, it is thought probable that the radioactive materials from Unit 2 contributed to a 

significant extent.  

Therefore as at 23:00 on March 15, there is sufficient reason to believe that, while there was 

no new configuration of a PCV vent line for Unit 2, it is possible that damage which would 

impair the containment function of the Unit 2 PCV or its peripherals had already occurred or 

occurred newly, and radioactive materials originating from the Unit 2 core leaked from these 

points of damage and were released into the atmosphere via the opened blow-out panel in the 

Unit 2 R/B. 

 

(d) Radiation dose rates from around 09:30 on March 16, 2011 

(i) According to the radiation dose rate measurement results in the vicinity of the main gate, 

the dose rate measured 582.3μSv/h at approximately 09:30 on March 16, 2011. The reading 

increased to high values, such as 2,399.0μSv/h at approximately 10:20, 6,400.0μSv/h at 

approximately 10:45, 10,850.0μSv/h at approximately 12:30, and 8234.0μSv/h at 

approximately 12:40, with high values exceeding 1,000μSv/h displayed until around 16:20 of 

that day (see Chart 55). 
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図表55 正門付近の放射線量の挙動（3/16 9:00～3/16 16:20）

東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 55: Dose rates behavior near the main gate (09:00 –16:20 March 16)
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(ii) First, it is difficult to ascribe this increase in radiation dose rates to the R/B explosions at 

Units1, 3 and 4, as this behavior occurred after the increase in radiation dose rates subsequent to 

the explosion had subsided.  

In addition, a significant amount of time had passed since the implementation of PCV 

venting at Unit 1, and there is absolutely no convincing proof that PCV venting at Unit 2 had 

been successful.  

At Unit 3 a small S/C vent valve (air-operated) was attempted to open at 01:55 on March 16, 

however the radiation dose rates in the vicinity of the main gate maintained the consistent 

downward trend displayed prior to implementation of PCV venting with measurements of 

approximately 7,966.0μSv/h at 23:55 on March 15 and approximately 2,159.0μSv/h at 01:00 on 

March 16, followed by post implementation measurements of 1,552.0μSv/h, 1,267.0μSv/h, 

1,047.0μSv/h, 884.0μSv/h and 587.6μSv/h, at approximately 02:00, 03:00, 04:00, 06:00 and 

09:00, respectively, on that same day. Additionally, the presence of white smoke exhaust from 

the Units 3 & 4 stack could not be confirmed on the Fukuichi Live Camera. Given this it should 

be concluded that, regardless the success or failure of this PCV venting, the opening of the 

small S/C vent valve (air-operated) at approximately 01:55 on March 16 had limited effect on 

the increase in radiation dose rates in the vicinity of the main gate which occurred from around 

09:30 on that same day. 

Accordingly, it is difficult to believe that the R/B explosions in Units 1, 3 and 4 or the 
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implementation of PCV venting at each unit constitute the main causes of the abnormal increase 

in the radiation dose rates in the vicinity of the main gate from approximately 09:30 on March 

16. 

(iii) Secondly, by approximately 09:30 on March 16, 2011, the Unit 1 core damage had 

progressed to a significant level, and it is thought that a large amount of radioactive material had 

already been released into the atmosphere. But the CAMS measurement results*252 of the Unit 1 

plant related parameters, displayed 38.4Sv/h at D/W(A) and 23.1Sv/h at S/C(A) at 

approximately 01:24, and 34.4Sv/h at D/W(A) and 23.3Sv/h at S/C(A) at approximately 01:54, 

and then at approximately 05:00 on that same day there was a sharp decline in gamma-ray dose 

rates particularly on the D/W side with readings of 7.92Sv/h at D/W(A) and 24.2Sv/h at S/C(A), 

and 4.1Sv/h at D/W(A) and 24.2Sv/h at S/C(A) at approximately 05:15 that day. 

However, it can be understood from the readings of 98.1Sv/h at D/W(A) and 36.4Sv/h at 

S/C(A) at approximately 05:35 on the same day that the Unit 1 core damage was still 

progressing, and radioactive materials were being released. 

Based on these observations, it is possible that the reason for the sharp decline in gamma-ray 

dose rates on the D/W side between approximately 01:54 and 05:00 on the same day was due to 

a large amount of radioactive materials leaking from the Unit 1 PCV. The possibility cannot be 

denied that this also contributed to the increase in radiation dose rates in the vicinity of the main 

gate from around 09:30 onwards.  

(iv) Regarding Unit 2, in view of the water injection situation following scram, it is thought 

that out of Units 1 to 3 the core damage commencement timing at Unit 2 was the latest, and 

therefore it is natural to assume that core damage was still progressing around March 16, 2011 

and that large amounts of radioactive materials were released into the atmosphere. 

In fact, according to the CAMS measurement results*253 of the Unit 2 plant related 

parameters, the gamma ray dose rates were 98.3Sv/h at D/W(A) and 2.43Sv/h at S/C(A) at 

approximately 05:15 on March 16, 2011, and 60.5Sv/h at D/W(A) and 2.86Sv/h at S/C(A) at 

approximately 05:35 on March 16 showing a large decline; subsequently however, the 

gamma-ray dose rates showed an increasing trend with high dose rates of 97.7Sv/h at D/W(A) 
                                                                                                                                        
 *252 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *253 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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and 3.63Sv/h at S/C(A) at approximately 06:10, and 97.2Sv/h at D/W(A) and 3.57Sv/h at 

S/C(A) at approximately 06:55 on the same day. 

Based on these observations, it is considered that core damage had been progressing at 

around this time and radioactive materials were being released at Unit 2, and then it is possible 

that the reason for the large decline in gamma-ray dose rates on the D/W side at approximately 

05:35 on the same day was due to a large amount of radioactive materials leaking from the Unit 

2 PCV. There is a possibility that this also contributed to the increase in radiation dose rates in 

the vicinity of the main gate from 09:30 on the same day onwards. 

(v) Regarding Unit 3, no water injection was conducted over the nearly six hours from 

approximately 20:36 on March 14, 2011, when the reactor water level exceeding BAF is 

believed insufficient to secure. There is a possibility that core damage progressed further over 

the period, and radioactive materials were released. It is possible that as of approximately 09:30 

on March 16 core damage was still progressing*254, and radioactive materials were being 

released. According to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*255, the D/W pressure, after a reading 

of 0.415MPa abs at 13:00 on March 15, showed a downward trend with readings of 0.3400MPa 

abs, 0.3200MPa abs, 0.295MPa abs, 0.2700MPa abs at approximately 20:45 on March 15, and 

around 01:35, around 06:15, and around 09:30 on March 16, respectively. As there were no 

actual results from PCV cooling system operation, and it is thought that PCV venting was not 

implemented, there is a high possibility that radioactive material was leaking from the Unit 3 

PCV. 

According to the “Specific Event Report Form (second and subsequent reports)” used by the 

Fukushima Dai-ichi Site Superintendent used for reporting to the government and other 

authorities, Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS operators noticed “smoke-like watery vapor” being 

emitted from Unit 3 at approximately 08:30 on March 16, and at approximately 10:43 on the 

same day operators engaged in outdoor work had evacuated to the Seismic Isolation 

Building*256. From this also, it seems probable that steam containing radioactive material from 

                                                                                                                                        
 *254 At around this time CAMS measurement of gamma-ray dose rates at Unit 3 was not performed. 
 *255 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *256 As there was no evidence of any subsequent large change according to that same “Specific Event Report 

Form (second and subsequent reports)”, work outside was resumed at 11:30 on March 16, 2011. 
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the Unit 3 PCV or its peripherals  had leaked into the R/B, and was being released into the 

atmosphere via the upper part of the R/B damaged in the explosion. 

(vi) Based on these observations, it is thought that the main cause of the abnormal increase in 

radiation levels in the vicinity of the main gate which occurred from 09:30 on March 16, 2011 

was due to the leaking of radioactive materials originating from the core of one or all of Units 1, 

2 or 3 to the outside of the building. 

Because no new configuration of a PCV vent line for Unit 2 was formed at around 09:30 on 

March 16, there is sufficient reason to accept the possibility that due to damage such as would 

impair the containment function of the Unit 2 PCV or its peripherals had already occurred or 

occurred newly and radioactive materials originating from the Unit 2 core leaked from these 

points of damage and were released into the atmosphere via the opened blow-out panel in the 

Unit 2 R/B. 

 

e. Contaminated Water 

(i) From the stagnated 

water sampled from the 

basement of the Unit 2 T/B 

by TEPCO on March 27, 

2011, a high concentration of 

I-131, Cs-134, Cs-137 was 

detected (see Chart 56). 

According to the results of 

a nuclide analysis on the 

skimmer surge tank water 

implemented by TEPCO on 

April 16, 2011, I-131, Cs-134, Cs-137 were detected (see Chart 56). Of the fuels transferred to 

the Unit 2 SFP, even the fuels with the shortest cooling period is cooled for approximately seven 

months, and based on the fact that I-131 is a short-half-life nuclide, it is hard to believe that it 

came from the SFP. It is thought to be probable that nuclides, having leaked from the RPV, 

採取日時 採取物 核種（半減期）
放射能濃度

（Bq/cm
3
）

I-131（約8日） 13,000,000
Cs-134（約2年） 3,100,000
Cs-137（約30年） 3,000,000
I-131（約8日） 4,100
Cs-134（約2年） 160,000
Cs-137（約30年） 150,000
I-131（約8日）
Cs-134（約2年）
Cs-136（約13日）
Cs-137（約30年）
La-140（約2日）
Pr-144（約17分）
Cs-134（約2年） 210,000
Cs-137（約30年） 250,000

　東京電力「原子炉建屋地下滞留水の放射能濃度
等の測定結果」（平成23年12月）等を基に作成

H23.11.25 2号機R/B地下滞留水

H23.3.27 2号機T/B地下1階滞留水

H23.4.16
2号機スキマーサージ
タンク水

H23.4.19
H23.5.21
H23.6.10
H23.6.20

2号機T/B1階のダスト 不明

図表56 2号機汚染水等測定結果
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Concentration
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Stagnant water, Unit 2 T/B,
first basement floor

Unit 2 Skimmer Surge Tank water

Dust on Unit 2 T/B, first floor

Stagnant water, Unit 2 R/B
basement

Unknown

(approx. 8 days)

(approx. 2 years)

(approx. 30 years)

(approx. 8 days)

(approx. 2 years)

(approx. 30 years)

(approx. 8 days)

(approx. 2 years)

(approx. 13 days)

(approx. 30 years)

(approx. 2 days)

(approx. 17 minutes)

(approx. 2 years)

(approx. 30 years)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement results such as radioactivity 
concentration of the stagnant water on the R/B basement” (December 2011) 

Chart 56: Measurement results of contaminated water etc. in Unit 2

March 27, 
2011
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Nov 25, 2011
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dissolved into the SFP water via condensate water from steam, and dust etc. in the R/B.  

According to the results of dust monitoring on the first floor of the Unit 2 T/B as 

implemented by TEPCO on April 19, May 21, and June 10 and 20, 2011, the nuclides I-131, 

Cs-134, Cs-136, Cs-137, La-140 and Pr-144 were detected (see Chart 56). 

Moreover, according to the results of the TEPCO measurements of radioactive concentration 

of the Unit 2 R/B water stagnated underground on November 25, 2011, Cs-134 and Cs-137 

were detected in the Unit 2 R/B water stagnated underground (see Chart 56).  

In the absence of damage from explosions etc., the Unit 2 R/B kept relatively good integrity 

*257, and it is therefore more likely that these nuclides detected originated from the Unit 2 core, 

than that they flew in from the reactors at Units 1 or 3. 

(ii) It is noticed that from around June 2011, the S/C water temperature was on a downward 

trend when injecting water into the reactor at Unit 2. 

There is a high possibility that a failure had occurred in the RPV and water had leaked into 

the PCV due to continued injection of water into the reactor, and that this leaked water into the 

PCV further flowed into the S/C side via the vent piping. If this is the case, then even if reactor 

water injection is carried out for Unit 2, as long as the S/C is full of water, water which has 

leaked into the PCV side will only accumulate on the D/W side, and even though there should 

have been very little change in the S/C water temperature, in actuality, though, the water 

temperature was showing a decline. 

Accordingly, it can be thought that even with continuous injection of water into the reactor 

and leaking into the PCV around this time, the Unit 2 S/C failed to be filled up with water, and 

that the new cooling water flowed into the S/C side. It is natural to conclude that at an earlier 

point in time, damage occurred to some part of the S/C *258. 

(iii) On March 26, 2012, TEPCO checked the water level within the Unit 2 PCV using an 

industrial endoscope, and the results showed that the water level in the base of the D/W was 

approximately 60cm from the bottom. 

Over the period of about a year till this time, reactor water injection was being continued, 

                                                                                                                                        
 *257 Due to the effects of the explosion at Unit 1, the blow-out panel on the east side of the fifth floor of the Unit 2 

R/B fell off. 
 *258 See Attachments II-1-1-30 
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while controlling the flow rate, and during this time coolant water leaked into the D/W from 

points of damage in the RPV, the S/C also filled up with water via the vent piping, and the 

leaked coolant water should have accumulated in the base of the D/W. Despite this, the water 

level was only approximately 60cm above the base of the D/W and therefore there is a high 

possibility that damage had occurred to the S/C or vent piping. 

(iv) Based on these observations, there is a high possibility of damage done to some part of 

the S/C or the vent piping of Unit 2 at some point in time, and it is imagined that the water, 

which had leaked from these damaged areas, turned into water stagnated at the basements of the 

R/B and T/B.  

Additionally, all or a portion of the nuclides detected in the Unit 2 T/B first floor dust or SFP 

water are naturally thought to have originated from the Unit 2 core, and it is also thought that 

these too leaked from the PCV or its peripherals. 

 

(4) Behavior of the S/C water temperature and pressure, and leaks from the PCV 

(i) Until around 05:00 on March 12, 2011, at the latest, in spite of the loss of the RHR cooling 

function at Unit 2, the water source for the RCIC was switched to the S/C and continued 

running the RCIC system. According to the plant related parameters of Unit 2*259, the S/C water 

temperature and pressure showed a relatively slow rise. 

Regarding this point, in the “Fukushima Nuclear Accidents Investigation Report” published 

by TEPCO in June 2012 and the MAAP analysis it released in March of the same year, it points 

out the possibility that the S/C was cooled when it was submerged approximately halfway as a 

result of the flooding of the torus room in the tsunami *260. This was assumed partly from the 

statements by shift operators to the effect that “March 12, approximately 01:00, on heading to 

the field to check the RCIC operating conditions, it was found that water in the RCIC room had 

accumulated to a height only just below the top of boots.” and “March 12, approximately 02:00, 

when we reconfirmed operation, the amount of water had increased, and the operating 

conditions could not be judged from the RCIC room. We checked the reactor pressure and 

                                                                                                                                        
 *259 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *260 Regarding this possibility, it is noted in pages 61, 72 and 73 of the aforementioned ‘Interim Summary 

refarding Technical Findings for the TEPCO Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station Accident.’ 
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RCIC pump discharge pressure on the RCIC rack locally located, and judged that the RCIC 

was operating based on the high RCIC pump discharge pressure.” And because the Unit 4 torus 

room was half-submerged in water, it was assumed that the Unit 2 S/C was also approximately 

half-submerged, indicating the possibility that the S/C was cooled.  

(ii) The background of this hypothesis proposed by TEPCO includes the following points. 

While the May 5, 2011 MAAP analysis, in reproducing the Unit 2 PCV behavior, assumes that 

a leak started when the D/W temperature exceeded the design temperature of 138oC; there was 

awareness of the improbability of this kind of thing occurring in reality, based on the results of 

research from the past*261. Moreover, in the TEPCO MAAP and JNES MELCOR analyses, if 

certain leakage was assumed to moderate the rise in D/W pressure and temperature in the initial 

stages, the sharp rise in D/W pressure could not be reproduced (see Chart 46), which occurred 

after around 22:10 on March 14, 2011. Based on this, there appears to be a view that there may 

have been no leak from the PCV prior to around 22:10 on March 14. These points in the 

background are discussed below.  

(iii) Firstly, the aforementioned research results which form the grounds for the above 

hypothesis proposed by TEPCO are derived from the results of experiments concerning leakage 

from flange gaskets based on the deterioration progress of silicon rubber flange gaskets under 

certain pressure and temperature. 

According to these research results, leaks from flange gaskets leaks are more likely to occur 

when pressure is applied through steam rather than nitrogen gas. Additionally, between flange 

gaskets which have been exposed to radiation and those which have not, the latter are more 

susceptible to leaks. In the instance of semi-round flange gaskets, it is recognized that leaks will 

occur in an environment in which they are most exposed to steam under temperature of 250oC, 

and pressure of 20kgf/cm2
*
262. Even in an environment with reduced steam exposure and in the 

case of gaskets without radiation exposure, leaks are likely at temperatures of 275oC or 300oC 

and pressure of between 6 and 20kgf/cm2. On the other hand, in a nitrogen gas environment 

where flange gaskets are not exposed to radiation, leaks are recognized as occurring under 

                                                                                                                                        
 *261 Refer to K.Hirano, T.Zama, M.Goto et al., “High-temperature leak characteristics of PCV hatch flange 

gasket,” Nucl.Eng.Des.,145,375-386 (1993) 
 *262 1kgf/cm2 is approximately 0.098MPa 
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300oC and pressure of over ten kgf/cm2. 

With the results of this research as grounds, TEPCO rejects the idea that leaks could occur at 

the D/W temperature exceeding a level of 138oC. 

However, these research results are simply stating that leaks from the flange gasket will begin, 

if a flange gasket is directly exposed to ambient temperature of between 250oC and 350oC, 

assuming a certain pressure and other conditions. Additionally, such temperatures and pressures 

indicate those of the atmosphere in the vicinity of the flange gasket, and not the average 

temperature or pressure of the PCV overall. 

In contrast, the MAAP analysis etc, when calculating the D/W temperature, calculates the 

average temperature on the premise that it is a simple space. In actuality, the PCV is of a flask 

configuration, and not only is the heat conductivity in the upper part being poor and susceptible 

to influence from the RPV, the interior is equipped with a large amount of facilities and 

equipment making it a very complicated structure, leading to potential temperature differences 

throughout the PCV. The probability that the temperature in the vicinity of the flange gasket is 

equal to the D/W average temperature is slight, and there is no logical reason to treat the MAAP 

analysis D/W temperature in the same way as the temperature in the vicinity of the flange 

gasket. The aforementioned research also focuses on the temperature differences within the 

PCV, and notes the importance of the heat transfer model for the interior of the PCV in the 

incidence of a severe accident. 

Even given the MAAP analysis assumption that leaks will occur at the point when the D/W 

temperature exceeds the design temperature (138oC), the D/W temperature mentioned here is 

nothing but an assumed average temperature for the simplified PCV space. Ultimately, there is 

no contradiction in the notion of the existence of portions at higher temperatures. In other words, 

even if the overall average D/W temperature was around over a hundred degrees Celsius, there 

is no negation of the possibility that the vicinity of the flange gaskets of parts such as the PCV 

flange or electrical penetrations could be under much higher temperature conditions. Whether it 

is really possible to claim that “the possibility of a leak does not seem realistic” is highly 

doubtful. The above-mentioned research results cited by JNES and TEPCO are not thought to 

negate this possibility either. 
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With the above research results as grounds the TEPCO “Fukushima Nuclear Accidents 

Investigation Report” and above-mentioned MAAP analysis claim that “According to 

knowledge gained from research in the past, there is a high possibility that leaks from the PCV 

caused by high temperatures are generated from the gasket etc, the knowledge gained being that 

the temperature for this is approximately 300oC,” denying that leaks will occur at the point 

when the D/W temperature exceeds the design temperature (138oC). In the exact same analysis, 

however, was assumed the presence of a leak from the D/W gas phase at approximately 07:20 

on March 15, 2011, despite the D/W temperature still showing around above 160oC. This can 

only be called a logical inconsistency in the handling of the leak standards within the same 

analysis. 

Moreover, because the epoxy resins used in the sealant of the low voltage module penetrating 

the PCV have less heat resistance than the flange gasket, these sit outside the scope of 

application of the aforementioned research results concerning the flange gasket. 

To claim then, on the grounds of the above research results, that a leak in the PCV is 

unrealistic on what is no more than the average temperature within the PCV exceeding the 

138oC, is a leap in logic. 

(iv) The TEPCO MAAP analysis released in March 2012 claims that, “Concerning the sharp 

rise in D/W pressure from 22:40 on March 14 and subsequent stabilization at the raised pressure, 

making no assumption of a leak from the PCV has enabled the analysis to more or less 

reproduce the D/W pressure of the actual measurements” and this view is also endorsed in the 

aforementioned ‘Interim Summary regarding Technical Findings for the TEPCO Fukushima 

Dai-ichi NPS Accident’ released by NISA *263.  

However, even if a hypothesis gives a localized explanation for a sequential progression of 

events, if a uniform explanation using that hypothesis proves difficult, it can only be considered 

that it is divorced from actual behavior and should not even be offered as one possibility for the 

progression of events.  

When mention is made of the D/W pressure behavior which by TEPCO “had been able to  

more or less be reproduced in the analysis” with such a view also endorsed by NISA, despite 
                                                                                                                                        
 *263 See Page 72 of the aforementioned ‘Interim Summary regarding Technical Findings for the TEPCO 

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS Accident.’ 
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the behavior that the D/W pressure was clearly on a downward trend according to the Unit 2 

plant related parameters*264 for the period just prior to that behavior in question between 

approximately 19:59 to 20:03 on March 14, 2011, and the period preceding this between 

approximately 13:24 and 18:00 on that same day (see Charts 41, 42 and 43), a directly opposing 

rising trend was displayed in this MAAP analysis: that is, such behavior had not been 

reproduced at all. Although the Investigation Committee held a detailed hearing for those in 

charge of the analysis at TEPCO and the plant manufacturers, no logical explanation was given 

regarding this point. 

Given that no cooling means such as the D/W cooler were tried at this time, the only logical 

explanation for the drop in D/W pressure is a leak in the PCV. 

In contrast to this, if TEPCO and the plant manufacturers were to assume the presence of 

such a leak, in no way does this render it impossible to replicate the behavior from around 22:10 

on the same day where the D/W pressure rose sharply, and remained stable at that raised level. 

The reason that it cannot be replicated is because it is denied that there occurred a large scale 

failure with the RPV or its Peripherals at that time, due to analysis results based on a simplified 

RPV failure model and indeterminate assumption conditions. In fact, with regard to Unit 1, the 

TEPCO MAAP analysis, assuming the presence of a leak from the PCV and a failure of the 

RPV, replicates the behavior of the D/W pressure as having hovered at around above 0.7MPa 

abs as at the Unit 3. 

With regard to Unit 2, however, according to the analysis results of both the TEPCO and 

JNES analyses, the RPV failure time was very late or there was no failure with the RPV; 

therefore, it must be assumed that the RPV integrity was maintained at this time. However, in 

the first place, the RPV failure time in the analysis results can in no way be endorsed as it is not 

only greatly influenced by the analysis model and the assumed conditions which are thought to 

contain a misapprehension regarding important facts such as the timing and amounts of water 

injection. It is thought that replication of the sharp rise in D/W pressure in question would be 

possible if there was a large scale failure in the RPV or its Peripherals, and if the fuel dropped 

down to the PCV lower pedestal. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *264 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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If this is the case, it is possible that the leak from the PCV or its Peripherals had begun at a 

fairly early stage, gradually expanding leak area, and the D/W pressure was in a decline from 

approximately 13:24 on the same day, however from approximately 21:20 the D/W pressure 

rose sharply possibly caused by a failure in the RPV bottom, leading to steam flowing into the 

D/W side, and also resulting in the melted fuel falling onto the PCV lower pedestal. The 

subsequent hovering of the D/W pressure at around above 0.7MPa abs could also be explained 

if there were two factors that retained the equilibrium: a failure in the RPV and fall of melted 

fuel onto the PCV lower pedestal causing the D/W pressure to rise, and a leak from the PCV 

causing the D/Wpressure to drop *265.  

(v) Moreover, doubts remain regarding the content of the above hypothesis proposed by 

TEPCO. In other words, it is thought that the fact that the Unit 4 torus room was approximately 

half-submerged was not unrelated to the fact that the Unit 4 T/B truck bay door was fully open 

at the time when the tsunami hit *266, a different premise from that of Unit 2 where the T/B truck 

bay door was closed at the time the tsunami hit, and it is therefore thought that these cannot be 

placed in the same category. Moreover, at Unit 3, which is located next to Unit 4, starting 

approximately 03:00 on March 13, 2011, the shift team were able to enter the RCIC room on 

the first basement floor of the R/B, and it can be acknowledged that these were not submerged 

in water; and just because the torus room on the first basement floor of the Unit 4 R/B was 

submerged in water, and it is clear that this does not give us license to presume that the torus 

room on the first basement floor of the Unit 2 R/B, located even further from that of Unit 3, was 

submerged. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *265 In Page 61 of the ‘Interim Summary regarding Technical Findings for the TEPCO Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS 

Accident,’ NISA states that “If it is assumed that a certain level of leakage from the PCV occurred shortly after the 
earthquake, it conflicts with the notion that on March 15 the PCV pressure rose and hovered at a level above 
0.7MPa for a period of approximately eight hours;” however, this only means that the JNES failed to replicate it in 
the MELCOR analysis which was based on a simplified analysis code, indeterminate assumption conditions and 
mistaken facts of the premise, and how they can claim “a contradiction” without such analysis verification is 
beyond comprehension. If a failure in the RPV and fall of melted fuel onto the PCV lower pedestal occurred from 
around 21:20 on March 14, 2011, it cannot be denied that large amounts of steam may have continued to be 
generated within the PCV due to insufficient alternative water injection, while on the other hand a leak from the 
PCV may have occurred due to excessive temperatures. Thus it cannot be stated with any certainty that this 
phenomenon was not possible. 

 *266 The amount of water thought to have flowed into the first basement floor of the Unit 4 R/B from the Unit 4 
T/B is believed to be rather great. 
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If the S/C in the torus room of the basement of the Unit 2 R/B was approximately 

half-submerged in water, the torus room floor must have been flooded to a level of around 5 

meters, meaning that the RCIC room can be considered to have flooded to a similar level *267. 

However, if the floor of the RCIC room was flooded to a level of 5 meters, the RCIC pump 

would have been submerged, leading to doubts over whether it could have operated correctly.  

Furthermore, the depth of contaminated water in the Unit 2 T/B basement floor was only 

about 1.2 meters as of April 17, 2011, and the contaminated water level on the Unit 2 R/B 

basement floor was probably about the same. Against this background, if the Unit 2 torus room 

was flooded to approximately 5 meters above floor level, the question becomes from where this 

contaminated water entered the torus room and to where did the remainder of the water 

disappear in the process of a reduction in the water level to 1.2 meters. 

(vi) Based on aspects such as functional failures with the electrical systems for the RCIC and 

HPCI and the statements of the shift team, it is not disputed that the first basement floor of the 

Unit 2 R/B was actually flooded, however attempts to use this fact alone to explain the heat 

removal at the Unit 2 S/C or the behavior of the D/W pressure, S/C pressure and S/C 

temperature would result in problems, and it seems probable that if considered in conjunction 

with the leak from the PCV, a fairly logical explanation is possible. 

Whatever the case, the Investigation Committee expects that the Government, TEPCO and 

JNES to proceed with further verification of the behavior of the Unit 2 D/W and S/C pressure, 

taking these doubts into consideration and not ignoring the possibility of failures to the RPV 

and PCV. 

 

(5) Abnormal noise and impact confirmed between the times of approximately 06:00 and 

06:12 on March 15, 2011 

(i) Between approximately 06:00 and 06:12 on March 15, 2011, the NPS ERC received 

reports of abnormal noise being heard in the vicinity of the Unit 2 S/C, and added to this that the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *267 Concerning the flooding of the torus room of Unit 2, if the rise in water at the RCIC room is being given as a 

ground of the hypothesis, then the Torus and RCIC rooms not having been isolated is a necessary premise; and if 
so, to make explanation possible the RCIC and torus rooms must be thought to have been subject to the same 
extent of flooding. 
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S/C pressure reading was 0.000MPa abs, the possibility that an explosion type phenomenon had 

occurred was initially proposed. 

(ii) Firstly, however, as explained in Chapter IV 5 (3) (i) of the Interim Report, at around 

06:00 on March 15, as an incoming shift team entered the Units 3 & 4 service building in order 

to take over duty of the Units 3 & 4 Main Control Room they heard an impact noise, and 

subsequently, when retreating to the Seismic Isolation Building, confirmed that the road which 

had previously been tidy was strewn with rubble and other obstacles, and that the upper part of 

the Unit 4 R/B had been damaged. 

With regard to the reports of abnormal noise near the Unit 2 S/C also, these were simply 

reports of abnormal sounds and impact from the Unit 2 side as seen from the Units 1 & 2 Main 

Control Room, and was uncertain as to whether these were from the vicinity of the Unit 2 S/C 

or from Unit 3, or Unit 4. 

Secondly, according to each of the statements of the NPS ERC and those who had been in the 

Units 1 & 2 and Units 3 & 4 Main Control Rooms, abnormal noise and impact were only 

experienced once around between 06:00 and 06:12, in other words no one claimed that they had 

experienced an abnormal noise and impact at approximately 06:00 and another incidence of 

abnormal noise and impact at 06:12 on that day. 

(iii) Moreover, the analysis results of recorder data at the five seismic monitoring points 

located within the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS site, show that at 06:12 and 15 seconds on March 

15, 2011, short vibrations were recorded at each point with a time difference of within 1 second 

between arrival of the P wave (compressional wave) and S wave (shear wave); in other words, 

the vibrations are thought to be those of an explosion and not earthquake tremors *268. When we 

identify the explosion vibration arrival time at each of the aforementioned five seismic 

monitoring points, based on this data measurement result, if we assume an explosion at Unit 2, 

the explosion vibration arrival time is irregular and does not agree with the distance between 

each of the seismic monitoring points and Unit 2. On the other hand, if we assume an explosion 

at Unit 4, the explosion vibration arrival time agrees with the distance between each of the 

seismic monitoring points and Unit 4, and the way in which the vibration was transmitted 

                                                                                                                                        
 *268 See Attachment II-2-7. 
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concentrically is clearly expressed *269. 

(iv) If this is the case, accepting that the abnormal noise and impact confirmed between 

approximately 06:00 and 06:12 on March 15, 2011 was a one-off based on the statements of the 

shift teams at the Units 1 & 2 and 3 & 4 Main Control Rooms, the time at which this abnormal 

noise and impact were experienced can be narrowed down to the time displayed in the seismic 

monitoring recorder data, approximately 06:12 on that day. The handwritten note recorded by 

the NPS ERC Recovery Team in their notebook “6o14' sound of explosion” is also logical if we 

consider that the shift team would have notified the NPS ERC Recovery Team by telephone 

after hearing the abnormal noise at around 06;12 on that day. 

Moreover, according to the Unit 2 plant related parameters *270, the S/C pressure indicator had 

displayed two instances of readings of 0.000MPa abs prior to the time at which the abnormal 

noise and impact were experienced, at approximately 06:02 and 06:10 on that day. According to 

the statements of the shift team who took the actual measurements, it was thought that at this 

time the S/C pressure had dropped below the lower limit of the measurement range; however, 

whatever the case, one cannot help but think that there is only limited causal relationship 

between the S/C pressure indicator dropping off the scale and the experience of an abnormal 

noise and impact is slight*271. 

Based on the above, the cause of the abnormal noise and impact confirmed at around 06:12 

on March 15 is thought to be the Unit 4 R/B explosion, it cannot become the grounds for some 

kind of explosion type phenomenon having occurred in the Unit 2 S/C at around this time. 

(v) In the first place, this means solely that an explosion type phenomenon cannot be deemed 

to have occurred in the Unit 2 S/C at approximately 06:12 on March 15, 2011, and does not 

                                                                                                                                        
 *269 While the magnitude of the explosion cannot be estimated accurately from the amplitude and frequency of 

the vibrations recorded in the seismic monitoring recorder data, it is possible to identify the timing of the 
vibrations resulting from the explosion. 

 *270 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *271 Because at approximately 06:00 on March 15, 2011, the attention of the NPS ERC was focused, via the 

television-conferencing system, on the movements of then Prime Minister Naoto Kan who was visiting the 
TEPCO Head Office, and therefore the information about the S/C pressure measurements at approximately 06:02 
and 06:10 of that day was not shared by the overall NPS ERC at that time. Subsequently, at approximately 06:12 
on March 15, the Seismic Isolation Building in which the NPS ERC is located also suffered a strong impact and 
following this the information that the “S/C pressure was zero” was placed on the main table by the Recovery 
Team. It is thought that the NPS ERC held belief that “the S/C pressure hit zero at almost the same time as the 
impact” was attributable to this. 
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affirm the soundness of the S/C of Unit 2 prior or subsequent to this. 

Rather, the possibility that between approximately 13:45 and 18:10 on March 14, 2011, 

damage may have occurred to the PCV or its Peripherals that would degrade the containment 

function is well recognized, and the exceedingly high possibility that subsequently further 

damage may have occurred is as has already been explored herein, covering the possibility of 

damage to the S/C of Unit 2 also. 

 

(6) Summary 

Based on these discussions, it is not determined that such damage occurred to the Unit 2 PCV 

or its Peripherals as would significantly degrade the containment function between the time 

immediately after the earthquake until the tsunami arrival, and the possibility that such damage 

occurred prior to around12:30 on March 14, 2011 is considered to be slight. The possibility, 

however, that such damage as would degrade the containment function occurred to the Unit 2 

PCV or its Peripherals between around 13:45 and around 18:10 on March 14 is given sufficient 

recognition, and there is an exceedingly high possibility that more significant damage occurred 

subsequently. Additionally, based on the results of radiation monitoring in the vicinity of the 

main gate between approximately 07:38 on March 15 and 04:00 on March 16, the radiation 

dose rates were between a few hundred and a few thousand μSv/h, peaking with a measurement 

of 11,930.0 μSv/h at approximately 09:00 on March 15. It is highly possible that during this 

time damage as would heavily degrade the containment function may have occurred to the Unit 

2 PCV or its Peripherals, and large amounts of radioactive materials may have been released 

into the environment. Moreover, there is a high possibility that such damage occurred to either 

the S/C or vent line over one of these periods. 

With regard to damage areas, in addition to the S/C and vent line, examples of many possible 

cases include that high temperature may have caused deterioration in seal materials such as 

flange gaskets or epoxy resin seals used to ensure airtightness at the places such as the PCV 

flanges, electrical penetrations, airlock doors and service entrance hatches. It is difficult, 

however, to identify damage locations, as actual spot investigations are not practical at the 

current point in time.  
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Accordingly, it is recommended that the Government and the nuclear operator locate the 

damage and accordingly investigate the cause and time of that damage, as soon as on-the-spot 

investigations become possible in the future. 

 

Section 3. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) 

(1) The RCIC was running from immediately after the earthquake until the tsunami arrival, 

and the possibility is denied of damage to the RCIC that would result in a functional 

failure. 

a. Records such as historical data in the Process Computer System 

(i) According to the recorder charts*272, alarm typer outputs*273, Process Computer alarm 

printer*274, Transient Analysis Recording System data*275, and shift operators' logbook for Unit 

2, the following operation record can be acknowledged with regards to the Unit 2 RCIC. 

Firstly, the RCIC turbine started up, RCIC initiation signal was transmitted and the RCIC 

was activated at approximately 14:50 on March 11, 2011. However, the “high reactor water 

level” signal was transmitted at around 14:51 of the same day and the RCIC was shut down. 

Later at approximately 15:02 of the same day, the RCIC initiation signal was transmitted again 

immediately after the startup of the RCIC turbine, and the RCIC system was activated normally. 

The RCIC continued to operate at a pump discharge flow rate of around 25~30ℓ/s, a pump 

discharge pressure of slightly under 8MPa gage, and turbine speed of at least 2000~4000 

revolutions per second. Then, around between 15:25 to 15:26 of the same day, the shift team 

closed the RCIC discharge valve and changed the line from the bypass line to the return line to 

the CST in order to adjust the flow rate. However, at approximately 15:28 of the same day, the 

water level exceeded the L-8 setpoint when the relief valve function of the SRV was activated. 

This resulted in the transmission of “high reactor water level” signal and shutdown of the RCIC 

system for the second time. 

At approximately 15:39 of the same day, the shift team again manually activated (quick start) 

                                                                                                                                        
 *272 See Attachment II-1-1-19. 
 *273 See Attachment II-1-1-31. 
 *274 See Attachment II-1-1-31. 
 *275 See Attachment II-1-1-31. 
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the RCIC pump and opened the discharge valve in order to activate the RCIC system. 

(ii) According to the historical data in the Process Computer System*276 from approximately 

15:40 of March 11, 2011 onwards, the pump discharge flow rate fluctuated dramatically and 

repeatedly. After approximately 15:43 of the same day onwards, the turbine revolution had 

reached the minus range. There is a possibility that correct measurement became impossible for 

the above readings due to fluctuations in the current and voltage during the power was being 

lost due to the effect of the tsunami. 

(iii) According to the historical data in the Process Computer System*277 and the alarm typer 

outputs*278 of Unit 2, the RCIC initiation signal and the RCIC turbine activation signal were off 

at approximately 15:43 on March 11, 2011. Considering the timing of the event, this is possibly 

caused by the loss of power due to the effect of the tsunami, and according to the alarm typer 

outputs of Unit 2*279, the RCIC system flow rate and the RCIC pump discharge flow rate was 

displaying values around 30ℓ/s. Therefore, it can be presumed that the RCIC continued to 

operate without flow control. 

 

b. Shift operators’ logbook and testimony by the shift team 

According to the shift operators’ logbook, it is clear that the RCIC was activated at around 

15:02 of March 11, 2011, the injection was commenced at around15:07 of the same day, and the 

RCIC was shut down due to the transmission of the “high reactor water level (L-8)” signal at 

approximately 15:28 of the same day. The shift team had made a similar testimony with regards 

to the operation the RCIC system. 

 

c. CST water level 

(i) According to the alarm typer outputs of Unit 2, the CST water level indicated “65.625% 

faulty” at approximately 14:48.20 on March 11, 2011. Only three seconds later at 

approximately 14:48.23 of the same day, the CST water level indicated “51.71875% normal". 

                                                                                                                                        
 *276 See Attachment II-1-1-32. 
 *277 See Attachment II-1-1-32. 
 *278 See Attachment II-1-1-32. 
 *279 See Attachment II-1-1-32. 
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Later at 15:40.37 of the same day, the level 

indicated “23.78125% faulty" (see Chart 57). 

(ii) Firstly, the “normal” and “faulty” judgments 

are indicated on the right side of the CST water 

level values in Chart 57. The output range of CST 

water level is between the lower limit of 0% and 

the upper limit of 100%, and any values that 

exceeds this range by 1% or more is entered, in other words if the CST water level value is 

below -1% or above 101%, the “faulty” judgment is given. Due to the algorithm of the 

computer, if the “faulty” is recognized, the last normal value will be recorded, and if the 

“normal” is recognized, the value at the point where the “normal” is recognized will be 

recorded. In other words, the indication “65.625% faulty” at 14:48.20 of the same day means 

that the CST water level record had either went above or below the upper or lower limits 

respectively at approximately 14:48.20 of the same day, and that the last normal value was 

65.625%. Similarly, the indication “23.78125% faulty” at 15:40.37 of the same day means that 

the CST water level record had either went above or below the upper or lower limits 

respectively at approximately 15:40.37 of the same day, and that the last normal value was 

23.78125%. Considering this, the CST water levels of Unit 2, according to the records, 

repeatedly increased or decreased in ways that are difficult to conceive as the actual behavior. 

If we then focus on the time frame in which the error judgments were made, at 14:48.20 of 

the same day corresponds with the time frame when the external power was lost. At 15:40.37 of 

the same day corresponds with the time frame when the emergency diesel generator (“EDG”) 

was shut down due to the effects of the tsunami and power supply was cut from the 6.9kV bus 

2D. Therefore, it can be determined that faulty judgments were made with the readings that 

reach below the lower limit due to the loss of signal caused by power loss. 

In actuality, according to the CST water level records that remained in the Process Computer 

System of Unit 2, the value indicated approximately 68% at the time when the earthquake took 

place, and at approximately 14:48 of the same day, the value dropped to 51% but immediately 

recovered to around 68%. This reading suggests that the water level had instantaneously 

H23.3.11
時刻

CST水位に関する
アラーム内容

14:48:20 65.625％　不良
14:48:23 51.71875％　正常
15:40:37 23.78125％　不良

　　              東京電力「アラームタイパ」
　　              （平成23年5月）を基に作成

図表57 2号機 アラームタイパ上のCST水位

Time on 
March 11, 2011

Alarm Messages regarding 
CST water levels

Text

Text

Text

Chart 57: Unit 2 CST water levels as shown in the Alarm Typer Outputs

Created based on TEPCO’s “Alarm Typer Outputs” (May 2011)
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recovered, and therefore it is not conceivable that the above readings are the actual shift of the 

CST water level. Furthermore, according to the above records, the CST water level was 

showing a downward shift until around 15:40 of the same day while fluctuating gently. At 

approximately 15:40 of the same day, the water level suddenly dropped from approximately 

66% to approximately 23%. It is difficult to interpret this sudden drop of water level to be the 

actual shift of the CST water level. Considering the time frame when such behaviors occurred, 

it is natural to determine that the values were due to the loss of signals caused by power loss. 

(iii) Furthermore, the water source for the RCIC was the CST at the time, and according to 

the historical data of the Process Computer System of Unit 2, there were no issues with RCIC's 

discharge pressure or discharge flow rate. It can therefore be determined that the water source 

for the RCIC was secured so long as the reactor water level was stable. These reasons also 

undermine the possibility of a large leak from the CST. 

(iv) Also, on 02:56, March 12, 2011 column of the shift team’s memo, it states that “Unit 2 

CST is declining but not leaking, 4,277mm.” It is clear from this memo that at the time of this 

event, the shift team had actually checked the water level, and a stable water level was 

maintained inside the CST and that leakage was not detected. 

 

(2) While the RCIC was running at approximately 02:00 on March 12, 2011, the system had 

become uncontrollable after tsunami reaching the site, caused by the effects of tsunami 

a. Historical data in the Process Computer System 

(i) According to the historical data in the Unit 2 Process Computer System*280, the RCIC 

pump discharge pressure was around 8.0MPa gage at approximately 15:39 on March 11, 2011, 

and the RCIC pump discharge pressure was consistent up to the end of the data display period 

at 15:50 of the same day. 

(ii) According to the Unit 2 historical data in the Process Computer System*281, the RCIC 

pump discharge flow rate was fluctuating up and down between 0ℓ and 30.0ℓ per second at 

approximately 15:39 on March 11, 2011. Despite this, the RCIC pump discharge flow rate was 

consistent at around 31~32ℓ/s up to the end of the data display period at 15:50 of the same day. 
                                                                                                                                        
 *280 See Attachment II-1-1-32. 
 *281 See Attachment II-1-1-32. 
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b. Reactor pressure 

Between approximately 02:00 on March 12, 2011 until approximately 02:55 of the same day, 

the shift team was able to enter inside the Unit 2 R/B and measure the reactor pressure indicator 

and the RCIC pump discharge pressure indicator. Therefore, it is natural to determine that the 

reactor water level was maintained at a certain level at this time. And as a result of the 

measurements, the RCIC pump discharge pressure indicated 6.0MPa gage and reactor pressure 

indicated 5.6MPa gage. As the indication of the RCIC pump discharge pressure was higher than 

that of the reactor pressure, it can be determined that the RCIC’s water injection function was 

not lost. 

 

c. Reactor water level 

According to the plant related parameters of Unit 2*282, for the reactor water level indicator 

(fuel range Channel A), monitoring became possible at approximately 22:00 on March 11, 2011, 

the reactor water level was shifting in between 3,400~3,700mm above the TAF from the time 

after the monitoring became possible until around 06:30 on March 12. When considering the 

density correction, there is a high possibility that the reactor water level was exceeding 

3,700mm above TAF (see Chart 58). 

図表58 2号機原子炉水位の挙動（3/11 22:00～3/12 6:30）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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22:00 0:00          2:00          4:00          6:00  6:30

Reactor Water Level 
(Fuel Range)   (Ch. A)

Chart 58: Unit 2 reactor water level behavior (22:00 March 11 to 06:30 March 12)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

22:00 00:00 02:00 04:00 06:00 06:30

 

 

d. Loss of power 

(i) After the tsunami arrival, the power for RCIC control panels in the Units 1 & 2 Main 

                                                                                                                                        
 *282 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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Control Room was lost. Not only the state indicator lamps turned off and not visible*283, the first 

basement floor of the Unit 2 R/B was flooded. When considering the positions of the RCIC 

room and the DC power distribution panel, it can be estimated that the devices and power 

supplies for RCIC control were either submerged or affected by water and the RCIC system 

was not controllable. 

(ii) At Unit 2, the HPCI system and the DC power distribution panel were affected by water 

due to the tsunami, and the state indicator lamps for HPCI operation and control were turned off. 

Therefore, it can be determined that it became impossible to initiate or control the HPCI. 

Based on this, when considering that the RCIC room and the HPCI room were side by side 

on the first basement floor of Unit 2 R/B, it can be considered that the devices and power 

supplies for the RCIC control were either submerged in water or affected by water, and the 

control became impossible. In any case, the RCIC lost its power source as soon as it was 

initiated with the injection valve open, whilst the HPCI lost its power while it was shut down 

with its isolation valve closed. This may have caused the difference in operating conditions 

between the RCIC and HPCI at a later stage. 

 

(3) It is highly possible that the RCIC was running but uncontrollable up to around 09:00 on 

March 14, 2011 

a. RCIC water injection function, S/C pressure, and S/C water temperature 

(i) After tsunami arrival until around 04:00 of March 12, 2011, the shift team continued to run 

the RCIC system at rated flow rate*284 using the CST as the water source while under the 

environment where the RCIC would not automatically stop even if the reactor water level 

reaching a level equivalent to “high reactor water level” (L-8) due to the loss of power. For this 

reason, the CST water level had dropped from approximately 68% at the time of the earthquake 

to approximately 30%. Then, around between 04:00 to 05:00 of the same day, the shift team 

switched the RCIC water source from the CST to the S/C and continued operating the RCIC. 

As a result, the S/C water temperature had risen for Unit 2, and according to the water 

temperature indicator, the temperature was 146°C at approximately 07:00 on March 14, and 
                                                                                                                                        
 *283 A universal battery is used for both indicator lamps and driving power. 
 *284 Rated flow rate of Unit 2 RCIC is 95m3/h 
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149.3°C at approximately 12:30 of the same day*285 

(see Chart 59). 

On the other hand, according to the plant related 

parameters of Unit 2*286, since the reactor pressure of 

Unit 2 indicating 7.000MPa gage at approximately 

20:07 on March 11. From that point and until around 

12:00 on March 14, the pressure was by and large 

shifting within 5.300~6.300MPa gage. It can 

therefore be considered that the reactor pressure was 

not in a state where the SRV relief valve function or the safety valve function would operate 

(see Chart 60).  

図表60 2号機原子炉圧力の挙動（3/11 20:00～3/14 12:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 60: Unit 2 reactor pressure behavior (20:00 March 11 to 12:00 March 14)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

20:00 14:00 08:00 02:00 12:00

 

In this case, it is difficult to determine that the reason for the rise in the S/C water temperature 

of Unit 2 is caused by anything other than the RCIC system being running without the 

secondary cooling function by the RHR system and due to the water inside the S/C being 

circulated between the reactor and the S/C via the RCIC line. If this is the case, it can be 

presumed that the RCIC continued to be running. 

(ii) In any case, the S/C water temperature at approximately 07:00 on March 14, 2011 was 

                                                                                                                                        
 *285 The measurement range of Unit 2 S/C water temperature indicator is 0~150°C. Later at around15:00 on 

March 14, 2011, the indicator showed 130°C, and from around 15:40 onwards of the same day, the indicator was 
set as “under inspection” and became immeasurable. 

 *286 See TEPCO’s HP. 

H23.3.14
時 刻
 7:00 146 0.473
 7:30 146 0.473
 8:00 146.5 0.474
 9:00 146.5 0.478
 9:35 146.6 0.476
 9:45 146.6 記録なし
10:00 146.6 0.480
10:30 146.9 0.481
12:00 147 0.485
12:30 149.3 0.486

S/C水温
（℃）

S/C圧力
（MPa abs）

図表59 2号機 S/C水温・S/C圧力

       東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」
       （平成23年5月）等を基に作成

S/C Water Temperature S/C Pressure

No Record

Chart 59: Unit 2 S/C water temperature and S/C pressure

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

Time on 
March 14, 2011
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already indicating 146°C which exceeds the design temperature. However, because the S/C 

water temperature for Unit 2 was not monitored up to then, the point in which the S/C water 

temperature of Unit 2 had exceeded 100°C is still unknown. 

In the first place, if the S/C water temperature exceeds 100°C, then it is a reportable event as 

a pressure control functional failure pursuant to the provisions of Article 15 of the Act on 

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (hereafter the “Nuclear 

Emergency Preparedness Act”). 

In actuality, the Fukushima Dai-ni NPS also continued its operation using the RCIC system 

with S/C as its water source for Units 1, 2, and 4, and this resulted in S/C water temperature 

exceeding 100°C in succession. This event was duly reported according to the above provision 

at approximately 05:00 of March 12. Despite this, at the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, monitoring 

of the S/C water temperature was not carried out until approximately 07:00 on March 14. 

As a result, it can be determined that the S/C pressure control function for Unit 2 was 

gradually lost because the RCIC system continued to be operated using the S/C as the water 

source. 

 

b. Reactor water level 

According to the plant related parameter of Unit 2*287, the reactor water level (fuel range 

Channel A) indicated 3,500mm above the TAF at approximately 18:30 on March 12, 2011. 

Later, it indicated 3,600mm above the TAF at approx. 21:30 of the same day, 3,650mm above 

the TAF at approx. 01:00 on March 13, 3,700mm above the TAF at approx. 08:55 of the same 

day, 3,750mm above the TAF at approx. 11:55 of the same day, 3,800mm above the TAF at 

approx. 18:20 of the same day, 3,850mm above the TAF at approx. 22:00 of the same day, 

3,900mm above the TAF at approx. 05:00 on March 14, and 3,950mm above the TAF at approx. 

07:15 of the same day. Also, for fuel range Channel B, which began to be measured from 09:25 

of March 13, the reactor water level indication was approximate to the values indicated in fuel 

range Channel A (see Chart 61).  

                                                                                                                                        
 *287 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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図表61 2号機原子炉水位の挙動（3/12 18:00～3/14 9:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 61: Unit 2 reactor water level behavior (18:00 March 12 to 09:00 March 14)

Reactor Water Level
(Fuel Range)   (Ch. B)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

18:00 03:00 12:00 21:00 06:00 09:00

 

In this case, it is natural to determine that up to the time when the water level indicated 

3,900mm above the TAF at approximately 09:00 of March 14, the RCIC continued to be 

operated because the reactor water level was either showing an upward trend or not showing 

any changes despite no alternative water injection being carried out. 

In any case, according to the plant related parameters of Unit 2, the reactor water level would 

exceed 5,000mm above the TAF by approximately 07:15 of the same day if density correction 

was being carried out to the value displayed on the fuel range water level indicator. Despite the 

possibility that the water level had reached near the steam line inlet of the RCIC system, the rise 

in water level was being controlled while the RCIC system was operational. With regards to this 

point, it can be determined that despite the RCIC system of Unit 2 was being without flow 

control due to power loss, there may have been a repetition of a series of events whereby excess 

in water level rise due to RCIC water injection volume causing a drop in turbine revolution as 

steam containing water being supplied to the RCIC turbine*288, causing the RCIC water 

injection volume to drop and the rise in water level controlled. 

 

c. Reactor pressure and RCIC pump discharge pressure 

In the memo recorded by the Dai-ichi NPS ERC Intelligence Team, it states “Unit 2 RCIC 

operation confirmed, discharge pressure 6.0MPa, reactor pressure 5.6MPa” at 02:55 of March 

                                                                                                                                        
 *288 Normally, if the water level reaches L-8 (TAF+5,653mm), the “high reactor water level” signal is transmitted 

and the RCIC system is shut down, which prevents the reactor water level from exceeding the steam line inlet of 
the RCIC system. However, it can be determined that this mechanism did not function due to power loss. 
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12, at 03:55 of the same day it states “Unit 2 CST tank level beginning to drop, will switch to 

S/C,” at 18:30 of the same day it states “Unit 2 TAF +3650 D/W pressure 150kPa(G), RCIC 

operating,” at 21:30 of the same day it states “Unit 2 RCIC 5.3MPa,” and at 14:25 on March 13 

it states “Unit 2 RCIC seems to be running.” 

From these memos and the testimony by the shift team, they continued to enter Unit 2 R/B 

even after 02:55 on March 12 on an irregular basis in order to monitor reactor pressure and 

RCIC pump discharge pressure which are directly readable on the indicators on the instrument 

rack, and checked that the RCIC was operating. 

 

(4) The RCIC water injection function is presumed to have been lost by approximately 12:30 

on March 14, 2011, despite the possibility that RCIC may have been active albeit with a 

reduced water injection function from around 09:00 of the same day onwards 

a. S/C water temperature and S/C pressure 

According to the Unit 2 S/C water temperature indicator, S/C water temperature was 

showing 146°C at approximately 07:00 on 

March 14, 2011, and by approximately 12:30 of 

the same day the temperature indication had 

risen to 149.3°C. According to the Unit 2 S/C 

pressure indicator, S/C pressure was showing 

0.478MPa abs at approximately 09:00 of the 

same day, and then the pressure indication had 

risen to 0.486MPa abs at approximately 12:30 

of the same day (see Chart 62). 

It can be determined that the S/C water temperature and pressure had risen because the S/C 

cooling via the RHR system was not functioning due to power loss, despite that 

high-temperature, high-pressure steam discharged from the RPV and the exhaust from the 

RCIC flowing into the S/C. 

 

b. Reactor pressure and the RCIC pump discharge pressure 

H23.3.14
時 刻
 7:00 146 0.473
 7:30 146 0.473
 8:00 146.5 0.474
 9:00 146.5 0.478
 9:35 146.6 0.476
 9:45 146.6 記録なし
10:00 146.6 0.480
10:30 146.9 0.481
12:00 147 0.485
12:30 149.3 0.486

S/C水温
（℃）

S/C圧力
（MPa abs）

図表62 2号機 S/C水温・S/C圧力

　　　　　東京電力「プラント関連パラメー
　　　　　タ」（平成23年5月）等を基に作成

Time on 
March 14, 2011

S/C Water Temperature S/C Pressure

No Record

Chart 62: Unit 2 S/C water temperature and S/C pressure

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)
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(i) Between around 02:00 on March 12, 2011 and around 02:55 of the same day, the shift 

team entered inside the Unit 2 R/B and confirmed that the RCIC pump discharge pressure was 

indicating 6.0MPa gage. Even after this, the shift team confirmed that the RCIC pump 

discharge pressure was around 5~6MPa gage, and there are no situations at later stages where 

the RCIC pump discharge pressure increased dramatically. 

If this is the case, there is a high possibility that if the Unit 2 reactor pressure had exceeded 

6MPa gage, sufficient water injection would not have been carried out because the reactor 

pressure may have been higher than or almost equal to the RCIC pump discharge pressure. 

(ii) According to the Unit 2 plant related parameters*289, since indicating 5.310MPa gage at 

approximately 09:00 on March 14, 2011, reactor pressure began showing an upward trend. It 

can be determined that this change may have led to the reactor pressure becoming almost equal 

to the RCIC pump discharge pressure, thereby causing the water injection volume through the 

RCIC system to decrease. Furthermore, the reactor pressure indicated 6.188MPa gage at 

approximately 12:30 of the same day, and 7.065MPa gage at approximately 13:00 of the same 

day (see Chart 63). 

図表63 2号機原子炉圧力の挙動（3/14 8:00～3/14 13:30）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 63: Unit 2 reactor pressure behavior (08:00 － 13:30 March 14)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)
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For Unit 2, it can be determined that the RCIC pump discharge pressure did not sufficiently 

rise during the shift towards an upward trend in reactor pressure, resulting in decreased 

difference in pressure between the RCIC pump discharge pressure and the reactor pressure, then 

causing the water injection volume to decrease and thereby the water injection function to fail. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *289 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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Possible causes for the RCIC pump discharge pressure not to rise sufficiently may include 

cases such as the reduction in RCIC turbine revolution as the steam containing water coming 

from the RPV entering into the RCIC turbine, or the loss of the driving source of the RCIC 

turbine resulting from decrease in steam flow to the RCIC turbine from the RPV through the 

steam line caused by insufficient RCIC turbine exhaust steam to the S/C due to the rise in S/C 

temperature degrading its steam condensing function. 

And it can be determined that by approximately 12:30 of the same day at the latest, the 

reactor pressure became higher than the RCIC pump discharge pressure, causing water injection 

to the reactor to stop. 

In actuality, according to the Unit 2 plant related parameters*290, the reactor water level (fuel 

range Channel A) was indicating 3,900mm above the TAF at approximately 09:00 of the same 

day. Since then, the indication was 2,950mm above the TAF at approximately 12:30 of the same 

day and was 2,500mm above the TAF at approximately 13:00 of the same day, showing a clear 

downward trend (see Chart 64). 

図表64 2号機原子炉水位の挙動（3/14 8:00～3/14 13:30）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 64: Unit 2 reactor water level behavior (08:00 –13:30 March 14)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)
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In any case, from approximately 09:57 to 13:00 of the same day, the core damage fraction in 

Unit 2 did not exceed the range of zero to below five percent according to the gamma-ray dose 

rates measured multiple times with CAMS*291, and this also being referenced, it is thought that 

core uncovery or core damage had not occurred at this point despite the water level showing a 

                                                                                                                                        
 *290 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *291 Furthermore, according to the CAMS measurement result, the gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W side was far 

lower than that on the S/C side at that time. 
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downward trend. 

 

c. Reactor water level 

According to Unit 2 plant related parameter*292, since the fuel range Channel A and Channel 

B had indicated +3,900mm and +3,950mm respectively at approximately 09:00 on March 14, 

2011, the reactor water level shifted to a downward trend. 

This shift in reactor water level is determined to be due to the possibility that despite 

maintaining a water level above the inlet of the piping that connect the reference leg and the 

RPV*293, the gradually degrading RCIC water injection function caused the reactor water level 

to drop to below the RPV side inlet of the reference leg. 

And similarly, according to Unit 2 plant related parameters*294, respective reactor water levels 

for fuel range Channel A and Channel B were 3,400mm and 3,400mm above the TAF 

respectively at 11:30 of the same day, 2,950mm and 3,000mm above the TAF respectively at 

12:30 of the same day, and 2,500mm and 2,500mm above the TAF respectively at 13:00 of the 

same day, showing a noticeable downward trend (see Chart 64). Accordingly, it is presumed 

that the RCIC water injection function would also have been lost by approximately 12:30 of the 

same day at the latest. 

 

(5) Summary 

Therefore, the possibility of serious damage to the Unit 2 RCIC that would lead to a 

functional failure is denied so long as it was operating immediately after the earthquake 

occurrence. The DC power required for operation and control such as driving the isolation valve 

and start/stop signal control like a trigger by a “high reactor water level” signal was lost after the 

tsunami arrival. However, the configuration allowed the isolation valve itself to be maintained 

at the same valve position as the power was lost, which in turn allowed the RCIC system to 

continue running albeit without any control. 

 Later, between approximately 04:00 and 05:00 on March 12, 2011, the S/C water 

                                                                                                                                        
 *292 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *293 This is positioned near TAF+5,936mm. 
 *294 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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temperature and the S/C pressure had risen. This is because the shift team did not carry out the 

cooling operation through the RHR system despite switching the water source of the RCIC 

system from CST to S/C. As a result, there is a possibility that the pressure control function of 

the S/C may have degraded, causing the steam not to condense sufficiently, which may have 

made it difficult for the RCIC turbine exhaust steam to escape to the S/C, this in turn may have 

caused the steam flow to the RCIC turbine from the reactor via the steam line to decrease. There 

is also a possibility that the steam containing water may have entered the RCIC turbine from the 

RPV side via the RCIC steam line which may have caused the turbine revolution to drop. Then, 

from approximately 09:00 onwards on March 14, the reactor pressure increased while the RCIC 

turbine revolution was dropping. This caused the water injection volume using the RCIC to 

drop gradually, and hence it can be determined that the water injection function was lost by 

approximately 12:30 of the same day. 

 

Section 4. HPCI 

(1) It is not likely that the HPCI system and its piping suffered significant damage during the 

period from immediately after the earthquake until the tsunami arrival 

a. Reactor pressure, reactor water level, D/W pressure, and D/W temperature 

(i) According to the Transient Analysis Recording System data*295 and the recorder charts*296 

for Unit 2, reactor water level and the reactor pressure repeatedly increased and decreased in the 

period from immediately after the earthquake until the power becoming lost in accordance with 

repeated shutdown and activation of the RCIC as well as repeated opening and closing of the 

SRV, yet it maintained a certain level of stability. Thus large steam leakage from the RPV due to 

an HPCI failure or pipe rupture cannot be identified. 

(ii) According to the Unit 2 recorder charts*297, the D/W pressure immediately after the 

earthquake only indicates an increase of just under 6kPa, and it can be recognized that this is 

due to the temperature rise inside the PCV caused by the shutdown of the D/W HVH due to the 

loss of external power. Therefore, it is not identified that there was any sharp rise in pressure or 

                                                                                                                                        
 *295 See Attachment II-1-1-19. 
 *296 See Attachment II-1-1-19. 
 *297 See Attachment II-1-1-21. 
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temperature that may suggest the HPCI pipe rupture inside the PCV. 

 

b. Field responses 

(i) Immediately after the earthquake occurrence, when the shift team checked the ECCS 

alarms and indicator lamps including those of the HPCI system at the Units 1 & 2 Main Control 

Room, there were no signs of abnormalities, and the shift team recognized that the HPCI 

system was operable. 

(ii) Immediately after the earthquake, the shift team determined, from the plant related 

parameters such as reactor water level and reactor pressure as well as no rupture-related alarm 

having been recognized, that a LOCA was not occurring on Unit 2. They also did not initiate the 

HPCI system because sufficient water level was maintained using the RCIC system. 

(iii) From approximately 20:00 onwards on March 11, 2011, the shift team had entered inside 

the Unit 2 R/B to configure a water injection line to the reactor, and no one testified that the 

building had been filled with white haze during this operation. In which case, it is difficult to 

consider that the building would have been under similar conditions immediately after the 

earthquake. 

 

c. HPCI initiation records 

It cannot be concluded definitively that there was no rupture on the isolated section of the 

HPCI piping, or no small rupture/failure on the other piping and systems that would not affect 

the pressure and water level of the RPV, given that the HPCI system was not initiated. 

Furthermore, it is impossible to completely deny any possibilities of damage to devices such 

as the HPCI oil pump and turbine that would result in a functional failure of water injection in 

the period between the time immediately after the earthquake until the tsunami arrival given 

that the HPCI system was not initiated. 

 

(2) The Unit 2 HPCI system failed to be initiated as all DC power was lost after the arrival of 

the tsunami  

a. Loss of power 
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(i) Power for valve drive required for drive and control of the Unit 2 HPCI system (valves 

such as the HPCI isolation valve outside the PCV, steam inlet valve, pump suction valve, pump 

discharge valve, minimum flow bypass valve, injection valve, and test bypass valve) was being 

supplied from the DC 250V charger (2A) located on the basement floor of the Unit 2 C/B via 

the DC 250V main bus panel (2B) located on the same floor and the R/B DC 250V MCC (2B) 

power distribution panel located on the first floor of the Unit 2 R/B*298. 

Power for valve drive required for drive and control of the isolation valve (inside the PCV) of 

the Unit 2 HPCI was being supplied from the AC 480V R/B MCC (2D) located on the first 

floor of the Unit 2 R/B*299. 

Power required for the Unit 2 HPCI instrumentation  was being supplied from the DC 125V 

charger (2A) and DC 125V charger (2B) located on the first basement floor of the Unit 2 C/B 

via the DC 125V main bus panel (2A) and DC 125V main bus panel (2B) on the same floor, the 

DC 125V power distribution panels (2A-1) and (2B-1) located on the first floor of the Unit 2 

C/B, and DC 125V power distribution panels (2A-3) and (2B-3) located on the first basement 

floor of the Unit 2 T/B*300. 

Power required for the Unit 2 HPCI logic circuits was supplied from the DC 125V charger 

(2B) located on first basement floor of the Unit 2 C/B via the DC 125V main bus panel (2B) 

and the DC 125V power distribution panel (2B-1) located on the first floor of the Unit 2 

C/B*301. 

Power required for drive and control of the Unit 2 HPCI auxiliary oil pump was supplied 

from the DC 125V charger (2B) located on first basement floor of the Unit 2 R/B via the DC 

125V main bus panel (2B) and the R/B DC 125V MCC power distribution panel (2B) located 

on the first floor of the Unit 2 R/B*302. 

Out of which, the DC 125V power distribution panels (2A-1) and (2B-1) located on the first 

floor of the Unit 2 C/B were not exposed to water, and there is a possibility that the R/B DC 

250V MCC (2B) power distribution panel and the R/B DC 125V MCC (2B) power distribution 

                                                                                                                                        
 *298 See Attachment II-1-1-33. 
 *299 See Attachment II-1-1-33. 
 *300 See Attachment II-1-1-33. 
 *301 See Attachment II-1-1-33. 
 *302 See Attachment II-1-1-33. 
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panel located on the first floor of the Unit 2 R/B also may have not been exposed to water. 

However, the DC 250V charger (2A), DC 125V chargers (2A) and (2B), DC 250V battery, DC 

125V batteries (2A) and (2B), DC 250V main bus panel (2B), DC 125V main bus panels (2A) 

and (2B), all located on the first basement floor of the Unit 2 C/B, as well as the DC 125V 

power distribution panels (2A-3) and (2B-3) located on the first basement floor of the Unit 2 

T/B were all flooded by the effect of the tsunami. 

In any case, it is considered that DC power necessary for drive of the auxiliary pump had 

been lost, which made the opening operation of the turbine stop valve and the control valve 

impossible, resulting in the HPCI system being inoperable. 

(ii) During this time, the indicator lamps related to the HPCI system such as the HPCI pump 

and isolation valve had been turned off on the control panel, and manual remote operation 

became impossible. 

 

b. HPCI initiation records 

In actuality, no record has been found of HPCI initiation on Unit 2 during the course of the 

responses to this accident. 

 

(3) Summary 

Therefore, it can be determined that although the possibility that the Unit 2 HPCI system may 

have suffered any damage that would cause a functional failure from the time of the earthquake 

until the tsunami arrival is low, it became nevertheless impossible to initiate the HPCI system as 

all power had been lost at latest after the tsunami arrival. 
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Chapter 4. Discussion on the Damage to the Major Systems and Facilities at Unit 3 

Section 1. RPV 

(1) There is no evidence of such damage to the RPV or its Peripherals as to degrade the 

containment function from immediately after the earthquake and before the arrival of the 

tsunami 

a. Reactor water level, reactor pressure, and RPV temperature 

(i) According to the Unit 3 recorder charts*303 and the Transient Analysis Recording System 

data*304, the Unit 3 reactor water level had been measured using multiple reactor water level 

indicators for wide range, narrow range, and fuel range from the time of the earthquake and 

until the tsunami arrival. In all of the measurements, despite the increase and decrease of the 

water level caused by the void effect immediately after reactor scram as well as by the operating 

conditions of the RCIC system and the SRV, a stable reactor water level was maintained. 

Therefore, it is not identified that there was any rapid drop in water level that may suggest that 

damage to the RPV or its Peripherals had occurred so that the reactor water level could not be 

maintained. 

(ii) According to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*305, in the evening of March 11, 2011, 

the D/W pressure indicator was showing around 0.1450~0.1550MPa abs while the reactor 

pressure indicator was showing around 7MPa gage. Namely, there is no indication of a sharp 

rise. 

In which case, there is a high possibility that there was no damage to the RPV or its 

Peripherals that would degrade the pressure boundary, as the reactor pressure was maintained to 

over 40 times that of the D/W pressure and furthermore, the D/W pressure remained slightly 

higher than in normal circumstances. 

(iii) According to the Unit 3 recorder charts*306, among the RPV temperatures, the 

temperature on the upper part of the CRD housing was on an upward trend *307 after the 

earthquake, but switched to a downward trend after 15:00 on March 11, 2011. Furthermore, the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *303 See Attachment II-1-1-34. 
 *304 See Attachment II-1-1-34. 
 *305 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *306 See Attachment II-1-1-35. 
 *307 Refers to the temperature of Unit 3 recorder charts (Attachment II-1-1-35), No. 5. 
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RPV drain temperature*308 and the RPV lower head temperature*309 were both on a downward 

trend from around 15:00 of the same day. 

Firstly, these recorder charts do not contain records around at approximately 15:45 of the 

same day. However, the time when all of Unit 3 AC power was lost was at approximately 15:38 

of the same day. Therefore, it is possible that clock was fast by approximately seven minutes. 

The downward trend of the CRD housing upper part temperature may have been caused by 

the remaining cooling water due to PLR pump shutdown after the earthquake occurrence, or by 

cold water from the CRD housing side flowing in near each of the temperature detection points. 

Also, the RCW pump which was shut down due to the loss of external power started up 

automatically and the HVH fans began to turn after the emergency diesel generator (“EDG”) 

started up. However, the secondary cooling system did not function as the RCW seawater pump 

had been shut down. Therefore, the high-temperature water circulated within the RCW, and the 

cooling effect of the HVH was not acknowledged. However, the shift team manually started the 

RCW seawater pump at approximately 15:02 of the same day, and cooling water began to 

circulate inside the RCW with the heat exchanger, allowing the HVH to show cooling effects. 

Accordingly, the possibility cannot be denied that the upper part of the CRD housing contacting 

with the D/W atmosphere, may have been affected by the PCV having been cooled and the 

D/W temperature having dropped. 

In any case, if that temperature had dropped rapidly due to damage to the RPV or its 

Peripherals, then other RPV temperatures should also have been affected, and possibly so with 

the D/W temperature to be mentioned in the below paragraph b. However, so far as the Unit 3 

recorder charts are concerned, such behavior cannot be identified. 

 

b. D/W pressure and D/W temperature behaviors 

(i) According to the Unit 3 recorder charts*310, the Unit 3 PCV nitrogen pressure indicated an 

increase of approximately 5kPa from the time of the earthquake and until tsunami arrival. This 

is considered to be due to the rise in temperature inside the PCV caused by the shutdown of the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *308 Refers to the temperature of Unit 3 recorder charts (Attachment II-1-1-35), No. 9. 
 *309 Refers to the temperature of Unit 3 recorder charts (Attachment II-1-1-35), No. 13. 
 *310 See Attachment II-1-1-36. 
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D/W HVH due to power loss after the earthquake. Therefore, it is not identified that there was 

excessive pressure increase caused by an RPV failure or penetrating pipe rupture. 

(ii) According to the Unit 3 recorder charts*311, despite the difference in the readings 

depending on the instrument measurement point, only a maximum temperature rise of 

approximately 10~20°C can be identified for the D/W temperature from the time of the 

earthquake and until tsunami arrival, except for a single D/W HVH supply air temperature*312. 

Firstly, there are a total of five HVHs for Unit 3. Out of which, four of them normally provide 

the cooling effect by the cooling water that circulates within the RCW, and one of them 

provides the cooling effect by the cooling water that circulates through the D/W 

dehumidification cooler. 

The HVHs were operating before the earthquake, and the D/W HVH supply air temperatures 

located at the inlet where the cold air is discharged from the HVH*313 were maintained at 

around 16~26°C. However, the RCW pump, D/W dehumidification cooler and HVH fans had 

stopped due to the loss of external power. 

Later, the RCW pump was restarted and the HVH fans began to turn as the EDG was started 

up. However, as the secondary cooling system was not functioning as the RCW seawater pump 

had been shut down, only the high-temperature water was circulating within the RCW, thus 

resulting in the cooling effect not being provided by the four HVHs using the cooling water 

circulating within the RCW. Therefore, each of the D/W HVH supply air temperatures*314 was 

on an upward trend even when the HVHs were activated. However, because the shift team 

manually started up the RCW seawater pump at approximately 15:02 of the same day, the 

cooling water began to circulate in the RCW through the heat exchanger, causing the four 

HVHs to provide cooling effect. Thus, each of the D/W HVH supply air temperatures*315 

began to indicate a downward trend. 

In contrast to this, the other HVH provides its cooling effect using the cooling water that 

circulates through the D/W dehumidification cooler, and this system would not restart even if 

                                                                                                                                        
 *311 See Attachment II-1-1-37. 
 *312 Refers to the temperature of Unit 3 recorder charts (Attachment II-1-1-37), No. 6. 
 *313 Refers to the temperature of Unit 3 recorder charts (Attachment II-1-1-37), No. 6~10. 
 *314 Refers to the temperature of Unit 3 recorder charts (Attachment II-1-1-37), No. 7~10. 
 *315 Refers to the temperature of Unit 3 recorder charts (Attachment II-1-1-37), No. 7~10. 
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the EDG was started up. Therefore, the D/W HVH supply air temperature*316 located at the 

inlet where cold air is discharged from the HVH showed an upward trend until it reached the 

atmospheric temperature inside the D/W as the high-temperature atmosphere inside the D/W 

flowed in the HVH inlet to mix with the cold air around there. 

From this, so far as the PCV temperatures recorded in the Unit 3 recorder charts*317 are 

concerned, it is possible to explain the cause of the temperatures that were showing an upward 

trend, and no other behavior is identified that may suggest any sharp temperature rise resulting 

from a failure with the RPV or its Peripherals. 

(iii) Furthermore, based on the request by the Investigation Committee, the JNES performed 

an evaluation via a MELCOR analysis in a manner similar to that for Unit 1*318 regarding the 

possibility that a small leak occurred from the Unit 3 RPV into the PCV after the earthquake 

struck. Based on this, they performed an analysis on the D/W pressure by assuming leak areas 

of 0.3 cm2 or 0.1 cm2 from the RPV into the PCV. The results indicated that in the case of a 

vapor phase leak the rises in pressure would have been approximately 9.0-times and 

approximately 4.2-times those of the change in D/W pressure that was actually measured, 

respectively. Yet compared to these, the analytical figures of the D/W pressure when no leak 

from the RPVRPV to the PCV was assumed relatively well approximated the change in the 

actually measured D/W pressure (see Chart 65). 

                                                                                                                                        
 *316 Refers to the temperature of Unit 3 recorder charts (Attachment II-1-1-37), №6. 
 *317 See Attachment II-1-1-37. 
 *318 See Chapter 2, Section 1, (1) b (iii). 
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図表65 漏えい面積0.3cm2、0.1cm2の格納容器圧力の変化(蒸気相漏えいの場合)

独立行政法人原子力安全基盤機構作成資料を基に作成

Chart 65: Changes in PCV pressure with leak area of 0.3cm2 and 0.1cm2 (in case of vapor phase leak)

Created based on materials by the Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization
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Moreover, during this evaluation, they also performed an analysis on the D/W pressure by 

assuming leak areas of 0.3 cm2 or 0.1 cm2 from the RPV into the PCV in the case of a liquid 

phase leak. The results indicated that the rises in pressure would have been approximately 

9.4-times and approximately 5.8-times those of the change in D/W pressure that was actually 

measured, respectively. Yet compared to these, the analytical figures of the D/W pressure when 

no leak from the RPV to the PCV was assumed relatively well approximated the change in the 

actually measured D/W pressure (see Chart 66). 
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図表66 漏えい面積0.3cm2、0.1cm2の格納容器圧力の変化（液相漏えいの場合）

独立行政法人原子力安全基盤機構作成資料を基に作成

Chart 66: Changes in PCV pressure with leak area of 0.3cm2 and 0.1cm2 (in case of liquid phase leak)

Created based on materials by the Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization
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In other words, when leak areas of 0.3 cm2 or 0.1 cm2 from the RPV into the PCV were 
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assumed, the analysis results were not able to logically reproduce the actually measured D/W 

pressures. Whereas when no leak was assumed, this approximated relatively well the actually 

measured D/W pressures. 

What is more, the JNES also performed an analysis on the D/W pressure that assumed a leak 

area*319 leading to a coolant leak equivalent to a 0.23 m3/h leakage rate, which is the upper limit 

of the “leakage rate for unidentified leakage” in the limiting conditions for operation as 

stipulated in Section 31 of the Operational Safety Programs. As a result, as opposed to the 

changes in the D/W pressure that were actually measured, this indicated pressure increases of 

approximately 3.7-times in the case of a vapor phase leak and approximately 2.2–times in the 

case of a liquid phase leak. Yet compared to these, the analytical figures of the D/W pressure 

when no leak from the RPV to the PCV is assumed relatively well approximated the change in 

the actually measured D/W pressure (see Chart 67). 
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To put that another way, even when a leak area leading to a coolant leak equivalent to the 

0.23 m3/h leakage rate is assumed, the analysis results were not able to logically reproduce the 

actually measured D/W pressures. Whereas in case no leak is assumed, this approximated 

relatively well the change in the actually measured D/W pressure. Therefore, it is believed that 

the possibility is low for a leak exceeding the leakage rate of 0.23 m3/h as in the limiting 

conditions for operation in the Operational Safety Programs in the period after the earthquake 

                                                                                                                                        
 *319 The leak area was set at 8mm2 for the vapor phase and 2mm2 for the liquid phase. 
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until the tsunami arrival.  

Also, in this evaluation, in order to reproduce heat dissipation from the RPV caused by the 

fact that the D/W cooler had stopped, an analysis was performed on D/W pressure by setting a 

heat source within the D/W and assuming that the leak area leading to a coolant leak equivalent 

to the leakage rate of 0.23 m3/h. The results of this showed that in the case of a vapor phase leak 

an approximately 3.9-fold pressure increase would have been seen, and that in the case of a 

liquid phase leak an approximately 2.2-fold pressure increase would have been seen, as 

opposed to the changes in the actually measured D/W pressure. Yet compared to these, the 

analytical figures of the D/W pressure when no leak from the RPV to the PCV is assumed 

relatively well approximated the change in the actually measured D/W pressure (see Chart 68). 
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Chart 68: Changes in PCV pressure when a drywell cooler shutdown simulated
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In other words, when the heat source is set within the D/W and it is assumed that the leak 

area leading to a coolant leak equivalent to the leakage rate of 0.23 m3/h, the analytical figures 

were not able to logically reproduce the figure that was actually measured with the D/W 

pressure. Whereas in case no leak is assumed, this approximated relatively well the change in 

the actually measured D/W pressure. Therefore, it is believed that the possibility was low for a 

leak exceeding the leakage rate of 0.23 m3/h as in the limiting conditions for operation in the 

Operational Safety Programs in the period after the earthquake until the tsunami arrival. 

The conclusions of these analyses can vary depending on what is assumed as conditions such 

as the impact by heat conduction to the outside of the PCV or the leak area from the PCV. But 
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there is hardly any evidence to suggest that a significant leak exceeding the acceptable leakage 

rate from the PCV may have occurred when the earthquake struck. Furthermore, there is 

extremely large disparity between the D/W pressure analysis results with an assumed leakage 

surface area of 0.3 cm2 or 0.1 cm2 from the RPV into the PCV and the changes in the D/W 

pressure that were actually measured. That being the case, it is believed that the possibility is 

low for a coolant leak from the RPV into the PCV with a leakage surface area of larger than 0.1 

cm2, or for a coolant leak exceeding the leakage rate of 0.23 m3/h as in the limiting conditions 

for operation in the Operational Safety Programs.  

Consequently, this does not negate the possibility that a leak of about the size permitted for a 

“leakage rate for unidentified leakage” as stipulated in the Operational Safety Programs 

occurred with the RPV or its Peripherals in the period immediately after the earthquake until the 

tsunami arrival. But at the very least it would be natural to assume that such damage as would 

impair the containment function required of the RPV had not occurred. 

 

c. Radiation dose rates 

(i) According to the Unit 3 recorder charts*320, the Unit 3 Containment Atmospheric 

Monitoring System consistently indicates the minimum value on the D/W side from the time of 

the earthquake and until the record indicator stops due to power loss caused by tsunami, and no 

significant upward trend in the radiation dose rate can be acknowledged on the S/C side. 

Therefore, it is natural to consider that at this point in time, there were no emissions of noble 

gases and other nuclides due to the core damage or any leakage to the PCV due to RPV damage 

or pipe rupture. 

(ii) According to the Unit 3 alarm typer records*321 it can be acknowledged that the SGTS 

was activated at approximately 14:47 on March 11, 2011, and according to the Unit 3 recorder 

charts*322, no significant increase in radiation dose rate can be acknowledged on the main stack 

radiation monitor. Therefore, it is natural to consider that it was not in a condition for the 

radiation dose rateto rise abnormally inside the Unit 3 R/B. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *320 Refer to II-1-1-38. 
 *321 Refer to II-1-1-39. 
 *322 Refer to II-1-1-39. 
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Also, it is difficult to consider that the nitrogen isotopes that exist inside the RPV during a 

normal operation would have leaked from the RPV to the PCV and then from the PCV to the 

R/B. Therefore, there is no inconsistency if it is considered that the integrity of the PCV was 

maintained at this time. 

 

d. SRV opening and closing operation 

According to the Unit 3 Transient Analysis Recording System data*323 and the alarm typer 

outputs*324, the SRV *325 was repeatedly opened and closed from 14:51.50 on March 11, 2011, 

and accordingly, the reactor pressure also repeatedly increased and decreased. Therefore, it is 

difficult to consider that at this point an RPV failure occurred due to the pressure increase. 

 

e. Changes in main steam flow 

According to the Unit 3 Transient Analysis Recording System data*326, main steam flow 

began to decrease at approximately 14:47.30 on March 11, 2011, reaching 0t/h in  about 15 

seconds. In contrast, according to the Unit 3 alarm typer outputs*327, “seismic trip” and “reactor 

scram” signals were transmitted successively in between 14:47.00 and 14:47.04 of the same day. 

Then after approximately 14:47.58 of the same day, the MSIV closure signal was transmitted, 

and about at the same time, Channels A and C signals of “high main steam line flow,” “low 

main steam line pressure” and “main steam line high leakage” were transmitted. Then at 

approximately 14:48.11 of the same day, Channels B and D signals of “high main steam line 

flow,” “low main steam line pressure” and “main steam line high leakage” were transmitted. 

Accordingly all MSIVs were fully closed at approximately 14:48 of the same day. 

In which case, it can be identified firstly that the drop in main steam flow occurred after the 

“seismic trip” and “reactor scram” signals were transmitted but before the aforementioned 

alarm signals were transmitted and the MSIVs accordingly were closed. Therefore, it can be 

                                                                                                                                        
 *323 Refer to II-1-1-40. 
 *324 See Attachment II-1-1-40. 
 *325 At Unit 3, the relief valve function activated in the order of C-valve, G-valve, and A-valve after the 

earthquake. 
 *326 See Attachment II-1-1-41. 
 *327 See Attachment II-1-1-41. 
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considered that the drop in main steam flow should have been resulted from decrease in reactor 

power due to control rod insertion during the course of a reactor scram caused by the 

earthquake ground motion. This can also be backed up from the consistent behavior of APRM 

output and main steam flow as recorded in the Unit 3 Transient Analysis Recording System data 

*328. 

Also, it can be identified that the alarm signals “high main steam line flow,” “low main steam 

line pressure”, and “main steam line high leakage” were transmitted and the MSIV became 

fully closed only after the main steam flow had become 0t/h. For this reason, it can be 

considered that these are the result of the loss of the power supply of the main steam line 

rupture detection circuit caused by the loss of external power, thus the alarm signals were 

transmitted as though a rupture were detected. Therefore, it can be considered that these do not 

indicate the actual behavior. 

 

f. PLR pump inlet temperature 

According to the Unit 3 recorder charts*329, since the scram after the earthquake, the PLR 

pump inlet temperature had dropped by approximately 10°C for both systems A and B and 

gradually increased later in accordance with the increase and decrease in reactor pressure. Later, 

the temperature was shifting stably at around 260°C and 270°C, and therefore any rapid change 

in temperature is not recognized that may suggest a failure with the RPV or its Peripherals. 

 

g. D/W floor drain water level 

According to the Unit 3 alarm typer outputs*330, the rate of change of the D/W floor drain 

sump water level indicated 235.5cm/h which far exceeds the upper limit of 7.4cm at 

approximately 14:59 on March 11, 2011. This point will be verified below as at first sight this 

may have been a sign of coolant leakage from the RPV penetrating piping. 

Firstly, as to this rate of change, calculation starts after the floor drain pump was shut down, 

with an initial value recorded at this time. Rate of change is calculated and recorded every 

                                                                                                                                        
 *328 See Attachment II-1-1-41. 
 *329 See Attachment II-1-1-42. 
 *330 See Attachment II-1-1-43. 
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minute starting 10 minutes after the time when the initial value was recorded*331. The initial 

value is updated one hour after the pump shutdown. 

For this reason, if an abnormal value is recorded in the initial value, even if the water level 

later returns to normal, abnormal rates of change are recorded, which differ from the actual 

changes in water level, for subsequent one hour. On the other hand, when the D/W floor drain 

sump fluid level recorder charts, which record the D/W floor drain water level, were checked by 

this committee, it was found that the D/W floor drain water level was stable, and it is identified 

that there was no actual change in water level that would lead to an excessive value of rate of 

change, except when it was affected by earthquake ground motion and during momentary 

interruption of recording at the loss of external power. 

Accordingly, it can be considered that the reason for the recorded excessive water level rate 

of change of 235.5cm/h in the Unit 3 alarm typer outputs is due to the power loss to the 

instrumentation power distribution panel caused by the loss of external power, and a low water 

level value taken either during the time when the signal was recovered with the startup of the 

EDG, or during the period when the water level was affected by the earthquake ground 

motion*332 was used as the initial value in the rate of change calculation. 

 

(2) Although the possibility cannot be denied that before the HPCI was manually shut down 

at approximately 02:42 on March 13, 2011, RPV or its Peripherals had suffered damage 

that would result in the leakage of radioactive materials exceeding the allowable leakage 

rate, the possibility is low for such damage as to heavily degrade its containment function. 

a. Reactor pressure 

According to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*333 and recorder charts*334, while the RCIC 

was in operation after the tsunami hit, the reactor pressure was shifting at approximately 

6~7MPa as the relief valve function of the SRV was activated. And after approximately 12:35 

on March 12, 2011 when the RCIC had shut down, the pressure was reduced due to the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *331 For example, if it is 15 minutes later, then the initial value and the water level recorded 15 minutes from the 

initial value are compared. The result is then converted into rate of change per hour. 
 *332 It is estimated to be approximately 10cm, which is about 40cm lower than a normal level. 
 *333 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *334 See Attachment II-1-1-44. 
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initiation of the HPCI. From approximately 19:00 of the same day onwards, the pressure shifted 

at around 0.8~0.9MPa, and by approximately 02:44 on March 13, the pressure was indicating 

0.580MPa gage. 

So far as the shift of the reactor pressure during this period is concerned, there are no signs of 

any rapid drop in pressure that is unrelated with cooling and water injection conditions. 

Therefore, it can be considered that the possibility is low for such damage to the RPV or its 

Peripherals as to heavily degrade its containment function. 

 

b. D/W pressure 

(i) According to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*335, reactor pressure was showing 

0.800MPa gage and 0.970MPa gage at approximately 20:15 and 22:00 respectively on March 

12, 2011 while the HPCI was operating. In contrast, the record shows that the D/W pressure 

was 0.2700MPa abs and 0.1700MPa abs at approximately 20:15 and 22:00 respectively on the 

same day. 

Firstly, as stated in the following Section 2. (2) a. (1), the D/W pressure “0.1700MPa abs” as 

recorded on the 22:00 column of the memo by the NPS ERC Operation Team may have been 

incorrect as the values that had been converted to absolute pressure and (i.e. “0.2700MPa abs”) 

should have been recorded. 

In any case, both at approximately 20:15 and 22:00 of the same day, the actual measurements 

of the reactor pressure indicated far above the D/W pressure. Furthermore, it can be recognized 

that the D/W pressure did not dramatically increase in the period between approximately 20:15 

to 22:00 of the same day*336. 

In which case, it is difficult to consider that the RPV or its Peripherals was damaged and that 

a large amount of steam from the RPV would have directly leaked to the D/W. 

(ii) According to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*337, from approximately 02:42 to 05:00 

of March 13, 2011, the reactor pressure increased rapidly up to 7.380MPa gage, while the D/W 

pressure remained at 0.3600MPa abs. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *335 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *336 See Attachment II-1-1-51. 
 *337 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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It is natural to consider that, so far as the behavior of the D/W pressure is concerned, that the 

RPV pressure was still maintained. Therefore, it can be considered that the possibility is low for 

such damage to the RPV or its Peripherals as to significantly degrade its containment function. 

(iii) During the period concerned in (i) and (ii) above, there is no obvious reason to deny the 

reliability of reactor and D/W pressure indicators of Unit 3. 

 

c. Reactor water level 

According to the Unit 3 shift operators’ logbook*338, on the column of 20:36 of March 12, 

2011 when the reactor water level indicator became immeasurable, it states “Wide range 

Channel A: 1350mm, Fuel range Channel A: +400mm.” When density correction is carried out 

to the measured values of wide range Channel A and fuel range Channel A based on the 

“Emergency Operating Procedures” *339, despite the difficulty in grasping accurate details as the 

D/W temperatures were not being measured, the wide range Channel A is approximately 

+480mm (approx. 4,650mm above the TAF with fuel range conversion) and fuel range Channel 

A is approx. 1,170mm above the TAF, meaning that indicated values of the wide range and fuel 

range water level indication are significantly separated. 

With regards to this point, as the wide range water level indicator is used during normal 

operation, and calibration is made with the assumption that the pressure is approximately 7MPa 

gage and the temperature is approximately 273°C. In contrast, the fuel range water level 

indicator is used during severe accidents such as an RPV failure, and calibration is carried out 

under the assumption that the reactor pressure is equal to the atmospheric pressure, and the 

temperature is at its saturation temperature. In which case, since the reactor pressure was at 

below 1MPa gage at this time, the error would become larger on the wide range water level 

indicator, and it can be considered that the fuel range water level indicator would be more 

reliable. 

Regardless, it can be determined that reactor water level was maintained at least to the level 

                                                                                                                                        
 *338 See Attachment II-1-1-45. 
 *339 At this time, as it cannot be considered that the RPV was still at low pressure and the PCV was at high 

temperature, it can then be considered that the reliability of the reactor water level indicator was relatively 
maintained, and there are no grounds for actively denying its reliability. 
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sufficient to prevent the core from uncovery. 

 

(3) It is highly possible that the RPV or its Peripherals suffered damage that would degrade 

its containment function between approximately 06:30 to 09:10 on March 13, 2011  

a. Water injection 

No alternative water injection to the Unit 3 reactor was carried out since the HPCI system 

was manually shut down at approximately 02:42 on March 13, 2011 and until 09:25 of the 

same day. In any case, according to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*340, the reactor pressure 

dropped to 0.460MPa gage at approximately 09:10 of the same day. As it is considered that by 

this time, preparations for alternative water injection using fire trucks were complete, and there 

is a possibility that alternative water injection may have been started at this point. 

The reactor water level at the time of the HPCI shutdown cannot be accurately grasped as 

they were not measured continuously. 

However, according to the Unit 3 shift operators’ logbook*341, there is a note that the reactor 

pressure indicated 5MPa gage, and the reactor water level indicated -3,600mm according to the 

wide range water level indicator and -1,600mm according to the fuel range water level indicator 

at approximately 03:51 of the same day. Although it is difficult to carry out accurate conversion 

as the D/W temperature cannot be grasped, if the values are converted to fuel range by carrying 

out density correction while assuming that the reactor pressure is 5MPa gage, water level of a 

few hundred mm above TAF is obtained for the wide range value, and that of a few hundred 

mm below TAF is obtained for the fuel range. 

In any case, there is a high possibility that the reactor pressure had reached around 5MPa 

gage and the water level had reached around near the TAF at approximately 03:51 of the same 

day, just over an hour after the HPCI shutdown. 

Under this situation, water injection to Unit 3 reactor had not been carried out at all until 

approximately 09:25 of the same day, and it can be sufficiently recognized that the core was 

uncovered and a considerable damage had developed by approximately 06:30 of the same 

                                                                                                                                        
 *340 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *341 See Attachment II-1-1-45. 
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day*342. 

 

b. Behavior of reactor pressure, D/W pressure and S/C pressure  

(i) According to the Unit 3 Transient Analysis Recording System data*343, during the period 

from the earthquake until the tsunami hit, C-valve of the SRV, which has the lowest working 

pressure for the relief valve function among the eight SRVs available, had been repeatedly 

opening and closing. During this time, as the nitrogen pressure inside the accumulator required 

for fully opening the C-valve was charged as required, nitrogen was not depleted even the 

opening and closing action of the C-valve was repeated. 

However, from approximately 15:38 on March 11, 2011 onwards when the tsunami hit, the 

isolation valve of the Unit 3 nitrogen pressure supply piping was fully closed due to the loss of 

AC power, meaning that charging of nitrogen pressure inside the accumulator required for fully 

opening the eight SRVs became impossible. From then, nitrogen pressure required for fully 

opening the SRV when its relief valve function becomes active was only within the accumulator 

and in the piping. Once C-valve had operated for around eight times since this event, G-valve, 

which has the second lowest working pressure for the relief valve function, operated eight times, 

then A-valve operated twice. The record was lost at this point*344,*345. 

As shown, the change over from C-valve to G-valve, and the change over from G-valve to 

A-valve was considered to be because the C- and G-valves repeated its opening and closing 

motion for eight times, then the nitrogen pressure inside each accumulator of C- and G-valves 

containing 85L in total was nearly consumed, and because the amount of nitrogen remained 

was not sufficient to carry out the opening and closing movements sufficiently. In which case, it 

is possible that if the SRV was opened and closed repeatedly for around eight times, the 

nitrogen pressure in each of the accumulator containing 85L in total would be used and would 

                                                                                                                                        
 *342 According to the “Unit 3 Emergency Operating Procedures,” if the core is uncovered in approximately 40 

hours after the reactor is shut down from the rated power, the temperature of the cladding would reach 1,200°C in 
about 20 to 30 minutes from the core uncovery, and this may lead to core damage. 

 *343 See Attachment II-1-1-40. 
 *344 The relief valve function of the Unit 3 SRV functions in the following way: C-valve operates at 7.44MPa 

gage and closes at 7.15MPa gage, and for A- and G-valves, they operate at 7.51MPa gage and closes at 7.21MPa 
gage. 

 *345 See Attachment II-1-1-40. 
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not be sufficient for further opening and closing movements. 

(ii) Then, according to the Unit 3 recorder charts*346, at approximately 12:35 on March 12, 

2011 after the tsunami hit, the Unit 3 reactor pressure indicated around 7.4MPa but dropping 

significantly down to around 7.0MPa gage before rising back up again until the HPCI system 

activated automatically. This behavior is indicated on the charts for approximately 65 times, 

however, it can be considered that such rises and falls in reactor pressure is due to the opening 

and closing of the SRVs through the relief valve function. If this is the case, the relief valve 

function of the eight SRV functioned, and opening and closing of the valves were repeated 

approximately 65 times, and by that time, nitrogen pressure inside each accumulator required 

for operating the relief valve function of the eight SRV had probably been almost fully 

consumed. 

Furthermore, apart from the behavior of the said reactor pressure, many sharp fluctuations are 

found in the range of 0.1~0.2MPa. These small rises and falls of the reactor pressure is probably 

not due to the proper operation of the relief valve function of the SRV, but it is more probable 

that some of the eight SRVs repeated incomplete opening and closing with valves not 

sufficiently functioning due to insufficient residual accumulator pressure. 

Although the returning pressure setting of the relief valve function for closing the valves 

differs between the eight SRVs, however, all of them are set within the range of 7.15~7.28MPa 

gage (see Chart 69). 

機能 弁番号 駆動源 作動圧（MPa）または作動条件 復帰値（MPa）

D/W吹き出し
2-70A～
2-70C

8.55 7.70

安全弁 7.64～7.78
7.11以上～7.24以上

（※）

逃し弁 7.44～7.58 7.15～7.28
遠隔操作

ADS

2-71A
2-71B
2-71C
2-71E
2-71G
2-71H

 ・格納容器圧力（高）13.7kPa
 ・原子炉水位 低　　-3,720mm
　　　　　　    （狭帯域・広帯域)

　　120秒経過

　左記信号がクリアさ
れ、リセットボタンが押
されない限り、全開を保
持

　東京電力「SRV配置及び設定値」等を基に作成

図表69 SR弁（2号機、3号機）の作動圧、復帰値等

　※:弁の設計仕様より算出したもので、あくまでも参考値である。

バネ力

窒素圧

操作に従う

2-71A～
2-71H

Function Valve Number Drive Source Working Pressure (MPa) or Initiating Conditions Returning Pressure (MPa)

D/W discharge

Safety Valve

Relief Valve

Remote Operation

Spring Force

Nitrogen 
Pressure

Chart 69: SRV (Units 2, 3) Working pressure, returning pressure, etc.

Calculated based on the valve design specifications, and for reference only.

Created based on TEPCO’s “SRV Arrangement and Pressure Settings”

High PCV Pressure

Low Reactor Water Level

To last for 120 Seconds

(Narrow range, Wide range)

According to operator’s operation

Over 7.11~Over 7.24

Valves remain fully open unless the 
signal in the left column is cleared and 

the reset button pressed

 

                                                                                                                                        
 *346 See Attachment II-1-1-46. 
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If the relief valve function of the SRV operated normally, it is difficult to consider that the 

SRV would close before the pressure drops to the said returning pressure set points to allow the 

reactor pressure to rise*347. However, according to the Unit 3 recorder charts*348, at around 12:00 

of the same day, during the time when the reactor pressure is dropping from around 

7.5~7.6MPa gage, a small fluctuation of 0.1~0.2MPa during the time before the reactor 

pressure reaching down to 7.4MPa. This behavior can be considered to have probably resulted 

from the SRV repeating incomplete opening and closing due to insufficient functioning of the 

relief valve function because the residual pressure inside the accumulator was also insufficient. 

And according to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*349 and recorder charts*350, after the 

HPCI shutdown at approximately 02:42 on March 13, the reactor pressure rose rapidly. 

However, from 04:30 of the same day onwards, the pressure fluctuated slightly at around 

7.40MPa gage, and the amplitude of fluctuation diminished. Then almost without fluctuation, 

the pressure gently rose from there, and from approximately 06:30 to 09:00 of the same day, the 

pressure then dropped gently from around 7.4MPa gage to around 7.2MPa gage.  

It can be considered that the small series of fluctuation becoming smaller at a period of 

approximately 04:30 to 05:50 is probably as a result of a process of nitrogen pressure inside the 

accumulators required for the relief valve function of the eight SRVs slowly being consumed 

away. 

Furthermore, according to the Unit 3 recorder charts*351, the reactor pressure gently rose from 

approximately 05:50 onwards, and despite a downward shift indicated from approximately 

06:30 onwards, there are no signs of sharp troughs in the charts, it is difficult to consider that the 

relief valve function of the SRV had functioned again. Furthermore, the reactor pressure did not 

reach the point where the safety valve function and D/W discharge function of the SRV would 

operate*352 (see Chart 69). 

Also, the Unit 3 has the ADS function, which is initiated under the condition that the “high 
                                                                                                                                        
 *347 See Attachment II-1-1-47. 
 *348 See Attachment II-1-1-46. 
 *349 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *350 See Attachment II-1-1-48. 
 *351 See Attachment II-1-1-48. 
 *352 At Unit 3, the safety valve function is set to work at 7.64 ~ 7.78MPa gage, and D/W discharge function at 

8.55MPa gage. 
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D/W pressure (13.7kPa gage),” “low reactor water level (-3,720mm (L-1)),” and that the low 

pressure water injection system (CS system or RHR system) is operable. However, as clear 

from the Unit 3 recorder charts*353 the D/W pressure and the reactor water level did not reach 

the points that would cause “high D/W pressure (13.7kPa gage)” or “low reactor water level 

(-3,720mm (L-1))” during the period from the earthquake until the tsunami hit. After the 

tsunami hit, the activation of the CS and RHR systems was not possible as either AC power was 

lost or the pump was damaged by water. Therefore, it can be considered that the ADS function 

was not initiated as neither of the initiating conditions were met*354. 

If this is the case, the reactor pressure was on a downward trend since approximately 06:30 of 

the same day despite the SRV not functioning at all. Therefore, there is a high possibility that 

the pressure may have been released from the RPV or its Peripherals through by way of other 

than SRV operation. For example, it can be identified that the vicinity of the SRV was exposed 

to high temperature steam over a long period due to the activation of the SRV relief valve 

function, and it is possible that the flange gasket section of the SRV may have become 

deteriorated due to high temperature, creating a leak from the gasket. 

In any case, there is a high possibility that, since approximately 06:30 of the same day when 

the Unit 3 reactor pressure showed a downward trend, the Unit 3 RPV or its Peripherals 

suffered damage which would degrade its containment function. 

(iii) Furthermore, according to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*355 and recorder charts*356, 

reactor pressure rose to 7.300MPa gage at approximately 08:55 on March 13, 2011, then 

dropped sharply to 0.460MPa gage, 0.390MPa gage, and 0.380MPa gage at 09:10, 09:20, and 

09:22 respectively (see Chart 70). 

                                                                                                                                        
 *353 See Attachments II-1-1-36 and 44. 
 *354 For Unit 3, the “reactor water level low (L-2, -1,220 mm)” signal was transmitted and the HPCI system was 

automatically initiated at approximately 12:35 on March 12, 2011. However, this signal differs from the ADS 
function initiating condition of “reactor water level low (-3,720mm (L-1)),” and furthermore, the low pressure 
system (either the CS or RHR systems) were not operable as it required AC power. Therefore, these conditions do 
not meet the ADS function initiating conditions. Therefore, under the circumstances where the ADS function 
would not be initiated, there is no inconsistency if the HPCI system was initiated automatically. 

 *355 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *356 See Attachment II-1-1-48. 
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図表70 3号機原子炉圧力の挙動（3/13 2:00～3/13 13:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成

0.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

13日 2:00 13日 4:00 13日 6:00 13日 8:00 13日 10:00 13日 12:00

MPa gage 原子炉圧力（A）

3/13  
2:00

3/13
4:00

3/13
6:00

3/13
8:00

3/13
10:00

3/13
12:00

3/13
13:00

Reactor Pressure (Ch. A)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

Chart 70: Unit 3 reactor pressure behavior (02:00 –13:00 March 13)

02:00 06:00 08:00 10:00 12:00 13:0004:00

 

 The level of drop in reactor pressure is incomparable to the drop from approximately 

06:30. 

(iv) Firstly, around this period in Unit 3, private vehicle batteries were transported to the 

Units 3 & 4 Main Control Room and were being connected in order to prepare for the manual 

operation of the SRV. Here, the correlation between the drop in reactor pressure and the SRV 

manual operation will be discussed. 

According to the shift operators’ logbook, it states that “SRV (A) ‘manual open’ lamp display 

is on for both R and G” at 09:50 of March 13, 2011. This is when the battery connection for the 

SRV opening operation and the SRV (A-valve) manual opening operation were carried out, and 

as a result, both red*357 and green*358 indicator lamps were turned on, in other words, the valve 

was half open. Both the shift team and the Recovery Team had testified likewise. 

In other words, while the actions such as battery connection were carried out for manual 

opening operation of the SRV at around 09:00 in Unit 3, the reactor pressure dropped to 

0.460MPa gage by approximately 09:10 of the same day before manual operation of the SRV 

was carried out. The manual opening operation of the SRV was finally carried out at 

approximately 09:50 of the same day. 

Therefore, a sudden drop in reactor pressure from 08:55 and 09:10 was not due to the manual 

opening operation of the SRV*359. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *357 Displays fully open . 
 *358 Displays fully closed . 
 *359 In Chapter IV 4 (2) d (iv) of the Interim Report, it stated that the “the solenoid valve was energized to open 
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(v) Investigation of the possibility that the reactor pressure had dropped rapidly and the D/W 

pressure had risen at approximately 09:10 on March 13, 2011 as the SRV opened without the 

manual opening operation. 

According to the memo by the Intelligence Team, it states that at 09:07 on that same day, “the 

SRV was chattering, but the valve is open by 50% due to reactor pressure”*360, and according to 

the memo by the Operation Team who wrote down information from the Unit 3 plant related 

parameter, it states that at 09:10, “A open, hunting. G opened.” This shows that when viewing 

the indicator lamps on the control panel in the Units 3 & 4 Main Control Room, the A-valve of 

the SRVs had repeatedly opened and closed, and the G-valve had opened. Also, according to the 

testimony by the NPS ERC Recovery Team and the shift team, it is identified that the indicator 

lamps of A- and G-valves of the SRVs were showing green lighted on (fully closed) but at times 

the red lamp lighted on. Therefore, it can be considered that there is a possibility that the A- and 

G-valves of the SRVs of Unit 3 repeatedly had partly been opened and closed automatically 

without them being manually operated. 

In any case, the reactor pressure at around this time had not reached a point where the  

safety valve function of the SRV would activate*361, as it is clear in the Unit 3 recorder charts*362. 

Furthermore, it is difficult to consider that the relief valve function would have activated as the 

nitrogen pressure required for driving the valve could have already been consumed at this stage. 

In which case, even if the SRV had opened naturally without manual operation, this is not 

because the proper SRV function had worked normally, but because the SRV had opened at a 

time where it should have not opened under normal circumstances and letting the matter take its 

own course. If this is the case, during the process where the reactor pressure had dropped down 

to 0.460MPa gage at approximately 09:10, there remains doubt whether the conditions allowed 

the SRV to remain open. 

                                                                                                                                        
the SRV at 09:08 on March 13 and rapid depressurization of the Unit 3 reactor was carried out” (Chapter IV. 4. (2) 
e (a) (xi) of the Interim Report is also based on this assumption). However, as a result of further investigation, the 
opening operation of the SRV was not yet carried out at this time, and the SRV operation was carried out at 
approximately 09:50 of the same day. Therefore, corrections are to be made to that description. 

 *360 Valve opening indicators for the SRVs do not exist in the main control room, and it can be presumed that the 
above statement mentioned "50% open" as the SRV was shown not fully open. 

 *361 The safety valve function working pressure for the Unit 3 SRV is 7.64~7.78MPa gage (see Chart 69). 
 *362 See Attachment II-1-1-48. 
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In actuality, according to the Unit 3 recorder charts*363 and the Unit 3 plant related 

parameters*364, the reactor pressure from around 09:00 to 09:10 of the same day increased to 

approx. 7.5MPa gage, then dropped to approx. 7.27MPa gage, increased again to approx. 

7.37MPa gage, and dropped again to 7.25MPa. From then, the pressure dropped sharply to 

0.460MPa gage at approximately 09:10, however, this sharp drop cannot be explained with the 

repeated partial opening and full closing of the SRV. If the pressure indeed dropped with the 

repetition of such SRV opening and closing, then it is more natural for a gradual decline through 

a series of small peaks and troughs. 

Furthermore, according to the memo by the Operation Team who wrote down information 

from the Unit 3 plant related parameter, it states at 09:15 on the same day “SRV closed? A, G 

(R) lamp off (G) only on, is G open?” According to this memo, it is clear that at approximately 

09:15 on the same day, as to the A- and G-valves, which had become partially opened when it 

should not have opened, their indicator lamps showed the green lamp on, in other words, fully 

closed. It is therefore inconceivable that the SRV would have remained stuck open once the 

valve had opened naturally. 

On the other hand, according to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*365, reading the reactor 

pressure at around 09:15 of the same day, which is the period where the indicator lamps of the 

SRV were considered indicating that it was fully closed, the reactor pressure indicated 

0.460MPa gage, 0.410MPa gage, 0.390MPa, and 0.380MPa at approximately 09:10, 09:15, 

09:20, and 09:20 respectively, consistently showing a downward trend. If the SRV was fully 

closed, then it is expected that the reactor pressure would rise. However, the actual reactor 

pressure showed that it was constantly on a downward trend, therefore, it suggests a possibility 

that there were causes other than the opening of the SRV that allowed the pressure to be 

released from the RPV. 

Therefore, it is not possible to dispel the doubt whether the SRV remained open to the extent 

that it allows the reactor pressure to drop sharply from approximately 08:55 to 09:10. 

Furthermore, if the SRV opens while under the assumption that there were no significant 

                                                                                                                                        
 *363 See Attachment II-1-1-48. 
 *364 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *365 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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failures with the RPV or its Peripherals, then the steam would flow into the S/C side through the 

SRV, and the S/C pressure would rise, then the vacuum breaker would function as the D/W 

pressure would become lower than that of the S/C, which would allow the steam to flow from 

the S/C side to the D/W through the vent line, which would allow the D/W pressure to rise. This 

means that D/W and S/C pressures would probably result in a similar level. 

However, as far as the Unit 3 plant related parameters are concerned*366, the S/C pressure 

indicated 0.4550MPa abs and 0.5900MPa at approximately 08:55 and 09:10 respectively on 

March 13, 2011, showing an increase of approximately 0.1350MPa, but on the other hand, the 

D/W pressure was showing 0.4700MPa abs and 0.6370MPa on 08:55 and 09:10 of the same 

day respectively, showing an increase of approximately 0.1670MPa abs, showing that the D/W 

pressure had risen more than the S/C pressure*367. The behavior of the D/W pressure and the 

S/C pressure cannot be rationally explained only with the explanation where steam flowing 

from the SRV caused the S/C pressure to increase, resulting in the D/W pressure increasing 

through the vent line. 

In which case, it is difficult to explain the behavior of the reactor pressure, D/W pressure, and 

S/C pressure with the SRV partially opening automatically without intent at around 09:10. 

(vi) According to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*368, as stated in the previous (v), the rise 

in pressure is larger in D/W pressure than in S/C pressure from approximately 08:55 and 09:10 

on March 13, 2011. 

At Unit 3, while the D/W spray was being carried out since approx. 07:39 of the same day 

and stopped at some point in the period around between 08:40 and 09:10 of the same day, the 

correlation between the rapid rise in D/W pressure and the suspension of D/W spraying will be 

considered below,. assuming that the D/W spray continued until around 08:55 which was the 

time immediately before the D/W pressure showed the rapid rise 

                                                                                                                                        
 *366 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *367 The D/W pressure indicator used at this point is intended to directly measure the D/W atmospheric pressure 

at the pressure transmitter. Also, the S/C pressure indicator calculates the pressure by measuring the water pressure 
from the reference leg. In either case, both has a much smaller error as compared to the reactor water level 
indicator which measures the differential pressure (obtained by subtracting the reference leg line pressure from the 
reactor vessel line pressure) and converts it into a reactor water level. 

 *368 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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According to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*369, the D/W pressure was showing 

0.4500MPa abs at approximately 07:05 of the same day, which is prior to the commencement 

of D/W spray, but the pressure indicated 0.4600MPa abs at approximately 07:39 of the same 

day when the D/W spray was started. The pressure had thus increased by 0.0100MPa abs in the 

duration of approximately 34 minutes. 

Since the commencement of the D/W spray and until approximately 08:55 of the same day 

when the D/W spray had presumably been stopped, the pressure increased from 0.4600MPa abs 

to 0.4700MPa abs, showing a rise of 0.0100MPa abs in the duration of approximately 1 hour 

and 16 minutes. However, the D/W pressure indicated 0.6370MPa abs at approximately 09:10 

of the same day, and the pressure increased by 0.1670MPa abs in the duration of merely 15 

minutes. 

Such behavior of D/W pressure is discussed by comparing pressure rises before the D/W 

spray commencement, during the D/W spray, after the D/W spray suspension after converting 

them into hourly D/W pressure increase rate, which become 0.0176MPa abs/h, 0.0079MPa 

abs/h, and 0.6680MPa abs/h respectively. Out of which, comparing the D/W pressure increase 

rates before and during the D/W spray, it can be considered that the increase in D/W pressure 

was considerably controlled with the spraying. However, the rate of pressure increase after the 

spraying had increased by approximately 40 times, which is far higher than that before the 

commencement of D/W spray. This does not imply this pressure increase was not influenced by 

the suspension of the D/W spray, yet it is natural to consider that there was a main cause other 

than the suspension of the D/W spray (see Chart 71). 

                                                                                                                                        
 *369 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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図表71 3号機 D/Wスプレイ前後の圧力変化

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 71: Changes in Unit 3 pressure before and after D/W spray

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)
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Also, in terms of the possibility that the SRV had opened naturally, even if we suppose that it 

was possible, if the SRV opens, the steam would flow into the S/C side, causing the S/C 

pressure to rise, which would activate the vacuum breaker, which would then allow the steam to 

flow into the D/W side causing the D/W pressure to rise. This means that the pressure of the 

D/W and S/C would become similar, therefore it is difficult to explain the larger pressure 

increase of D/W as compared to the S/C. 

(vii) From the above, it is possible that there was further damage to the RPV or its 

Peripherals*370 at approximately 09:10 of the same day which allows the pressure to directly be 

released to the D/W side. 

Of course, there is a possibility that the level of S/C pressure increase could have been 

controlled through the S/C venting as the S/C vent line for Unit 3 was completed by 

approximately 08:41 except for the rupture disc. However, in that case, the increase of D/W 

pressure should also be controlled similarly to the S/C valve*371, and therefore, the possibility of 

a damage which allow the pressure to be released from the RPV to the D/W side cannot be 

                                                                                                                                        
 *370 This includes any damage to the SRV flange gasket mentioned in the above paragraph (ii) in this subsection. 
 *371 If S/C venting was performed, S/C pressure would have declined, and the pressure would have been released 

from the D/W side to the S/C side via the vent line, and in which case the D/W pressure would have similarly 
dropped. 
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denied. 

Furthermore, the reactor pressure indicator showed values that are similar to or slightly lower 

than the D/W pressure since approximately 09:10, and rises and falls in reactor pressure and 

D/W pressure are very much alike. Therefore, there is no inconsistency in considering the 

possibility of damage on the RPV or its Peripherals that allows the pressure to be released 

directly to the D/W side. In contrast, as stated in the aforementioned (4) b (a) and (b), it can be 

determined that it was difficult to keep the SRV opened. Therefore, it is difficult to consider that 

the similarity of changes in reactor pressure and D/W pressure is caused by the SRV remaining 

open. 

Also, according to the Unit 3 recorder charts*372 and plant related parameters*373, between 

approximately 09:00 until 09:10 of March 13, 2011, the reactor pressure rose suddenly from 

approx. 7.25MPa gage to 7.5MPa gage, then dropping sharply to approx. 7.27MPa gage, then 

increased again to approx. 7.37MPa gage, then dropped again to 7.25MPa gage, then at 

approximately 09:10 of the same day, the pressure had dropped suddenly to 0.460MPa gage. 

There is no inconsistency if it is considered that a part of the fuel dropped onto the RPV lower 

plenum, coming in contact with the cooling water at the bottom of the RPV, causing a large 

amount of steam to be produced, quickly raising the pressure, then later the RPV or its 

Peripherals suffered damage, causing a sharp drop in pressure. Rather, it can even be stated this 

would be consistent with the D/W pressure having been at a value that is similar to or higher 

than the reactor pressure. 

(viii) Furthermore, according to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*374, the reactor water level 

(fuel range Channel A) was indicating TAF-3,000mm at approximately 08:55 of the same day, 

but at approximately 09:10 of the same day, it showed a value of TAF+1,800mm, suggesting 

that the water level may have risen by 4,800mm in a duration of merely 15 minutes, then later at 

09:25 of the same day the level dropped again to TAF+1,000mm, showing a sharp fluctuation 

(see Chart 72 later in the document). It is not possible to consider that water injection was 

carried out so that it would allow the water level to be increased by 4,800mm in the duration of 

                                                                                                                                        
 *372 See Attachment II-1-1-48. 
 *373 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *374 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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merely 15 minutes. Accordingly, this could be due to false measurement in the reactor water 

level indicator, but the possibility cannot be denied that the melted fuel may have dropped to the 

bottom of the RPV, coming in contact with the water which remained at the bottom of the 

vessel to create a large amount of steam, causing rapid fluctuation in reactor water level. 

(ix) Considering the above, there is the possibility that the sudden drop in reactor pressure at 

approximately 09:10 on the same day may have been caused by such damage to the RPV or its 

Peripherals as to further heavily degrade the containment function, including a leak which is 

highly likely to have occurred after 06:30 on the same day and may have expanded further, as 

well as the possibility, which cannot be denied, of damage to the RPV bottom due to melted 

fuel falling there. 

(x) Finally, there is a high possibility that such damage to the RPV or its Peripherals as to 

degrade the containment function may have occurred between approximately 06:30 to 09:10 on 

March 13, 2011. 

Furthermore, as to the main cause for the significant drop in reactor pressure at 

approximately 09:10 on the same day, there is the possibility that it may have been caused by 

such damage to the RPV or its Peripherals as to further heavily degrade the containment 

function*375, and the possibility of damage to the RPV due to melted fuel dropping cannot be 

denied. 

 

c. Reactor water level 

(i) According to the shift operators’ logbook*376, it is clear that the reactor water level 

indicator was immeasurable due to power loss at approximately 20:36 on March 12, 2011. 

However, as the final data before this, the logbook states: “wide range Channel A: 1350mm, 

fuel range Channel A +400mm.” 

When the indication values of the wide range Channel A and fuel range Channel A above is 

density corrected based on the “Emergency Operating Procedures,” despite the difficulty in 

                                                                                                                                        
 *375 This is not to deny the possibility of the SRV staying open, and the opening of the SRV may have made 

some contribution to the drop in reactor pressure along with the damage to the RPV or its vicinities. 
 *376 See Attachment II-1-1-45. 
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grasping accurate details as the D/W temperatures were not being measured*377, the wide range 

Channel A is approximately +480mm (approx. 4,650mm above the TAF with fuel range 

conversion), and fuel range Channel A is approx. 1,170mm above the TAF, creating a large 

divide between the two indicative water levels. 

With regards to this point, as aforementioned in subsection (2) c, the reactor pressure was 

below 1MPa gage at the time, and therefore the fuel range water level indicator had relatively 

better reliability. However, the reason that the reactor water level remained at this level despite 

the fact that the HPCI system was active from approximately 12:35 onwards on March 12 is 

probably due to the controlled injection volume of the HPCI. 

(ii) Also, according to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*378, the reactor pressure indicator 

(Channel A) was shifting at below 1 MPa from approximately 19:00 onwards on March 12, 

2011. And from approximately 01:00 onwards and until 02:44 on March 13, the pressure had 

dropped from 0.970MPa gage to 0.580MPa gage*379. 

During this time, while the reactor pressure is below 1 MPa, the amount of HPCI driving 

steam (sent from the RPV via the steam line) had gradually declined as the HPCI was being run. 

This caused the HPCI turbine revolution to drop to a thousand and a few hundred revolutions, 

in turn causing the HPCI discharge pressure to drop. Thus there is a high possibility that the 

discharge pressure became almost equal to the reactor pressure, thus not allowing sufficient 

amount of water to be injected. 

In which case, until approximately 02:42 of the same day, there is a high possibility that the 

reactor water level had dropped gradually and that the water level became lower than the level 

previously measured at around 20:36 on March 12. In actuality, according to the Unit 3 shift 

operators' logbook*380, it recorded the reactor pressure of 5 MPa gage, wide range of -3,600mm, 

                                                                                                                                        
 *377 Density correction of reactor water level indicator values is to be carried out according to the reactor pressure 

and the D/W temperature of the time when the indication value was taken, as based on the Emergency Operating 
Procedures. 

 *378 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *379 There was no shift in the indicated values of reactor pressure indicator (Channel A) that suggests some form 

of electrical failures. Also, even if there was any false measurement or erroneous indication due to a water level 
fall in the reference leg, the error would remain within 90kPa gage at most, therefore, it can be considered that a 
large error had not occurred. 

 *380 See Attachment II-1-1-45. 
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and fuel range of -1,600mm at approximately 03:51 of the same time, which is approximately 1 

hour after the HPCI shutdown. Although an accurate grasp is not possible as the D/W 

temperature is unknown, converting these values to fuel range through density correction gives 

out the value of a few hundred mm above or below the TAF. In any case, the reactor water level 

is considered to be hovering around TAF, and as shift operators’ logbook states the “possibility 

of TAF,” it can be determined that the shift team had also recognized this. 

In which case, no alternative water injection was carried out at least until approximately 

09:10 of the same day since the HPCI system had shut down. Therefore, the possibility cannot 

be denied that the reactor water level had dropped to below BAF and core damage would have 

progressed accordingly by approximately 09:10 of the same day. 

(iii) Reactor water level indicator uses the reference leg. Accordingly, under the assumption 

that water level is maintained up to the reference level inside the reference leg and that reactor 

water level is maintained up to the inlet of the reactor vessel line, the differential pressure 

transmitter measures the value by subtracting the reference leg line pressure from the reactor 

vessel line pressure, and this value is converted into reactor water level.. Therefore, as 

confirmed in Unit 1 or Unit 2, if the water level of reference leg drops, the reactor water level 

indicator displays a value that is higher than that in case water level is maintained in the 

reference leg. 

If the reactor water level became lower than the inlet of the reactor vessel line, the pressure in 

the reactor vessel line would not reflect the actual changes in reactor water level, this resulting 

in false measurement by converting in to reactor water level the difference between the water 

heads at the water levels of the reactor vessel line and reference leg line.  

Furthermore, if both of the above events occurred simultaneously, then there would be no 

changes in differential between water heads at the point where evaporation halted in each of the 

lines, which would cause the reactor water level indication to show no change. 

And according to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*381, reactor water level indicator (fuel 

range Channel A) became measurable at approximately 05:00 on March 13, 2011 and showed a 

value of TAF-2,000mm. The value then showed a declining trend, displaying values of 

                                                                                                                                        
 *381 See TEPCO’s HP.. 
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TAF-2,900mm, TAF-2,950mm, and TAF-3,000mm on 07:05, 07:15, and 07:35 respectively. 

However, from then on, the changes in water level had not been indicated at all until 

approximately 08:55 of the same day (see Chart 72). 

図表72 3号機原子炉水位の挙動（3/13 5:00～3/14 5:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 72: Unit 3 reactor water level behavior (05:00 March 13 – 05:00 March 14)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)
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However, there had been no alternative water injection being carried out, and therefore it is 

difficult to consider that the reactor water level was maintained at TAF-3,000mm for 

approximately 1 hour and 20 minutes. 

There is the possibility that such a phenomenon could have been caused by the following 

sequence. By approximately 07:00 of the same day, the reactor water level was apparently 

indicated higher as water level dropped in the reference leg, while in actuality the reactor water 

level was declining to the extent that it went below the reactor vessel line inlet located below the 

elevation the BAF. Furthermore, by approximately 07:35 of the same day, evaporation halted 

temporarily in the reactor vessel line and reference leg line, resulting in allowing no changes to 

water level in each line or water head differential pressure. This could have caused the reactor 

water level indication to show no change. If this is the case, it is possible that not only the core 

may have uncovered due to the drop in reactor water level, but also caused the steam cooling to 

have no effects as all of the fuel was uncovered, and core damage may have developed 

considerably. 

(iv) Also, this can be backed up with the behavior of reactor water level in the Unit 3 plant 

related parameters recorded after these events. 
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In other words, according to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*382, the reactor water level 

(fuel range Channel A) was indicating TAF-3,000mm at approximately 08:55 on March 13, 

2011, however, a value of TAF+1,800mm was shown at approximately 09:10 of the same day, 

suggesting that the water level may have risen by 4,800mm in a duration of merely 15 minutes, 

then later at approximately 09:25, the level showed TAF+1,000mm. The water level was then 

shifting at around TAF+800~1,000mm until approximately 09:56 (see Chart 72). However, in 

actuality, the alternative water injection through fire engines was finally commenced at 

approximately 09:25 of the same day, and it is difficult to consider that the water level would 

have risen by 4,800mm at approximately 09:10 of the same day. 

Also, according to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*383, it indicates a reactor pressure of 

0.460MPa gage at approximately 09:10, and even if the alternative water injection through fire 

engines had begun by this time, it is still inconceivable that the reactor water level would have 

risen by 4,800mm in the duration of merely 15 minutes since approximately 08:55 of the same 

day. 

The reason why an inconceivable reactor water level was measured is probably because the 

actual reactor water level was below that of the reactor vessel line inlet, meaning that the water 

head difference between each water level of the reactor vessel line and reference leg line was 

measured in the differential pressure transmitter, then converted into reactor water level, this 

leading to erroneous indications. In this case, because the water head difference is converted 

into reactor water level, depending on the water level of each line, it is possible that values 

unrelated to the actual reactor water level could be displayed. 

And according to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*384, reactor water level (fuel range 

Channel A) showed no changes from approximately 07:35 to 08:55 of the same day, indicating 

a value of TAF-3,000mm, but then the changes in values began to show at around 09:10. This is 

probably caused by the heat transfer near the reactor vessel line inlet, causing evaporation 

within the reactor vessel line, causing a change in water level in the line. The possible cause of 

the heat transfer could be due to the melted fuel dropping onto the orificed fuel support or the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *382 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *383 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *384 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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RPV lower plenum. 

Also, if the melted fuel drops to the RPV bottom and contacts the remaining water at the 

bottom causing a large amount of water vapor, then there is a possibility that reactor water level 

may show sharp rises and falls. This possibility therefore cannot be denied. 

(v) Later, according to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*385, the reactor water level indicator 

(fuel range Channel A) showed the value of approximately TAF+1,000mm at approximately 

09:25 on March 13, 2011, then it fluctuated at the values of around TAF+800~1,000mm until 

approximately 09:56 of the same day. 

It is also difficult to consider that the reactor water level indicator (fuel range Channel A) 

were indicating the actual reactor water level because of the relationship with the actual 

progress of alternative water injection. Therefore, it is possible that water head difference 

between the dropped water levels of the reactor vessel line and reference leg line was measured 

and converted into apparent reactor water level indications. 

(vi) Furthermore, on the reactor water level indicator of the Unit 3 plant related 

parameters*386, the water level had shown TAF+500mm and +300mm for fuel range Channel A 

and Channel B respectively at 09:59 on March 13, 2011. However, these values changed to 

TAF+2,300mm and +2,400mm at 10:02 of the same day, TAF-200mm and -700mm below the 

TAF at 10:35 of the same day, TAF+0mm, +1,600mm at 11:25 of the same day, and 

TAF-1,400mm, +0mm at 12:40 of the same day. Later, from approximately 17:30 of the same 

day, the values were fluctuating at around TAF-1,800mm and -2,250mm respectively, and had 

no significant changes to the value until approximately 03:20 on March 14 (see Chart 72). 

It cannot be considered that these trends in indicated values of the reactor water level 

indicator were the actual water levels during approx. 01:10 and 03:20 of the same day when an 

alternative water injection using fire engines was either carried out or suspended. Again, it can 

be considered that the actual reactor water level was below the reactor vessel line inlet located 

below BAF, meaning that the water head difference between each water level of the reactor 

vessel line and reference leg line was measured in the differential pressure transmitter and then 

converted into reactor water level leading to erroneous indications. 
                                                                                                                                        
 *385 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *386 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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Taking this point of view, because in that case the water head difference between the water 

levels of the reactor vessel line and reference leg line is converted into reactor water level, it is 

entirely possible that, depending on the position of the water level, the reactor water level 

indicator may indicate water level behavior that could not occur in actuality. 

(vii) Therefore, the values shown as reactor water level on the plant related parameters after 

07:35 on March 13 2011 cannot immediately be trusted, and even if the reactor water level 

indicator shows a value that does not go below BAF, it does not mean that the indicator was 

showing an actual reactor water level. 

Rather, trends of values indicated on the reactor water level indicator suggest that the Unit 3 

reactor water level had reached below BAF and it was not possible to maintain the water level 

above BAF. If this is the case, core damage may have progressed considerably during this time. 

 

d. Field responses 

At approximately 07:39 on March 13, 2011, the shift team had entered the torus room located 

on the first basement floor of the Unit 3 R/B in order to change over from S/C spray to D/W 

spray. Therefore, it cannot be recognized that the dose rate inside the torus room was increased 

to the point that entry into the room was completely impossible, as the shift team was able to 

enter the room and close the S/C spray valve. 

If this is the case, there is a possibility that a large amount of radioactive materials were not 

released into the S/C at that point in time. However, this does not deny the possibility of such 

damage to the RPV or its Peripherals as to degrade the containment function. 

This is because, according to the Unit 3 recorder charts*387, there is no possibility that the 

relief valve function of the SRV had activated, and the reactor pressure was not at a level where 

the safety valve function would activate (see Chart 69). This means that the core damage had 

not progressed significantly at that point in time, and if this is the case, entry into the torus room 

would have been possible, albeit in a considerably bad environment, even if there was such 

damage to the RPV or its Peripherals as to degrade the containment function. 

 

                                                                                                                                        
 *387 See Attachment II-1-1-48. 
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(4) It is considered that between approximately 09:10 on March 13, 2011 until 05:00 on 

March 14, the RPV or its Peripherals had suffered such damage as to degrade the 

containment function, and afterward there is high possibility that further such damage 

may have developed as to further heavily degrade the containment function. 

a. Water injection and reactor water level 

(i) After approximately 09:10 on March 13, 2011, water injection to the Unit 3 reactor was 

carried out. However, according to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*388, values did not 

suggest that a sufficient reactor water level was maintained. From approximately 17:30 on the 

same day to 04:40 on March 14, fuel range Channel A and Channel B of reactor water level 

indicator showed TAF-1,800 ~ -1,850mm and TAF-2,200 ~ -2,250mm respectively, and 

therefore the water level showed no changes (see Chart 72). 

(ii) If the RPV was placed under low pressure, or if the reference leg line and its surroundings 

were placed under high temperature, then it can be a major cause for the water level of the 

reference leg (used for reactor water level indicator) to drop. 

And according to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*389, after approximately 09:10 on March 

13, 2011, the RPV was at a low pressure and the PCV at a high temperature in correspondence 

with the rise in PCV pressure. If this is the case, after approximately 17:30 onwards, there is a 

high possibility that the water level in the reference leg line had dropped as well as the reactor 

water level had dropped to below the reactor vessel line inlet located below the BAF, and the 

evaporation had mostly eased after the drop in water levels in the reactor vessel line and 

reference leg line, which caused water level in each line to show no change, which in turn also 

caused the difference between the reactor vessel line pressure and the reference leg pressure to 

become mostly unchanged, and thus the reactor water level indications began to show no 

changes. 

(iii) Between the night of March 13, 2011 and the pre-dawn hours of March 14, there was a 

concern that the seawater stored in the Unit 3 backwash valve pit was being depleted, which 

had been used as the water source for the Unit 3 alternative water injection, and other water 

source was being searched. In this case, the Unit 3 backwash valve pit was already dropping, 
                                                                                                                                        
 *388 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *389 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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thus sufficient water was unable to be pumped from the pit, in turn it was not possible to obtain 

sufficient water injection, and the reactor water level may have been below the BAF. 

Furthermore, from approximately 01:10 to 03:20 of the same day, it was not possible to 

pump water from the Unit 3 backwash valve pit*390, and water injection was not carried out to 

the Unit 3 reactor. Despite this, the values on the reactor water level indicator remained 

unchanged at TAF-1,800mm for fuel range Channel A, and TAF-2,250mm for fuel range 

Channel B (see Chart 72). This is because the reactor water level had dropped below the reactor 

vessel line inlet, and the water level indicator was converting and displaying the water head 

changes between each of the water levels which had dropped to the level of the inside of the 

reactor vessel line and reference leg line, and not the actual water level. Furthermore, the water 

levels for each piping were considerably reduced, and the subsiding steam would have also 

caused the water head differential pressure to show no changes. 

(iv) Therefore, it is possible that from approximately 17:30 on March 13, 2011 to 

approximately 04:40 on March 14, the reactor water level was below the reactor vessel line inlet 

located below the BAF, uncovering all the fuel, and core damage on Unit 3 progressed further 

without steam cooling effects expected, and in that case, it is sufficiently recognized that such 

damage may have occurred to the RPV or its Peripherals as to degrade the containment 

function. 

 

b. Reactor pressure and D/W pressure 

(a) Behavior of reactor pressure and D/W pressure after approximately 09:50 on March 13, 

2011 

(i) After approximately 09:50 on March 13, 2011, the shift team conducted SRV opening 

operation, and they attempted to maintain the SRV at the open position as much as possible. 

Discussions follow concerning the relationships between the behavior of the reactor pressure 

and the D/W pressure, as well as the SRV opening operation. 

From approximately 09:50 of the same day, an attempt for rapid depressurization through the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *390 Furthermore, at approximately 22:45 on March 14, 2011, when the TEPCO Head Office checked with the 

NPS ERC, alternative water injection to Unit 3 had stopped at approximately 01:10 of the same day, and it was 
restarted at approximately 05:50 of the same day. 
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SRV was carried out in Unit 3 in order to keep the SRV open. However, its method was by 

connecting the batteries to the terminals at the back of the control panel in the Main Control 

Room by energizing the solenoid valve, then applying pressure to open the valve. 

And there were two types of accumulators for the SRV, one for the relief valve (85L) and the 

other for the ADS (250L). Both of them were installed inside the PCV. Normally, nitrogen for 

the relief valve accumulator was supplied from the liquid nitrogen system (AC) line, and 

nitrogen for the ADS accumulator was supplied from the nitrogen cylinder. The pressure gauge 

set at each supply line was scheduled to be checked daily by the shift team who were on duty 

between 15:00 and 21:00. However, because the isolation valve of the supply line to the 

accumulator had closed due to external power loss after the tsunami, the supply to the 

accumulator had not been carried out as they were unable to do so. For this reason, the residual 

pressure that allowed the pressure to be applied to the SRV was the relief valve accumulator, 

ADS accumulator, and pressure remaining in the piping between the isolation valve (which had 

closed) and the accumulator side. 

Then by approximately 12:00 on March 12, the nitrogen pressure required for normal 

operation of the relief valve function for all eight SRVs was no longer remaining inside the SRV 

relief valve accumulator. However, because the ADS function was not active, it can be 

considered that as of approximately 09:50 on March 13, nitrogen pressure inside the ADS 

accumulator for the eight SRVs may have remained unused. Then, the SRV opening operation 

which had begun to be carried out around this time, because the solenoid valve on the line 

which supplies nitrogen from the ADS accumulator was being energized, therefore, it can be 

recognized that the issue of a lack of residual nitrogen pressure required for opening the SRV 

did not occur. 

Therefore, for the SRV opening operation in Unit 3, the possibility that the SRV did not open 

due to the lack of residual pressure in the accumulator would have been low, especially from the 

day in question until March 14*391. 

(ii) However, from approximately 09:50 onwards on March 13, despite being able to open 

                                                                                                                                        
 *391 In any case, even if the residual pressure inside the accumulator was sufficient, the possibility cannot be 

denied that the nitrogen may not have been able to be supplied sufficiently due to AC line damage such as pipe 
rupture. 
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the SRV, it can be considered that keeping the valve open would have been difficult due to low 

battery, as normal vehicle batteries were used as power. 

According to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*392, the Unit 3 reactor pressure was showing 

0.210MPa gage at approximately 09:59 of the same day, but rose to 0.380MPa gage at 

approximately 10:02 of the same day, then dropped to 0.120MPa gage at approximately 10:35 

of the same day and further showed a reading of 0.120MPa gage at around 11:55. However, it 

rose again to 0.450MPa gage at approximately 12:40, then dropping again to 0.190MPa gage at 

approximately 13:00 of the same day. The trend where the reactor pressure rises was observed 

twice, and in both cases, the pressure had then dropped (see Chart 70). 

Firstly, it can be considered that because the reactor pressure was rising at approximately 

10:02, the SRV could not be kept open. 

Later, the reactor pressure had dropped at approximately 10:35. However, whereas the plant 

monitor records remain whenever a new SRV opening operation was carried out by connecting 

to a different SRV terminals (such as around 09:00 of the same day at Unit 3, and around 18:00 

on March 14 on Unit 2), there are no monitoring records for the reactor pressure, D/W pressure, 

and S/C pressure from approximately 10:02 on March 13 until approximately 10:35 of the same 

day. In which case, there is a low possibility that a new SRV opening operation was carried out 

by either replacing the battery or by connecting to a different SRV, though the SRV could not be 

kept open and the reactor pressure had risen. In actuality, according to the Operation Team's 

memo, there has been some mention regarding the Unit 3 SRV opening operation, yet there 

were no mention with regards to the SRV between and around 10:02 to 10:35 of the same day. 

According to the above, there is a possibility that in Unit 3, the SRV was opened at 

approximately 09:50 of the same day, but the reactor pressure had increased as the valve could 

not be kept open. And a new SRV opening operation was not carried out after this event, the 

reactor pressure had dropped from 10:02 of the same day. Therefore, there is a possibility that 

such damage may have occurred to the RPV or its Peripherals which would allow the pressure 

to escape. 

Furthermore, according to the Operation Team’s memo, it states that at 12:17 of the same day 

                                                                                                                                        
 *392 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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“SRV(A) [R][G] display off, when valve opened←Battery replacement, power supply 

operation underway,” and at the time the reactor pressure was increasing, suggesting that the 

SRV could not be kept open . However, in the same memo, at 12:43 it states “SRV no display 

with AG manual opening,” and until 13:00 of the same day, the reactor pressure had dropped to 

0.190MPa, albeit without any indication on the memo that the A- or G- valves of the SRVs 

were either fully or partially open until 13:00 of the same day. During this time, the battery 

power required for opening the SRV had been depleted, and therefore the battery was required 

to be replaced. However, according to the material procurement results as well as the testimony 

by the NPS ERC Recovery Team, there were no procurements for new batteries between 12:00 

and 13:00 of the same day, and that they were in a situation where they were unable to replace 

the battery despite their intention to do so as they continued to lack in battery. In which case, 

although the possibility cannot be denied that the reactor pressure had dropped due to SRV 

opening due to some unknown reasons, there is a possibility that even if the SRV was opened, it 

was not possible to sufficiently sustain the SRV open. When the reactor pressure dropped 

despite this, there is a possibility that damage may have occurred to the RPV or its Peripherals 

which allow the pressure to be released. 

For Unit 3, despite the high possibility that by approximately 09:10 of the same day, there 

was already damage to the RPV or its Peripherals which allow the pressure to be released. It can 

be considered that, under the environment where the SRV cannot sufficiently be kept open, the 

reactor pressure increased as a large amount of steam was created when melted fuel gradually 

dropped on the RPV lower plenum at the RPV bottom and coming into contact with coolant, 

and the pressure was released either from the existing damaged section of the RPV or its 

Peripherals or from a new area of damage created by the melted fuel dropping. This 

consideration is not inconsistent with the behavior of the Unit 3 reactor pressure. 

 

(b) Behavior of reactor pressure and D/W pressure after approximately 01:00 on March 14, 

2011 

(i) According to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*393 while the reactor pressure was 

                                                                                                                                        
 *393 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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showing 0.054MPa for the Channel A and 0.057MPa gage for the Channel B at 01:00 on March 

14, 2011, the reactor pressure stayed at 0.127MPa gage for the Channel A and 0.127MPa gage 

for the Channel B at approximately 03:00*394. Also, according to the Unit 3 plant related 

parameters*395, the D/W pressure was showing 0.2450MPa abs at approximately 01:00 of the 

same day, and then 0.3150MPa abs at approximately 03:00 of the same day. The D/W pressure 

indication is higher than that of the reactor pressure by approximately 0.09MPa*396, but 

increases similarly to the reactor pressure by approximately 0.07MPa (see Chart 73). 

H23.3.14
時刻

原子炉圧力（A）
（MPa gage）

原子炉圧力（B）
（MPa gage）

D/W圧力
（MPa abs）

1:00 0.054 0.057 0.2450
1:30 0.062 0.062 0.2550
2:00 0.073 0.075 0.2650
2:30 0.091 0.091 0.2800
3:00 0.127 0.127 0.3150

　東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成

図表73 3号機 原子炉圧力及びD/W圧力

Reactor Pressure (A) Reactor Pressure (B) D/W Pressure

Chart 73: Unit 3 reactor pressure and D/W pressure

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

01:00

01:30

02:00

03:00

02:30

Time on
March 14, 2011

 

(ii) When viewing the behavior of the Unit 3 reactor pressure and D/W pressure, both were 

showing similar tendencies at this time. However, it is not natural to consider that the SRV had 

been kept open. In other words, so long as the integrity of the RPV is maintained, and if the 

SRV remained open while the reactor pressure is increasing, then the increasing tendency of the 

pressure would be slower to such extent as the effect that the SRV is open, and the amount of 

pressure corresponding to the effect would flow from the RPV to the S/C. Then, a part of the 

steam that did not become condensed at the S/C pool would flow into the D/W side via the vent 

line activated through the vacuum breaker. In this case, although it is not improbable for both 

the reactor pressure and the D/W pressure to show a similar increasing tendency for a 

continuous period, yet it can be considered that the two pressure levels would only partially 

                                                                                                                                        
 *394 The reactor pressure indicator used at this time may show some error due to the drop in water level in the 

reference leg, yet this error would be at maximum of approximately 90kPa (which is equivalent to the water head 
from the reference leg to the pressure transmitter), by which reactor pressure is indicated less than actually is. 

 *395 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *396 One must note that when comparing the two values, the reactor pressure indicates in gage pressure, and the 

D/W pressure indicates in absolute pressure. 
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resemble each other*397. 

(iii) Furthermore, the D/W pressure was consistently higher than the reactor pressure during 

this time, or even if the margin of error of each instrument is considered, the pressure would 

have been almost identical*398, and it is difficult to consider that the D/W pressure and the 

reactor pressure would show such a behavior simply by keeping the SRV open. Therefore, there 

is a possibility that there was damage to the RPV or its Peripherals to the extent that reactor 

pressure almost equals that of D/W, and there is also a possibility that there may have been a 

heat source, or melted fuel, within the D/W. 

(iv) When viewing the status of the reactor pressures around this time based on the Unit 3 

plant related parameters*399, reactor pressure indicator showed 0.048MPa gage at approximately 

00:30 on March 14, 2011 for both Channels A and B. And until 07:00 of the same day when 

Channel A showed 0.319MPa gage and Channel B showed 0.315MPa, the values were 

constantly on an increasing trend. It is then possible that the SRV was not constantly kept open. 

At least from around 01:10 to 03:20*400, the seawater inside the backwash pit located in front 

of the Unit 3 T/B, which was the water source for the Unit 3 alternative water injection, could 

not be pumped using the fire pump, and alternative water injection was not carried out. It is then 

difficult to consider that a new SRV opening operation would have been carried out at this time. 

In actuality, the memo by the ERC Operation Team states on 03:40 that “SRV battery (12 

batteries) V” and on shift operators’ logbook states on 03:50 that “temporary battery voltage for 

SRV operation checked, 11~12V.” According to the testimony by the ERC Operation Team, this 

shows that between 03:40 and 03:50 of the same day, upon checking the voltage of ten 12V 

                                                                                                                                        
 *397 At this time, under the circumstance where the reactor water level may have been below the BAF, if the SRV 

was left open while alternative water injection had not been carried out as the seawater inside the backwash valve 
pit in front of the Unit 3 T/B, then effects of steam cooling cannot be expected, causing core damage to progress. 
Therefore, it is possible that SRVs were closed. 

 *398 The reactor pressure indicator used at this stage may have been showing values that were up to 90kPa lower 
than the actual pressure, caused by the drop in water level in the reference leg. However, it is difficult to consider 
that the drop in water level would continue even if the water level had lowered to the outside of the PCV. In which 
case, it can be considered that the error would actually become smaller. Also, the indications of the D/W pressure 
indicator were constantly above the reactor pressure indications, and even considering the error of each instrument, 
it is natural to consider that the D/W pressure was actually higher than or nearly equal to the reactor pressure. 

 *399 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *400 See Footnote 390 with regards to the record which indicates that the water injection was recommenced at 

approximately 05:50 on March 14, 2011. 
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batteries which were connected in series in order to operate the SRV, the voltage showed 

11~12V only, and there are no signs of procuring or replacing new batteries. If this is the case, 

during 01:10 until 03:20 of the same day, a new SRV opening operation was not carried out. 

Furthermore, it is possible that the SRV did not stay open due to lack of voltage in the batteries. 

(v) In any case, it is difficult to explain the behavior of The Unit 3 reactor pressure and D/W 

pressure from 01:00 to 03:00 on March 14, 2011, and it is certainly possible that there was 

already damage to RPV or its Peripherals which would allow the pressure to be released 

directly to the D/W side. 

Furthermore, according to the Unit 3 plant related parameters*401, from approximately 00:00 

to 00:40 of the same day, the D/W and S/C pressures remained unchanged at 0.2400MPa abs 

and 0.2550MPa abs respectively. And the pressure showed a constant upward trend until 

approximately 07:10 of the same day, with the S/C pressure indicating 0.2600MPa abs at 

approximately 00:50 of the same day and the D/W pressure indicating 0.2450MPa abs at 

approximately 01:00 of the same day. The photographs from the Fukuichi Live Camera also 

show the white smoke from the Units 3 & 4 stack. If this is the case, it can be considered that 

both the large and small S/C vent valves (AO valves) could not have been kept open from at 

least approximately 01:00 of the same day onwards. 

 

(c) Behavior of reactor pressure and D/W pressure after approximately 10:00 on March 14, 

2011 

(i) Based on the plant-related parameters of Unit 3 *402, and regardless of being before or after 

the explosion in the Unit 3 R/B at approximately 11:01 on March 14, 2011, the reactor pressure 

was, in both Channels A and B, displaying almost around 0.200~0.300 MPa gage *403, but as it 

was displaying a value in the order of 0.1 MPa lower than the D/W pressure, its trends 

resembled the D/W pressure movements (see Chart 74). 
                                                                                                                                        
 *401 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *402 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *403 Due to the decrease in the water level inside the reference leg, there is the possibility that the reactor pressure 

indicator is displaying visibly a smaller level than the actual reactor pressure. However, regarding the reactor 
pressure indicator used at this time, the error according to the decrease in the water level inside the reference leg is 
a maximum of 90kPa gage, so furthermore considering the error incurred, there is a high possibility that at this 
time reactor pressure exceeding atmospheric pressure was maintained. 
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図表74 3号機原子炉圧力等の挙動（3/14 10:00～3/14 16:00）

※原子炉圧力は、D/W・S/C各圧力と比較しやすくするためゲージ圧ではなく、
絶対圧で表示した。

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

*For easier comparison with the D/W and S/C pressures, the reactor pressures are 
shown in absolute pressure instead of gage pressure

Chart 74: Behavior of Unit 3 reactor pressure, etc. (10:00－16:00 March 14)

S/C 
Pressure

Reactor Pressure   
(B)

Reactor Pressure   
(A)

D/W 
Pressure

 

(ii) Looking at the behavior of the reactor pressure and D/W pressure from approximately 

10:00 on March 14, 2011 to approximately 16:00 on the same day, it is difficult to conceive that 

this was only due to the SRV remaining open. That is to say, if the steam inside the RPV flowed 

through the SRV into the S/C, while the steam would be condensed by the S/C pool water and 

the pressure would be suppressed the S/C pressure and then the D/W pressure would be 

expected to follow an increasing trend, and if the reactor pressure increased the D/W pressure 

would similarly increase, and if the reactor pressure decreased the D/W pressure would 

similarly decrease, and as the reactor pressure maintained a value of in the order of almost 

0.1MPa less than the D/W pressure, and continually displayed similar increases and decreases 

etc., that it displayed the same movements at the same time means that it is difficult to explain 

only due to the SRV being maintained in the open state. 

Furthermore, that the D/W pressure continually exceeded the reactor pressure by an order of 

0.1MPa, and considering the error of each instrument, at the least that the D/W pressure and 

reactor pressure were maintaining almost the same pressure*404 is also hard to explain only due 

to the SRV being maintained in the open position. 
                                                                                                                                        
 *404 There is the possibility that the reactor pressure indicator used at this time could display a maximum of about 

90kPa low depending on the decrease in the water level in the reference leg and the reference leg line, however it 
is difficult to conceive that the water level decreased to the outer side of the PCV and moreover that the water 
level continued to decrease through evaporation, and in this case it can be determined that the error would actually 
become smaller than that. Moreover, if the D/W pressure indications are not temporarily but continually higher 
than the reactor pressure indications, it is natural to determine that the D/W pressure was actually higher than the 
reactor pressure. 
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Regarding these phenomena, if as in the extreme case where the RPV bottom failed, resulting 

in the melted fuel having fallen into the D/W, the RPV or its Peripherals suffered such damage 

as to degrade the containment function, this explanation would become possible. 

Accordingly, by approximately 10:00 on March 14, 2011, when reactor pressure and D/W 

pressure began to show such behavior, including the possibility that the RPV bottom had failed 

and part of the melted fuel fell onto the PCV lower pedestal, there is a high possibility that the 

RPV or its Peripherals had already suffered damage so that the containment function had been 

degraded *405. 

 

c. Measurement results from the CAMS 

(i) The AMG assumes that until the RPV fails, there is almost no inert gas on the D/W side, 

regardless of the extent of the core damage, and the gamma-rays dose rate detected by the 

CAMS of the D/W side is not reflecting the core damage fraction. The background is, as long as 

the integrity of the RPV is maintained, release of radioactive materials from the RPV to the 

PCV is conceivable as being by the route of release to the S/C side via the SRV opening, and for 

release to the D/W side, almost no other method is conceivable apart from the vacuum breaker 

operating because the S/C pressure gets higher than the D/W pressure causing them to flow 

from the S/C side*406. 

In this case, as long as the integrity of the RPV is maintained, it is difficult to conceive a 

                                                                                                                                        
 *405 Regarding Unit 3, from approximately 05:20 on March 14, 2011 to approximately 06:10 on the same day 

opening of the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) was attempted, but from approximately 06:10 on the same day 
until approximately 16:00 on March 15, necessary operation for PCV venting was not conducted. Although it is 
considered that Unit 3 PCV venting should have already been conducted and that the rupture disc should have 
burst; the D/W pressure and S/C pressure showed an increasing trend even after approximately 06:10 on March 
14, 2011, when the opening operation of the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) was taken to have been 
completed, until approximately 07:10 on the same day. Therefore, there is a high possibility that the small S/C 
vent valve (air-operated) could not have been kept open. Furthermore, after approximately 07:15 on March 14, 
2011, the S/C pressure showed a decreasing trend, but at approximately 08:45 on the same day turned to an 
increasing trend, and it can be determined that at least after approximately 08:45 on the same day, the small S/C 
vent valve (air-operated) was not kept open. 

 *406 Regarding a direct route for radioactive materials to flow from the RPV to the D/W side, it is conceivable 
that the SRV safety valve function is activated first, and upon further increase of the reactor pressure the D/W 
discharge function activates. However in this case, radioactive materials would also flow into the S/C side as the 
SRV is open, so therefore, the situation where the gamma-ray dose rates on the D/W side are greatly higher than 
those on the S/C side is difficult to conceive. 
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situation where the gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W side being greatly higher than those on the 

S/C side, and this would be no different whether the inert gas release directly after the 

commencement of core damage, or the later release of nuclides including Cs and I. 

(ii) According to the plant-related parameters of Unit 3*407, the CAMS measurement results 

were showing, for D/W (A) and S/C (A), respectively, at approximately 05:00 on March 14, 

2011 158 Sv/h and 3.78 Sv/h*408, and the gamma-ray dose rates on the D/W side was over 40 

times that on the S/C side. Also subsequently, until approximately 10:55 on the same day, just 

before CAMS measurement was interrupted, almost the same measurement results were being 

obtained. It is unlikely that the measurements were erroneous (see Chart 75). 

図表75 3号機CAMS D/W等の挙動（3/14 5:00～3/14 11:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

Chart 75: Behavior of Unit 3 CAMS D/W, etc. (05:00 –11:00 March 14)

05:00 06:00 07:00 08:00 09:00 10:00 11:00

 

 Although it cannot be definitively adjudged whether or not the SRV had been maintained in 

the open position at around this time, even if the SRV had hypothetically been maintained in the 

open position, the gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W side showing over 40 times that on the S/C 

side cannot at all be explained rationally only by radioactive materials flowing from the RPV to 

the S/C due to the SRV being maintained in the open position. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *407 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *408There is a high possibility that the gamma-ray dose rate monitored after approximately 05:00 on March 14, 

2011 was the value after many of the radioactive materials in the D/W and S/C had already been released through 
the S/C vent to outside of the PCV, and moreover, the possibility can also well be assessed that, as the monitoring 
was after a large volume of radioactive materials had leaked from the PCV, the gamma-ray dose had decreased. 
Consequently, the calculation on the AMG of the fraction of core damage, predicting on an assumption of all the 
noble gases being retained inside the PCV or the RPV, is highly possible not to correctly reflect the actual core 
condition, and underestimate the fraction of core damage than it actually was.  
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(iii) Concerning the cause of the gamma-ray dose rate being higher on the D/W side than on 

the S/C side, there is a first possibility is that the SRV D/W discharge function operated due to 

the increased reactor pressure to the order of 8.55 MPa gage. 

However, in the plant-related parameters or the recorder charts, etc. of Unit 3, no record can 

be assessed of the reactor pressure increasing to the level where the SRV D/W discharge 

function would operate. 

Moreover, the SRV safety valve functions are set up so that they first operate when the 

reactor pressure increases to 7.64~7.78MPa gage, and steam is released to the S/C before 

reaching the reactor pressure where the D/W discharge function operates, and the safety valve 

functions will remain operating even while the D/W discharge function is operating, so steam 

would similarly be released to the S/C (see Chart 67). 

In this case, the gamma-ray dose rate on the S/C side will naturally become higher than on 

the D/W side, and at least, there is no possible explanation why the gamma-ray dose rate on the 

D/W side was showing more than 40 times that of the S/C side. 

(iv) Furthermore, another possible cause is examined below whether or not it is because of 

the effects of Unit 3 S/C venting. 

At Unit 3, the S/C was vented at approximately around 09:00 on March 13, 2011. According 

to the plant-related parameters of Unit 3*409, the D/W pressure was 0.6370 MPa abs and the S/C 

pressure was 0.5900 MPa abs at approximately 09:10 on the same day, which lowered, as the 

result of implementing the S/C venting, to 0.2800MPa abs and 0.2300MPa abs, respectively, at 

approximately 11:25 on the same day. That is to say, the pressures were reduced in a similar 

order, and so it is clearly not natural to consider that, upon the implementation of Unit 3 S/C 

venting, only the radioactive materials inside the S/C were released into the atmosphere in large 

amounts. 

It is conceivable that not only the radioactive materials inside the S/C being released along 

with the steam due to the S/C venting, but rather the radioactive materials floating inside the 

D/W without being adhered to the inner walls etc. also flowed into the pressure-reduced S/C 

through the vent piping, and farther were released into the atmosphere via the S/C. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *409 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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Therefore, it is inconceivable that at approximately 05:00 on March 14, 2011, the gamma-ray 

dose rate inside the D/W could be more than 40 times the gamma-ray dose rate inside the S/C 

due to the effects of S/C venting. 

(v) Ultimately, it is natural to determine that the cause of the D/W side showing 40 times 

higher gamma-ray dose rate than the S/C side is the RPV or its Peripherals suffering damage so 

that their containment function was compromised, and radioactive materials leaking directly 

into the D/W . 

 

d. Radiation dose rates  

(a) Radiation dose rate in the Unit 3 R/B and the peripheral area after approximately 09:10 

on 13 March, 2011 until approximately 15:28 on the same day 

(i) At approximately 09:10 on 13 March, 2011, the NPS ERC recovery team entered the Unit 

3 R/B, in order to conduct work to prepare replacement of air cylinders that supply air pressure 

to the large S/C vent valve (air-operated) necessary for Unit 3 PCV venting. Then, although the 

exact time is unknown, by approximately 14:31 on the same day at the latest, while working on 

the south side of the Unit 3 R/B first floor they heard a “sssssh” sound from somewhere inside 

the R/B, and as the peripheral area was enveloped in even thicker mist than before, they 

hurriedly evacuated the R/B. 

It is possible that this case was due to steam containing radioactive materials leaking into the 

R/B at this time from the Unit 3 PCV or its Peripherals, and it is conceivable that this 

corroborates the possibility that (with a precondition of the above being that until this time) the 

RPV or its Peripherals had suffered damage so that their containment function was damaged. 

(ii) At approximately 14:31 on 13 March, 2011, measures preventing entry into the Unit 3 

R/B were taken as the displayed radiation dose rate monitored on the north side of the Unit 3 

R/B double doors exceeded 300mSv/h, and as it was monitored at 100mSv/h on the south side 

of the above. 

Accordingly, it is possible that this was due to radioactive materials leaking into the R/B at 

this time from the Unit 3 PCV or its Peripherals , and this corroborates the possibility that (with 

a precondition of the above being that until this time) the RPV or its Peripherals had suffered 
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damage so that their containment function was damaged. 

(iii) A pocketbook of the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS chief technician of nuclear reactor has a 

record at approximately 15:25 on 13 March, 2011, that the alarm pocket dosimeters (APD) in 

the Units 3 & 4 Main Control Room sounded faster, and at approximately 15:28 on the same 

day, the radiation dose rate in the Units 3 & 4 Main Control Room measured 12mSv/h. The 

shift team evacuated to the Unit 4 side of the Main Control Room. In this case, it can be 

considered that at this time, the radiation dose rate in the Units 3 & 4 Main Control Room 

followed an increasing trend. 

Then, based on the relative locations of the R/Bs and Unit 4 being under periodic inspection, 

there was the possibility that Unit 3 core damage was progressing and that the radioactive 

materials released were leaking from the RPV to the PCV, from the PCV to the R/B, and the 

radiation dose rate in the Units 3 & 4 Main Control Room was increasing. This corroborates the 

possibility that, by this time, the RPV or its Peripherals had suffered damage so that their 

containment function was damaged. 

 

(b) Connection with the increase in the radiation dose rate after approximately 02:20 on 

March 14, 2011 

(i) As a result of monitoring the radiation dose rate near the main gate, the value was 

displayed as 4.6μSv/h at approximately 02:10 on March 14, 2011, but it increased rapidly to 

751.2μSv/h at approximately 02:20 on the same day. The results of dose rate monitoring near 

the monitoring post 4 were, while the value was 44.6μSv/h, at approximately 02:24 on the same 

day, it rapidly increased to 227.9μSv/h at approximately 02:20 on March 14, 2011, and then at 

approximately 02:30 on the same day it was 319.3μSv/h (see Chart 76). 
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図表76 正門付近等の放射線量の挙動（3/14 2:05～3/14 2:40）
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東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での
計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the Fukushima 
Dai-ichi NPS site” (May 2011)

Chart 76: Dose rates behavior near the main gate, etc. (02:05 – 02:40 March 14)
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(ii) Regarding Unit 1, considerable time had passed since the increase in the radiation dose 

rate in accordance with the R/B explosion and conducting of PCV venting. As the radiation 

dose rate already decreased, and therefore occurred after, it is difficult to conceive that the 

increase in the radiation dose rate after approximately 02:20 on March 14, 2011 was due to the 

influence of these incidents. 

(iii) Regarding Unit 2, the PCV vent line configuration was completed*410 at approximately 

11:00 on March 13, 2011, with the exception of the rupture disc. 

On the other hand, according to the plant-related parameters of Unit 2*411, it showed steadily 

a stabilizing or increasing trend after the D/W pressure showed 0.380MPa abs at approximately 

11:35 on March 13, 2011 and until it showed 0.440MPa abs at approximately 02:45 on March 

14, 2011, but it had not yet reached rupture disc operation pressure*412. 

Accordingly, based on the affected D/W pressure behavior, it is difficult to conceive that the 

increase in the radiation dose rate after approximately 02:20 on March 14, 2011 was due to the 

influence of the Unit 2 PCV venting. 

(iv) Regarding Unit 3, the plant-related parameters*413 shows, after the Unit 3 D/W pressure 

at 0.4800MPa abs at approximately 12:40 on 13 March, 2011 it, a decreasing trend, but 

subsequently repeated increasing and decreasing. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *410 See pages 208-209 of the Interim Report. 
 *411 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *412 The Unit 2 rupture disc operation pressure is 0.427MPa gage (=approximately 0.528MPa abs). 
 *413 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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Furthermore, at approximately 19:00 on 13 March, 2011, a new temporary compressor was 

connected to maintain the open position of the large S/C vent valve (air-operated), however 

based on the images from the Fukuichi Live Camera, subsequent exhaust of white smoke from 

the Units 3 & 4 stack could not be confirmed. Moreover, from approximately 20:30 on 13 

March, 2011 the D/W pressure and S/C pressure showed a decreasing trend, however from 

approximately midnight on 14 March, 2011 to approximately 00:40 on the same day the D/W 

pressure did not change at 0.2400MPa abs, and the S/C pressure did not change at 0.2550MPa 

abs. Subsequently the pressures turned to increasing, and at approximately 00:50 on the same 

day the S/C pressure displayed 0.2600MPa abs, and at approximately 01:00 on the same day 

the D/W pressure displayed 0.2450MPa abs, and until approximately 07:10 the same day they 

showed a steadily increasing trend. In this case, it can be considered at the least that after 

approximately 01:00 on the same day, the large S/C vent valve (air-operated) could not be 

maintained in the open position*414. 

Furthermore, based on the results of radiation dose rate monitoring near Monitoring Post 4, 

the increase to the indicated peak radiation dose rate of 1,557.5μSv/h at approximately 13:52 on 

13 March, 2011, was assessed, and although there was the possibility of this being due to the 

influence of the Unit 3 PCV venting after approximately 12:30 on the same day, the radiation 

dose rate had decreased to the 50 μSv/h level at approximately 15:00 on the same day, and 

subsequently remained in a lull, and even with the opening operation of the large S/C vent valve 

(air-operated) after approximately 19:00 on the same day, no significant increase in the radiation 

dose rate was assessed, but after approximately 02:20 on 14 March, 2011, the radiation dose 

rate showed an increasing trend. 

Based on the developments in the affected radiation dose rate, the D/W pressure, etc., it can 

be considered that the influence of the opening operation of the large S/C vent valve 

(air-operated) after approximately 19:00 on 13 March, 2011 to the increase in the radiation dose 

rate near Monitoring Post 4 after approximately 02:20 on 14 March, 2011 was limited, 

regardless of whether or not the large S/C vent valve (air-operated) had been opened by the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *414 The cause of the large S/C vent valve (air-operated) not being maintained in the open position can be 

considered due to the temporary compressor being small, and hence its pressure supply not being sufficient. 
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connection of the temporary compressor on 13 March, 2011 at approximately 19:00*415.  

(v) In order to investigate the causes of the increase in the radiation dose rate after 

approximately 02:20 on 14 March, 2011, the conditions of Units 1 to 3 at approximately 02:00 

on the same day are discussed below. 

At Unit 1, as the IC lost almost all function after the tsunami had hit until approximately 

04:00 on 12 March, 2011, and no alternative water injection was conducted at all, it can be 

determined that core damage and melting advanced. Subsequently, even though alternative 

water injection was conducted on Unit 1, it was intermittent and insufficient, and based on the 

plant-related parameters of Unit 1 *416, the reactor water level (fuel range, system B) at 

approximately 13:48 on 12 March, 2011 was displaying 1,650mm below the TAF, with almost 

no change till approximately 02:15 on 14 March, 2011, and the reactor water level did not 

exceed the reactor inlet nozzle. Given this it can be considered that the reactor water level 

indicator was not displaying the actual reactor water level. 

In this case, even after alternative water injection was conducted, as the reactor water level 

still did not exceed the BAF, there is a possibility that core damage and melting in Unit 1 

advanced, the large volume of radioactive materials released in that process leaked from the 

RPV to the PCV and from the PCV to outside the PCV, and until approximately 02:20 on 14 

March, 2011 leaked to outside the R/B, and this contributed to the increase in the radiation dose 

rate after approximately 02:20 on the same day. This also conforms to the CAMS records, 

which subsequently began monitoring from approximately 06:00 on 14 March, 2011, and 

displayed a high dose rate of gamma-ray of 164Sv/h on the D/W side and 26.6Sv/h on the S/C 

side, subsequently displaying a decreasing trend. 

Regarding Unit 2, water injection was conducted through the RCIC, and as it can be 

considered that it was in a condition where the reactor water level was secured, it is difficult to 

conceive that this was a cause of the increase in the radiation dose rate around this time. 

Regarding Unit 3, at the least from when the HPCI shut down at approximately 02:42 on 13 

                                                                                                                                        
 *415 In fact, subsequently, at approximately 03:40 on 14 March, 2011, a malfunction was confirmed in the 

exciting circuit of the large S/C vent valve (air-operated), and from the Main Control Room the solenoid valve 
was attempted again to excite, and early in the morning on the same day a portable compressor (necessary to 
supply air pressure to the air-operated valve) brought in replaced the portable compressor used to date. 

 *416 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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March, 2011 until approximately 09:10 on the same day no alternative water injection was 

conducted at all, and from approximately 01:10 on 14 March, 2011 until approximately 03:20 

on the same day, too, because the intake of the seawater in the Unit 3 backwash valve pit was 

not possible. Moreover, even while alternative water injection was said to have been conducted, 

there was a continuous state of no change to the value of the reactor water level indicator after 

approximately 17:30 on 13 March, 2011, according to the plant-related parameters of Unit 3 *417,  

and therefore there is a high possibility that the reactor water level exceeding the BAF was not 

being secured. 

In this case, there is a possibility that the core damage in Unit 3 advanced and a large volume 

of radioactive materials were released, which leaked to the outside of the R/B, and contributed 

to the increase in the radiation dose rate after approximately 02:20 on 14 March, 2011. This also 

conforms to the CAMS records, which subsequently began monitoring from approximately 

05:00 on 14 March, 2011, and displayed a high dose rate of gamma-rays of 158Sv/h on the 

D/W side and 3.78Sv/h on the S/C side. 

(vi) Accordingly, it can be determined that the main cause of the increase in the radiation 

dose rate after approximately 02:20 on 14 March, 2011 is the release into the atmosphere of 

radioactive materials originating from the core(s) which leaked in large volumes from the 

PCV(s) of either or both of Unit 1 and Unit 3. In this case, a precondition of this is that by that 

time, the possibility that Unit 3 RPV or its Peripherals had suffered damage so that their 

containment function was damaged is undeniable*418. 

 

(c) Radiation dose rate after approximately 21:25 on March 14, 2011 

According to the results of radiation dose rate monitoring near the main gate, it was 6.8μSv/h 

at approximately 21:25 on March 14, 2011. But at approximately 21:35 on the same day it 

rapidly increased to 760.0μSv/h, and then at approximately 21:37 on the same day it was 

3,130.0μSv/h (see Chart 77).  

                                                                                                                                        
 *417 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *418 Of course, the possibility that due to the opening of the SRV radioactive materials flowed from the RPV to 

the S/C side is conceivable, and the possibility that this and failures with the RPV or its Peripherals co-existed is 
also conceivable. 
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Regarding this, as in 3. 1. (2) d. above, it can be 

determined that it is due to the release into the 

atmosphere of radioactive materials originating 

from the core(s) of any or all of Units 1 to 3, and it 

is difficult to conceive of it being due to the 

influence of the R/B explosions in Unit 1 and Unit 

3, and the conducting of PCV venting from each 

unit, etc. 

In this case, by approximately 21:35 on March 14, 2011, when the radiation dose rate near 

the main gate began to indicate a rapid increase, the possibility can well be determined that 

radioactive materials originating from the core of Unit 3 leaked from the PCV or its Peripherals 

and were released into the atmosphere, and a precondition of this, there is the possibility that the 

Unit 3 RPV or its Peripherals  had also suffered damage so that their containment function was 

greatly damaged. 

 

(d) Radiation dose rate after approximately 07:30 on March 15, 2011 

The results of radiation dose rate monitoring near the main gate indicated 250.8μSv/h at 

approximately 07:30 on March 15, 2011, but it showed an increasing trend to 1,390.0μSv/h at 

approximately 07:38 on the same day, then to 1,941.0μSv/h at approximately 07:50 on the same 

day, and then subsequently decreased to several hundred μSv/h. However, the results of the 

same radiation dose rate monitoring near the main gate indicated rapidly increased again to 

1,413.0μSv/h at approximately 08:25 on March 15, 2011, 8,217.0μSv/h at approximately 08:31 

on the same day, 11,930.0μSv/h at approximately 09:00 on the same day, and until 

approximately 10:25 on the same day a high radiation dose rate of several thousand μSv/h was 

monitored (see Chart 78). 

H 2 3 . 3 . 1 4
時  刻
2 1 : 1 5 5 . 8
2 1 : 2 0 6 . 0
2 1 : 2 5 6 . 8
2 1 : 3 0 2 9 . 7
2 1 : 3 5 7 6 0 . 0
2 1 : 3 7 3 , 1 3 0 . 0

放 射 線 量
（ μ S v / h )

図 表 7 7  正 門 付 近 の 放 射 線
       量 測 定 結 果

　 　 東 京 電 力 「 福 島 第 一 原 子 力
　 　 発 電 所 構 内 で の 計 測 デ ー タ 」
　 　 平 成 2 3 年 5 月 ） を 基 に 作 成

Time on
March 14, 2011

Dose Rate

Chart 77: Dose rates measurement results near the main gate

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the Fukushima 
Dai-ichi NPS site” (May 2011)
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図表78 正門付近の放射線量の挙動（3/15 7:30～3/15 10:30）
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Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the Fukushima Dai-ichi 
NPS site” (May 2011)
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Chart 78: Dose rates behavior near the main gate (07:30 –10:30 March 15)
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Regarding this, as in 3. 2. (3) d. (b) above, the influence of the Unit 4 R/B explosion can be 

considered to be limited, and it can be considered that this is mostly due to the release into the 

atmosphere of radioactive materials released during the process of damage to the core(s) of any 

or all of Units 1 to 3. On the other hand, it is difficult to conceive that this is due to the influence 

of the R/B explosions in Unit 1 and Unit 3, the conducting of PCV venting from each unit, etc. 

In this case, by approximately 07:38 on March 14, 2011, when the radiation dose rate near 

the main gate began to indicate a rapid increase, the possibility can well be determined that 

radioactive materials originating from the core of Unit 3 leaked from the PCV or its Peripherals 

and were released into the atmosphere, and as a precondition of this, there is also the possibility 

that the Unit 3 RPV or its Peripherals had before then suffered damage so that their containment 

function was greatly damaged. 

In fact, an operation team memo has writing in the same hand, after mentioning to the 

situation subsequent to the Unit 4 R/B explosions that occurred from 06:00 on March 14, 2011 

to 06:12 the same day, that “steam is mistily escaping from the top of the Unit 3 R/B.” It can be 

assessed that at this time steam was being discharged from the top of the Unit 3 R/B, and there 

is the possibility that that steam leaked from the RPV to the PCV, and further leaked from the 

PCV to the R/B. 

 

(e) Discussions on the radiation dose rate after approximately 23:00 on March 15, 2011 

The results of the radiation dose rate monitoring near the main gate show a decrease from 
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over 1,000μSv/h at approximately 13:00on March 15, 2011, to around 500μSv/h at 

approximately 15:25 on the same day, and subsequently shifted around several hundred μSv/h, 

but the radiation dose rate rapidly increased to 4,548.0μSv/h by approximately 23:00 on the 

same day, and increased to 6,960.0μSv/h at approximately 23:10 on the same day and 

8,080.0μSv/h at approximately 23:30 on the same day, and indicated a radiation dose rate of 

over 1,000μSv/h until approximately 04:00 on March 16, 2011 (see Chart 79). 

図表79 正門付近の放射線量の挙動（3/15 13:00～3/16 4:00）

東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 79: Dose rates behavior near the main gate (13:00 March 15 to 
04:00 March 16)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS 
site” (May 2011)
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the main gate

13:00 17:30 22:00 02:30 04:00

 

As in 3. 2. (3) d. (c) above, it can be determined that it is due to the release into the 

atmosphere of radioactive materials originating from the core(s) of any or all of Units 1 to 3. 

In this case, by approximately 15:23 on March 15, 2011, when the radiation dose rate near 

the main gate began to indicate a rapid increase, the possibility can well be determined that 

radioactive materials originating from the core of Unit 3 leaked from the PCV or its Peripherals 

and were released into the atmosphere, and there is the possibility that the Unit 3 RPV or its 

Peripherals had before then suffered damage so that their containment function was greatly 

damaged. 

 

e. Water injection and reactor water level in the evening of March 14, 2011 

(i) Based on the plant-related parameters of Unit 3*419, after approximately 18:00 on March 

14, 2011 until the morning of March 17, 2011 the reactor water level of fuel range Channel A 

                                                                                                                                        
 *419 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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was displaying TAF-1,850mm or -1,900mm, and that of fuel range Channel B was displaying 

only TAF-2,200mm or -2,300mm, and hardly changed at all (see Chart 80). 

図表80 3号機原子炉水位の挙動（3/14 18:00～3/15 12:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

Chart 80: Unit 3 reactor water level behavior (08:00 March 14 to 12:00 March 15)
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It is highly likely that regarding this, at this time, the Unit 3 reactor water level fell lower than 

the reactor vessel line inlet, located a little below the BAF, leading to the water level in each of 

the reactor vessel line and the reference leg line decreasing to the point where evaporation 

stopped, resulting in the water head difference between the water levels in each line staying flat. 

(ii) Then, regarding Unit 3, at approximately 20:36 on March 14, 2011, as the seawater being 

drawn up from the north side shallow draft quay by a fire engine was being pumped into Unit 2 

in parallel by another connected fire engine, it can be considered that the necessary volume of 

water for injection into Unit 2 was not sufficiently secured, and based on the plant-related 

parameters of Unit 2*420, at approximately 20:37 on the same day the Unit 2 reactor pressure 

exceeded 0.8MPa gage, which caused water injection not to be possible. To that end, the NPS 

ERC, in order to prioritize water injection into Unit 2, suspended water injection into Unit 3 

from that time. 

Subsequently, regarding the restarting of water injection into Unit 3, firstly, based on the 

contents of the TEPCO television conference system, even after approximately 22:00 on March 

14, 2011, water injection into Unit 3 had not restarted, and even approaching 22:30 on the same 

                                                                                                                                        
 *420 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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day, the timing of restarting of water injection into Unit 3 was only being considered and 

discussed within the NPS ERC and the TEPCO ERC, and until after midnight on March 15, 

2011, for which records have been kept, there are no records of having restarted water injection 

into Unit 3. Furthermore, according to the notebook of the NPS ERC Chief Engineer of 

Reactors, the notation “March 15, 2011 2° 30’ 3u seawater injection restarted” can be assessed. 

It must be added that, in the “Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station Plant-Related 

Parameters as of 03:00 on March 15, 2011" attached to the "Specific Event Report Form 

(second and subsequent reports)” (transmission time of 03:57 on the same day), that the 

Fukushima Dai-ichi Site Superintendent reported to the government and relevant authorities., 

regarding the water injection of Unit 3, based on the inscription that “we are responding to 

make seawater injection possible by using a Fire Protection system line,” there is a strong 

possibility that at the point in time of 02:30 on the same day as noted in the notebook of the 

Chief Engineer of Reactors nothing more had begun than work pertaining to restarting water 

injection, and that even at 03:00 on the same day water injection into Unit 3 had not been 

restarted. 

Accordingly, regarding Unit 3, though reactor water level may not have been maintained 

above the BAF, alternative water injection had been suspended, at the least, for approximately 

six hours between approximately 20:36 on March 14, 2011 and approximately 02:30 on March 

15, 2011, and hence there is the possibility that core damage in Unit 3 had developed further 

during this period so that the RPV or its Peripherals suffered further damage that would heavily 

degrade the containment function. 

Furthermore, while there is a high possibility that water injection was suspended for nearly 

six hours, based on the plant related parameters of Unit 3*421, the reactor water level indicated 

almost no change (see Chart 80), and accordingly this corroborates that the Unit 3 reactor water 

level indicator was displaying erroneous indications derived from the water head difference 

between the water levels in the reactor vessel line and reference leg line to be converted into 

reactor water level, thus not displaying the actual reactor water level. 

 

                                                                                                                                        
 *421 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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f. Behavior of reactor pressure after March 15, 2011 

Based on the plant related parameters of Unit 3*422, at approximately 13:00 on March 15, 

2011, the reactor pressure indicator Channel A indicated 0.235MPa gage and the Channel B 

0.237MPa gage, and they subsequently showed a decreasing trend, and at approximately 06:15 

on March 16, 2011, both of Channels A and B indicated 0.117MPa gage. Subsequently, 

measurement was not conducted for some time, and when measurement resumed at 

approximately 09:10 on March 16, 2011, the reactor pressure indicator Channel A indicated 

0.128MPa gage and Channel B indicated 0.134MPa gage, but they returned to a decreasing 

trend, and at approximately 23:50 on March 16, 2011, the Channel A indicated 0.009MPa gage 

and the Channel B indicated 0.015MPa gage, and subsequently moved to almost the same 

pressure as atmospheric pressure (see Chart 81). 
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図表81 3号機原子炉圧力の挙動（3/15 11:50～3/17 22:00）
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Chart 81: Unit 2 reactor pressure behavior (11:50 March 15 to 22:00 March 17)
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Regarding Unit 3, while at this time the possibility that the SRV was kept open cannot be 

completely denied, on the other hand, the reactor water level was not able to be sufficiently 

maintained by alternative water injection, and there is the possibility that core melting had 

progressed so that the RPV and PCV or their Peripherals suffered damage that caused reactor 

pressure to become almost the same pressure as atmospheric pressure, and there is also the 

possibility that both of the above caused reactor pressure to decrease to almost the same 

pressure as atmospheric pressure. In fact, regarding Unit 3, at approximately 10:00 on March 16, 

2011, steam-like white smoke was confirmed from the Unit 3 R/B upper section destroyed by 

                                                                                                                                        
 *422 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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the explosion in the R/B, and there is the possibility that steam was leaking from the PCV or its 

Peripherals. 

Furthermore, as a result of the radiation dose rate monitoring near the main gate between 

23:00 and 24:00 on March 15, 2011, a high radiation dose rate of over 10 times higher 

compared to that of 431.8μSv/h monitored at the same location on the same day at 22:30, and at 

23:30 on the same day 8080.0μSv/h was monitored. The main cause of such radiation dose rate 

increase can be determined to be the release into the atmosphere of radioactive materials 

originating from the core(s) of any or all of Units 1 to 3, and the possibility that they originated 

from the core of Unit 3 cannot be denied. 

 

g. Contaminated water, etc. 

(i) As the result of TEPCO conducting dust monitoring in the first and second floors of the 

Unit 3 T/B, I-131, Cs-134, Cs-136, Cs-137, and Pr-144 were detected on April 25, April 29, 

May 1, and May 3, 2011 (see Chart 82). 

採取日時 採取物 核種（半減期）
放射能濃度

（Bq/cm3）
I-131（約8日）
Cs-134（約2年）
Cs-136（約13日）
Cs-137（約30年）
Pr-144（約17分）
I-131（約8日） 11,000
Cs-134（約2年） 140,000
Cs-136（約13日） 1,600
Cs-137（約30年） 150,000
Cs-134（約2年） 150,000
Cs-137（約30年） 180,000

H23.4.25
H23.4.29
H23.5.1
H23.5.3

3号機T/B1階及び2階の
ダスト

不明

　　　　東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所3号機使用済燃料プール水の分析結果」
　　　　（平成23年5月）、 「原子炉建屋地下滞留水の放射能濃度等の測定結果」
　　　　（平成23年12月）等を基に作成

H23.11.25 3号機R/B地下滞留水

H23.5.8 3号機SFP水

図表82 3号機 汚染水等測定結果

Sampling Date Collected Sample Nuclides (half-life)

Dust on Unit 3 T/B, first and 
second floors

SFP water, Unit 3

Stagnant water, Unit 3 R/B,
basement

Chart 82: Measurement results of contaminated water etc. in Unit 3

Created based on TEPCO’s “Analysis Results of sampled water from the Unit 3 Spent Fuel Pool at the Fukushima 
Dai-ichi NPS” (May 2011) and  “Measurement results such as radioactivity concentration of the stagnant water on 
the R/B basement” (December 2011) 
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(ii) As the result of TEPCO conducting monitoring of the radioactive concentration etc. of the 

Unit 3 R/B water retained underground, Cs-134 and Cs-137 were detected on November 25, 

2011from the Unit 3 R/B water retained underground (see Chart 82). 

(iii) As the result of TEPCO conducting nuclide analysis on the Unit 3 SFP water, I-131, 

Cs-134, Cs-136, and Cs-137 were detected on May 8, 2011from the Unit 3 SFP water (see 
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Chart 82). The fuel discharged when Unit 3 was shut down for periodic inspection on June 19, 

2010 was stored in the SFP water, and as even the fuel with the shortest cooling period had been 

cooled for 10 months or more, it is difficult to conceive that the short half-life I-131 and Cs-136 

detected originated from the SFP, and there is a high possibility that they originated from the 

core of Unit 3. 

(iv) From the above, it is natural to consider that all or part of the nuclides detected from the 

Unit 3 R/B water retained underground, the T/B water retained underground, and the SFP water 

originated from the core of Unit 3, and it can be determined that they leaked from the RPV, 

PCV or their Peripherals. 

 

(5) Connection with the results of analysis conducted by TEPCO etc. 

a. MAAP analysis announced by TEPCO in May 2011 

(i) According to the MAAP analysis published by TEPCO in May 2011, the Analysis Case 

(Part 1) assumed a somewhat smaller volume of water was injected, in order to simulate the 

measured reactor water levels. The following results were obtained: 

Initial core uncovering: Approximately 40 hours after  the earthquake 

Initial core damage:  Approximately 42 hours after the earthquake 

RPV failure:  RPV not failed. 

The analysis case (Part 2) assumed that the reactor water level was not maintained within the 

fuel range, and the volume of water injected was adjusted to maintain the reactor water level at 

a level just below the fuel range instead of using the flow rate at the discharge side of the fire 

engine pump. The following results were obtained: 

Initial core uncovering: Approximately 40 hours after the earthquake 

Initial core damage:  Approximately 42 hours after the earthquake 

RPV failure:  Approximately 66 hours after the earthquake 

(ii) Firstly, in the Analysis Case (Part1), the reactor water level was adjusted to the actual 

measured data on the reactor water level indicator. 

However, according to the plant-related parameters*423 and the recorder charts*424 of Unit 3, 

                                                                                                                                        
 *423 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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between approximately 07:35 and 08:55 on March 13, 2011, the Unit 3 reactor pressure stayed 

around 7.2~7.3MPa gage and was rather inclined to decrease gradually, even though no 

alternative water injection was conducted at all,. Putting aside the question of whether this was 

due to the opening of the SRV, or leakage from the RPV or its Peripherals, it is supposed that, in 

either case, steam release from the RPV put the brakes on the increase in reactor pressure. If this 

supposition is correct,, the Unit 3 reactor water level would have showed a decreasing trend at 

this time. However, based on the plant-related parameters of Unit 3*425, after approximately 

07:35 on March 13, 2011, the reactor water level (fuel range Channel A) stayed at 3,000mm 

below the TAF. 

Furthermore, according to the plant-related parameters of Unit 3*426, although the reactor 

water level indicator (fuel range Channel A) showed 3,000mm below the TAF at approximately 

08:55 on March 13, 2011, it indicated 1,800mm above the TAF at approximately 09:10. 

Subsequently, the reactor water level was measured by the reactor water level indicators (fuel 

range Channel A and Channel B). From approximately 09:56 on the same day, the reactor water 

levels  indicated by both fuel range Channel A and Channel B repeated violent fluctuations, in 

the order of several thousand mm, which could be hardly regarded as actual fluctuations in the 

reactor water level. 

Then, according to the plant-related parameters of Unit 3*427, the reactor water level (fuel 

range Channel A) stayed at 1,800mm below the TAF from approximately 17:30 on March 13, 

2011, and indicated no change until approximately 02:10 on March 14, 2011. In addition, the 

reading of the reactor water level indicator (fuel range Channel B) also stayed at 2,200mm 

below the TAF from approximately 18:20 on March 13, 2011, and indicated no change until 

approximately 21:45 on the same day. At approximately 22:00 on the same day, it indicated 

2,250mm below the TAF, but thereafter it indicated no change until approximately 02:30 on 

March 14, 2011. 

The reactor water level indicator is designed on the assumption that on water is filled up to 

                                                                                                                                        
 *424 See Attachments II-1-1-44. 
 *425 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *426 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *427 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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the reference level inside the reference leg and that the reactor water level does not go down 

below the reactor side piping entrance. The differential head, which is obtained by subtracting 

the reference leg side piping pressure from the reactor side piping pressure, is converted and 

displayed as the reactor water level. If the reference leg water level decreases,  the absolute 

value of the differential pressure between the reactor side piping pressure and the reference leg 

side piping pressure becomes smaller than that with water filled to the reference level. As a 

result, due to the design of the differential pressure transmitter, the hydraulic head pressure 

difference obtained by subtracting the reference leg side piping pressure from the reactor side 

piping pressure is larger, and therefore the reactor water level indicator will erroneously display 

higher reactor water level than the actual level. In this case, unless the reference leg is 

replenished subsequently, the reading of the reactor water level indicator continues to be 

erroneously higher than the actual reactor water level. Furthermore, if the reactor water level 

goes down below the reactor side piping entrance which is located a little below the BAF, 

simply the hydraulic head pressure difference between the water levels inside each of the 

reactor side piping and the reference leg side piping would be converted and displayed as the 

reactor water level, and the actual reactor water level would not be indicated at all. 

Although no water was injected at all, the reactor water level indicator of Unit 3 (fuel range 

Channel A), from approximately 07:35 on March 13, 2011 to approximately 08:55 on the same 

day, stayed at 3,000mm below the TAF. From this fact, supposedly, the reactor water level had 

already decreased below BAF, and the reactor water level indicator converted the changes in 

hydraulic head pressure between the water levels inside each of the reactor side piping and the 

reference leg side piping would be converted and displayed as the reactor water level. Since the 

water level in each piping stayed the same, the reading of the reactor water level indicator 

showed no changes. So the reactor water level indicator was no longer showing the reactor 

water level. 

In the same way, after approximately 09:10 on March 13, 2011, it is considered that the 

reactor water level indicator showed a reactor water level quite different from the real reactor 

water level, because the differential pressure transmitter converted the changes in the 

differential pressure between the water level inside the reactor side piping and the reference leg 
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side piping to the changes the pressure difference despite having had no changes in the reactor 

water level to that point, the reactor water level indicator started show changes after 

approximately 09:10 on March 13, 2011. It is considered that, at that time, the reactor pressure 

was decreasing rapidly and that heat was transferred near the reactor side piping entrance, 

resulting in evaporation inside the reactor side piping and water level changes. The cause of that 

heat transfer is supposed to be melted fuel falling onto the fuel support plate and the lower 

plenum inside the RPV. 

Furthermore, the fuel range Channel A and the fuel range Channel B did not show further 

changes in the reactor water level after approximately 17:30 and 18:20, respectively, on March 

13, 2011. One possible explanation for this behavior is that the water levels inside the reactor 

vessel line and the reference leg line decreased due to evaporation and that afterwards the 

evaporation died down resulting in constant water head difference between the water levels in 

both lines. If it is a good explanation, everything can be explained without contradiction 

including the changes in the indicated values of the reactor water level indicators until that 

point. 

The above explanation suggests that, regarding Unit 3, the reactor water level had already 

decreased below BAF after approximately 07:35 on March 13, 2011, and that the reactor water 

level did not exceed BAF even after the alternative water injection was begun at approximately 

09:25 on the same day. 

At any rate, it is certain that the reactor water level readings were quite different from the 

actual reactor water level (a precondition of Analysis Case Part 1). The analysis results that 

there was no RPV failure cannot be affirmed at all, because the analysis is based on the 

erroneous assumption that the reactor water level was maintained at a certain level, ignoring the 

actual reactor state. 

Moreover, regarding Unit 3, although the CAMS measurement results *428 showed that the 

dose rate on the D/W side was 158Sv/h and that on the S/C side was 3.78Sv/h at approximately 

05:00 on March 14, 2011, showing gamma-ray dose rate on the D/W side was more than 40 

times that on the S/C side. On the contrary, the MAAP analysis came to the conclusion that the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *428 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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amount of radioactive materials present on the D/W side is only a little, which is clearly 

opposed to the objective situation. 

Given the effects of the uncertainties in the s analytical conditions and the difference in the 

analytical models, TEPCO argues that the release of radioactive materials obtained from the 

analysis should be used as a reference. However, it was the analysis results of the core state that 

resulted in the radioactive release in conflict with the CAMS measurement results. The CAMS 

results suggest that the results of analysis regarding the core state themselves are most likely to 

be dissociated from the actual state, and the reliability of core state analysis should be 

reexamined. 

Furthermore, RPV failure modes included in the MAAP analysis is nothing more than the 

RPV bottom failure due to core meltdown. MAAP analysis cannot be applied to reproduce, for 

example, failures in the SRV gasket, joints with the penetration piping and other RPV 

peripherals, and deals with considerably more limited failures than those referred to as “a failure 

of the RPV or its Peripherals” by the Investigation Committee. 

Accordingly, these MAAP analysis results are not of a kind to influence the verification 

results of the Investigation Committee with regard to the possibility of RPV failure. 

(iii) Next, Analysis Case (Part 2) assumes that the reactor water level was below BAF when 

alternative water injection was conducted by fire engine. With regard to this point, this analysis 

case can be considered likely to be closer to the actual state than Analysis Case (Part 1). 

However, initial uncovering of the core, initial core damage, and RPV bottom failure 

occurred later than the verification results by the Investigation Committee. The causes of this 

difference are examined in the following paragraphs. 

Based on the Unit 3 shift operators’ logbook*429, which is included as an Attachment to the 

MAAP analysis, in the column for 20:36 on March 12, 2011, there is an entry saying “no power 

supply to the reactor water level indicator. The final data of the wide range Channel A: 

1350mm; the fuel range Channel: +400mm.” The fact that the reactor water level indicator 

readings were lost at this time was confirmed by the shift operator's testimony as well. It is 

recognized the final reactor water level reading to be 1,350mm above the TAF by wide range 

                                                                                                                                        
 *429 See Attachment II-1-1-45. 
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Channel A and 400mm above the TAF by fuel range Channel A . Moreover, based on the 

plant-related parameters of Unit 3, the reactor pressure read 0.820MPa gage at approximately 

20:30 on March 12, 2011, and this reading is consistent with the shift team's testimony that the 

HPCI was operating under low reactor pressure below 1MPa gage. Density corrections for the 

reactor water level indicators (wide range Channel A and fuel range Channel A) were made, 

using this reactor pressure indicator reading, based on the “Emergency Operating Procedures 

(symptom-based)” Although it is difficult to grasp the precise because of the lack of the D/W 

temperature, the wide range Channel A was at approximately 480mm above (at fuel range 

conversion at approximately 4,650mm above the TAF) and the fuel range Channel A was at 

approximately 1,170mm above the TAF. Here, it makes a large difference between the reactor 

water levels indicated by the wide range and fuel range. 

Around then, the Unit 3 reactor pressure decreased below 1 MPa gage, and the HPCI was 

operating at 1 thousand and a few hundred RPM below its allowable operation range, while 

controlling the flow rate. Supposedly, the volume of water injected by the HPCI was limited, 

and after approximately 02:00 on March 13, 2011, at the latest, almost no water was injected, 

because the HPCI discharge pressure was too close to the reactor pressure. Therefore, it is 

difficult to suppose that the reactor water level at approximately 02:42 on the same day, at the 

point when the HPCI was shut down, was higher than the reactor water level at approximately 

20:36 on March 12, 2011, or rather, there is a strong possibility that the reactor water level 

decreased further. 

In this way, the reactor water level was no more than approximately 4,650mm above the TAF  

(converted to fuel range *430) at approximately 20:36 on March 12, 2011, according to reading 

of the wide range level indicator, which showed the highest reactor water level, among the 

readings of the reactor water level indicators. Although sufficient water was not subsequently 

injected by the HPCI, the MAAP analysis still showed the downcomer water level at 

approximately 6m above the TAF at the moment that the HPCI was shut down at 

approximately 02:42 on March 13, 2011. It is obvious that the reactor water level is over 

                                                                                                                                        
 *430 If the reactor pressure reaches below 1MPa gage, the error would be smaller on the fuel range water level 

indicator than the wide-range water level indicator. In which case, the actual reactor water level may have been 
even lower. 
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estimated, and it must be said that is the analysis involves an error that significantly affects the 

time of initial uncovering of the core and core damage. 

Furthermore, according to the shift operators' logbook*431, the notes in the column as of 3:51 

of the same day says: “Rx water level indicator (W) instrument power ON, -3600mm,” “Rx 

water level indicator (fuel range) instrument power ON, -1600mm,” “Reactor pressure 5MPa, 

possibility of TAF.” If density correction is made with the assumption that the reactor pressure 

was 5MPa gage, despite the difficulty in precisely estimating the figures due to the lack of the 

D/W temperatures, the wide-range water level is approximately 3,600mm below (570mm 

above the TAF at fuel range conversion), and the fuel range water level is approximately 

680mm below the TAF. In other words, if the wide-range level is correct, then the water level is 

only few tens of centimeters above the TAF, and if the fuel range is correct, the water level is a 

few tens of centimeters below TAF. This also bears out the notes “possibility of TAF” recorded 

in the shift operators’ logbook. 

However, according to the MAAP analysis, the reactor water level was a few meters above 

the TAF at approximately 03:51 of the same day, and the expected time for reaching the TAF 

was at approximately 06:40 of the same day, which significantly deviates from the actually 

measured values of the reactor water level as stated in the shift operators’ logbook (which is 

attached to the analysis). Despite this deviation, TEPCO made no mention of this matter, and in 

actual fact did not include this important information in the actually measured data. Even at the 

hearing carried out by this committee, TEPCO did not indicate convincing reasons for the 

difference in values between the MAAP analysis and the actually measured data, and did not 

mention any rational reasons for not including the actually measured data in the analysis. 

The said MAAP analysis made an erroneous assumption that the Unit 3 HPCI system 

operated at the rated level until approximately 02:42 of the same day, and that the reactor water 

level at the time of operation shutdown was approximately 6m. Because of this assumption, 

there is a high possibility that the estimated reactor water level at the time of HPCI system 

shutdown was higher than the actual reactor water level by a few meters. As long as this is the 

case, provided that the analysis was based on the actual situation of the reactor, there is a strong 

                                                                                                                                        
 *431 See Attachment II-1-1-45. 
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possibility that the MAAP analysis would have estimated the initial core uncovering and the 

initial core damage to be a few hours earlier than the said analysis . Furthermore, RPV failure 

time is significantly affected by the length of time between the initial core uncovering and the 

initial water injection, as well as the injected water volume. On the other hand, the alternative 

water injection by fire engine began at approximately 09:25 on the same day, and supposedly a 

few hours may have passed since the core damage commenced. Therefore, the possibility 

cannot be denied that reactor vessel may have failed during this period. Also, it is difficult to 

suppose that the reactor water level was maintained above the BAF immediately after the water 

injection. Therefore, the possibility that the RPV failed after the water injection cannot be 

denied. 

In any case, it must be said that erroneous assumptions were made in the MAAP analysis 

results released by TEPCO on May 2011, and that these assumptions significantly affected the 

initial uncovering of the core initial core damage. For this reason, the analysis results cannot be 

accepted. 

Moreover, regarding Unit 3, although the CAMS measurement results*432 showed that 

gamma-ray dose rate was 158Sv/h on the D/W side and was 3.78Sv/h on the S/C side at 

approximately 05:00 on March 14, 2011, showing the dose rate on the D/W side was more than 

40 times that on the S/C side. On the contrary, the MAAP analysis comes to the conclusion that 

at this time the amount of radioactive materials present on the D/W side is extremely low. It is 

obvious that this conclusion conflicts with the objective situation. 

In any case, given the influence of the uncertainties in the analytical conditions and the 

difference in the analytical models, TEPCO argues that  the amount of radioactive materials 

released should be used as a reference. However, it was the analysis results of the core state that 

resulted in the radioactive release in conflict with the CAMS measurement results. The CAMS 

results suggest that the results of analysis regarding the core state themselves are most likely to 

be dissociated from the actual state, and the reliability of core state analysis should be 

reexamined.  

Furthermore, RPV failure modes included in the MAAP analysis is nothing more than the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *432 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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RPV bottom failure due to core meltdown. Therefore, the MAAP analysis deals with 

considerably more limited failure modes than those referred to as “a failure of the RPV or its 

Peripherals” by the Investigation Committee.  

Accordingly, these MAAP analysis results are not of a kind to influence the verification 

results of the Investigation Committee with regard to the possibility of RPV bottom failures. 

 

b. MAAP analysis published by TEPCO in March 2012 

(i) According to the MAAP analysis released by TEPCO in March 2012, the analysis 

included new findings as analysis conditions and adjusted HPCI water injection volume to 

simulate the actual measured reactor water level. The analysis results are as follows: 

Initial core uncovering: Approximately 42 hours after the earthquake 

Initial core damage:  Approximately 44 hours after the earthquake 

RPV failure:  RPV not failed 

(ii) Firstly, the MAAP analysis released in March 2012 reduced the HPCI water injection 

volume as compared to the MAAP analysis released in May 2011. With regard to this 

assumption alone, this analysis simulated the actual situation better than the MAAP analysis 

released in May 2011. 

However, in the MAAP analysis released in March 2012, although the HPCI water injection 

volume was adjusted to simulate the actual reactor water level, the actual reactor water level 

after the HPCI system shutdown was not simulated at all. 

In other words, this MAAP analysis shows that the reactor water level reached the TAF at 

approximately 09:10 on March 13, 2011, but according to the shift operators’ logbook*433, the 

entries in the column as of March 5 of the same day says: “Rx water indicator (W) instrument 

power ON, -3600mm,” “Rx water indicator (fuel range) instrument power ON, -1600mm” 

“Reactor pressure 5MPa, possibility of TAF.” If density corrections are made for the readings of 

the wide-range water level indicator and the fuel range water level indicator, it is supposed that 

the reactor water level reached the TAF at around 03:51, and based on the Unit 3 plant-related 

parameters, the fuel range water level indicator showed 2,000mm below the TAF at 

                                                                                                                                        
 *433 See Attachment II-1-1-45. 
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approximately 05:00 on the same day, 2,600mm below the TAF at approximately 06:00 on the 

same day, and 3,000mm below the TAF at approximately 07:35 on the same day respectively. 

Therefore, the reactor water level given by the MAAP analysis is around 3,000~4,000mm 

higher than the actual measured values. 

If the reactor water level given by the MAAP analysis is correct, then the reactor water level 

indicator must have displayed values that were lower by a few meters as long as the actual 

reactor water level was within the level indicator’s measurement range. However, according to 

the testimonies offered by TEPCO and the plant vendors, the design of the reactor water level 

indicator may show a value higher than the actual water level, yet it is impossible for the 

indicator to show a value lower by a few meters. Therefore, the MAAP analysis results, which 

showed that the reactor water level was a few meters higher than the actual values, are not 

worth relying on. The reason why the MAAP analysis gave the reactor water level a few meters 

higher than the actual values is supposed to be the erroneous assumptions that the HPCI 

injected considerably larger amount of water than the actual amount taking advantage of the 

great uncertainties due to the lack of actual data in the period between approximately 20:36 on 

March 12, 2011 until approximately 02:42 on March 13, 2011 (when the HPCI shutdown 

occurred). 

In this MAAP analysis, TEPCO itself indicates that a sufficient amount of water may not 

have been injected until the HPCI shutdown, and that the time for reaching TAF as well as the 

initial core damage may have been earlier than the analysis results, because the reactor water 

level given by the analysis values are shifting at significantly higher values than the actual 

measurements during the period between the HPCI manual shutdown and the SRV opening. 

Also, the failure for the MAAP analysis to predict RPV bottom failure is attributed to the 

very strong influence of the assumed alternative water injection by fire engine. However, there 

are many uncertainties with regards to the volume of water injected by fire engines. In addition, 

taking into consideration the actual progress of events at Unit 3 as well as the possibility that the 

reactor water level went down below BAF at approximately 07:35 of the same day and could 

not be returned to above the BAF even after starting alternative water injection at approximately 

09:25 of the same day, it is questionable that the volume of water assumed in the MAAP 
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analysis was actually injected. 

(iii) Furthermore, the reactor vessel failure time is also largely affected by the RPV damage 

model used in the analysis code. According to the RPV damage model used in the TEPCO's 

MAAP analysis, the whole fuel is located at a single location and the molten fuel drops to the 

fuel support plate. Once the stainless steel (the material in which the fuel support plate is made) 

reaches its melting temperature, the whole melted fuel immediately drops to the lower plenum, 

causing damage to the RPV. 

However, in actuality, it is supposed that fuel melting, fuel drop to the lower plenum and 

RPV damage progress step-by-step respectively. Therefore, the RPV failure model used in 

TEPCO’s MAAP analysis may result in damage progress that is slower than the actual RPV 

failure. 

In the MAAP analysis, TEPCO states that, similarly to Unit 2, “the damage to the RPV is 

largely determined by water injection volume into the reactor using fire engines, and the 

uncertainties about analysis conditions can significantly affect the results,” and that “since it is 

estimated from related parameters that the exposed fuel remained in the core section  was 

cooled with the water injected from the core spray piping, it is supposed that the water level was 

at extremely very low level, and there is a high possibility that the PCV had been damaged.” In 

other words, TEPCO states that there is a possibility that the analysis results regarding the RPV 

damage may differ from the actual sequence of events, and suggest the uncertainties about the 

analysis as the cause of the deviation from the actual data. 

(iv) Moreover, regarding Unit 3, although the CAMS measurement results *434 showed that 

the D/W side was 158Sv/h and the S/C side was 23.78Sv/h, that is to say D/W side was more 

than 40 times that on the S/C side, at approximately 05:00 on March 14, 2011, the MAAP 

analysis comes to the conclusion that at this time that60 to 70% of the released radioactive 

materials remained in the RPV, that 30 to 40% of released radioactive materials was present in 

the S/C side, and that the amount of radioactive materials present on the D/W side was very 

little. This conclusion is obviously opposed to the objective situation. 

In any case, given the effects of the uncertainties about the analytical conditions and the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *434 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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differences in the analytical models, TEPCO states that the amount of released radioactive 

materials given by the analysis should be used as a reference. 

However, it was the analysis results of the core state that resulted in the radioactive release in 

conflict with the CAMS measurement results. The CAMS results suggest that the results of 

analysis regarding the core state themselves are most likely to be dissociated from the actual 

state, and the reliability of core state analysis should be reexamined. 

(v) Furthermore, RPV failure modes included in the MAAP analysis is nothing more than the 

RPV bottom failure due to core meltdown. Therefore, the MAAP analysis deals with 

considerably more limited failure modes than those referred to as “a failure of the RPV or its 

Peripherals”  by the Investigation Committee.  

(vi) Accordingly, this MAAP analysis result is not of a kind to influence the verification 

results of the Investigation Committee with regard to the possibility of RPV failure. 

Furthermore, from page 191 onwards, the TEPCO “Fukushima Nuclear Accidents 

Investigation Report” released in June 2012 also evaluates the event progress based on this 

MAAP analysis, and the suggestions provided here can be applied to this analysis. 

 

c. MELCOR analysis announced by JNES in September 2011 

(i) According to the MELCOR Analysis announced by JNES in September 2011, the results 

from Nuclear Operator Analysis 1 are as follows: 

Initial core uncovering: Approximately 41 hours after the earthquake 

Initial core damage:  Approximately 44 hours after earthquake 

RPV failure:  RPV not failed 

The followings are given in nuclear operator analysis2: 

Initial core uncovering: Approximately 41 hours after the earthquake 

Initial core damage:  Approximately 44 hours after the earthquake 

RPV failure:  Approximately 79 hours after the earthquake 

(ii) Firstly, in nuclear operator analysis 1, the injected water volume was adjusted to 

reproduce the actual reactor water level . However, as in paragraph a. (ii) above, this assumption 

is obviously greatly dissociated from the actual state, in the light of the reactor water level given 
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as the plant-related parameters of Unit 3*435 and the entries on the shift operators' logbook *436. 

It is an erroneous assumption which may significantly affect initial core uncovering, initial core 

damage, and RPV failure time, and cannot be justified at all. 

Furthermore, the RPV failure included in the MELCOR analysis is, as in the MAAP analysis 

by TEPCO, nothing more than the RPV bottom failure due to core meltdown. It is unable to 

reproduce, for example, failures in the SRV gasket, joints with the penetration piping and other 

peripherals of the RPV, and so is considerably more limited application than the failures referred 

to as “a failure of the RPV or its Peripherals” by the Investigation Committee. 

Accordingly, these MELCOR analysis results are not of a kind to influence the verification 

results of the Investigation Committee with regard to the possibility of RPV failure. 

(iii) Next, in Nuclear Operator Analysis 2, the water injection volume is reduced to 1/2 of that 

assumed in Nuclear Operator Analysis 1, and it can be said that this analysis is better to simulate 

the actual state than Nuclear Operator Analysis 1. 

However, as in paragraph a. (iii), similar to the MAAP analysis by TEPCO, the analysis 

assumed that the downcomer water level was at approximately 6m above the TAF at the 

moment of HPCI shutdown at approximately 02:42 on March 13, 2011. 

On this point, JNES published a report entitled “Consideration of the influence of thermal 

stratification of water contained in suppression chambers on reactor containment vessel 

pressure” on February 1, 2012. The report included the results of sensitivity analysis regarding 

the effects of reactor water level on increases in reactor pressure. The analysis was conducted 

for different reactor water levels ranging from 0m to 5m above the TAF at the moment of the 

HPCI shutdown. 

According to the analysis, the increase in reactor pressure is inclined to slow down  given 

the higher reactor water level. This is because the sensible heat would increase in proportion to 

the increase in the reactor water level. In the case where the reactor water level was 5m above 

the TAF at the moment of HPCI shutdown, the reactor pressure was in the range of 4MPa gage 

even at approximately 07:00 on March 13, 2011. In the same way, even in the case where the 

reactor water level was 2m above the TAF, the reactor pressure would still be in the range of 
                                                                                                                                        
 *435 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *436 See Attachment II-1-1-45. 
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5MPa gage by approximately 06:00 on March 13, 2011. In the case of merely 1m above the 

TAF, the reactor pressure was no more than in the range of 6MPa by approximately 06:00 on 

the same day. In any case, the actual data, 4.100MPa gage at approximately 3:44 on the same 

day and 7.380MPa gage at approximately 05:00 on the same day, were not reproduced at all. 

On the other hand, in the case where the reactor water level was 0m above the TAF at the 

moment of the HPCI shutdown, these actual data was reproduced quite well (see Chart 83).  

In any case, in this or 

subsequent reports, 

JNES did not attempt to 

re-analyze the initial core 

uncovering time, initial 

core damage time, and 

RPV failure time by 

adjusting the HPCI 

water injection volume 

so that the reactor water 

level was 0m above the 

TAF at the moment of 

the HPCI shutdown. 

Since it was 

impossible to measure the reactor water level at the moment of the HPCI shutdown , it is 

difficult to precisely grasp the reactor water level at this point. Despite that, it is considered that, 

at that time, the reactor water level had decreased to several hundred mm above or below TAF, 

taking into consideration the above-mentioned JNES report published on February 1, 2012, and 

entries in the column of the shift operators' logbook for approximately 03:51 on March 13, 2011 

saying “Rx water level indicator (W) indicator instrument power ON -3600mm,” “Rx water 

level indicator (fuel range) indicator instrument power ON -1600mm,” and “reactor pressure 

5MPa TAF possibility.” 

The MELCOR analysis published by JNES in September 2011, assumed that the 
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図表83 HPCI停止以降SR弁が開くまでの原子炉圧力上昇の挙動について
HPCI停止時の水位をパラメータとして実施した感度解析の結果

独立行政法人原子力安全基盤機構「福島第一原子力発電所１号
機冷却材微小漏えい時の格納容器圧力・温度の挙動について」
（東京電力株式会社福島第一原子力発電所事故の技術的知見に
関する意見聴取会第7回資料3）（平成24年2月1日）を基に作成

Chart 83: Results of sensitivity analysis for reactor pressure increase from HPCI 
shutdown until the opening of the SRV using the water level at the time of HPCI 
shutdown as a parameter

Created based on JNES’s “PCV pressure / temperature behavior with a small coolant leak at 
Fukushima Dai-ichi unit 1” (the 7th hearing session regarding technical findings for the 
TEPCO’s Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS accident, Material 4) (February 1 2012)
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downcomer water level was at approximately 6m above the TAF at the moment of HPCI 

shutdown, and this assumption is obviously disconnected from the actual state. It is an 

erroneous assumption which may significantly affect initial core uncovering, initial core 

damage, and RPV failure time, and cannot be justified at all. 

(4) Furthermore, the RPV failure modes included in the MELCOR analysis is, as in the 

MAAP analysis by TEPCO, nothing more than the RPV bottom failure due to core meltdown. 

It is considerably more limited application than the failures referred to as “a failure of the RPV 

or its Peripherals” by the Investigation Committee. 

Accordingly, these MELCOR analysis results are not of a kind to influence the verification 

results of the Investigation Committee with regard to the possibility of RPV failure. 

 

(6) Summary 

Regarding Unit 3, the possibility is denied that, in the period immediately after the 

earthquake until the tsunami arrival, such damage occurred to the RPV or its Peripherals of Unit 

2 that would impair the containment function. Subsequently, the Unit 3 reactor water level was 

maintained as the RCIC and HPCI were operating and water injection was functioning. 

However, the HPCI was operating for a long period while controlling the flow under the 

low-pressure condition where the reactor pressure was below 1MPa gage. Accordingly, after 

approximately 20:36 on March 12, 2011, insufficient water injection was causing the reactor 

water level to decrease, and at approximately 02:42 on March 13, 2011, the shift team manually 

shut down the HPCI. Until this time, the Unit 3 RPV or its Peripherals had suffered damage that 

would result in the leakage of radioactive materials exceeding the allowable leakage rate, the 

possibility is low for such damage as to heavily degrade its containment function. 

However, no water injection was conducted at Unit 3 at all over the next several hours, and 

there is a high possibility that, from approximately 06:30 on March 13, 2011 until 

approximately 09:10 on the same day, such damage to the RPV or its Peripherals as to degrade 

the containment function may have occurred. 

Furthermore, until approximately 05:00 on March 14, 2011, because no alternative water 

injection was conducted at Unit 3 at all for a period of over two hours and sufficient water 
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injection was not able to be secured, it can be considered that the reactor water level was not 

maintained above the BAF, core damage may have progressed so that the RPV or its 

Peripherals suffered such damage as to further degrade the containment function. 

Subsequently, regarding Unit 3, it is highly likely that such damage may have developed as to 

further heavily degrade the containment function, because of insufficient water injection, for 

example, no alternative water injection at all for a period of nearly six hours after approximately 

20:36 on March 14, 2011, . 

In terms of damage locations; it is thought possible that in addition to the possibly damaged 

orificed fuel support in the RPV resulting in the melted fuel falling to the lower plenum, 

consequently causing damage to the RPV bottom; the high temperature and high pressure 

conditions may have led to damage to places such as the flange gaskets of the SRVs, the 

penetration lines including the instrument lines or the associated connection parts. However, as 

actual spot investigations are not practical at the current point in time, it is difficult to identify 

damage locations.  

Accordingly, it is recommended that the Government and the nuclear operator locate the 

damage and accordingly investigate the cause and time of that damage, as soon as on-the-spot 

investigations become possible in the future. 

 

Section 2. PCV 

(1) The possibility cannot be determined that the PCV or its Peripherals suffered such 

damage as to degrade the containment function after the occurrence of the earthquake and 

before the tsunami hit. 

a. Radiation levels in the building 

Based on the SGTS initiation signal recorded on the Unit 3 alarm typer outputs*437, at 

approximately 14:47 on March 11, 2011, when the SGTS can be recognized to have operated, 

based on the Unit 3 recorder charts*438, any significant increase in radiation dose rates could not 

be identified on the Standby Gas Treatment System radiation monitor, and at that time, no 

evidence of an abnormal increase in radiation dose rates in the Unit 3 R/B can be found. 
                                                                                                                                        
 *437 See Attachment II-1-1-49. 
 *438 See Attachment II-1-1-49. 
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Accordingly, there is a high possibility that there was no leakage of radioactive materials from 

the PCV to the R/B. 

In any case, even if the PCV or its Peripherals suffered damage to such extent as would be 

sufficient for the leakage of radioactive materials, as long as the integrity of the RPV is 

maintained, it is difficult to conceive that radioactive materials would in fact leak from the 

above location of damage through the PCV into the R/B. In this case, even though there was no 

evidence of an abnormal increase in radiation dose rates in the R/B, it cannot be concluded that 

the above location of damage did not exist. 

 

b. D/W pressure and D/W temperature 

(i) Based on the Unit 3 recorder charts*439, after the occurrence of the earthquake and before 

the tsunami hit, the D/W pressure only increased by about 5kPa, and no rapid decrease in D/W 

pressure that would suggest a failure with the RPV or its Peripherals could be assessed. 

(ii) Based on the Unit 3 recorder charts*440, after the occurrence of the earthquake and before 

the tsunami hit, an increase in the D/W temperature was identified, but this can be thought of as 

being due to the influence of the shutdown of the D/W HVH due to the loss of power. 

Subsequently, the D/W temperature decreased, but this can be thought of as caused by the 

inside of the PCV being cooled by the operation of the RCW seawater pump at approximately 

15:02 on March 11, 2011. In the time before the tsunami hit, no other rapid decreasing trends in 

temperature in accordance with decreasing pressure due to PCV failure can be assessed. 

 

c. S/C water level 

Based on the Unit 3 recorder charts*441, the S/C water level, after swinging greatly at the time 

the earthquake occurred, gradually took an increasing trend. This can be considered to be due to 

the operation of the RCIC, which has the CST as its water source, the conducting of S/C 

spraying, and furthermore, operation of the relief valve function of the SRV causing steam to 

flow and condense into the S/C side, and no rapid decrease in water level that would suggest a 

                                                                                                                                        
 *439 See Attachment II-1-1-36. 
 *440 See Attachment II-1-1-37. 
 *441 See Attachment II-1-1-50. 
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failure with the S/C and its surrounding parts. 

 

d. Possibility of small ruptures 

In any case, after the occurrence of the earthquake and before the tsunami hit, even if 

small-scale rupture locations occurred in the PCV or its Peripherals, although it can be 

considered that they would not have a serious influence on the D/W pressure and temperature, 

on the other hand, as it is possible for radioactive materials to leak from rupture locations of 

similar extent, it cannot be denied that there is the possibility of such damage as would cause 

radioactive materials to leak exceeding the allowable leakage rate. 

 

(2) The possibility cannot be denied that after the tsunami hit, until approximately 08:01 on 

March 13, 2011, the PCV or its Peripherals suffered such damage as to degrade the 

containment function, and there is also the possibility that damage may have developed 

afterwards, until approximately 02:20 on March 14, 2011. 

a. D/W pressure and D/W temperature 

(i) Based on the Unit 3 plant related parameters*442, the D/W pressure, after displaying 

0.3900MPa abs at approximately 12:10 on March 12, 2011, showed a decreasing trend in 

displaying 0.3600MPa abs at approximately 14:25 on the same day,  0.3000MPa abs at 

approximately 17:00 on the same day and 0.2700MPa abs at approximately 20:15 on the same 

day. 

Firstly, based on the shift operators’ logbook and the shift team’s testimony, regarding Unit 3, 

it can be recognized that S/C spraying was conducted from approximately 12:06 on March 12, 

2011 until approximately 03:05 on March 13, 2011,. 

Then, according to the “Investigation on the influence of the thermal stratification of the 

retained water in the S/C on reactor containment vessel pressure” released by JNES on 

February 1, 2012, a MELCOR analysis was performed, assuming the thermal stratification of 

the S/C pool water, i.e. the upper area at high temperature and lower area at low temperature, 

which resulted from the high-temperature water diffusing in a circumferential direction around 

                                                                                                                                        
 *442 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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the water surface due to a temperature rise caused by the exhaust steam of the RCIC. The 

analysis results show that the D/W pressure decreasing trend could be largely reproduced as S/C 

spraying would have more influence on D/W pressure and temperature because the cooling 

effect would be higher with cooling the upper area than cooling the whole pool water*443. 

For certain, the behavior of D/W pressure as in the Unit 3 plant related parameters*444 from 

approximately 12:10 on March 12, 2011 until approximately 20:15 on the same day were able 

to be largely reproduced. However, based on the Unit 3 plant related parameters*445, although 

the D/W pressure was indicating 0.2700MPa abs at approximately 20:15 on March 12, 2011, at 

approximately 22:00 on the same day 0.1700MPa abs was recorded, and the above JNES 

analysis could not reproduce the behavior of the D/W pressure having decreased to 0.1700MPa 

abs at approximately 22:00 on the same day have not been reproduced. 

If the decrease in D/W pressure cannot be explained even through the S/C spraying, then 

there could be the possibility of a leak from the PCV. Accordingly, detailed examination was 

conducted of the materials including the memos taken by the NPS ERC Operation Team at the 

time that formed the basis of the above plant related parameters. 

As a result, firstly, based on the memos of the NPS ERC Operation Team for Unit 3, in the 

column for 22:00 on March 12, 2011, the Unit 3 “D/W (local) 270kPa abs” is noted*446. Among 

this, being the meaning of “(local),” although, based on the D/W pressure indicator (detection 

instrument: PT-16-171, indicating device: PI-16-172) in the Units 3 & 4 Main Control Room 

until approximately 20:15 on March 12, 2011,while the displayed D/W pressure was measured 

by the absolute pressure, it can be considered that at that time, the power supplies to the 

instruments such as the reactor water level indicators were depleted one after the other, and the 

above D/W pressure indicator was also not able to be monitored due to power supply depletion, 

and it can be recognized that at approximately 22:00 on the same day, the shift team directly 

read the non-electric D/W pressure indicator (PI-16-110) on the instrument rack on the second 

floor of the Unit 3 R/B. There, as the D/W pressure indicator (PI-16-110) directly read locally is 

                                                                                                                                        
 *443 See Attachment II-1-1-51. 
 *444 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *445 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *446 See Attachment II-1-1-51. 
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displayed not in absolute pressure, but in gage pressure, at this time, it can be considered that it 

was displaying approximately 170kPa gage. Then, according to the above memos of the 

Operation Team for Unit 3, the “2” of “270kPa abs” was amended by being traced on top of the 

“1” *447. This can be considered to be the Operation Team, upon receiving the report from the 

shift team that it was “170kPa” on the local display indicator, wrote down the gage pressure 

without absolute pressure conversion, subsequently noticed their error, and rewrote it to be 

correct as “270kPa abs” upon absolute pressure conversion. 

On the other hand, the Operation Team for Units 1 & 2 took not only the plant related 

parameters of Unit 1 and Unit 2 in their record memos, but also, listening to the discussions of 

the Unit 3 Operation Team, wrote down the Unit 3 plant related parameters as well, and in the 

column for 22:00 on March 12, 2011, not “270kPa abs” but “170kPa abs (local)” is recorded. In 

the process whereby at approximately 22:00 on March 12, 2011, the Unit 3 Operation Team 

obtained the plant related parameter information from the Unit 3 shift team on the telephone 

and discussed it, the Units 1 & 2 Operation Team heard the Unit 3 Operation Team say the 

words “170kPa,” and furthermore they could not ascertain so far as that this is the D/W pressure 

indication measured in gage pressure. Accordingly it can be inferred that they misunderstood 

the D/W pressure indication for the one which had been measured in absolute pressure until that 

point, and recorded “170kPa abs (local)” unchanged. 

Then, based on TEPCO's explanation, the D/W pressure of “0.1700MPa abs” recorded in the 

column for 22:00 on March 12, 2011 as a Unit 3 plant related parameter *448 was recorded 

based on the memo noting of “170kPa abs (local)” by the Operation Team for Unit 1 & 2, 

which can be inferred as recorded based on misconception. However, it can be considered that, 

as it is a Unit 3 plant related parameter, it should typically have been recorded based on the 

memos of the Unit 3 Operation Team, as they are directly in charge and are assured of being 

more accurate, and it can be recognized that the D/W pressure as this plant parameter for 22:00 

on March 12, 2011 should have been converted to absolute pressure and recorded as 

"0.2700MPa abs." 

Moreover, based on the shift operators' logbook, in the column for 21:30 on March 12, 2011, 
                                                                                                                                        
 *447 See Attachment II-1-1-51. 
 *448 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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“Local PI indicators: D/W pressure 170kPa” is recorded, and in the above NPS ERC Operation 

Team memos as well, regarding Unit 3, in the column for 21:30 on the same day, “D/W 270kPa 

abs” “21 30 170kPa(g)” are recorded. In other words, it can be considered that at approximately 

21:30 on March 12, 2011, the shift team read the above D/W pressure indicator (PI-16-110) 

directly. 

From the above, the Unit 3 D/W pressure monitored at approximately 21:30 on March 12, 

2011 and at approximately 22:00 on the same day was 0.2700MPa abs converted to absolute 

pressure, and as such based on the JNES analysis which assumes the thermal stratification of 

the Unit 3 S/C pool water, the decreasing trend of the D/W pressure due to S/C spraying is able 

to be largely reproduced. 

Accordingly, after approximately 12:10 on March 12, 2011 until approximately 22:00 on the 

same day, while the D/W pressure was on a decreasing trend, as the thermal stratification of the 

S/C pool water is nothing more than one possible hypothesis, the possibility cannot be denied 

that a leak may have occurred in the PCV or its Peripherals. However, it is well possible to 

explain the decrease in D/W pressure as resulted from the S/C pool water being cooled 

sufficiently by S/C spraying as thermal stratification had occurred in the S/C pool. 

(ii) Based on the Unit 3 recorder charts*449, after the tsunami hit, until approximately 12:30 on 

March 12, 2011, the D/W temperature*450 was on an increasing trend. This is considered 

without contradiction as due to the relief valve function of the SRV to have functioned during 

RCIC operation while the RHR which cools the S/C was not operating. 

Furthermore, based on the Unit 3 recorder charts*451, the temperature surrounding the CRD 

housing, which at approximately 12:00 on March 12, 2011 was 138.3°C, had decreased to the 

order of 125°C by approximately 15:00 on the same day. This was due to, after the RCIC shut 

down, cooling of the PCV by S/C spraying with the D/DFP pump manually started up at 

approximately 12:06 on March 12, 2011, and furthermore, after approximately 12:35 on the 

same day, the HPCI initiated and the reactor pressure decreased, the relief valve function of the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *449 See Attachment II-1-1-52. 
 *450 As increasing trend can be recognized in the temperature surrounding the CRD housing and the RPV bellow 

seal area temperature. 
 *451 See Attachment II-1-1-52. 
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SRV no longer operating, and with the main causes for increasing PCV temperature removed, 

as described in (i) above, it can be considered that the influence of the cooling of the S/C pool 

by S/C spraying became conspicuously eminent. 

In any case, based only on the Unit 3 recorder charts, after the tsunami hit and until 

approximately 15:00 on March 12, 2011, no rapid D/W temperature decrease can be recognized 

that would suggest a PCV failure. 

 

b. Radiation dose rate 

(a) An increase in the radiation dose rate at approximately 08:01 on March 13, 2011 

The results of radiation dose rate monitoring near Monitoring Post 4 were that, compared to 

34.9μSv/h at approximately 08:01 on March 13, 2011, they subsequently increased sharply, 

from indicating 135.5μSv/h at approximately 08:17 on the same day, to 698.2μSv/h at 

approximately 08:21 on the same day, to 1,124.3μSv/h at approximately 08:27 on the same day, 

and to 1,204.2μSv/h at approximately 08:33 on the same day. Subsequently they followed a 

decreasing path, indicating 186.2μSv/h at approximately 08:45 on the same day, but then turned 

to an increasing trend again (see Chart 84). 

図表84 モニタリングポスト4付近の放射線量の挙動（3/13 8:00～3/13 9:00）

東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 84: Dose rates behavior near the monitoring post 4 (08:00 – 09:00 March 13)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS 
site” (May 2011)
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It is difficult to conceive that this increase in the radiation dose rate, as per Chapter 2, 1. (5) d. 

(b), is due to the influence of the Unit 1 R/B explosion, the influence of PCV venting from each 

unit, etc., and it can be considered that it was due to radioactive materials released in the process 

of core damage from either or both of Unit 1 or Unit 3 leaking from the RPV or its Peripherals 
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and the PCV or its Peripherals. 

In this case, by approximately 08:01 on March 13, 2011, the possibility of the release into the 

atmosphere of radioactive materials originating from the core of Unit 3 cannot be denied, and a 

precondition of this is that by that time, the possibility that the Unit 3 PCV or its Peripherals 

suffered damage such that their containment function was damaged also cannot be denied. 

Moreover, based on the Unit 3 plant-related parameters *452, the D/W pressure indicated an 

increasing trend through 0.4600MPa abs at approximately 07:30 on March 13, 2011, 

0.4650MPa abs at approximately 07:55 on the same day, and 0.4700MPa abs at approximately 

08:55 on the same day. However, as per Section 1. (3) b. (ii) above, since the Unit 3 reactor 

pressure began indicating a decreasing trend at approximately 06:30 on the same day, there is a 

high possibility that pressure was escaping from the RPV or its Peripherals into the PCV, and if 

the volume of that leakage was bigger than the leakage volume from the PCV or its Peripherals, 

an increase in the D/W pressure is also possible, and therefore even if the D/W pressure is 

indicating an increasing trend, leakage from the PCV or its Peripherals cannot be denied. 

 

(b) Radiation dose rate in the Unit 3 R/B and the surrounding area after approximately 

09:10 on 13 March, 2011 until approximately 15:28 on the same day 

(i) At approximately 09:10 on 13 March, 2011, the NPS ERC recovery team members were 

in the Unit 3 R/B, in order to conduct work to prepare replacement of air cylinders that supply 

air pressure to the large S/C vent valve (air-operated). necessary for Unit 3 PCV venting. Then, 

although the exact time is unknown, by approximately 14:31 on the same day at the latest, 

while working on the south side of the Unit 3 R/B first floor they heard a “sssssh” sound from 

somewhere inside the R/B, and as the peripherals area was enveloped in even thicker mist than 

before, they hurriedly evacuated the R/B. 

Accordingly, there is the possibility that steam containing radioactive materials from the Unit 

3 PCV or its Peripherals was leaking into the R/B at this time. 

(ii) At approximately 14:31 on 13 March, 2011, the displayed radiation dose rate monitored 

on the north side of the Unit 3 R/B double doors exceeded 300mSv/h, and as it was monitored 

                                                                                                                                        
 *452 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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at 100mSv/h on the south side of the above, measures preventing entry into the Unit 3 R/B were 

taken. 

Accordingly, there is the possibility that radioactive materials from the Unit 3 PCV or its 

Peripherals were leaking into the R/B at this time. 

(iii) A pocketbook of the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS Chief Nuclear Reactor Engineer has a 

record at approximately 15:25 on 13 March, 2011, that the alarm pocket dosimeters (APD) in 

the Units 3 & 4 Main Control Room sounded faster, and at approximately 15:28 on the same 

day, the radiation dose rate in the Units 3 & 4 Main Control Room measured 12mSv/h. The 

shift team evacuated to the Unit 4 side of the Main Control Room. In this case, it can be 

determined that at this time, the radiation dose rate in the Units 3 & 4 Main Control Room 

followed an increasing trend. Then, based on the relative locations of the R/Bs and Unit 4 being 

under periodic inspection, there was the possibility that Unit 3 core damage was progressing 

and that the radioactive materials released were leaking from the RPV to the PCV, from the 

PCV to the R/B, and the radiation dose rate in the Units 3 & 4 Main Control Room was 

increasing.  

Therefore, this corroborates the possibility that, by this time, the PCV or its Peripherals had 

already suffered damage so that their containment function was damaged. 

 

(c) An increase in the radiation dose rate after approximately 02:20 on March 14, 2011 

As a result of monitoring the radiation dose rate near the main gate, it was 4.6μSv/h at 

approximately 02:10 on March 14, 2011, but at approximately 02:20 on the same day it rapidly 

increased to 751.2μSv/h. Furthermore, as the radiation dose rate monitored near Monitoring 

Post 4 also showed a rapid increase: while the value was 44.6μSv/h at approximately 02:20 on 

March 14, 2011, it rapidly increased to 227.9μSv/h at approximately 02:24 on the same day, 

and then at approximately 02:30 on the same day it was 319.3μSv/h (see Chart 85). 
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図表85 正門付近等の放射線量の挙動（3/14 2:05～3/14 2:40）

東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 85: Dose rates behavior near the main gate, etc. (02:05 – 02:40 March 14)
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It is difficult to conceive that this increase in the radiation dose rate, as per Section 1. (4) d. 

(b) above, is due to the influence of the Unit 1 R/B explosion, the influence of PCV venting 

from each unit, etc., and it can be moreover considered that it was due to radioactive materials 

originating from the core(s) of either or both of Unit 1 or Unit 3 leaking in a large volume from 

the PCV and being released into the atmosphere. 

In this case, a precondition is that the possibility cannot be denied that by this time a large 

volume of radioactive materials were released to outside the PCV from the Unit 3 PCV or its 

Peripherals, and there is the possibility that the Unit 3 PCV or its Peripherals had already 

suffered damage such that their containment function had been damaged. 

 

c. Field responses 

(i) Regarding Unit 3, at approximately 05:08 on March 13, 2011, S/C spraying commenced, 

and at that time, the RCIC stop valve was closed in the RCIC room. 

Furthermore, from 07:39 on March 13, 2011 until 07:43 on the same day, in order to switch 

over from S/C spraying to D/W spraying, the shift team entered the Unit 3 R/B to conduct 

necessary valve operations. 

Moreover, the shift team entered the torus room, attempting to check the valve position of the 

large S/C vent valve (air-operated), but as the temperature in that room was high, and at 

approximately 08:00 on the same day, they abandoned that checking and returned to the Units 3 

& 4 Main Control Room. 
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Subsequently, at approximately 08:35 on the same day, the shift team manually opened the 

vent valve (MO valve) in the Unit 3 R/B. 

Therefore, regarding Unit 3, it cannot be recognized that at the least until approximately 

08:35 on March 13, 2011, the radiation dose rate in the R/B had increased to the extent that 

entry into the Unit 3 R/B lower floors became completely impossible. 

(ii) In any case, for example, the possibility cannot be denied that radioactive materials may 

have been leaking at this time from the upper part of the Unit 3 PCV, and that the radiation dose 

rate in the R/B upper floors increased abnormally, and in addition the possibility cannot be 

denied that, even if people were able to enter the R/B lower floors, the PCV or its Peripherals 

may have suffered such damage as to degrade the containment function. 

Moreover, as described in paragraph b. (b) above, after approximately 09:10on March 13, 

2011, on the south side of the Unit 3 R/B first floor, the staff engaged in preparatory work etc. 

on the replacement cylinders necessary to supply air pressure for Unit 3 PCV venting heard a 

“sssssh” sound from somewhere inside the R/B, and as the surrounding area was enveloped in 

even thicker haze than before, they hurriedly evacuated the R/B. At approximately 14:31 on 

March 13, 2011, entry into the Unit 3 R/B was prevented. Thus, there is the possibility that, 

until then, steam containing radioactive materials was leaking from the Unit 3 PCV or its 

Peripherals into the R/B. 

 

(3) The possibility can well be recognized that from approximately 07:00 on March 14, 2011 

until approximately 21:35 on the same day, the PCV or its Peripherals may have suffered 

such damage as to heavily degrade the containment function, and there is the possibility 

that further great damage may have developed subsequently. 

a. D/W pressure 

(i) Based on the Unit 3 plant related parameters*453, the D/W pressure, after displaying 

0.5200MPa abs at approximately 07:00 on March 14, 2011, displayed in the 0.49MPa abs range 

for a time, but until approximately 10:55 on the same day, moved around above the 0.5MPa abs 

range (see Chart 86). 

                                                                                                                                        
 *453 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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図表86 3号機D/W圧力等の挙動（3/14 5:30～3/14 11:30）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 86: Unit 3 D/W pressure behavior (05:30 –11:30 March 14)
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As it can be thought that from approximately 06:30 on March 14, 2011 until approximately 

07:35 on the same day, the staff engaged in the water injection work evacuated, and the amount 

of water available for intake from the Unit 3 backwash valve pit was limited, and so based on 

the measurement results such as those from the CAMS, as there is a high possibility that 

locations appeared that meant that until approximately 05:00 on the same day pressure was 

escaping directly from the RPV or its Peripherals to the D/W side, it can therefore be considered 

that it is natural for the D/W pressure to indicate an increasing trend. 

In fact, based on the Unit 3 plant related parameters*454, the D/W pressure indicated an 

increasing trend until indicating 0.5200MPa abs at approximately 07:00 on March 14, 2011, 

however after approximately 07:00 on the same day, until indicating 0.4900MPa abs at 

approximately 08:20 on the same day, was rather on a decreasing trend. In this case, at 

approximately 07:00on March 14, 2011, there is the possibility that the PCV or its Peripherals, 

being placed under high-pressure conditions, had suffered such damage as to further greatly 

degrade the containment function. 

Furthermore, regarding Unit 3, TEPCO is said to have confirmed the necessary opening of 

the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) at approximately 06:10on March 14, 2011*455, the 

possibility will be considered that, at this time, the D/W pressure decreased due to S/C venting. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *454 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *455 For example, see page 4 of “Regarding the Status of Application of the Abnormal Operating Procedures at 

Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station Unit 3 resulting from the 2011 off the Pacific Coast of Tohoku 
Earthquake” announced by TEPCO in October 2011, and page 187 of the “Fukushima Nuclear Accidents 
Investigation Report”, released by TEPCO in June 2012. 
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Firstly, based on the Unit 3 plant-related parameters*456, the D/W pressure and S/C pressure 

were respectively, at approximately 06:00 on March 14, 2011 0.4250MPa abs and 0.4000MPa 

abs, at approximately 06:20 on the same day 0.4700MPa abs and 0.4500MPa abs, at 

approximately 06:30 on the same day 0.4950MPa abs and 0.4700MPa abs, and at 

approximately 07:00 on the same day 0.5200MPa abs and 0.5000MPa abs, and regardless of 

before or after the opening of the small S/C vent valve (air-operated), in each case indicated an 

increasing trend (see Chart 86). Moreover, at that time no increase in radiation dose rates nearby 

could be recognized. Furthermore, based on the images from the Fukuichi Live Camera as well, 

at that time, exhaust like white smoke from the Units 3 & 4 stack could not be confirmed. Then, 

in the case of Unit 3, PCV venting had already been conducted after approximately 08:41 on 

March 13, 2011, and it can be considered that the rupture disc should have already worked. In 

this case, if hypothetically the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) had been opened at around 

06:10 on March 13, 2011, and since then it had been in the open position, then it is difficult to 

conceive that the D/W pressure and S/C pressure would increase, and that no increase in 

radiation dose rates nearby or exhaust release from the stack could be assessed. 

Ultimately, TEPCO holds that they confirmed the opening of the small S/C vent valve 

(air-operated) at 06:10 on March 13, 2011, however according to the testimony of each of the 

NPS ERC Recovery Team, which were actually involved in the field response, they were doing 

nothing more than merely attempting the opening of the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) 

from approximately 05:20 on the same day until approximately 06:10 on the same day, and 

even if they had conducted all the relevant work, a malfunction in the energizing circuit for the 

solenoid valve or insufficient pressure from the compressor, for example, could have prevented 

the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) from being open. 

Then, under the circumstances at the time where the stack radiation monitor had lost function 

due to the loss of alternating current power, it cannot be considered that there was a rational 

method for confirming the conditions other than confirmation from the D/W pressure, behavior 

of the radiation dose rate, and exhaust from the stack, and at approximately 06:10 on March 13, 

2011, as neither the decrease in D/W pressure and increase in radiation dose rates nearby could 

                                                                                                                                        
 *456 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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be recognized at that time, even though exhaust like white smoke from the Units 3 & 4 stack 

could not be confirmed, it is not clear at all on what basis TEPCO could possibly adjudge that 

“opening is confirmed.” Rather, based on D/W pressure, behavior of the radiation dose rate, and 

exhaust from the stack not being able to be confirmed, it can be said that the possibility is 

extremely high that at this time, even though opening of the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) 

was attempted, it could not be maintained in the open position, and the PCV vent line was not 

able to be secured*457. 

Then, although nearly one hour subsequently had passed and another opening operation of 

the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) had not been conducted, the Unit 3 D/W pressure 

indicated a decreasing trend from 0.5200MPa abs at approximately 07:00 on March 13, 2011 to 

0.4900MPa abs at approximately 08:20 on the same day, and it is difficult to conceive that the 

cause of this was the influence of S/C venting. 

(ii) Based on the Unit 3 plant related parameters*458, the D/W pressure was indicating 

0.4700MPa abs at approximately 08:20 on March 14, 2011, and after indicating 0.4750MPa abs 

at approximately 09:10 on the same day began increasing, however after indicating 0.5200MPa 

abs at approximately 10:55 on the same day, directly after the Unit 3 R/B explosion was 

indicating 0.4800MPa abs at approximately 11:02 on the same day, and was indicating 

0.3600MPa abs at approximately 11:25 on the same day, and a conspicuous decreasing trend 

along with the reactor pressure can be recognized (see Chart 86). 

At this time, due to the influence of the explosion at the Unit 3 R/B, no water injection into 

the Unit 3 reactor was conducted at all, and based on the D/W pressure behavior immediately 

before the explosion, even though the D/W pressure would be expected to indicate an 

increasing trend, it actually indicated a conspicuous decreasing trend. 

Moreover, TEPCO holds that they confirmed the opening of the small S/C vent valve 

(air-operated) at approximately 06:10 on March 14, 2011, however no decrease in the D/W 
                                                                                                                                        
 *457 In fact, regarding the Unit 3 S/C vent valves (air-operated), there was difficulty from the beginning in 

keeping open either of the large or small vent valves due to insufficient air pressure necessary for the opening 
operation or failures in energizing the solenoid valve. Opening operation was attempted at this time as well, 
however no symptom was shown such as a decrease in D/W pressure or increase in radiation dose rates nearby, 
and at approximately16:00 on March 15, 2011, a fault was confirmed in the compact generator used to energize 
the solenoid valve necessary for opening the small S/C vent valve. 

 *458 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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pressure, increase in the radiation dose rate nearby, or exhaust release from the stack could be 

recognized, and based on the D/W pressure subsequently decreasing for a time before then 

increasing again, at the least, it is difficult to conceive that the cause of the D/W pressure 

decrease after approximately 11:02 on the same day was due to the influence of the PCV 

venting. 

Accordingly, the possibility can well be recognized that at this time, the Unit 3 PCV or its 

Peripherals had suffered such damage as to greatly degrade the containment function. Moreover, 

the D/W pressure was maintained at several times higher than atmospheric pressure even after 

the explosion at the Unit 3 R/B, and in the results of the radiation dose rate monitoring near the 

monitoring post inside the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, and because as far as a notable increase in 

radiation dose rates could not be identified directly after the explosion at the Unit 3 R/B, it can 

be considered that the possibility of an explosion in the PCV is almost denied. However, for 

example, the possibility cannot be denied that due to the influence of the severe explosion in the 

Unit 3 R/B, the sections such as the penetration piping outside the PCV suffered such damage 

as to further degrade the containment function of the PCV. 

(iii) Based on the Unit 3 plant related parameters *459, the D/W pressure indicated a 

decreasing trend, after indicating 0.4800MPa abs at approximately 16:30 on March 14, 2011, 

until displaying 0.3550MPa abs at approximately 20:10 on the same day (see Chart 87). 

図表87 3号機D/W圧力の挙動（3/14 16:00～3/14 21:00）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 87: Unit 3 D/W pressure behavior (16:00 –21:00 March 14)

Created based on “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)

 

Regarding Unit 3, from approximately 05:20 on March 14, 2011 until approximately 06:10 

                                                                                                                                        
 *459 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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on the same day, even though the opening of the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) was 

attempted no decrease in the D/W pressure can be recognized, and subsequently the D/W 

pressure showed fluctuations, and as a new PCV vent line was not secured until approximately 

16:30 on the same day, it cannot be conceived that the cause of the D/W pressure indicating a 

decreasing trend after approximately 16:30 on the same day is due to the influence of the PCV 

venting. Moreover, at this time, regarding Unit 3, no evidence can be recognized of D/W 

spraying or S/C spraying being conducted either. 

In this case, the possibility can well be recognized that after approximately 16:30 on March 

14, 2011, the PCV or its Peripherals suffered such damage as to further greatly degrade the 

containment function. 

Furthermore, in the MAAP analysis announced in March 2012, TEPCO assumed that such 

decreasing trends in D/W pressure would be due not to leakage from the PCV, but due to PCV 

venting. However, as a new PCV vent line had not been completed as per the above, this 

assumption on PCV venting can be considered to be not reflecting the actual conditions*460. 

 

b. Radiation dose rates 

(a) An increase in the radiation dose rate after approximately 07:25 on March 14, 2011 

(i) As a result of radiation dose rate monitoring near Monitoring Post 4, the radiation dose 

rate of 39.1μSv/h at approximately 07:25 on March 14, 2011 increased to 78.3μSv/h at 

approximately 07:31 on the same day, to 126.6μSv/h at approximately 07:33 on the same day, 

to 139.3μSv/h at approximately 07:35 on the same day, and to 139.1μSv/h at approximately 

07:41 on the same day. (see Chart 88). 

                                                                                                                                        
 *460 It can be thought that neither the leakage from the PCV and the PCV venting have a great influence on the 

behavior in D/W pressure. However, they have a great influence regarding where the radioactive materials exist, 
and as the MAAP analysis deals with, as its aim, estimating the amount of radioactive materials to exist and to be 
released such points should not be ignored. Furthermore, in the case of venting from the S/C, the S/C pool water 
could almost trap Cs and I, but in the case of leakage from the D/W side, Cs and I would be released directly into 
the environment and would lead to contamination. Thus, it is recognized that there is a major discrepancy between 
such cases. 
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図表88 モニタリングポスト4付近の放射線量の挙動（3/14 6:00～3/14 9:00）

東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 88: Dose rates behavior near the monitoring post 4 (06:00 –09:00 March 14)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS site” 
(May 2011)
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(ii) Regarding Unit 1, the increase in the radiation dose rate after approximately 07:25 on 

March 14, 2011 is the behavior after considerable time had passed since the increase in the 

radiation dose rate in accordance with the R/B explosion and conducting of PCV venting, and 

its influence to the radiation dose rate already decreased. Therefore, it is difficult to conceive 

that it was due to the influence of these incidents. 

Regarding Unit 2, at approximately 11:00on March 13, 2011, the PCV vent line 

configuration was completed with the exception of the rupture disc operation*461. According to 

the Unit 2 plant-related parameters*462, the D/W pressure, after displaying 0.380MPa abs at 

approximately 11:35 on the same day, until displaying 0.455MPa abs at approximately 07:30 on 

March 14, 2011, it showed a steadily stabilizing or increasing trend, but it had not yet reached 

the rupture disc operation pressure*463. Therefore, based on the behavior in the D/W pressure, it 

is difficult to conceive that the increase in the radiation dose rate after approximately 07:25 on 

March 14, 2011 is due to the influence of the Unit 2 PCV venting. 

Regarding Unit 3, too, there is a high possibility that the increase in the radiation dose rate 

after approximately 07:25 on March 14, 2011 was not due to the influence of the Unit 3 PCV 

venting from the following discussions:  

 The opening operation of the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) was attempted from approximately 05:20 

on March 14, 2011 until approximately 06:10 on the same day, however according to the results of 

                                                                                                                                        
 *461 See pages 208 and 209 of the Interim Report. 
 *462 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *463 The Unit 2 rupture disc operation pressure is 0.427MPa gage (=approximately 0.528MPa abs). 
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radiation dose rate monitoring near Monitoring Post 4 and the main gate, significant increase in the 

radiation dose rate could not be assessed until approximately 07:25 on the same day, and rather the 

radiation dose rate was on a decreasing trend; 

 Furthermore, the Unit 3 plant-related parameters*464 show an increasing trend, in that the D/W pressure 

and S/C pressure were respectively, 0.3650MPa abs and 0.3450MPa abs at approximately 05:00 on March 

14, 2011, being followed by  0.3900MPa abs and 0.3650MPa abs at approximately 05:30 on the same 

day, 0.4100MPa abs and 0.3900MPa abs at approximately 05:40 on the same day, 0.4250MPa abs and 

0.4000MPa abs at approximately 06:00 on the same day, 0.4950MPa abs and 0.4700MPa abs at 

approximately 06:30 on the same day, and 0.5200MPa abs and 0.5000MPa abs at approximately 07:00 on 

the same day (see Chart 86); 

 In addition, the records from the Fukuichi Live Camera as well could not confirm the exhaust of white 

smoke from the Units 3 & 4 stack at that time; and 

 Further, at Unit 3, unlike at Unit 2, PCV venting had already been conducted after approximately 08:55 

earlier on March 13, 2011, and it can be determined that the rupture disc had operated. In this case, if the 

opening of the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) was attempted at approximately 05:20 on March 14, 

2011, and if hypothetically the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) were opened at the attempt at 

approximately 06:10 on the same day and the opened condition had been maintained thereafter, the D/W 

pressure would be expected to indicate a decreasing trend and the outdoor radiation dose rate would be 

expected to increase, but rather the D/W pressure indicated the opposite behavior, and based on this, even 

though the opening operation of the small S/C vent valve (air-operated) was attempted, there is a high 

possibility that that the opened condition was not able to be maintained. 

(iii) In order to investigate the causes of the increase in the radiation dose rate after 

approximately 07:25 on 14 March, 2011, discussions will follow concerning the conditions of 

Units 1 to 3 at approximately 02:00 on the same day. 

Regarding Unit 1, at this time, it was not in the condition in which the reactor water level was 

sufficiently secured by alternative water injection. In fact, the Unit 1 plant-related parameters*465 

show, since approximately the afternoon of March 12, 2011, the reactor water levels Channels A 

and B both indicating around 1,700mm below the TAF and indicating almost no change. Based 
                                                                                                                                        
 *464 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *465 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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on such behavior of the indicated values of the reactor water level indicators, it can be 

considered that the reactor water level was below the reactor inlet nozzle, which is itself below 

BAF. On the other hand, according to the same plant-related parameters, the measurement 

results from CAMS, which began measurement at approximately 06:00 on March 12, 2011, 

show a moderate decreasing trend while staying at high values such that they were , 164Sv/h on 

the D/W side and 26.6Sv/h on the S/C side at approximately 06:00 on the same day, 162Sv/h on 

the D/W side and 26.6Sv/h on the S/C side at approximately 06:30 on the same day, 161Sv/h on 

the D/W side and 26.5Sv/h on the S/C side at approximately 07:00 on the same day, and 

160Sv/h on the D/W side and 26.5Sv/h on the S/C side at approximately 07:30 on the same day. 

Therefore, the possibility can well be assessed that the radioactive materials released in the 

process of core damage were released into the environment from the PCV or its Peripherals. 

Regarding Unit 2, at this time, it can be considered that the RCIC functioned as before and 

the reactor water level was secured, and thus it is difficult to conceive that radioactive materials 

originating from the core of Unit 2 had been released into the atmosphere. 

Regarding Unit 3, it was not in the circumstances in which the reactor water level was 

sufficiently secured by alternative water injection.at this time, because: the seawater in the 

backwash valve pit in front of the Unit 3 T/B which was the water source for the alternative 

water injection had depleted, and although construction of a seawater replenishment line from 

the north side shallow draft quay to that same backwash valve pit was being attempted, the area 

was evacuated in concern about a Unit 3 R/B explosion due to the increase in D/W pressure.  

Then, according to the Unit 3 plant-related parameters*466, the measurement results from 

CAMS, which began measurement at approximately 05:00 on March 12, 2011, show, a mild 

decreasing trend of the total value of the dose rate of gamma-ray on the D/W side and the S/C 

side, while staying at high values from approximately 06:00 on the same day to approximately 

08:00 on the same day, such that they were 158Sv/h on the D/W side and 3.78Sv/h on the S/C 

side at approximately 05:00 on the same day, 167Sv/h on the D/W side and 4.00Sv/h on the S/C 

side at approximately 06:00 on the same day, and 160Sv/h on the D/W side and 4.40Sv/h on the 

S/C side at approximately 08:00 on the same day. In addition, as described in paragraph a. (1) 

                                                                                                                                        
 *466 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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above, the D/W pressure, after showing 0.5200MPa abs at approximately 07:00 on the same 

day, was showing a decreasing trend. Therefore, the possibility can well be assessed that the 

radioactive materials released in the process of core damage were released into the environment 

from the PCV or its Peripherals. 

In this case, the possibility can well be assessed that the radioactive materials released in the 

process of core damage of either or both of Unit 1 and Unit 3 leaked to outside of the R/Bs, and 

contributed to the increase in the radiation dose rate near Monitoring Post 4 after approximately 

07:25 on March 12, 2011. 

(iv) Accordingly, it is considered without contradiction that radioactive materials originating 

from the core(s) of either or both of Unit 1 and Unit 3 were released into the atmosphere not due 

to the PCV venting, and as a precondition of that, at this time, the possibility can well be 

assessed that the Unit 3 PCV or its Peripherals had suffered damage so that their containment 

function was greatly damaged. 

 

(b) Discussions on the radiation dose rate after approximately 21:25 on March 14, 2011 

The radiation dose rate monitoring results near the main gate show a rapid increase from 

6.8μSv/h at approximately 21:25 on March 14, 2011, to 760.0μSv/h at approximately 21:35 on 

the same day, and then to 3,130.0μSv/h at approximately 21:37 on the same day. 

As in Chapter 3. Section 1. (2) d. above, it can be determined that it is due to the release into 

the atmosphere of radioactive materials originating from the core(s) of any or all of Units 1 to 3, 

and it is difficult to conceive of it being due to the influence of the R/B explosions in Unit 1 and 

Unit 3, or the conducting of PCV venting from each unit. 

Accordingly, by approximately 21:35 on March 14, 2011, when the radiation dose rate near 

the main gate began to indicate a rapid increase, the possibility can well be determined that 

radioactive materials originating from the core of Unit 3 leaked from the PCV or its Peripherals 

and were released into the atmosphere. In this case, a precondition of this is that by that time, 

there is the possibility that the Unit 3 PCV or its Peripherals had suffered damage so that their 

containment function was greatly damaged. 
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(c) Radiation dose rate after approximately 07:30 on March 15, 2011 

The radiation dose rate monitoring results near the main gate show an up-and-down trend: At 

approximately 07:30 on March 15, 2011 the results were 250.8μSv/h, but indicated an 

increasing trend to 1,390.0μSv/h at approximately 07:38 on the same day, and to 1,941.0μSv/h 

at approximately 07:50 on the same day, and subsequently, although decreasing to several 

hundred μSv/h at one stage, increased rapidly to 1,413.0μSv/h at approximately 08:25 on the 

same day, to 8,217.0μSv/h at approximately 08:31 on the same day, and to 11,930.0μSv/h at 

approximately 09:00 on the same day, and a high radiation dose rate of several thousand μSv/h 

was subsequently recorded until 10:25 on the same day (see Chart 89). 

図表89 正門付近の放射線量の挙動（3/15 7:30～3/15 10:30）

東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 89: Dose rates behavior near the main gate, etc. (07:30 –10:30 March 15)
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As in 3. 2. (3) d. (b) above, the possibility is extremely high that this was due to the release 

into the atmosphere of radioactive materials released during the process of core damage to any 

or all of Units 1 - 3. 

This also indicates, by approximately 07:38 on March 15, 2011, when the radiation dose rate 

near the main gate began to indicate a rapid increase, the possibility that radioactive materials 

originating from the core of Unit 3 leaked from the PCV or its Peripherals and were released 

into the atmosphere, and there is the possibility that the Unit 3 PCV or its Peripherals had before 

then suffered damage so that their containment function was greatly damaged. 

 

(d) Radiation dose rate after approximately 23:00 on March 15, 2011 
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Based on the results of the radiation dose rate monitoring near the main gate, the results 

decreased from over 1,000μSv/h at approximately 13:00 on March 15, 2011, to around 

500μSv/h at approximately 15:25 on the same day, and subsequently varied around several 

hundred μSv/h, but the radiation dose rate rapidly increased to 4,548.0μSv/h by approximately 

23:00 on the same day, and increased to 6,960.0μSv/h at approximately 23:10 on the same day 

and 8,080.0μSv/h at approximately 23:30 on the same day, and indicated a radiation dose rate of 

over 1,000μSv/h until approximately 04:00 on March 16, 2011 (see Chart 90). 

図表90 正門付近の放射線量の挙動（3/15 13:00～3/16 4:00）

東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所構内での計測データ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Created based on TEPCO’s “Measurement Data at the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS site” 
(May 2011)

Chart 90: Dose rates behavior near the main gate, etc. (13:00 March 15 to 04:00 
March 16)
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As in Chapter 3. Section 2. (3) d. (c) above, this can be determined that it is due to the release 

into the atmosphere of radioactive materials originating from the core(s) of any or all of Units 1 

to 3. 

In this case, too, by approximately 23:00 on March 15, 2011, when the radiation dose rate 

near the main gate began to indicate a rapid increase, the possibility can well be determined that 

radioactive materials originating from the core of Unit 3 leaked from the PCV or its Peripherals 

and were released into the atmosphere, and there is the possibility that the Unit 3 PCV or its 

Peripherals had before then suffered damage so that their containment function was further 

greatly damaged. 

 

c. Contaminated water, etc.  

(i) As the result of TEPCO conducting dust monitoring in the first and second floors of the 
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Unit 3 T/B , I-131, Cs-134, Cs-136, Cs-137, and Pr-144 were detected in that location on April 

25, 2011, April 29, 2011, May 1, 2011, and May 3, 2011 (see Chart 91).  

採取日時 採取物 核種（半減期）
放射能濃度

（Bq/cm
3
）

I-131（約8日）
Cs-134（約2年）
Cs-136（約13日）
Cs-137（約30年）
Pr-144（約17分）
I-131（約8日） 11,000
Cs-134（約2年） 140,000
Cs-136（約13日） 1,600
Cs-137（約30年） 150,000
Cs-134（約2年） 150,000
Cs-137（約30年） 180,000

H23.4.25
H23.4.29
H23.5.1
H23.5.3

3号機T/B1階及び2階の
ダスト

不明

　　　　東京電力「福島第一原子力発電所3号機使用済燃料プール水の分析結果」
　　　　（平成23年5月）、「原子炉建屋地下滞留水の放射能濃度等の測定結果」
　　　　（平成23年12月）等を基に作成

H23.11.25 3号機R/B地下滞留水

H23.5.8 3号機SFP水

図表91 3号機 汚染水等測定結果

Sampling 
Date

Collected Sample

Dust on Unit 3 T/B, first 
and second floors

SFP water, Unit 3

Stagnant water, Unit 3 R/B,
basement

Nuclides (half-life)
Radioactivity 
Concentration 

Bq/cm3

Unknown

Chart 91: Measurement results of contaminated water etc. in Unit 3

Created based on TEPCO’s “Analysis Results of sampled water from the Unit 3 Spent Fuel 
Pool at the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS” (May 2011) and “Measurement Results such as 
radioactivity concentration of the stagnant water on the R/B basement” (December 2011) 
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(approx. 17 minutes)
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May 3, 2011

May 8, 2011

Nov 25, 2011

 

(ii) As the result of TEPCO conducting dust monitoring in the 2nd floor of the Unit 3 T/B, 

each of the nuclides I-131, Cs-134, Cs-136, Cs-137, and Pr-144 were detected on April 29, 2011 

(see Chart 91). 

(iii) As the result of TEPCO conducting nuclide analysis on the Unit 3 SFP water, I-131, 

Cs-134, Cs-136, and Cs-137 were detected on May 8, 2011 from the Unit 3 SFP water (see 

Chart 91). The fuel discharged when Unit 3 was shut down for periodic inspection on June 19, 

2010 was stored in the SFP water, and as even the fuel with the shortest cooling period had been 

cooled for 10 months or more, it is difficult to conceive that the short half-life I-131 and Cs-136 

detected originated from the SFP, and there is a high possibility that they originated from the 

core. 

(iv) As the result of TEPCO conducting monitoring of the radioactive concentration etc. of 

the Unit 3 R/B water retained underground, Cs-134 and Cs-137 were detected on November 25, 

2011 from the Unit 3 R/B water retained underground (see Chart 91). 

(v) Accordingly, it is natural to consider that all or part of the nuclides detected from the Unit 

3 R/B water retained underground, the T/B water retained underground, and the SFP water 

originated from the core, and it can be determined that they leaked from the RPV or its 

Peripherals and the PCV or its Peripherals. 
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(4) Summary 

After the occurrence of the earthquake and before the tsunami hit, while it cannot be 

recognized that the Unit 3 PCV or its Peripherals may have suffered such damage as to degrade 

the containment function, subsequently, after approximately 02:42 on March 13, 2011, when 

the HPCI shut down, and until approximately 02:20 on March 14, 2011, the possibility that the 

said damage occurred cannot be denied. 

Furthermore, from approximately 07:00 on March 14, 2011 until approximately 21:35 on the 

same day, the possibility can well be recognized that the Unit 3 PCV or its Peripherals suffered 

such damage as to heavily degrade the containment function, and there is the possibility that 

further great damage developed subsequently. 

With regard to damage areas, examples of many possible cases include that high temperature 

may have caused deterioration in seal materials such as flange gaskets or epoxy resin seals used 

to ensure airtightness at the places such as the PCV flanges, electrical penetrations, airlock 

doors and service entrance hatches. It is difficult, however, to identify damage locations, as 

actual spot investigations are not practical at the current point in time. Accordingly, it is 

recommended that the Government and the nuclear operator locate the damage and accordingly 

investigate the cause and time of that damage, as soon as on-the-spot investigations become 

possible in the future. 

 

Section 3. RCIC 

(1) The RCIC functioned directly after the occurrence of the earthquake and before the 

tsunami hit, and the possibility is denied that major damage occurred such that its water 

injection function would be degraded. 

a. Alarm typer outputs and other records 

(i) Based on the Unit 3 alarm typer outputs*467, it can be recognized that at approximately 

15:05 on March 11, 2011 the RCIC turbine started up, at approximately 15:06 on the same day 

the RCIC discharge valve opened and a flow rate of 25.2ℓ per second was secured, and 

subsequently at approximately 15:25 on the same day a “high reactor water level” alarm signal 

                                                                                                                                        
 *467 See Attachment II-1-1-53. 
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was transmitted and the RCIC shut down. 

(ii) Based on the Unit 3 recorder charts*468 and the Transient Analysis Recording System 

data*469, after the occurrence of the earthquake and before the tsunami hit, regarding the Unit 3 

reactor water level, even while receiving the influence of the void effect, the operation of the 

relief valve function of the SRV, etc., in response to the operating conditions of the RCIC, a 

certain water level had been secured, and it is clear that a rapid decrease cannot be recognized 

*470.  

 

b. Shift operators’ logbook and shift team testimony 

Based on the shift operators’ logbook and the testimony of the shift team, it can be 

recognized that, at approximately 16:03 on March 11, 2011, the RCIC was operated while 

conducting flow control, and at approximately 11:36 on March 12, 2011, the RCIC shut down. 

These facts are in conformity with the behavior of reactor pressure and reactor water level 

identified based on the Unit 3 plant related parameters*471 and Record Indicator Chart*472, and 

as it can be assessed that the RCIC was functioning even after the tsunami hit, the possibility is 

denied that major damage occurred such that its water injection function was degraded. 

 

(2) Even after the tsunami hit, until the RCIC shut down at approximately 11:36 on March 

12, 2011, the possibility that such damage occurred as to influence its function. 

a. Recorder charts and other records 

(i) Based on the Unit 3 plant related parameters*473, the recorder charts*474, Transient Analysis 

                                                                                                                                        
 *468 See Attachment II-1-1-53. 
 *469 See Attachment II-1-1-53. 
 *470 Based on the Unit 3 alarm typer outputs, after the tsunami hit, many setting input point errors and recovery 

displays with no connection to the actual operations were repeated. These can be determined to be caused by the 
loss of power due to the influence of the tsunami, and no transmission records exist of any activation signals 
(on-off signals). In this case, even though an RCIC activation signal was not recorded at approximately 16:03 on 
March 11, 2011, it cannot immediately be said that the RCIC was not activated. 

 *471 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *472 See Attachment II-1-1-54. 
 *473 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *474 See Attachment II-1-1-54. 
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Recording System data*475, and the shift operators’ logbook and each testimony of the shift 

team, the RCIC was activated manually at approximately 16:03 on March 11, 2011, and until 

the RCIC shut down at approximately 11:36 on March 12, 2011, the shift team, using a bypass 

line, and while monitoring the flow rate control indicator and reactor water level indicator, 

controlled the amount of water injection through the RCIC, and it can be assessed that they 

were paying attention to avoid the RCIC shutting down due to a “high reactor water level” 

alarm signal being transmitted. 

(ii) Based on the Unit 3 recorder charts*476, after the RCIC activated at approximately 16:03 

on March 11, 2011, and until approximately 11:36 on March 12, 2011, the reactor water level 

was maintained in the narrow range *477, and no sudden decreases in the reactor water level etc., 

or no significant changes such as a rapid fall in the reactor water level that may suggest a 

rupture in the RCIC piping were recognized, and as the reactor water level increased even after 

the SRV operated, a certain water level had been maintained. 

 

b.Field responses 

Regarding Unit 3, after the RCIC shut down at approximately 11:36 on March 12, 2011, in 

order to confirm the cause of the shutdown, upon the shift team succeeding in entering the R/B 

first basement floor RCIC room, no steam leakage or other circumstances that may suggest a 

rupture in the RCIC piping existed. 

 

(3) The cause of the RCIC shutdown at approximately 11:36 on March 12, 2011 is unknown, 

however, loss of function can be recognized. 

a. Conditions of the RCIC system at the time of RCIC shutdown 

Based on the shift operators’ logbook and the testimony of the shift team, after the RCIC shut 

down at approximately 11:36 on March 12, 2011, when the shift team entered the RCIC room 

in order to confirm the cause of the shutdown, water was dripping from the ceiling onto the 

                                                                                                                                        
 *475 See Attachment II-1-1-54. 
 *476 See Attachment II-1-1-54. 
 *477 This refers to the water level instrument range used at times of normal operation, being set at the range 

TAF+4,170 to +5,670mm. 
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RCIC steam stop valve etc. Then, water droplets including oil were dripping from the ceiling 

onto the mechanical fastening part of the steam stop valve called the ‘latch,’ and the latch had 

released. The shift connected it and attempted a restart, but the connection was not maintained 

and the valve soon closed. 

Therefore, there is the possibility that the RCIC shut down due to the steam stop valve not 

being maintained in the open position due to the malfunction of this latch. 

 

b. Power supply for the RCIC 

Regarding the RCIC drive 125V DC battery, unnecessary load was shed after the tsunami hit, 

with power consumption conserved through flow control etc. so that the RCIC did not shut 

down, but approximately 20 hours had already passed at the point the RCIC shut down, at 

approximately 11:36 on March 12, 2011. 

In any case, when the RCIC shut down, based on the RCIC indicator lamps being lighted, 

displaying the shutdown position, and soon displaying the shutdown position even if activated, 

it can be considered that at least there was sufficient battery power remaining to light the 

indicator lamps on the Main Control Room control panel, and there is a high possibility that the 

cause of the RCIC shutdown is other than battery depletion. 

 

c. Steam volume to drive the RCIC turbine 

At approximately 11:36 on March 12, 2011, when the RCIC shut down, based on the Unit 3 

recorder charts, as it can be considered that the reactor pressure was indicating around 6 to 

7MPa gage, and that the reactor water level was also maintained in the TAF+4m range, it can be 

suggested not to be under the circumstances where steam to drive the turbine would be 

insufficient. 

 

(4) Summary 

Therefore, regarding the Unit 3 RCIC, from after the earthquake occurred until 

approximately 11:36 on March 12, 2011, the RCIC was operating while controlling the flow 

rate, and in that time, it can be recognized that there was no damage that would influence its 
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water injection function. 

The RCIC shut down at approximately 11:36 on March 12, 2011, subsequent attempt to 

restart could not be achieved, and even though there is the possibility that the cause could be the 

stop valve not being kept open due to the malfunction of the mechanical part of the RCIC steam 

stop valve, its cause is still unclear at the present point in time, and accordingly it is 

recommended that the Government and the nuclear operator further investigate the cause. 

 

Section 4. HPCI 

(1) Regarding the HPCI, the possibility is denied that such damage occurred due to the 

influence of the earthquake as to affect its function. 

The HPCI activated automatically at approximately 12:35 on March 12, 2011, and until it 

shut down at approximately 02:42 on March 13, 2011, it operated under the conditions of low 

reactor pressure for Unit 3. Because of this, in turn the turbine drive steam volume was less than 

in normal operation, the turbine RPM fell below the operating limit, and the discharge pressure 

would not increase, so at the least, until approximately 20:36 on March 12, 2011 when 

monitoring the reactor water level was possible, no evidence of any functional failure to the 

HPCI can be found 

Therefore, regarding the HPCI, the possibility is denied that such damage occurred as to 

affect its function due to the influence of the earthquake even immediately after the earthquake 

occurred. 

 

(2) Until the RCIC was shut down manually at approximately 02:42 on March 13, 2011, the 

possibility is denied that the HPCI system suffered such major damage as to heavily 

degrade its function. 

a. Reactor pressure and shift operators' logbooks 

(i) Based on the Unit 3 plant related parameters*478, the reactor pressure (Channel A) was 

displaying 7.530MPa gage at approximately 12:10 on March 12, 2011, before the HPCI was 

initiated, but after the HPCI was initiate was displaying 5.600MPa gage at approximately 12:45 

                                                                                                                                        
 *478 See TEPCO’s HP. 
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on the same day, 2.900MPa gage at approximately 17:00 on the same day, and 0.950MPa gage 

at approximately 19:00 on the same day, showing a clear decreasing trend (see Chart 92). 

図表92 3号機原子炉圧力の挙動（3/12 12:00～3/13 6:30）

東京電力「プラント関連パラメータ」（平成23年5月）を基に作成
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Chart 92: Unit 3 reactor pressure behavior (12:00 March 12 to 06:30 March 13)

Reactor Pressure  (Ch. A)

Created based on TEPCO’s “Plant Related Parameters” (May 2011)
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Based on the shift operators’ logbook, at approximately 12:35 on March 12, 2011, “reactor 

water level L-2, reactor water level:-1,200mm (W), HPCI automatic initiation” are noted, and it 

can be recognized that, at this time, the reactor water level was decreasing and accordingly the 

HPCI was initiated automatically. 

Similarly, based on the shift operators’ logbook, at approximately 02:42 on March 13, 2011, 

“HPCI shutdown, reactor pressure: 0.58MPa” are noted, and it can be recognized that, at this 

time, the HPCI was shut down. 

Based on the operating conditions of the HPCI, it can be considered that the reactor pressure 

decreased due to the influence of the HPCI operation*479. 

(ii) Based on the testimony of the shift team, in operating the HPCI with the CST as its water 

source, while controlling flow via the shared test line through which steam condenses to the 

CST, they were considerate of operation not shutting down the HPCI due to a “high reactor 

water level” signal being transmitted, and such HPCI operating conditions are not contradictory 

with the behavior of reactor pressure noted in (i) above. 

(iii) After approximately 02:44 on March 13, 2011, when the HPCI was manually shut down, 

                                                                                                                                        
 *479 At this time, regarding Unit 3, as the AC power supply had been lost and the low pressure system (CS, RHR 

etc.) operation was not available, it can be considered that the ADS function of the SRV would not have operated, 
and it can be recognized that the reactor pressure did not decrease due to this operation of the ADS function. 
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based on the Unit 3 plant related parameters*480, the reactor pressure indicated a rapid increasing 

trend, and from the affected reactor pressure behavior, it can be inferred that until that time a 

certain degree of cooling water injection was conducted, and it can be considered that until the 

HPCI was manually shut down at approximately 02:42 on the same day, there was no major 

damage such that its function was degraded. 

In any case, regarding the Unit 3 HPCI, it can be considered that, after approximately 19:00 

on March 12, 2011, the reactor pressure decreased to below 1MPa gage, and furthermore, the 

HPCI was being operated while controlling flow via the shared test line, then, in turn, the 

turbine RPM fell below the operating limit, and the pump discharge pressure decreased and as it 

was becoming almost equal to the reactor pressure the water injection function was decreased. 

This conforms with the course of events that led the shift team to consider transferring to 

alternative water injection due to concern about the HPCI discharge pressure nearing the reactor 

pressure and water injection not being conducted. 

 

b. D/W pressure 

(i) Based on the Unit 3 plant related parameters*481, the D/W pressure displayed a moderate 

decreasing trend after displaying 0.3800MPa abs at approximately 12:45 on March 12, 2011, 

after the HPCI initiated, recorded as displaying at approximately 17:00 on the same day 

0.3000MPa abs, at approximately18:30 on the same day 0.2800MPa abs, at approximately 

19:00 on the same day 0.2850MPa abs, at approximately 20:15 on the same day 0.2750MPa 

abs, and at approximately 22:00 on the same day 0.1700MPa abs. 

Firstly, regarding the “0.1700MPa abs” recorded as the D/W pressure at approximately 22:00 

on March 12, 2011, as described in Section 2. (2) a. (i), it can be considered that, according to 

the memos taken by the NPS ERC Operation Team at the time that formed the basis of the Unit 

3 plant related parameters and notations in the shift operators' logbook, it should have been 

converted to absolute pressure and recorded as “0.2700MPa abs,” but was recorded in error. 

Then, regarding the decreasing trend in the D/W pressure *482 from approximately 12:45 on 

                                                                                                                                        
 *480 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *481 See TEPCO’s HP. 
 *482 See Attachment II-1-1-51. 
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March 12, 2011 until approximately 22:00 on the same day, as in Section 2. (2) a. (i) above, S/C 

spraying was being conducted at the time, and the trend is able to be largely reproduced, 

according to the JNES analysis, by assuming the thermal stratification of the Unit 3 S/C pool 

water. 

(ii) Moreover, it can be considered that, if hypothetically damage had occurred to the steam 

piping which connects the HPCI system turbine with the S/C, the S/C pressure would escape 

through those damaged sections while the HPCI was in operation, and through the vent line the 

D/W pressure would also indicate a decreasing trend. 

However, as noted in (i), after indicating 0.2800MPa abs at approximately 18:30 on March 

12, 2011, the D/W pressure indicated 0.2700MPa abs even at approximately 20:15 on the same 

day, and nearly two hours subsequently, at approximately 22:00 on the same day still displayed 

the same 0.2700MPa abs, and so even though the HPCI was operating, the decreasing trend 

stopped at a pressure value over two times that of the atmospheric pressure. 

In this case, it is difficult to consider that the cause of the decrease in D/W pressure was 

caused by damage to the HPCI system steam piping. 

(iii) Therefore, regarding the decreasing trend in the D/W pressure at this time, if thermal 

stratification is assumed, compared to explanation by the influence of conducting S/C spraying 

being possible, as it is difficult to consider the decrease due to the occurrence of damage to the 

HPCI system steam piping, at least, given the decrease in D/W pressure at this time, it cannot be 

considered that damage occurred that would influence the function of the HPCI system. 

 

c. HPCI operating conditions 

While the HPCI was operating, the shift team was monitoring the reactor water level 

indicator as long as monitoring of this was possible, and after monitoring became no longer 

possible at approximately 20:36 on March 12, 2011, the shift team monitored the HPCI 

discharge pressure indicator and the reactor pressure indicator, and they did not indicate plant 

behavior far from HPCI control, and until it was manually shut down at approximately 02:42 on 

March 13, 2011, no abnormality could be identified on the control panel for the systems 

necessary for operation or control. 
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d. Interlock function 

The Unit 3 was set so that, if the reactor pressure decreases to 0.69MPa gage, the interlock 

would operate and the HPCI would automatically shut down. 

However, based on the Unit 3 recorder charts*483, even though, at approximately 02:20 on 

March 13, 2011, the reactor pressure decreased to below 0.69MPa gage, and subsequently 

continued to display a decreasing trend, the automatic shutdown interlock did not operate. 

For this interlock to operate, in addition to  the logic circuit and valve drive power supplies, 

it was necessary for a power supply to be secured for the instruments to measure the HPCI 

steam inlet pressure. The power supply for such instruments was the DC 125V battery (3B) 

installed on the mezzanine basement floor of the Unit 3 T/B, and it supplied electrical power to 

the instruments via the DC 125V power distribution panel (3B-4). Furthermore, the DC 125V 

power distribution panel (3B-4) was located in the switchgear room on the Unit 3 C/B first 

basement floor, and based on the water damage to the area surrounding that room when the 

tsunami hit, there is the possibility that this DC 125V power distribution panel (3B-4) also may 

have suffered water damage due to the influence of the tsunami, and was no longer able to 

supply electrical power to the instruments. 

If it is assumed that the integrity of the DC 125V power distribution panel (3B-4) was 

maintained, if the integrity of the DC 125V main bus panel (3B) upstream from it was lost, or 

the DC 125V battery (3B) was exhausted, the interlock would similarly not function. However, 

in this case, the shift team would not have been able to manually shut down the HPCI at 

approximately 02:42 on March 13, 2011, and as this case is contradictory with the actual 

operations taken on-site, it is natural to think that the integrity of the DC 125V power 

distribution panel (3B-4) had indeed been lost. 

Therefore, the DC 125V distribution panel (3B-4) located in the Unit 3 C/B first basement 

floor switchgear room suffered water damage when the tsunami hit, and as a result, there is a 

possibility that the detection equipment monitoring the HPCI steam piping entrance pressure 

become unable to monitor due to loss of power supply, and the interlock function did not 

operate. 

                                                                                                                                        
 *483 See Attachment II-1-1-44. 
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(3) After the HPCI was manually shut down at approximately 02:42 on March 13, 2011, it 

can be inferred that HPCI re-activation was not possible due to loss of power 

a. Power supply for the HPCI 

(i) Based on the shift operators' logbook and the testimony of the shift team, after 

approximately 12:35 on March 12, 2011, the shift team, while shedding unnecessary load to 

prolong the life of the batteries, did not shut down the HPCI, and until approximately 02:42 on 

March 13, 2011, operated the HPCI continuously for over 14 hours, and it can be considered 

that the risk of power supply depletion became high. 

(ii) Based on the shift operators’ logbook and the testimony of the shift team, directly after 

the HPCI was shut down, at approximately 02:45 on March 13, 2011, and at approximately 

02:55 on the same day, attempts to open the SRV failed. It is possible that the cause of this could 

have been depletion of the DC 125V batteries (3A and 3B) that supply power necessary for 

opening the SRV *484. 

Then, as the DC 125V battery (3B) also supplied power to the HPCI logic circuit, there is the 

possibility that until this point in time, in the Units 3 & 4 Main Control Room, the valve 

opening necessary for restarting the HPCI was no longer possible by remote manual operation. 

(iii) Based on the shift operators’ logbook, at approximately 03:35 on March 13, 2011, it was 

confirmed that the indicator lamps of the HPCI flow control indicator (FIC) were out. Then, as 

the power supply for the FIC indicator lamps is also the DC 125V battery (3B), there is an 

extremely high possibility that this battery was depleted by this time. 

Then, as energizing of the HPCI turbine trip solenoid valve is necessary to restart the HPCI, 

and that energizing power supply is, the same as the FIC, DC 125V battery (3B), and supplied 

via the DC 125V distribution panel (3B-1). 

Therefore, upon it being assessed that at this time the FIU status indicator lamps were out and 

the DC 125V battery (3B) was depleted, it can be determined that the HPCI turbine trip 

solenoid valve could no longer be energized, and the HPCI had lost function due to the loss of 

power supply. 

 
                                                                                                                                        
 *484 Furthermore, at this time, the shift team was attempting to open the SRV using ADS operation function drive 

nitrogen gas, and it is difficult to conceive that opening the SRV failed due to insufficient remaining pressure. 
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b. Functional failure 

Regarding the Unit 3 HPCI, at the point when the HPCI was manually shut down, no 

damage that would influence its function could be ascertained. 

Subsequently also, when the shift team entered the RCIC room at approximately 05:08 on 

March 13, 2011 to attempt manual restarting of the RCIC, they also entered the HPCI room, but 

the room was not filled with steam, nor had the radiation dose rate increased so much that 

people could definitely not enter, and no indications that would suggest that such damage as to 

influence its function could be found. 

Notwithstanding, regarding the HPCI, even though restarting was attempted until 

approximately 03:39 on March 13, 2011, restarting was not possible, and there is a high 

possibility that the cause of that could be other than the occurrence of functional damage. 

 

(4) Summary 

The possibility is denied that damage occurred that would influence the function of the Unit 3 

HPCI after the occurrence of the earthquake. Particularly, it can be determined that, after 

approximately 12:35 on March 12, 2011, it was operating with flow control possible although 

in an operation method different from the normal operation method, and that damage to 

influence its function cannot be recognized. However, the Unit 3 HPCI, as operating for a long 

period, exhausted DC power necessary for operation and control, and as the electrical power 

consumption in restarting is higher than that in continuous operation, it can be inferred that after 

manual shutdown at approximately 02:42 on March 13, 2011, restarting was no longer possible 

due to power supply depletion. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion  

In verifying the damage to the RPV or PCV, the reactor water level, reactor pressure, D/W 

pressure, S/C pressure, CAMS measurement results and monitoring post data can be important 

indicators, along with on-site field responses such as reactor water injection, PCV venting, and 

opening and closing of the SRV. Therefore, for each of the Units 1 to 3, such field responses and 

instrumentation indications are displayed on the same temporal axis and shown as Attachments 

II-1-1-55 to 57. 

In any case, as due to instrument mechanisms, there is the possibility of incorrect 

measurements and/or erroneous indications in the values indicated by instruments such as 

reactor water level indicators, and also as identifying the causes of incorrect measurements 

and/or erroneous indications may lead to important clues in evaluating the conditions of the 

RPV or PCV; merely reading these indicated values and their trends is insufficient when 

referring to such displays as shown in the Attachments. Moreover, the verification by the 

Investigation Committee was not conducted based on only the data shown in such displays, but 

as noted in Chapters 2 to 4 above, has been conducted comprehensively based on all evidence 

obtained by the Investigation Committee. 

 

End 
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